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"Every Man now, be his Fortune what it will, is to be doing something 

at his Place, as the fashionable Phrase is; and you hardly meet with 

anybody, who, after the first Compliments, does not inform you, that 

he is in Mortar and moving of earth; 

the modest terms for Building and Gardening. One large Room, a 

Serpentine River, and a Wood, are become the most absolute 

Necessaries of Life, without which a Gentleman of the smallest 

Fortune thinks he makes no Figure in his Country" 

Gentleman’s Magazine, 1739 
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Summary 

Ravensworth Castle & Estate, Gateshead 

Introduction 

This Conservation Plan examines Ravensworth Castle and 

Estate by providing an understanding of the site, focusing on 

its significance, analysing the risks and issues, and identifying 

the policies which need to be in place to protect and enhance 

what is important. In doing so it helps set the scene for the 

future with the best interests of the heritage asset at heart. 

The Plan is an initiative of North of England Civic Trust (with 

major contributions from other heritage professionals and 

part-funding from the HLF and English Heritage) following a 

decade or so of negotiations with the Estate’s owners, the 

Council and English Heritage to try to secure a solution to the conservation and management needed to 

ensure long term preservation of what survives. Despite the Trust publishing a feasibility study in 1998, 

that solution remains elusive and this Plan is one tool with which progress is being made. 

Description 

Chapter 2 describes the place and its 

history. Ravensworth Castle is in the 

Ravensworth Estate, immediately west of 

the Al at Team Valley, Gateshead. The 

large 340ha Estate is virtually all in one 

ownership and comprises arable and 

pasture meadows, extensive commercial 

woodland, ponds, and isolated farm and 

residential buildings. At its heart (both 

physically and symbolically) is a complex of 

ruined buildings which has, in turn, 

comprised a medieval castle, an eighteenth century Palladian villa and a nineteenth century Picturesque 

Gothic country house (by John Nash), stables and designed landscape. Remnants of the first and last of 

these survive as upstanding ruins. There is no public access to the Estate and, despite its location hard on 
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the edge of Tyneside, it continues to 

enjoy a seclusion and privacy cherished 

by its small, scattered residential and 

farming community. The Forestry 

Commission has a long commercial lease 

over some 40% of the Estate. 

Ravensworth is a complex, layered place 

with a long history. This Plan, by 

necessity, concentrates on those 

elements with the greatest significance 

and risk - the Castle Complex - and, 

although a full understanding is not yet 

in place across the Estate, enough is 

known to allow an assessment of 

significance. The standing remains at 

the Castle Complex comprise four main 

elements linked by designed landscape: 

� two stout Medieval Towers and lengths of castle Curtain Wall, the earliest parts probably early 

fourteenth century, which were incorporated into later developments on the site, 

� an Octagonal Tower, cellars and other remains from the nineteenth century Nash House which was 

all but demolished by the 1950s, 

� the Stable Block to the lost Nash House, the most intact and useable building on the site, 

� the Main Courtyard, key to the layout, setting and use of all three principal incarnations of 

Ravensworth Castle - medieval, eighteenth century and nineteenth century. 

The wider Estate has six further character sub-areas, including designed landscape associated with the 

Nash House (and some from the eighteenth century), plus parkland and extensive woodland. 

Historical Development 

Broadly, Ravensworth has seen four periods of development: 

� 1st Period: upto the seventeenth century, 

� 2nd Period: the early seventeenth century to the early nineteenth century, 

� 3rd Period: the early nineteenth to the early twentieth century, 

� 4th Period: the early twentieth century to now. 
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1st Period: upto the Early Seventeenth Century 

There is no known evidence of prehistoric, Roman or early medieval activity (crop marks in the South Park 

might be such evidence, but might equally be eighteenth century garden layout). The first mention of 

Ravensworth is 1080, and the first mention of the manor of Ravenshelm (most likely the place that would 

later get the first castle) is in June 1223 when the Prince Bishops made a palatinate land grant to Robert 

de Yeland. From this time there are references which imply a manor house and a deer park existed. 

The place eventually passed to prominent local family the 

Lumleys who held it (on and off) until 1544. The first 

reference to a castle is in the early fifteenth century but, 

although the evidence is inconclusive, it is possible the 

medieval castle began as an early fourteenth century ’solar 

tower’ (the surviving North Tower) added to the earlier 

manor house, perhaps when it changed hands, as it did in 

1315 and 1318. Such a period would accord with the architecture and comparators in the region. 

It probably then grew incrementally through the fourteenth 

century, tower after tower, into a castle of four, maybe five AN 

towers with curtain wall - not regular and quadrangular as NO  

has been assumed in the past. As the need for siege defence 

began to wane, comfort began to influence castle design. 

The South Tower is more skilful and generous than the 

North, suggesting a later date, and it might be linked with 

mid to late fourteenth century local master builder John Lewyn. It may also have been designed with a 

nod to older castles, such as Newcastle and Richmond, symbolic of the English feudal system’s strength. 

Ravensworth went from the Lumleys to the Boyntons to the Gasgoignes, pictorial evidence suggesting it 

was extended. In 1607 it went to, Thomas Liddell, the family that would hold it until the mid twentieth 

century, and who would rise to become one of the most powerful and influential in the North East. 

2nd Period: the Early Seventeenth Century to the Early Nineteenth Century 

Both the Liddells and the Castle itself 

survived involvement in the Civil War, 

Thomas’s son, also Thomas, becoming 

the 1st Baronet of Ravensworth. Mining 

flourished and the Liddells expanded 

alhdian Villa and Castle c.1728 
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coal extraction on the Estate in the late seventeenth century; remains of a wagonway and coal mill from 

this period survive. Coal would be key to the place’s huge later growth - and its ultimate downfall, too. 

The first detailed records of 

land and buildings are from the 

early eighteenth century. 

Family letters debate the 

decaying rooms of the ’old 

castle’ and the pros and cons or 

modifying or replacing it. The 

result was a smart new 

Palladian Villa incorporating the castle, depicted in a c.1 728 engraving (the first surviving picture of 

Ravensworth), and again in 1787 after an extension reputedly by architect James Paine. In his work - a 

grand south-facing bay - Ravensworth began to exploit the Estate’s landscape potential. At the same 

time as the Villa, the Liddells discussed developing the gardens but, although plans survive, it is not clear 

whether they were implemented. By 1785, a detailed map shows flowing parkland typical of the period 

and a dramatic drive from the south creating views across meadows to a forest of oaks in the north west. 

3rd Period: the Early Nineteenth CentL 

During the forty years or so from 

1808, a new, progressive generation 

of Liddells would use their coal-fed 

wealth to stamp a new mark in the 

Estate, demolishing the Palladian 

villa and most - but not all - of the 

extended medieval castle, and 

iy to the Early Twentieth Century 

Nash House late C19 I early C20 

tn, 	 I 
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creating in its place a trophy house, stable block, landscaped park and gardens befitting the man who 

would be made the 1st Lord Ravensworth in 1821, and friend to King George IV. 

Liddell had royal architect John Nash design a Picturesque 	5T 
1i 	Gat  

Gothic home on the grandest, most elaborate scale unlike 	 � 

any other in the region. Nostalgia prevailed - the new 

house continued the castle form, but in a progressive 

Romantic style which became more Gothic as it was built 

(influenced by A C Pugin). Surviving drawings reveal Lord 

Ravensworth and his son, Henry, influenced the build. 
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In the same period, the large parts of the Estate were landscaped into ornamental gardens, pleasure 

grounds, arboretum, parkland and a walled garden. A fountain, beds and a conservatory enriched the 

House’s terrace. Specimen trees enlivened views, and sweeping woods were enriched with a Picturesque 

scene of gentle walks, long rides and romantic lakes. All a delight to explore including, it is thought, by 

family friend Charles Dodgson, alias Lewis Carroll, creator of the Alice in Wonderland stories. 

The place was alive with weekend parties where politics and business were conducted with dignitaries 

and the elite. In 1841 Ravensworth had a staff of 27. Coal mining grew on and off the Estate, supported 

by industrial innovation (Lord Ravensworth was a patron of George Stephenson) and the formidable 

Grand Allies cartel. As the house reached its political and social zenith in the late nineteenth century, the 

Liddells sustained their wealth and political influence as mining reached a peak after the First World War. 

4th Period: the Early Twentieth Century to Now 

However, death duties on the 5th 

Baron’s death in 1919 marked the 

start of decline. With the family 

seat moved to Northumberland 

and its celebrated contents sold, 

Ravensworth would see a series of 

fleeting new uses (a girls’ school, 

coaching stables, and backdrop to 

two memorable military tattoos), 

but none would save it from a fate 

that met so many English country 

houses in the early twentieth 

century. The irony was that mining 

directly below the house - avoided until 1935� led to its downfall, as severe cracks were soon reported. 

Demolition by the 7th Lord Ravensworth began in the 1930s with, it is reported, both a heavy heart and 

optimism for the new model village he started from the wreckage. Demolition resumed after Second 

World War (when troops were stationed on the 

Estate), but not the new village - only three 

houses were ever built. By the 1950s, only the 

less valuable stable block still stood, together 

with the antiquity of the medieval towers and 

fragments of the Nash house deemed, perhaps, 

not worth the effort. 
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Survival and the Start of Conservation 

The Liddells sold the entire Estate to the tenant farmer in the 1970s. Since then it has been managed as a 

working farm rather than an historic landscape, with non-productive assets such as the Castle Complex 

and designed landscape being a low priority. Vandalism, 

arson and theft played their part, and condition is now very 

poor. The search for new uses began in thel 980s (eg. 

independent feasibility studies, archaeological recording) 

and continues today. In 2003, the Stable Block failed to win 

its heat in BBC TV’s Restoration programme and, rescue and 
’01 	 SKENW,  

repair costs costs alone were estimated at over f3,5m.  

Meanwhile, significance and the level of protection over it 

has gradually increased: 

� 1967: medieval Towers, Nash House remains, Stable 

Block and other elements listed Grade 11*  or II, 

� 1976: the remains of the medieval castle and 

associated land were scheduled, 

� 1985: habitats created by abandonment designated 

a Site of Nature Conservation Importance, 

� 1990: the entire Estate and some outlying pockets 

(eg. Lady Park) designated a conservation area, 

� 2004: the entire Estate and some individual buildings 

were added to the local list, 

The Estate is covered by Green Belt with high landscape 

quality, and a wildlife corridor. The key buildings have been 

at the highest priority on national and local buildings at risk 

registers since the 1990s. 

I 
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Significance 

Chapter 3 analyses significance. The Castle Complex has 	 II 	T 	to 

help understand the development of the late medieval castle, and the site’s two lost county houses: 

� there is good potential for below-ground deposits which has never been tested, 

� the standing remains are arguably one of the best preserved medieval fortifications in former Co 

Durham, illustrating a transition in castle design from truly defensive to merely defendable, 

� the South Tower (IB) is possibly an important example of late fourteenth century castle design, 

more intricate and generous than the earlier, simpler North Tower (1B), 

� of the nineteenth century fabric, the Octagonal Tower and Remains (IF) and Cellars (1H) could 

reveal much about detailing and quality in different parts of the Nash House. 

Other standing and below-ground elements have considerable or some potential. In the wider Estate, 

land adjoining the Castle Complex has good archaeological potential, as do other features including the 

scheduled Coal Mill Remains (60,  the possibly medieval Ditch (50,  and the enigmatic Crop Marks (5D). 

The Medieval Castle has 
	

as: 

� the only castle in Gateshead, one of only four standing castles in Tyne & Wear, and, informer Co 

Durham, one of only 25 castles and one of only ten standing medieval castles. 

It is remarkably unaltered given later site development, and its three likely main phases of design suggest 

increased attention paid to comfort over defence, worthy of more research. It as a valuable link between 

smaller fortified towers and greater, more prestigious castles such as Lumley. The South Tower (18) is 

particularly sophisticated, its stone ceilings reminiscent of work by renowned master mason John Lewyn. 

The medieval architecture informed the concept and style of the nineteenth century house which flanked 

it, the remains of which (Octagonal Tower (IF), Cellars (IH), Stable Block (1N-1P), Towered Gateway (IT)) 

also have 	 The link with architect John Nash (1752-1835) is key: 

� Ravensworth was clearly the most ambitious of his seven early Gothic castles, and arguably one of 

the finest examples of a Picturesque Gothic country house in England. 

Its interiors, linked to A C Pugin (1762-1832), illustrated a transition from Picturesque Gothic to more pure 

Gothic Revival. One tiny House interior with decoration and finishes survives. The link to Nash illustrates 

Lord Ravensworth’s high position in society, and the client’s influence over detailed design is of interest. 

Other Nash elements have considerable or some architectural significance. In the wider Estate, the Butter 

Cross (3F), lodges and gateways (2B, 2C, SH), Trench Hall (6A), and elements at the Walled Gardens (4B, 4Q 
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all have considerable ARCHITECTURAL significance. The interesting 1930s Model village Houses (3G) have 

some significance as they incorporate features from the demolished Nash House. Association of the earlier 

Castle Complex with James Paine (1717-1789) also has some significance but no work is known to survive. 

Overall, Ravensworth has considerable LANDSCAPE significance, mainly at a local level. It shows: 

� clear staged growth from medieval park to early eighteenth and then early nineteenth century 

parks and gardens, plus a enduring pivotal relationship between Castle Complex and landscape. 

The mid fourteenth century deer park has some significance (higher if the Ditch (SB) is found to be a 

remnant) by defining the broad extent of later work. The eighteenth century work has some significance 

for its good documentary sources; its surviving elements have exceptional or considerable significance 

locally as only a few survive: Former Carriage Drive (5A) and Greenhouse Walks’ Remnant Features (2E). 

Overall, the nineteenth century landscape has considerable LANDSCAPE significance locally, but many 

individual elements have exceptional significance: Terrace (ii), Carriage Drive (2A), Greenhouse Walks 

(2D), Arboretum and Pleasure Grounds (3A, 3B), Walled Gardens (Sub-Area 4), South Park (Sub-Area 5) and 

Woodland (Sub-Area 7). It survives to a great degree but is altered in detail (eg. the woods’ shapes are 

intact but species have changed) and is not well preserved. The designer is unknown. It is Picturesque in 

style, the Estate’s more modest natural canvas compensated for by features such as the Arboretum (3A), 

Pleasure Grounds (3B) and Ponds (3D, 3E), and by reusing genuine medieval remains as landscape follies. 

� the result had simple qualities more akin to landscapes of the landed gentry than wealthy coal 

merchants, elevating its perceived status amongst nearby peers, 

� the influence of the Castle Complex over landscape design was strengthened by devising key 

features (gardens, grounds, park, wood) to enhance its setting and prominence in the landscape. 

There is good potential for conservation including reinforcing the Octagonal Tower’s (IF) presence in the 

landscape. Today, the Estate’s landscaping contributes to its unique sense of quiet and seclusion. 

Overall, the place has 	 M. Ravensworth can tell many interesting stores 

with its surviving fabric and elements; others can be told by association. Most are closely tied to the 

political, social and economic history of the region since the thirteenth century. 

� the story of the Liddells, one of the great industrialist families of the North, is key to Ravensworth 

from 1607 to the 1950s, at their height using vast wealth from coal to make grand, sweeping 

statements of status and power on the Estate. Detailed fabric survives relating to this history, 

� detailed medieval fabric can also depict the life of the Estate’s earlier owners, notably the de 

Yelands and the Lumleys who may have instigated and developed the Medieval Castle. 
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The nature of the Nash House remains means there is considerable HISTORICAL potential to understand 

service or ’downstairs’ roles during the Estate’s nineteenth century heyday, eg. running the renowned 

house parties. Surviving elements also have considerable potential to illustrate the search for economic 

viability from the 1920s, such as the various uses for the Stable Block (IN-1S) and the memorable South 

Park military tattoos. Some historical significance comes from documents linked to the place, its known 

but long-lost art and collections, and a loose link to two literary figures, Sir Walter Scott and Lewis Carroll. 

The land surveyed (Sub Area land adjoining parts of 2 and 3) has borough ECOLOGICAL significance 

� there are important areas of mixed semi-natural re-planted woodland, plus good size lowland 

ponds (a scarce local habitat), and a wide range of flora, 

� due to its size and position on the conurbation’s edge the wider Estate is a valuable wildlife refuge. 

Significant species recorded include great crested newt, brown long-eared and pipistrelle bats (although 

more survey is needed) and many bird species important at a parish level. These including a number of 

national conservation concern eg. song thrush, spotted flycatcher, bullfinch, lesser spotted woodpecker, 

marsh tit and willow tit, all on the RSPB’s Red List. Many parts of the survey area have high ornithological 

value similar to nearby sites, in the context of which the wider Estate has county ornithological 

significance. The presence of badger, roe deer, otter, water vole and red squirrel is known or suspected. 

There is small but growing evidence of the place being cherished, most notably following the 2003 BBC 

TV Restoration appearance when a diverse audience came forward with memories and offers of help. 

There are no amenity or friends groups but there is evidence of a healthy public interest and curiosity. 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect is that Ravensworth is experienced by tens of thousands of people 

every week, simply as the vast green backdrop to the Al and the Team Valley industrial and retail parks. 

� Rave nsworth perhaps defines arrival at Gateshead just as much as the Angel of the North, though in 

a much more subconscious way. 

Key to this broad external identity are South Park, the eastern part of the North Park, and the woodland. 

Glimpses of the Octagonal Tower (IF) from Banesley Lane and (just) from the Al, and of the South Lodge 

(2B, 20 and Lady Park Lodge (SH), are also probably key to many local people’s perception of the place. 
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Risks & Issues 

Chapter 4 sets out the how this significance is at risk, either currently, from a past legacy of threat, or from 

potential future threats. Some issues are illustrated in two Summary Diagrams on pages xv and xvii. 

Physical Condition & InsuffidentAction 

The two main risks are physical condition and the need for a major project to conserve at least the Castle 

Complex. Condition has demonstrably worsened over the last 20 years, mostly due to lack of use and 

insufficient preventative care; the rate has recently increased. The site has been on national and local 

Buildings At Risk registers at the highest priority for years. A 2005 condition report declared: 

"some of the [Stable Block] wall structures will soon be past a point of no return, necessitating 

large areas of rebuilding and reconstruction and a vastly increased cost. This will inevitably lead 

to a loss of historic or original fabric. In the not so distant future a conservative approach to 

repairs in many areas will not be possible and rebuilding will be the only possible option." 

[Ravensworth Castle, Brief Notes on Re-inspection of Stableblock and Towers, Purcell Miller 

Tritton, 09.05 p31 

Vegetation has been cleared on several occasions but re-growth is vigorous and continued clearance 

causes harm to fabric. The designed landscape have suffered encroaching vegetation, felling and re-

planting, ploughing, and field boundary removal. This is reducing the ability of the place to authentically 

demonstrate its history and to retain the significance it has from fabric and layout. Immediate, concerted, 

comprehensive and long-term action must now be taken on all significant historic elements to eliminate 

the pressing risk of irretrievable loss, irreversible harm to significance, and increasing repair costs. 

Gaps In Understanding 

Further research and on-site investigation in all sub-areas will be needed to inform conservation, based 

on a site-specific research framework. Understanding is a dynamic process and there is much still to be 

learned about this complex, layered, time-deep place. 

+ the main gap for the Castle Complex is the lack of on-site investigation of below-ground deposits. 

� the main gap for the wider Estate is a detailed survey of routes, planting, land form and deposits. 

An ancient woodland survey to guide commercial felling by the Forestry commission is also urgent. Other 

gaps include detailed survey of the Nash House Footprint (1E), the north face of the North Tower (1A), the 

Crop Marks (SD), extensive and more detailed species and habitat surveys, and an oral history project. 
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Planning Context and Development Opportunities 

The planning context supports the place’s significance (eg. PPGs 15 and 16) but, together with the low 

amount of re-usable space in the Castle Complex, it does narrow the future direction of development and 

use. Office and workshop uses will be the most likely in-planning terms due mainlytaGreenBelt policy, 

but residential might be acceptable if a search for light industry, commerce, recreation or tourist uses 

demonstrably fails; this positively drives the search for intrinsically less invasive uses. One of the swiftest 

routes to the rescue and re-use of the Castle Complex is one which complies with site-specific local Policy 

ENV16, plus those on Green Belt and re-use of rural buildings (ENV37 and ENV42). Possibilities include: 

� Medieval Towers (IA-IQ - economic re-use, extension or alteration would be virtually impossible, 

� Octagonal Tower (IF) - could bean opportunity for extension by an exceptionally skilled architect, 

to the rear or over the Nash House Footprint (though this is complicated by the Cellars beneath), 

� Nash House Footprint (1E) - could take stand-alone new-build with the same caveat, perhaps via 

provisions in PPS 7 allowing new ’genuinely outstanding’ country houses of ’exceptional quality’ 

which revived the intended relationship between the Castle Complex and designed landscape, 

� Cellars (1H) - the most intact rooms on the site, but also some of the most challenging to re-use, 

� Stable Block (IN- IS) - the building most easily re-used, adapted and extended (modestly to the 

north or south) with provisos about its inward-looking and functional qualities. 

The cumulative impact of such work would be key. Modest parking away from the Castles is a possibility. 

With careful planning the notable risk of conflict between biodiversity protection and building and 

landscape restoration should be resolvable. The planning history poses little threat; a few golf courses 

schemes were put forward in the 1980s. Sub-Areas 2-7 are most at risk from visual and habitat effects of 

major commercial felling, but, coupled with tree regeneration, should enhance the place in the long term. 

Ownership, Access, Expectations & Delivery 

The issue of ownership poses a dilemma. Significance would be best protected by keeping it unified, 

equalising heritage protection over time and minimising divergence of parts of the whole. But, a short 

term change in ownership of the Castle Complex maybe one means of making conservation happen - by 

agreement or undesirable CPO. However, with renewed vigour set out in their 2004 Strategic Appraisal, 

the existing owners could equally meet the challenge. Management is currently out of tune with historic 

environment needs, and a comprehensive new strategy is needed for Sub-Area 1 plus Sub-Areas 2,3 & 7. 

There is divergence between the expectations of the owners and ’internal’ stakeholders, and those of the 

Council and other ’external’ ones. Principally, expectations differ around the type and scope of use for the 

Castle Complex and its impact on the privacy and seclusion of the Estate: 
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� in effect, there is a conflict between planning policy and residential amenity, 

� vehicular access to the Castle Complex (irrespective of use or developer) would be essential and all 

possible options might conflict with existing private access arrangements, 

� concerns over possible public access could prove the most awkward to resolve to the satisfaction 

of all. Public access is an ambition of the Council, a hope for others, and a requirement for many 

funders, but most inside the Estate cherish the seclusion which has characterised it for decades. 

Access could also conflict with habitats. The solution is likely to involve strictly controlling public 

access by times and place, coupled with good off-site access, eg. through leaflets and the internet, 

This divergence has slowed discussions between the main parties and discouraged decisive action to 

rescue the most at-risk elements. A project to rescue buildings at risk is now essential in the short term, 

linked if possible to landscape restoration. Encouragement should continue to make this happen (and 

even if undesirable, statutory powers remain an option including CPO as a last resort). The project must: 

� find acceptable end user(s) for the Stable Block and stewards for other elements, 

� secure capital funding, likely from a mix of public, charitable and private sources; enabling 

development as a last resort (within or outside the Estate) should also be considered, 

� be delivered with proven project management and historic property development skills, detailed 

specialist advice and appropriate contractors. 

The owners are the most likely to deliver the project, but with more expertise and guidance. Delivery by 

the Trust would be entirely a charitable cause. Ultimately, the need for immediate, comprehensive and 

long-term action is clear to eliminate irretrievable loss, irreversible harm, and increasing repair costs. 

Less Immediate Risk 

In recent decades, alterations in Sub-Area 1 have had far less impact than neglect and, although they are 

extensive, they mostly add to significance or are irreversible. Alterations to the designed landscape are 

also extensive, not least through post-Second World War felling of ancient woodland and replanting with 

commercial confers. But many of the landscape alterations are more reversible in the long term, with a 

carefully chosen restoration date and bearing in mind guidance on replication and reconstruction. 

The Estate’s setting and wide visual envelope could suffer from development in, or on the other side of 

the Team Valley. Development on the hilltop to the west could intrude into the historically clear horizon. 

The future of the Al, running hard up against the east side of the Estate, could pose a catastrophic risk to 

fabric, character and setting if off-line re-routing through the Estate is proposed, as it has been in the past, 

irretrievably destroying historic integrity sustained for centuries. Just widening it on-line could also 

destroy landscape elements and compromise the Castle Complex’s rescue. 
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Conservation & Management Policies 

Chapter 5 is the result of comparing significance with risk, setting out a series of broad and detailed 

policies to be followed in order to remove or reduce risks identified and protect or enhance significance in 

the future. The policies set out the parameters within which a solution should be pursued, based on: 

� agreeing a vision for the place, 

� signing up to a proactive, collaborative way forward to achieve it, 

� preparing and implementing a detailed conservation project for Sub-Area 1 (including access to it) 

plus, if possible, parts of the designed landscape, 

� delivering that through a series of policies on the themes of conservation and management, 

� looking ahead to the restoration of other parts of the Estate, and to the review of this Plan. 

Resolution and Vision 

There needs to be a firm resolution (Policy A) to act in the short term, with the three key stakeholders 

working with others towards a common goal - turning Ravensworth Castle from neglected liability to 

cherished asset, using conservation management to realise sustainable economic potential (Policy B). 

Conservation Project 

Key stakeholders would need to ’sign up’ to this (Policy Q. It would most likely be achieved in two stages: 

� a project to rescue and re-use the Castle Complex, including a long-term management plan, 

� a project to rescue and restore the designed landscape, including a long-term management plan. 
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But the more designed landscape that can be incorporated into the first project, the better for protecting 

the Estate’s significance holistically, and for the re-use and interpretation of the Castle Complex. 

The very short term priority is to stave off decay in Sub-Area I with urgent works to parts with the highest 

significance and greatest risk. The next priority is to deliver a capital project for the habitable elements of 

Sub-Area 1, linked financially to consolidation of non-habitable ones (Policy D). Current priorities are: 

� Castle Complex (Sub-Area 1) and within it, 

- Medieval Towers and Main Courtyard (IA-ID) based on significance, 

- Stable Block (IN- IS) based on rate of deterioration, 

� Pleasure Grounds & Arboretum (Sub-Area 3) based on significance and condition, 

� Woodland (Sub-Area 7) based on risk to significant trees from felling. 

Principal Tasks in a Capital Project to Rescue and Re-use the Castle Complex (from Policy D) 

This is a major project, and would need to be informed by the detailed policies in chapter 5 on specific 

themes (Policies E-K) and individual elements (Policies X-NN). These include conservation philosophy, 

composition, archaeology, methods and skills, character, and ecological conservation. At the same time, 

opportunities for further research and survey should be taken (Policies L-O), filling identified gaps in 

understanding and informing the project (eg. below-ground archaeology, ecology, significant trees). The 

project will need to find the optimum viable use(s) compatible with fabric, character and setting, and be 

guided by relevant planning policies (Policy R). Enabling development may well form part of the 

discussion. Should this sequence fail due to a break down in collaboration which is not resolved after an 

appropriate period of time, the use of statutory powers should be considered in the short term. 

Conservation Management 

A series of management issues need to be addressed to protect significance and reduce risk, some 

alongside the conservation project above, some on-going into the future. For example, a general 
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collaborative approach should be adopted by the main stakeholders in conservation and management 

action (Policy P). There should be a general principle of retaining the unified ownership the Estate has 

enjoyed for centuries, but recognising that ownership of parts might change if it were the best route to 

conservation (Policy Q. Management and maintenance plans should be put in place, supported by 

generous external guidance, and a Heritage Partnership Agreement (forthcoming under new legislation) 

should be investigated (Policies S. 1). 

Access, one of the most difficult issues for the future of the place, should be tackled by preparing an 

appropriate access plan with every effort being made to allow limited and controlled public access to the 

Castle Complex (for example to capitalise on education opportunities or in conjunction with public 

funding) but managed to protect the privacy and seclusion which characterises the Estate (Policy U). 

Creating thorough and accessible off-site interpretation (website, leaflets, etc) can reduce pressure for on-

site public access (Policy V). This Conservation Plan should be reviewed in 5 years time (Policy W). 
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Introduction 
1.1 	This Conservation Plan examines Ravensworth Castle and Estate by providing an understanding of the 

site, focusing on its significance, analysing the risks and issues at hand, and identifying the policies which 

need to be in place to protect and enhance what is important. It does not in itself set out development 

proposals, rather it helps set the scene for the future and is intended to help agree a way forward which 

has the best interests of the heritage asset at heart. 

1.2 	It is based on guidance set out in Conservation Management Plans [n/d, Heritage Lottery Fund] and 

Informed Conservation [2001, Kate Clark, English Heritage], as well as perspectives from the National Trust 

and English Heritage discussed in Conservation Plans In Action [1999, English Heritage]. See Appendix A 

for detailed methodologies. 

13 	This Plan is an initiative of North of England Civic Trust (’the Trust’) for which it secured funding 

contributions from the Heritage Lottery Fund and English Heritage. Following an approach in the early 

19905 by a commercial agent with a view to acquiring a substantial part of the Ravensworth Estate, 

including the Castle Complex, for a golf course and hotel, Gateshead Council (’the Council’) approached 

the Trust to actively investigate whether this was the only solution to the problems faced by the castle. In 

1998, the owners, Ouston Farms Ltd (a company wholly-owned by the Oates family), formally agreed to 

explore options with the Trust to secure the best future for the buildings. A Feasibility Study was 

completed in 1998, supported by English Heritage and the Architectural Heritage Fund (AHF), which 

established the principle of conservative repair and provided a framework for a proposal to acquire, repair 

and alter the remaining buildings to bring them back into use to ensure their long term preservation. A 

2002 AHF grant enabled development of design proposals to repair and re-use the Stable Block and the 

preparation of a budget estimate of the capital costs of the works, likely then to be in the region of 

£3.5million. This Plan is the next stage on from that point, intended to inform on-going discussions. 

However, it has not been prepared from the point of view of the Trust acquiring the site (although that is 

one option discussed) and instead, following the guidance set out above, it takes a step back from the 

discussions to date to debate a range of issues before identifying a way forward in the final chapter. 

1.4 	Dates regarding this Plan’s compilation are as follows: 

� 2004 and 2005: principal research and writing 

� May and June 2005: ecological survey 

� September and October 2005: principal archaeological survey 

� up to autumn 2007: additional information on condition and other aspects added 
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� 2006 and 2007: drafts inform discussions about the site 

� April 2008: final conservation plan published 

	

1.5 	Location plans are overleaf. The Plan concentrates on the standing remains of the Castle Complex at the 

heart of the Estate because of their condition and because they are key to the future of the whole place. 

This means the wider Estate and its designed landscapes and habitats have not been considered to the 

same degree as the remains in the middle; this is not to imply their intrinsically lower significance and 

there will be opportunities for greater understanding of the wider Estate in the future, most likely on 

review of this Plan or before conservation work there. 

	

1.6 	The Plan has been prepared by North of England Civic Trust with substantial contributions provided by: 

� Northern Archaeological Associates 

� Fiona Green, garden historian 

� Southern Green, landscape architects 

� E 3  Partnership, ecological and environmental enterprise 

� Purcell Miller Tritton, architects and historic buildings consultants 

	

1.7 	The following additional contributions are also gratefully acknowledged: 

� Martin Roberts, Kate Wilson, David Farrington and Andrew Derrick, English Heritage 

� Dave Heslop, Tyne & Wear County Archaeologist 

� Development & Enterprise Division, Gateshead Council 

� Peter Ryder 

� Michael Scott 

� George F White, property professionals 

	

1.8 	Extensive background information on the Estate has recently been provided by the owners in the form of 

the Ravensworth Estate Strategic Appraisal, completed by George F White and Natural Capital for Ouston 

Farms Ltd in 2004. Where relevant, extracts from that report are included (and referenced) in this Plan. 

Four of its plans are included in Appendix A as Context Info 14-17. This recognises the better 

understanding of the Estate by its owners than the authors of this Plan, and of the important contribution 

the StrategicAppraisal and its action points will make to planning the future of the Estate. 

	

1.9 	Throughout this Plan, the terms ’study area’, ’plan area’ and ’site’ is used almost interchangeably. They 

refer to the physical fabric and land, as well as the wider concept of ’place’ which encompasses broader 

issues of how Ravensworth has been perceived, utilised and defined by past and present users. 
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Aerial Photograph (see also Figure 1) 
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Chp 2 

Understanding Ravensworth Castle & Estate 

Introduction 

2.1 	This chapter is divided as follows: 

� brief description, context, elements, ownership, stakeholders 

� castle complex and wider estate - historic analysis, detailed description and phasing discussion 

� gardens and landscape - historical analysis and detailed description 

� designations and policy context 

� previous analyses, gaps in understanding 

Brief Description & Context 

2.2 	Ravensworth Castle (NZ 2325 5914) is in the Ravensworth Estate, immediately west of the Al at Team 

Valley, Gateshead. The Estate, which slopes down to the east, has extensive woodland, ponds, meadows 

and isolated residential and farm buildings. At its heart (physically and symbolically) is a complex of 

ruined buildings which has, in sequence, comprised a medieval castle, an eighteenth century villa and a 

nineteenth century Picturesque Gothic country house (by John Nash), stables and designed landscape. 

23 	The Plan area is the Ravensworth Conservation Area which is the clearest estimation of the modern-day 

survival of the historic estate. It covers c.340ha and is shown on page 3 and Figs 1 and 2 (see 1.5 above). 

2.4 	The Estate is bound to the north by the A692, Black Burn and Beggar’s Wood Park, to the east by Coach 

Road and the Al Gateshead Western Bypass, to the south by Banesley Lane and to the west by the west 

edges of High Park Wood, Hill Head Wood and Fugarfield Wood. North is Green Belt land at Washingwells 

separating Whickham from Dunston Hill and Lobley Hill. To the east is the extensive Team Valley Trading 

Estate, one of the largest commercial parks in the region, and beyond on the east bank of the River Team, 

the Gateshead suburbs of Low Fell and Harlow Green. To the south is Green Belt land to Kibblesworth and 

to the west is extensive elevated Green Belt land towards Sunniside and Rowlands Gill. See Figures 41-43. 

2.5 	The Plan area is in the Tyne & Wear Lowlands Countryside Character Area (DEFRA Character Area 14). This 

centres on the broad flat valleys and flood plains of the River Tyne and River Wear, bound on the south 

and east by the west facing escarpment of the Magnesian Limestone Plateau (DEFRA Character Area 15) 

and to the west by the rolling uplands of the Durham Coalfield Pennine Fringe (DEFRA Character Area 16). 

2.6 	Gateshead is the main settlement on the south bank of the River Tyne, originating in Roman times and 

later becoming an important focus of the Industrial Revolution with traditional primary industries forming 
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the economic base until the late twentieth century. Gateshead has seen extensive regeneration in recent 

decades from the MetroCentre and International Stadium to the BALTIC and Sage Gateshead. Gateshead 

borough is 142 km2  with a population of 191,00 which has fallen by 5.2% since 1991 compared to the 

regional average of 2.8% fall [LocalAuthority Profile: Gateshead, Government Office North East, July 20041. 

Elements 

2.7 	Due to the extent and complexity of this historic asset, various specific terms are used consistently 

throughout the Plan to describe the elements and periods. These are set out in Table 1. 

Table 1: Terminology 

Term Meaning 

the Estate the wider Ravensworth Estate as defined in 2.3 above 

the Castle Complex the standing and below-ground remains of successive castle and 

country house developments and clearances at the middle of the 

Estate from around the late thirteenth century to the mid twentieth 

century (Sub-Area 1) 

the Medieval Castle the castle ostensibly built in the late thirteenth or early fourteenth 

centuries 

the Palladian Villa the house built and adapted during the seventeenth century and 

demolished in the nineteenth century 

the Nash House the country house and its component parts begun in 1808, 

principally designed by John Nash 

Period the Estate has four periods of development history (see 2.18) 

Phase the Castle Complex has six phases of construction (see Figure 29) 

See also Figure 3, Table 2, Table 4, Table 5, Table 6, Table 7, Table 8, Table 9, and Table 10. 

	

2.8 	To help in understanding Ravensworth, it has been broken down into sub-areas and individual elements. 

Some of these are then broken down further into individual rooms of bits of built fabric (see 2.58 below). 

Capital Initial Letters and italic references are used throughout to identify the various elements. 

	

2.9 	The Estate is first divided into seven sub-areas, as set out in Table 2. Within each sub-area, many 

elements of interest have been identified. The highest concentration of extant features occurs in Sub-

Area 1, the remains of the Castle Complex - its elements are set out in set out in Table 4 on page 22 and it 

is on these that this Plan concentrates. Nevertheless, the Castle Complex is only part of the wider whole 

and understanding the whole Estate is essential to place the Castle Complex in its context (see 1.4 above). 

So elements in the other six sub-areas are set out from 2.158 below. Figures 3,4 and 5 are plans which 

can be folded out and referred to whilst reading this Plan. Appendix B has photographs of all elements. 
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Table 2: Sub-Areas 

No. Sub-Area Description 

1 Castle Complex standing and below-ground remains of successive castle and country 

house developments and clearances from the late thirteenth century to 

the mid twentieth century 

2 Carriage Drive and an area to the east of the Castle Complex which formerly comprised one 

Greenhouse Walks of the main entrances to the Estate 

3 Pleasure Grounds immediately north-west of the Castle Complex comprising the remains 

and Arboretum of a former arboretum and nineteenth century pleasure grounds 

4 Walled Gardens an oval shaped Walled Garden north-west of the Castle Complex 

5 South Park parkland south of the Castle Complex now largely used as arable land 

with some small sections of pasture around the periphery 

6 North Park at the north end of the Estate today comprising open agricultural land 

used as pasture and for arable farming, with scattered farm buildings 

and residential properties 

7 Woodland on the west edge of the Estate comprising deciduous wood and more 

modern forest plantation; presently leased to the Forestry Commission. 

See Figure 3. 

2.10 	Due to the area’s size, not all known elements are included here (eg. twentieth century development on 

the periphery is generally not discussed). But it is important to remember these remain extant elements 

and some play a part in understanding the Estate’s significance. Similarly, it is impossible for this Plan to 

have identified every component part. Omission should not therefore be taken to imply irrelevance. This 

is particularly true of the wider Estate where woodland and vegetation in all sub-areas may contain more 

elements currently hidden which might be revealed over time (eg. routes, planting, land form, below- 

ground deposits, and built fabric including features such as World War structures, see 2.49 and 2.53). 

2.11 	There is no on-site collection associated with the Estate or Castle Complex, although the whereabouts of 

some of the Nash House’s contents, sold off in the twentieth century, might be traceable using auction 

records. Members of the public have suggested where some small items might be (Context Info 18). 

Ownership, Use and Access 

2.12 	The major landholding in the Plan area is Ouston Farms Ltd, owning the freehold of most parts including 

the Castle Complex. Seventeen further freeholds (private dwellings) are identified in the 2004 Strategic 

Appraisal as set out in Context Info 14. It also identifies around two dozen households within the Estate. 

The edges of the Conservation Area have further separate freeholds sold off from the Estate in the past. 

The largest is Ravensworth Park Country Club and fields on Banesley Lane (the only pocket of commercial 

use in the area), others being housing in the north west, north east and at Lady Park in the south east. 
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2.13 	Historically, the Estate’s land was used for mining long before agriculture, with coal extracted from an 

early period. Soils were poorly drained until nineteenth century land improvement. Today, the open 

fields in the South and North Parks (Sub-Areas 5, 6) are mainly arable on a traditional rotational basis, with 

some permanent grassland. There is also game shooting with sporting rights owned by the Estate and 

shooting rights exercised by a local syndicate. Sub-Area 7’s higher ground and parts of other sub-areas 

have extensive woodland, mostly coniferous with some remnant older deciduous (Context Info 17). Most 

of the 137ha of woodland (some 40% of the Estate) was leased in 1953 to the Forestry Commission for 

commercial timber for 999 years. The 2004 Strategic Report identifies major utility routes through the 

Estate - electricity transmission lines, high-pressure gas and a trunk water main (Context Info 16). 

2.14 	There is no public access to any part of the Estate apart from two peripheral routes - Coach Road on the 

east boundary is a public road, and the Tyne-Wear Trail recreational route skirts Hill Head Wood in the far 

north west. All roads in the Estate are private and unadopted. Main access is from the A692, south past 

Trench Hall (6A) towards the Butter Cross (3F) with tracks off to private residences. At the Butter Cross, 

Cross Lane heads east to Coach Road, and two gated routes lead to the Castle Complex (Sub-Area 1) (to 

the Nash House’s lost north front, and to the Stable Block Gatehouse, 10). The Carriage Drive (2A) still 

leads from the South Lodge (2B, 20 to the Stable Block (iN) (Context Info 15). There is a complex network 

of ’lost’ historic tracks and rides in Sub-Areas 2,3, 5, 6 and 7, particularly through the woodland, the 

Pleasure Grounds (3A) and Arboretum (3B). These are augmented by modern routes associated with 

commercial timber management between Banesley Lane and the A692. These also have no public access. 

Stakeholders 

2.15 	The following have an interest in Ravensworth Castle and Estate: 

� Ouston Farms Ltd, owners of the Estate 

� freehold owners, tenants and lessees within the Estate including the Forestry Commission 

� Gateshead Council (including the Tyne & Wear Specialist Conservation Team) 

� the local community and its representatives, including ward councillors 

� English Heritage, English Nature, Durham Wildlife Trust 

� Gateshead Strategic Partnership and Gateshead Environment Partnership 

� who else? 

2.16 	Others with an influence include statutory consultees (eg. Council for British Archaeology, Environment 

Agency), key agencies (eg. One NorthEast, Tyne Wear Partnership) and special interest groups (eg. local 

history groups). The Trust, this Plan’s author, would alsofall into this last category. Several utility 

companies have wayleaves over parts of the Estate. The Estate is in the Blaydon parliamentary 

constituency, Gateshead metropolitan borough, Lamesley ward, and Lamesley civil parish. 
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Castle Complex & Wider Estate - Historical Analysis 	 CASTLES 
HISTORY 

CD 

Introduction 

	

2.17 	This section is a summary of that in Appendix A which aims to place Ravensworth in its archaeological and 

historical context. See Appendices A for sources, B for figures and plates, and C for historic images. 	 CD 

cl  

	

2.18 	The history of the Castle Complex and Estate has been divided into four broad chronological periods, each 

determined by a major change in development, use or ownership of Ravensworth. This is largely based 

on the documentary survey with the validity of these divisions discussed from 2.116 below. This should 

not be seen as an unambiguous sequence as future study of such places can often reveal them to have 

developed in much more complicated ways than anticipated or previously assumed. The four periods are 

set out in Table 3. 

Table 3: Chronological Periods 
CD LA 

 
’.0 

- 

CD 

0 
0 

r.J 

CD 
I’-, 
N. 

Period Historic Period Approx Dates Castle Complex and Estate Development 

1st up to early 1080-1607 construction of first castle and later modifications 

seventeenth century  

2nd early seventeenth 1607-1808 construction and later expansion of Palladian Villa 

century to early and laying out of the formal garden. 

nineteenth century  

3rd early nineteenth 1808-1920 demolition of Palladian Villa and construction of 

century to early Nash House and surrounding landscape garden; 

twentieth century zenith of the Estate 

4th early twentieth 1920-present physical decline; later re-use; partial demolition 

century to present and redevelopment; sale; conservation 

See Table 1. 

2.19 	Changes to the Castle Complex or Estate were influenced by important social and political events 

affecting the region or nation. These have been referred to throughout the following discussion. 

1st Period: Up to the EarlySeventeenth Century (c. 1080-1607) 

Prehistoric & Roman 

2.20 	No prehistoric finds have been recorded from within the study area, although the rectilinear enclosure 

(apparently containing three circular structures with another smaller one and possible track) once visible 
C 0 

as crop marks (SD) [HER 3391 (Historic Images 65-70) to the south of the Castle Complex may be Iron Age 

or Roman in date. However, some ground disturbance may be related to garden works (see 2.142 below) 

but without better photographs and further investigation it is impossible to tell (see also 2.142 below). 
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2.21 	There is no direct indication of Roman activity on the Estate. A circular window on the south side of the 	CASTLES 
HISTORY 

North Tower (Plate 1) has been interpreted as a possible re-used Roman latrine seat [M Fisher pers. 8 

comm.] and is similar in form to those found elsewhere in the North East at Segedunum and Vindolanda. 

Early Medieval 

2.22 	There is no evidence of any early medieval settlement on the Estate although the name ’Ravensworth’ is 

almost certainly Anglo-Saxon in origin. The earliest documentary references make a clear distinction 	LD 
LU 

between firstly Ravensworth (written variously as ’Rauenswrthe’, 11 28, ’Raueneswrda’, 1128?, and 8 

’Rauenesworth’, 1299), and secondly Ravenshelm (first appearing in 1223 as ’Raueneshelm’, later as 

’Raueneshelme’, 1356, and ’Rawyneshelme’, 1405). The first referred to the village of Old Ravensworth to 

the south; the second referred to the castle site and surrounding manor (which only later became known 8 

as Ravensworth as well). The two places have, in some histories, been mistakenly taken as the same 
re 

thing, leading to misinterpretation of the early development of the castle and the manor. See Figure 6. 

Post-Conquest 

	

2.23 	Immediately post-Conquest, continued tension between the Normans and the rebellious Anglo- 

Scandinavian northern earls led to King William’s Harrying of the North in 1069-70 and the eventual 
LU N. 

subjugation of the region. This brought about an enforced peace in England, but control of the 
rq 

borderlands with Scotland remained fiercely contested until the Union of the Crowns in 1603. 

	

2.24 	The earliest reference to Ravensworth dates to this turbulent period. Symeon of Durham in describing the 

murder of the Norman Bishop Walcher (1071-1080) at Gateshead in 1080, recounts that shortly before the 

murder took place, a man called Eadulf from Ravensworth died, but the following day ’rose from the dead 
C. 

to predict the death of Bishop Walcher and the punishment of his murderers’ [Surtees 1820, 2]. 

First Land Charters 
0 

	

2.25 	The first primary documentary sources referencing Ravensworth is a comprehensive collection of early 

Lu  estate deeds which were donated by the 7th Lord Ravensworth to the Newcastle Society of Antiquities in 

1936. A land grant, made c.1 128, by the Norman Bishop Ranulf Flambard (1099-1129) to his nephew 
0 

Richard included ’Hectona, Raueneswrthe and Blaikestone’. Although the extent of the land described is 
	0 

unclear, some of the names appear to relate to places on the other side of the River Team. 

	

2.26 	A series of quitclaims followed, the first by Robert, son of Richard de Rauenswrthe, referencing ’the vill of 

Rauenwrthe’. The first mention of the manor of Ravensheim appears in June 1223 when a second 

palatinate land grant is made by Bishop Marsh (1229-37) to Robert de Yeland. During the early 
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fourteenth century, the ’the viii of Rauenswrthe’ and ’the manor of Rauenhelme’ are referred to 

separately, with documents implying that a manor - with a hall and/or manor court - existed by then. 

The de Ye/and Family, 1223-1315, and Richard Fitz-Marmaduke, 1315-1318 

2.27 	Very little is known about Robert de Yeland and his descendants, John and Richard de Yeland, although 

they appear in several documents relating to land claims and grants made during the late thirteenth and 

early fourteenth centuries. A series of quitclaims made by Richard de Yeland to John Fitz-Marmaduke are 

dated from 1290-1299. in 1315, the manor of Ravenshelm passed to Richard Fitz-Marmaduke. He was 

killed in 1318 without an heir, the manor passing to his wife, Eleanor who later married Sir John Lumley. 

The Lumley Family, 1318-1544 

2.28 	The early fourteenth century saw major Scottish incursions deep into the North East. Later attacks were 

for financial gain and to weaken English forces. They would continue well into the fifteenth century. 

During the War of the Roses (1455-1487), the Lumleys supported the Yorkists. 

2.29 	After a period in the mid fourteenth century when ’the site, demesne, park, meadow and pastures’ of the 

manor of Ravenshelme were held by Sir Robert de Umfraville (of the powerful Anglo-Scots family), it had 

passed by April 1388 to Marmaduke de Lumley. He was referred to as Lord Ravenshelm. His son, Robert, 

married Isabel, daughter of John Coluill of Dale in c.1399. A water mill is recorded (1377-80) at 

Kibblesworth under the ownership of Robert de Lumley (which may be Cox Close Mill). 

2.30 	The first direct reference to a castle, as opposed to a hall, appears in an early fifteenth century quitclaim 

made by John de Lumley to Marmaduke Lumley. On Marmaduke’s death, the manor passed to William de 

Lumley and, on his death, the manor was described with 60 acres of arable, 100 of pasture, 10 of meadow, 

60 of wood and 100 of moor. When William’s son Thomas, a supporter of Richard Ill, died in 1487 the 

manor passed to Betram Lumley. A second mill is recorded in his ownership in 1480 (probably 

somewhere on the Black Burn). Betram’s daughter, Isabella, was the last of the Lumleys at Ravenshelm. 

She married Sir Henry Boynton and inherited the estate in 1497. 

The Gascoigne Family, 1544-1607 

231 	On Isabella’s death in 1544 the estate passed to her daughter (also Isabella) who married Sir Henry 

Gascoigne of Gawthorpe, Lancashire. It passed through Sir Henry’s son (also Henry) to Richard and on to 

his son William. In 1607, William Gascoigne sold the ’castle and manor of Ravenshelm, alias Ravenshelm’ 

to his brother-in-law Thomas Liddell of Newcastle. 

2.32 	A series of plagues in the region between 1579 and 1588 wiped out large parts of the urban population. 

The Butter Cross (3F) [HER 3141 is traditionally believed to have been used at this time by local people to 
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leave provisions bound for the plague infested city of Newcastle. However, the cross is not in-situ (moved CASTLES 
HISTORY 

here in the 1930s by the 7th Lord Ravensworth) and its original location is unknown. 

2nd Period: EarlySeventeenth Century to Early Nineteenth Century (C. 1607-1808) 

The First of the Liddells, 1607-1697 

	

2.33 	Thomas Liddell (d.1619) came from a family of prosperous Newcastle merchants. He, his father and his 

son were variously sheriff and mayor of the town. From this point, the estate is largely referred to as 

Ravensworth. Thomas’ son, also Thomas (1578-1650), accrued a fortune from coal and corn. He 

supported the Royalist cause during the English Civil War, during which Parliamentary forces laid siege to 

Newcastle for 10 months. For his support, Charles I made him 1st Baronet of Ravensworth in 1642. After 

Charles’ defeat in 1646, many Royalist castles were sold or razed - although Sir Thomas’ property was 

sequestrated, Ravensworth’s medieval towers appear to have survived virtually intact. After Sir Thomas’ 

death in 1650, the estate was bought back by his grandson, Thomas, the 2nd Baronet. Despite supporting 

the Commonwealth, he escaped execution when the monarchy was restored in 1660 and died in 1697. 

	

2.34 	Coal production steadily increased across the region during the seventeenth century (extraction here was 

mentioned as early as 1356, with the Bishop of Durham mining coal by 1528). In the late seventeenth 

century, Thomas Liddell (d.1697) re-developed his Ravensworth colliery to include a new wagonway(SE) 

[HER 37491 down to the River Team (maybe by 1671 but which may have not appeared until the 17205) 

plus a coal mill (60 [HER 16631 and a long leat, The Trench (0) [HER 41211, to supply it with water. 

The Palladian Villa and Changes to the ’Old Castle’ 

	

2.35 	Thomas’s son, Henry Liddell (1644-1723), the 3rd Baronet from 1697, was a successful politician. He 

bought land at Eslington Park, Northumberland, where he began a new residence (which, in the 1920s, 

would succeed Ravensworth as the family seat). Sir Henry married Catherine, the daughter of John Bright 

of Carbrook, Derbyshire. Their second son, John, became the adopted heir to his grandfather, Sir John 

Bright of Badworth, Yorkshire, and assumed his name. Correspondence between John Bright (ne Liddell) 

and his father (Sir Henry) and brother (George) is a valuable record of the development of Ravensworth 

(and its gardens, discussed from 2.142 below). 

	

2.36 	Letters referred to the castle’s poor condition, set out repairs, and debated the pros and cons both of 

modifications and of replacing what they referred to as ’old castle’ with an new house (Historic Images 2, 

3,4). It would appear the final decision was to build a ’new front towards the gardens’, modifying the 

east range and including a Palladian façade. Sir Henry died in 1723 before works were complete. His 

grandson, Henry Liddell (1708-1784), the 4th Baronet, succeeded him. 
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Historic Image 7: c. 1728 Engraving by Buck. Palladian Villa and Medieval Castle, looking east 	 CASTLES 

HISTORY 
(from Appendix C) CD 

Historic Image 9: c. 1787 Engraving by Bailey. South front of Palladian Villa and Medieval Castle, looking north 

(from Appendix C) 	 I 
Ln 

Ln 

C., 

LU 

CD 
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2.37 	An engraving by Buck c.1728 (Historic Image 7) - the first surviving picture of Ravensworth - shows the 	CASTLES 
HISTORY 

castle from the east as a Palladian villa overlooking an enclosed court flanked by the two Medieval Towers 	CD 

(1A, 1B), linked by the Curtain Wall (10,  and backed by a wooded hill. The architect is unknown. It was 

extended in the mid-eighteenth century, probably to the designs of James Paine (1716-1789), architect of 

a number of Palladian villas who was working in the North East at the time. A c.1 787 engraving by Bailey 

(Historic Image 9),from the south east, shows Paine had added two flanking bays (that to the north 

incorporating one of the medieval towers), an impressive two storey bay to the south, and additional cc 
LU 

chimneys (suggesting further interior changes). It also shows the remains of an Elizabethan range and a 

further medieval tower to the rear (west). At this time, five medieval towers may have survived - Bailey 

might show four excluding the North Tower (1A). Further c.1 7805 sketches by S H Grimm include an 

oblique view looking east, part of the South Tower (1B) (Historic Images 11, 12), and the Butter Cross (3F). 

2.38 	Sir Henry died in 1784 without a male heir and the barony devolved to his nephew, Henry George Liddell 

of Newton Hall (1749-1791), the 5th Baronet. He is renowned for bringing a herd of reindeer to the estate 
En  

from Lapland which Thomas Bewick, the celebrated wood engraver, is believed to have illustrated. 

2.39 	Soon after inheriting the Estate in 1784, Sir Henry commissioned a map from John Fryer (including the 

landscape, see 2.144 below) (Historic Image 8). It shows a central block around a rectangular courtyard 

with two wings extending from the south west and north east, and additional buildings to the east. The 

Palladian Villa and Paine extensions correspond with Bailey’s c.1 787 engraving, but the rear (west) seems 

very different suggesting the medieval and Elizabethan ranges may had been replaced. This may instead 

CD ~ 2 1 
3rd Period: Early Nineteenth Century to Early Twentieth Century (C. 1808-1914) 

0 

LU 

2.40 	Sir Henry was succeeded by his son, Thomas Henry Liddell (1775-1855) the 6th Baronet, an influential 

industrialist and politician. In 1821, he was made the 1St Lord Ravensworth. With his wife Maria 
CD 

Susannah Simpson, he had twelve children, six of each. In 1807, he retired from politics to concentrate on 

mining and to build a new house befitting his position and wealth. 

Construction of the Nash House 	 CD 

2.41 	In the early 1800s, through his political connections, Sir Thomas had become friends with the Prince of 	LU 

Wales (later George IV) who recommended John Nash (1752-1835) to design a new country house at 

Ravensworth (see from 2.150 below for parkland). Nash had a considerable reputation as an architect and 	CD 

Conservation Plan 
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be due to a discrepancy between the Fryer and Bright plans, or a dating error in the 1785 map or 1787 

engraving. No above-ground evidence of the Palladian Villa survives but there may be some below the 

Nash House Footprint (1E) or Main Courtyard (1D). A 1787 description of the interior had it ’small, but 

neat, without much ornament’ but with ’elegantly fitted up’ south-facing rooms. 
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Historic Image 15: Undated Early 19C Drawing from Nash Archive, RIBA. Ground Floor (from Appendix C) 	CASTLES 
HISTORY 

Historic Image 32: Undated Late 1 9C/EarIy2OC photo. Nash House S Elevation from W (from Appendix C) 
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planner. His late eighteenth century practice with landscape architect Humphry Repton (1752-1818) 	CASTLES 
HISTORY 

produced country estates combining buildings and landscape to a picturesque ideal. His later country 

house output was vast, following a wide range of styles, starting with neo-Classicism and later developing 

Gothick castles (eg. Aqualate Hall, Staffs (1805), Garnstone, Herts (1806), Caerhayes Castle, Cornwall 

(1808), and Knepp Castle, Sussex (1809)). He was regarded as one of the last Classicists and one of the 

first Gothicists, combining elements of both in contrast to the true Gothic Revival of a few years later. 

2.42 	The RIBA archive holds over 50 drawings and plans relating to Nash’s Ravensworth Castle (some included 

here as Historic Images 13 to 22), starting from his earliest visits in 1807. There was a break in Nash’s work 

on the castle around 1820 and, after 1824, Henry Thomas Liddell (1797-1878), later the 2nd Lord, took an 

interest in the designs. In addition, a more rigorously Gothic Revival 1820 plan was used for the west end, 

possibly influenced by A C Pugin (1762-1832) who worked with Nash at the time. After another break, Sir 

Thomas began to concentrate from 1834 on finishing the north part of the house and the interior. After 

Nash’s death, changes were made and, although it is unclear what input the Liddells had, the principal 

elevation was attributed to Sir Thomas when it was complete in 1846 (it resembles a sketch in the RIBA 

archive inscribed as ’plan suggested by Thomas’). The house is shown in many late nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries photographs and drawings (some included here as Historic Images 23-25 and 31-45). 

2.43 	The RIBA archive has plans for a Stable Block (IN), probably by Nash c.1808 (Historic Images 21 and 22), 

but it is unclear when work began. The 1847 tithe map (Historic Image 26) confuses this as it shows what 

appears to be the Stable Block alongside the eighteenth century house - a very late date to still show that 

house - which suggests it may have copied from an earlier map (possibly Fryer’s). The final layout of the 

Castle Complex, gardens, park and wider estate is shown on the 1st Edition 25" OS map of 1861 (Historic 

Image 28) which would remain relatively unchanged until the mid twentieth century. Lamesley’s Church 

of St Andrew, possibly visible from the Nash House, was remodelled with an octagonal turret in 1820. 

The Nash House’s Heyday 	 in 

I 0 

LU 

2.44 	It seems parts of the house were useable by the late 1820s. Grand weekend house parties, like that held 

in 1827 for the Duke of Wellington, would have been commonplace, emphasising Sir Thomas’s status and 

acting as an unofficial forum for business and politics. The novelist and poet Sir Walter Scott stayed the 

same year (noting the building was ’but half complete’ and ’modern excepting two towers of great 

antiquity’). An 1840 coming of age party for Henry George Liddell, Sir Thomas’ grandson, catered for over 

450 guests. The 1841 census indicates the house had a staff of 27 with room for those of visitors, too. 
0 

LU 

2.45 	Sir Thomas also improved his coal mining ventures which had grown through the eighteenth century. He 

extended the Ravensworth Park drift mine [HER 6993, HER 1663, HER 37511, sunk many new pits both on 

and off the Estate, and developed a network of wagonways towards Newcastle and Sunderland. Along 
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with other families in the region (Russells, Brandlings, Bowes and Bell), he controlled the wealthy coal- 	CASTLES 

HISTORY 
owning cartel called the Grand Allies, keeping the price of coal high and accumulating great wealth. He 	CD 

invested large sums in efficiency and encouraged innovators like Nicholas Wood and George Stephenson 

who, in 1847, built a steam locomotive for his Killingworth Colliery which was first called My Lord. 

	

2.46 	The 1St Lord died in 1855 and the estate passed to Henry Thomas, the 2nd Lord Ravensworth. He was a 

well educated and travelled man with a distinguished political career who married Isabella Horatio 

Seymour in 1820. In 1874, he was created the 1st Earl of Ravensworth and Baron Eslington by Q Victoria. ! - 

	

2.47 	A cousin of the first Earl, the Very Rev Henry George Liddell, was the father of Alice Pleasance Liddell, who 

along with her two younger sisters inspired the Christchurch mathematics scholar, Charles Dodgson, alias 

Lewis Carroll, to write Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Alice Through the Looking Glass. The Rev 

Liddell and his daughters who are believed to have visited Ravensworth several times (Historic Image 46). 

	

2.48 	The 1st Earl (2nd Lord) died in March 1878. Henry George Liddell succeeded him, also a distinguished 

politician and Colonel of the Northumberland Hussars Yeomanry. He married Mary Diana Sutton but died 

without male issue in 1903. His brother, Athol Charles John, became the 3rd Earl (4th Lord) but died soon 

after in 1904, also without issue (extinguishing the Ravensworth earldom and the Eslington barony). The 
LU 

Ravensworth barony devolved to a cousin, Arthur Thomas Liddell (1837-1919) who became the 5th Lord. 

4th Period: Early Twentieth Century to Present (1914-2007) 

First World War, 1914-1918 and Its Effects 	 I r- 

	

2.49 	Up to the First World War, the Ravensworth household functioned much as it had through the nineteenth 

century. During the War, the 6th battalion of the Durham Light Infantry were trained at Ravensworth. 

The War and its after effects lead to a peak in coal production with over 170,000 miners employed across 

the Durham coalfield in 1923. But by the mid 1920s, demand declined and unemployment escalated, 

contributing to the demise of Ravensworth and other large estates. 	 CLnD  

	

2.50 	By 1919 the Liddells’ fortunes were changing. The death of the 5th Baron, Arthur Thomas, brought 

crippling death duties and Gerald Wellesley Liddell, the 6th Baron, left for Eslington, possibly in 1925. 

The House’s contents were auctioned in September 1920, from which sales catalogues survive (listing 

furniture, books and art by Caravaggio, Van Dyck and Rembrandt’s The Baptism of the Eunuch). A further 

auction took place in 1928, this catalogue also giving information on House’s rooms (Hist Image 55). 	
CD 

Later Uses of the Nash House and Estate 
	 LU 

	

2.51 	Following the move to Eslington, Ravensworth was converted to a girls’ public school (see prospectus in 

Historic Images 49-52). Although intended as a permanent arrangement, it seems it was not successful. 
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Historic Image 56: 193416 photo of Northern Command Military Tattoo. Marching Band (from Appendix C) CASTLES 
HISTORY 

CD 
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Historic Image 69: Late 20CAeriaI photo of Crop Markings and Nash House Footprint (from Appendix C) 
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Historic Image 74:2003 photo inside Stable Block Courtyard during filming for Restoration TV Programme 
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It was reported that land was proposed as a ’national park’ in 1928, also evidently not successful, and in 	CASTLES 
HISTORY 

1931 the 6th Baron’s negotiations over a sale of the estate as a Poor Law institutional home also fell 

through. The Stable Block (iN) was, however, used by Priestman Coaches from 1923 to 1938 to house a 

coach and 18 horses for their ’great yellow coach’ service between Blanchland and Shotley Bridge. 

Meanwhile, the Estate became the venue for the Northern Command Military Tattoos in 1934 and 1936, 

the first such events on Tyneside and still in the memory of local people today (Historic Images 56-59). 	I 
0 

Plans for a New Model Village, 1932-1939 	 LU 
 

CD 

2.52 	In June 1932, Robert Arthur Liddell succeeded as 7th Lord Ravensworth. He planned to demolish parts of 

the House to re-use the materials in the construction of a model village. The proposal met with public 

outcry but Lord Ravensworth’s defence was the serious financial burden the place had become, and that 

it was now ’sinking owing to the coal mining beneath’. A 30 acre field was mined directly beneath the 

House in 1935 and, within 12 months, large cracks were reported in its walls. He intended to build 32 

high quality new homes on the entire castle site and from its salvaged stone and timbers. Three were 

completed (Plate 2) before the outbreak of war in 1939, clustered around the relocated medieval Butter 

Cross, and containing architectural fragments from the Nash House (Plates 3 and 4). The architect was 

reported to be Mr F 0 Baddiley. The Medieval Towers (1A, 1B) were to be retained as was the Stable 

Block’s clocktower range. Other architectural fragments, including stained glass from a later chapel, were 

also removed rather than demolished. Demolition would not be completed for several decades. 	
rq 

Second World War, 1939-1945 	
Ln 

 

2.53 	During the Second World War, the Stable Block (IN) was used by American troops of the 225th Anti- 

Aircraft Battalion who manned a searchlight battery [HER 55361 to the north east. Plans survive for the 

defence of Tyneside against an airborne German invasion and, in such a time, Ravensworth would have 

defended the Team Valley Trading Estate. Plans included stationing G Company of the 13th Durham Light 

Infantry there, with a Lewis gun in the woods south-west of the Castle Complex, a second platoon at the 
o 

Castle Complex, a third in Greenhouse Walks (2D), and a fourth in reserve. H Company would also have 	LIU 

been stationed there, deployable anywhere in the sector. One confirmed episode of German air activity is’ 

reported over the trading estate When an anti-aircraft battery fired at a German aircraft on21 JIAIIe 1940. 

Second World War remains are reported in Ravensworth’s woods but none have yet been identified. 

Final Demolition of the Nash House 
o in 
0 O 

254 	After the War, building of the model village did not resume. On 4 August 1950, the 7th Lord died at 
LU 

Hexham after a car accident, and the estate passed to his son, Arthur Wailer, who became the 8th Baron. 

He lived and worked in London, and did not move back to the north east. The Nash House was dangerous 

by this time (Historic Image 60-63) and would need significant investment to rescue it. It was finally 
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demolished in 1952 leaving only those parts still standing today. It has been suggested that Gateshead 	CASTLES 
HISTORY 

Technical College (Low Fell) was, in part, built from the house’s stone. 

Late Twentieth and Early Twenty-First Centuries 

2.55 	In 1953, the Estate’s farmland was taken under the tenancy of Mr Snowdon Oates of Ouston Farms Ltd CD 

and eventually sold to the company in the 1970s. The Stable Block’s last reported resident was a Mr 

Stockton in 1965. In 1975 Tyne & Wear County Council planned to buy 45 acres of the Estate, including 
LU 

the Castle Complex, for a public park, but this was never realised. In May 1986, Howarth Litchfield CD 

Partnership published a feasibility study report for Tyne & Wear Building Preservation Trust examining the 

repair and conversion of the Stable Block (IN- 15) to four residential units following a sale to T&WBPT. This 

too did not proceed, for reasons unknown. Some archaeological work was carried out at the site in 1989 

and 1996 (see from 2.240 below) (Historic Images 71,72). 

	

2.56 	A feasibility and options study was undertaken by (then) North East Civic Trust in 1998, based on the 	
[ Ln 

acquisition, repair, restoration and adaptation of the Castle Complex and part of the Estate. Three options [B 

were considered for the Stable Block, six residential units, a livery stables, and an archaeology field centre, 	I 
concluding that the latter was the most realistic in conservation, planning and viability terms, although 

any similar office-based scheme might work (Historic Image 73). Negotiations between the owners and 

the Trust took place in subsequent years, revolving for some time around the involvement of Great North ’ 

Forest (GNF), an agency involved in creating new woodland (see 2.230 below). GNF’s involvement later 

waned but discussions between the owners and the Trust continued, stalling since 2003 (see 4.137 

below). Meanwhile, the owners undertook their own Strategic Appraisal, June 2004, which considered the 

long-term management issues regarding the future of the Estate (see 1.8 above). 

	

2.57 	In 2003, the Stable Block represented the North East in a heat of the first series of BBC N’s Restoration 

programme, a competition to win several million pounds of Lottery money to complete the restoration of 

a derelict historic building (Historic Image 74). Although a great deal of effort was invested in the 	0 C11) 

LU 

exercise, Ravensworth failed to win its heat but it did raise the profile of the place significantly (Context 

Info 18). 

Lfl 

CD 
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Castle Complex - Detailed Description 	 DESCRIPTION 

Introduction 

2.58 	The following is a summary of a detailed description in Appendix A of the fabric, construction, layout, 

alteration, use and condition of the elements in the Castle Complex (Sub-Area 1). These are set out in 

Table 4 and in Figures 5, 7-28. Within the main standing elements, rooms and features are identified by 

context numbers incrementing in blocks of 100, given in square brackets with the prefix ’C’, eg. [Cl 161. 

Only some of these references are used in this summary. Some measurements in this summary are 	LE 

rounded. The end of this section includes a summary of the habitat survey results for this sub-area. 

Table 4: Surviving Elements of Sub-Area 1� Castle Complex 

No. Element Description 

1A North Tower three storey medieval tower which stands, largely complete, at the 

centre of the Complex. This and the South Tower structure is connected 

to the South Tower by an interrupted length of Curtain Wall (1C) 

lB South Tower four storey medieval tower which stands, largely complete, at the 

centre of the Castle Complex. Includes part of the Curtain Wall (1() 

1C Curtain Wall fragment of Curtain Wall running between the North and South Towers 

and extending west of the South Tower 

1D Main Courtyard this lies immediately west of the two medieval Towers, at the presumed 

centre of the earlier medieval castle 

1E Nash House the remains of the nineteenth century country house which extends out 

Footprint to the west of the Main Courtyard. These largely comprise buried wall 

footings although some larger elements still remain extant 

IF Octagonal Tower the largest surviving fragment of the nineteenth century country house 

and associated to the west of the Main Courtyard including fragments of a dressing 

standing remains room turret and servants’ wing 

lG Nash Kitchen Tower a surviving fragment of the Kitchen Tower of the Nash House which lies 

to the south of the Main Courtyard 

lH Nash House Cellars an expansive network of vaulted cellars beneath the Nash House 

Footprint (1E) and partially extending below the Main Courtyard (1D) 

ii Terrace formal terracing south and west of the Nash House Footprint (1E) 

ii Terrace Wall remains of a castellated retaining wall which marks the southern and 

western edges of the Terrace (ii) 

1K Site of Conservatory footings of a glass conservatory west of the Nash House Footprint (1E) 

IL Garden Ornaments, surviving fragments of features associated with the nineteenth century 

Railings, Edgings, landscape garden surrounding the Nash House Footprint (1E) 
Banks & Tree Guards 
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IM Fountain and Pool remains of an ornamental pool west of the Nash House Footprint (1E) 

IN Stable Block nineteenth century Stable Block with four ranges set around a 

rectangular courtyard (1Q). On east side of Castle Complex 

10 Stable Block 

Gatehouse 

two storey Gatehouse being part of the east range of the Stable Block 

(IN) with staircase turrets; main entrance to the Complex from the east 

1P Stable Block 

Clocktower 

part of the west range of Stable Block, acting as a second gateway 

controlling access into the Main Courtyard (1D) 

1Q Stable Yard cobbled courtyard at the centre of the Stable Block (IN) 

1R Well lies in the middle of the Stable Block (1Q) 

15 Stable Block Gardens area of domestic gardens to the west of the Stable Block (IN) and 

immediately east of the two medieval Towers (1-10 

IT Towered Gateway nineteenth century Picturesque Gothic gateway and entrance into the 

Main Courtyard (1D) from the north 

1U Icehouse a brick vaulted structure built onto the north side of North Tower (1A) 

1V Ancillary Buildings two small stone buildings to the south of the Stable Block (IN), one of 

which may be a pump-house 

1W Workshops series of Workshops north of the Stable Block gardens (15) 

IX Significant Trees including cedar, Wellingtonia and giant redwood 

CASTLES 
DESCRIPTION 

w 

U- 

See Appendix B. See from 2.158 below for elements in the other six sub-areas. 

	

2.59 	Sub-Area 1 is an east-west area of approximately 0.03km 2. In the middle are the two Medieval Towers 

(1A, 1B) linked by an interrupted Curtain Wall (10.  To the west is the rectangular Main Courtyard (1D) 

beyond which are the remains of the nineteenth century Nash House (1E-1M). The nineteenth century 

Stable Block (IN-IS) is to the east. There are also other elements (IT-IX) including the Towered Gateway, 

Icehouse and Significant Trees. 

Medieval Towers and Curtain Wall (1A, lB. 1C) 	 c 

Introduction 

	

2.60 	Two towers (1A, 1B) and fragments of attached Curtain Wall (10 survive from the medieval castle (Figure 

5). Both towers are similar but the South Tower (1B) is more complex. Both have been modified, notably 

the west elevation of North Tower (1A). The Towers’ architectural features are a mix of Early English and 

Decorated Gothic. Most windows are lancets without tracery but there are remains of trefoil heads and 

other carvings in places. Both Towers have Caernarfon arched doorways. The Towers are in roughly 

coursed sandstone rubble with finer blocks for buttresses and openings; they may have been rendered 

but no traces survive. The stone is probably local. 

- - 
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Figure 4: Element Identification Diagram - Castle Complex (from Apx B - see also full size fold-out at back) 
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Historic Image 71: Late 20CAerial photo of Nash House Footprint and Stable Block (from Appendix C) CASTLES 
DESCRIPTION 
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North Tower (1A) and Parts of Curtain Wall (1C) 	 CA 
DE 

2.61 	The basic characteristics of the North Tower are (Plates 5, 6): 

� squarish, 7 7mx62m,andtoa heightofllm 

� ground floor/ cellar, first floor, and a flat roof, 

� walls are on average 1.2m thick, wider to the south, 

� a tall, steep plinth runs around the whole tower, 

� on the upper parts, each corner has a buttress up to a 

projecting parapet (Fig 7) so creating ’inset’ panels, 

� the main doorway [Cl 161 has a squared block surround (Fig 7, Plates 7, 8), plus a doorway [Cl 121 

to the ground floor / cellar. The first has small fitting holes; neither has bolt holes or draw sockets, 121  

� the structure appears largely complete but is missing the parapet and crenelations seen in turn of 

the nineteenth century photographs, but which were probably not original (Historic Image 41). 

SILES 
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2.62 	It would seem another structure almost certainly abutted the Tower at the west elevation (Figure 7). The 

south-west corner [C1 011, which protrudes from the body of the building by as much as 0.5m, has a more 

pronounced plinth, a buttress only on the south face, and numerous phases of blocking and re-building. 

	

2.63 	The south elevation has a small circular window [Cl 171 to a garderobe (Plate 1) (believed to be a Roman 

latrine seat), a blocked pointed arched window [Cl 181 with remnant tracery and carving (Plate 9), and a 

pointed arched doorway [C119] evidently onto a lost curtain wall replaced by that surviving (see below). 

	

2.64 	The north elevation, partly obscured by the Icehouse (1U) and trees (see 2.240 below), shows little 

modification and no distinctive features other than a large full height crack [Cl 141 on the line of  

chimney stack. The east elevation (Figure 8) is partially hidden by dense ivy and lean-to Workshops (1W). 

	

2.65 	Projecting south are the remains of the Curtain Wall (1C), some 5m x 5m (Figure 9). The projecting wall on 

the north west side [C123] is much later and associated with the Icehouse (1U). 

	

2.66 	The original ground floor [C200] is obscured a later barrel-vaulted cellar [C201] in hand-made probably 

eighteenth century red brick (Figs 10, 11, Plate 11). It is 4.8m x 3.2m and 3.1 m high. It is reached by a 

short passage [C204] which has a garderobe [C202] with a Caernarfon arched doorway [C205], blocked. 

This suggests it was once habitable. The garderobe is now accessible by a later doorway [C206] on the 	, 

Tower’s east side. Changes on the west side (eg. an outer skin discernable on plan (Fig 11, Plate 12), and 

one doorway [C2031 set directly behind another [Cl 12]) suggest the Tower had an adjoining structure. 

	

2.67 	From the main doorway, concrete steps lead up to a small first floor [C300] lobby (Fig 13). Its west wall 

shows phases of re-build and blocking (Fig 12) including [Cl 10], [C302], and probably a blocked firebox 
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for the nearby stack [Cl 02]. At the north end, two steps [C303] run into the west wall (Plate 13, Fig 13), 

perhaps once leading onto a north wall-walk, but there is no external or internal sign of this (Fig 7,12). 

2.68 	Adjacent to the first floor chamber [C300] doorway, an intramural staircase [C305] leads to the roof and 

south wall-walk (Plate 14). The stair is inaccessible from the lobby and a lost continuation of it could not 

physically turn to fit in the space. An lost timber linking stair seems unlikely for a building of this quality 

and so, instead, the stair may have entered the Tower from an adjacent structure to the west, now gone. 

2.69 	The first floor chamber [C3001 is 4.7m x 4.2m with a 5.2m high barrel vault (Plate 16). The west side has a 

modified door and window (Plate 17). The east side has a small aumbry [C31 01 and a single window 

opening [C309] with probably a seventeenth century window [Cl 17] (Plate 16). The north side has a 

shallow alcove [C3061 (probably a later cupboard) and a large fireplace [C307] (including a badly eroded 

carved hood, Plate 18) plus evidence [C307] of an earlier smaller fireplace (Plate 19). To the south is an 

intramural garderobe [C31 11 with a narrow pointed doorway [C3121 in the south-west corner (Plate 21). 

2.70 	The intramural stair [C3051 emerges on the roof (Fig 14) behind a low parapet (Plate 15). No roof access is 

apparent from the north west side. It has later bitumen and two chimneys, [C307] and [C1021 (Plate 22). 

South Tower (18) and Parts of Curtain Wall (1C) 

2.71 	The South Tower, c.35m south of the North Tower, has many 

similar basic characteristics, but it does differ significantly: 

� rectangular, 8.3m x 6.3m, and to a height of 10.8m, 

� four floors (three with garderobes), and a flat roof. 

� thinner, more punctured walls than the North Tower, 

� more pronounced buttresses [C5011, each c.1 .25m wide and looking almost like corner towers, 

� the main door [C5031 from the north has a flat arch (Fig 15, Plate 22) like that on the North Tower, 0 

plus a doorway [C5261 on the west side to the ground floor. 

2.72 	Compared to its neighbour, the South Tower is more complex in layout and form, and more elaborate in 

design and detailing. The two are, however, visually unified (Plates 23 and 24). It has more windows, 

placed and angled with greater purpose. That [C5281 in the west wall (Fig 15, Plate 25) has four narrow 

grouped trefoil-head lancets with chamfered mullions (some replaced) distinctive of the thirteenth 

century transition from Early to Decorated Gothic. Disturbance [C527] suggests it has been moved here. 

2.73 	Both sections of Curtain Wall [C512] are more integral to this Tower than in the North. The north section 

is 7.5m x 5.5m above current ground level (Fig 16) with a wall-walk accessed from the roof by a small stair 

turret [C5141 with a canopied door (Plate 44), a more elaborate arrangement (Plate 15). Steps [C5131 to 
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the walk and parts of the wall itself are in immediate danger of collapse. The wall has ground and first 

floor intramural garderobes ([C601], [C701 ]). The south section [C529] (Fig 18) is 7.2m x 4.2m high, the 

western 4.2m being nineteenth century. Its wall-walk is via a doorway [C530] in the west wall, blocked. 

The wall has a first floor intramural room [C716] with two windows ([C5321, [C5331) and decoration 

fragments. Another arrow slit window [C534] here gave enfilidating fire along the Curtain Wall. 

2.74 	The ground floor (Fig 20) suggests it was for domestic use. An arched doorway [C5261 leads via a small 

passage to a storage or guard vestibule [C602]. The 3.8m x 6.4m main chamber [C6001 has a complex and 

impressive cantilevered stone slab roof (Plate 26), four windows including [C5351 and [C5251, a deep 

recess possibly for a bed (Plates 27, 28), and a large much altered fireplace [C6051. On the north side is an 

intramural garderobe [C601] about 1 m long with a small, very eroded shallow wash bowl or urinal [C607]. 

CASTLES 
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2.75 	The first floor (Fig 21) is reached by timber stairs [C702] opposite the main door [C503] (Plate 29), modern = 

but probably replacing an eighteenth century set. An earlier worn stone stair [C7031 alongside is partly 

cut by the timber stair. On the east side is a part blocked pointed arched doorway [C704] (Plate 29) and a 

narrow door to a 2m long intramural garderobe {C706] with floor vent [C707] and basin or urinal [C708], 

in better repair than the ground floor (Plate 30). The main chamber [C7001 has a cantilevered slab ceiling, 

a modified fireplace [C715] (Plate 34), two windows ([C5181 has window seat remains (Plate 32) and 

{C522] has plaster fragments), plus remnant eighteenth century wood panelling. A square head doorway 

[C7121 in the south east corner leads to a 3m intramural store or guard room [C716] with stone cupboards. 

2.76 	Another modern timber stair reaches the second floor (Fig 22) at a narrow landing [C801]. The original 

arrangement here is less obvious. An altered slit window {C523] to the south suggests the second floor 

garderobe [C8031 is later (possibly late fifteenth or sixteenth century, Plate 36). The 6.1 m x 4.4m main 
C 

chamber [C800] has a pointed arch doorway [C804], a stone barrel-vault roof, roll-mould cornice, two bed 

recesses [C805, C806] (Plates 37,38), a fireplace [C808] (Plate 40), and a large window [C5191 (Plate 39) 

like the first floor’s. A pointed arched door in the south west corner leads to a smaller garderobe [C8031. 
C 

2.77 	The third floor mezzanine (Fig 23) is in the south west corner of the Tower, partially within the buttress. It 

was originally accessed by the intramural staircase [C802] but now only by ladder. A pointed arched door 

leads to the 1.8m x 2.9m x 2.20m high main chamber [C900] which has a small fireplace [C903] (Plate 42). 

2.78 	Roof structure is hidden by tar (Fig 24). It was accessed by the north west intramural stair [C8021 through 

a simple walled stairwell [Cl 0011, and from the north wall-walk in the north east corner [Cl 0021 (Plate . 

44). There are 3 stacks, 1 for the ground and first floor fires, and 1 each for the second and third floors. 
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Main Courtyard (1D) 

	

2.79 	The Main Courtyard (1D) covers an area c.35m x 45m west of  

the Medieval Towers (Figure 5). The south and east edges  

are bound by the remains of the Nash House (IF) with 	 0
- 

Towered Gateway (IT) to the north. The Courtyard has 

undergone many changes corresponding with the various 	 - 	 - 

eras of the Castle Complex. 

� Buck’s c.1728 engraving shows an enclosed court and central path (Historic Image 7), 

� Grimm’s c.1780s sketch shows a parterre with shrubberies on either side (Historic Image 11), 

� As part of the Nash House, it was a functional space between the Stable Block and offices, with the 

small Stable Block Gardens (IS), cobbles, and a small central building (Historic Images 38 and 41). 

	

2.80 	Any above-ground evidence would be concealed as it is overgrown with grass, brambles and shrubbery. 

CASTLES 
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Nash House (1E, IF, iG, 1H) 

Introduction 

	

2.81 	The surviving elements of the Nash House are to the west of the Main Courtyard (Figure 5): 

� the lost house’s ground floor Footprint comprising wall footings and debris (iE). 

� an Octagonal Tower with dressing room turret and attached servants’ wing spine wall (IF), 

� the remains of part of the Kitchen range, now isolated from the other remains (1G), 

� Cellars beneath the Octagonal Tower and servants’ wing structure (1H), 	 C 

	

2.82 	The Nash House Footprint (IE) has not been surveyed for this Plan. 

2.83 

Octagonal Tower andAssociated Standing Remains (IF) 

The Octagonal Tower [C3100] (Fig 27) has a stair turret to the 	 . 

	

.., 4 	 . 
north east and a dressing-room turret to the west. Exterior- - 

masonry (Plate 77) is ashlar sandstone with a string at the 

base (also on the dressing-room turret). The east elevation 	 . 	 -. 

has a rubble ground floor (Plate 78), a blocked first floor 

window, roof scar, joist sockets, and a door, all suggesting a  wi*771~70*  , 

lost adjoining room. All bar the south west window have stone surrounds and drip-moulds (Plate 80). 

2.84 	The Octagonal Tower interior has a similar octagonal room on each of its four floors (Figure 27). Each has 

a north doorway (from the stair turret) and an east doorway (to the dressing room turret, one with door in 
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situ), and one fireplace (with cast-iron fire-back on the second floor). Windows (Plate 77) face south on 	CASTLES 
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the ground and second floors, south west and east on the first floor (one blocked, one with timber frame). 

Ground floor [C31 01] elevations are random rubble with brick relieving arches, and evidence of render, 

plaster (painted turquoise) and decorative coving. The ground floor layout matches Nash’s ’Ground Floor 

of the Offices’ drawing (Historic Image 19). Floors and ceilings on the first [C31021 and second [C31 04] 

floors are collapsed but timber ring beams and cross beams survive in situ (Plate 79). Second floor walls 

are thinner; that to the west is in lath and plaster. The third floor [C3105] is gone but evidence shows its 

walls are again thinner, and it had the same door and window layout as the second floor, but no fireplace. 

	

2.85 	The dressing room turret [C31061 adjoins and projects out from the west of the Octagonal Tower. The 

exterior (Plate 80) has three trefoil-head lancet windows with scroll drip-moulds, and a stylised arrow-slit 

window. It has a small rectangular room on each of its four floors, the top three accessed from the 

Octagonal Tower. Only the ground floor is accessible, an extremely ornate room [C31071 with, at the 

north end, a clustered pier [C31081 in wood and stone (Plate 81) with a brick relieving arch (similar to that 

visible on the second floor) and a great deal of decorative plasterwork brightly painted and partly gilded. 

The ribbed groined vault ceiling (Plates 82, 95) has a central boss depicting the Liddell coat-of-arms. 

	

2.86 	A long fragment of the western servants’ wing spine wall [C3201] survives, the lower part buried by deep 

demolition debris. The west elevation was part of the main servants’ wing corridor. The east elevation 

was part of the house’s substantial ground floor chamber, spanned by an arch to the south and a bay at 

the north. The wall is mainly random rubble sandstone with some brick; the most westerly arch Springer 

is in situ. Parts of walls to adjoining rooms project out from the spine wall - housekeeper’s room [C3202] 

(Figure 27), a small store at the stair turret, school room [C3203], billiard room [C3204], and a small brick 

vault chamber [0205] immediately west of the Octagonal Tower’s ground floor doorway, largely buried 

by debris. There is no evidence of earlier fabric having been incorporated into any of these remains. 

Nash Kitchen Tower (1G) 

2.87 	This square stump from a demolished octagonal tower is 

some distance east of the surviving Octagonal Tower and 

was once part of the kitchen and associated utility rooms (Fig 

27). Only the fragmentary remains of the scullery [C3301] 

survive in an extremely ruinous state (Plate 90). The square 

chamber is mainly hand-made brick. Its three doorways 

which led to the main kitchen, the dairy and the bake house, 

are not visible as the room has great quantities of demolition debris - this may seal other original surfaces 

and features beneath. There is no evidence of early fabric having been incorporated into this structure. 
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2.89 

2.90 

2.88 

2.91 

2.92 

Nash House Cellars (1H) 

The Cellars [C3206] are accessed via a spiral stair [3216] next to the Octagonal 

Tower (Plate 83), although there are the remains of at least one other stair and 

external doorway to the Main Courtyard (1D) (Fig 28). Layout broadly replicates 

the Octagonal Tower and servants’ wing above. It is in sandstone with shallow 

brick barrel-vaulted roofs. Visible floors are stone flagged. There is no evidence 

of any earlier fabric in any part. 

The spiral stair leads to a corridor northwards, off which all the rooms branch. There are two further short 

passages, one at each end, that to the south leading to the cellar [C3207] beneath the Octagonal Tower. 

This too is octagonal with vaulting fanning out from its large square central pillar (Plate 84). It and two 

neighbouring chambers ([C32081, [C32091) are lined with numbered bins, presumably for wine (Plate 85) 

At the north end, the cellars ([C3210], [C3212]) beneath the lost billiard and school rooms have large low 

platforms, probably for keeping items off the floor. An adjoining smaller chamber [C321 1] appears to 

extend out further than the lost store-room above, beneath a lost colonnade which linked the servants’ 

wing and kitchen. It has a blocked arch in one wall, a small aperture in another, and a deep pile of debris 

(Plate 86). The end of the corridor, just beyond [C32121 has a blocked window. Nearby, a passage (Plate 

87) runs to 3 more rooms and a doorway which may once have led via a stair to the Main Courtyard (1D). 

The large cellar [C3213] beneath the lost servants’ hall mirrors its shape and was likely used to store items 

that needed air circulation, probably meat or game. West of its door is part of a curved stair up, beneath a 

large heap of debris. Two large buttresses here were for the large arch in the lost room above. Opposite 

[C3213] is a cellar [C3214] beneath the housekeeper’s room; it has a central pillar like [C3207] (Plate 88) 

and an aperture (Plate 89) likely the bottom of a chute from the Main Courtyard. The passage between 

[C3213] and [C3214] has a substantial door frame behind which a small chamber leads to (probably) a 

stair up, and a further cellar [C32151 with noticeably poorer quality and blackened masonry, likely for coal. 

Terrace, Terrace Wall and Other Related Elements (11, ii, 1K, IL, 1M, l)0 

The Terrace is defined by the battered sandstone Terrace 

Wall (ii), 0.5m to 3m high, and running parallel with the lost 

House’s south front (Fig 5). Masonry is well intact beneath 

undergrowth, but railings are only remnants. Views south 

over fields from the Terrace are largely uninterrupted. The 

once open grassed Terrace (ii) is heavily overgrown. It 

contains many surviving landscape features (IL), the more delicate ones in danger of rapid deterioration: 
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� the Site of the Conservatory (1K), 

� an ornamental Fountain and Pool (1M), 

� an artificial mound to the west with mature yew (IX), 

� grassed banks built into sloping ground, now hard to 

appreciate beneath self-sown sycamore, 

� a stone garden ornament base to the east, 

STLES 
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� remains of boundary wall and railings, iron tree guards and stretches of stone kerb and drainage, 

very overgrown and vulnerable to disturbance or damage, 

� two large trees (Wellingtonia, giant redwood) to the south east, a cedar east of the Towered 

Gateway (IT), and remnant ornamental planting (yew, rhododendron) on the Terrace (lx). 

� probably further landscape features, remains or planting hidden in the undergrowth. 

	

2.93 	Views through and to the Castle Complex are part-obscured by self-sown sycamore. See Figs 33 and 34. 

Stable Block (IN, 10, 1P, 1Q, 1R, 15) 

Introduction 

	

2.94 	The rectangular Stable Block has four ranges round a Stable Yard (1Q) (Fig 5, Plate 45). The large east 

Gatehouse (10) is the main access; a second west gatehouse, with a Clocktower (1P), leads to the Stable 

Block Gardens (IS) (Fig 25). The style is similar to the Nash House, although rather more mock Tudor. 

Plans in the RIBA archive dating to c.1808 (Historic Images 21,22) indicate it was conceived as an original 

element (but the 1847 tithe map confuses the sequence - see 2.43). There has been some alteration 

mostly linked to changes in function, notably when it was used as part of  school in the 1920s (see 2.51). 

	

2.95 
	

Exterior masonry is cut sandstone; internal linings are red hand-made brick, also used for some features, 

once hidden by render and plaster (some traces in situ). The roof was natural grey slate, now stacked up 

nearby; removal has exposed the structure, causing rapid decay. Most windows and doors in the building 

are alike - timber mullion and transom windows in stressed surrounds with chamfered lintels, and four-

centred Tudor arched doorways (Plates 47, 52). Windows in the north and south ranges open on to the 

Stable Yard (IQ); some in the end blocks look out; three doors in the south range lead southwards. 

PXTI 

Stable Block North and South Ranges (IN) 

The single storey north range [C21001, once with an A-frame 

roof, has four rooms for horses and carriages (Fig 25). The 

west room [C21 011 has two windows [C2103, C2104] (Plates 

46, 47) and space for four horses. Brick recesses mark stall 

divisions; plaster fragments survive on the west wall (Plate 
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48) with batons elsewhere. The east room [C21151 has the most intact stable features on the site, the 
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remains of seven c.2m stalls: 

� four fine timber panelled arched recesses on the north wall (Plate 53), 

� timber panelled kickboard remains, and a relief of a post and ball finial to the west wall (Plate 54), 

� the remains of a second kickboard and stall division, just visible east of the first arched recesses. 

	

2.97 	Pedestrian access is through a door to the east, with horse access apparently via room [C21 101. The open 

central room [C2020] has five double doorways [C2108] (Plate 49) divided by ashlar piers with fragments 

of iron fittings (dog-leg hinges, curved door ties) (Plate 50). It has a small range and precarious octagonal 

brick chimney above [C21091, plus roof joinery fragments. Originally a carriage house (its contents 

recorded in a 1920 auction brochure, see 2.50), it became a school gym in the 1920s (Figure 51). East of 

the carriage house is possibly a tack room [C21 101 with a fireplace and fitting sockets on the west wall. 

	

2.98 	The single storey south range [C23001 has a different layout 

to the north - six rooms for horses plus a modest rest room, 	 NO 

with part later converted to a garage (Figure 25). Fabric 	 Ar  

here is very overgrown and in a state of near collapse. The 	 . 	. 	11 
east room [C23011 has arched recesses for four stalls with no 

kJ 

fittings but with probable evidence [C23011 of a hay loft or 

feed store in the roof space. A doorway in the south east 

corner leads southwards. Next, via a square-head panelled doorway [C2308], is a small link room [C2301] 

which has a small pointed aperture (Plate 61), likely an access for cats kept for rodent control. 

	

2.99 	The east-of-centre room [C2312] has the best evidence of adaptation in the Stable Block � originally for 

four horses, it was at some stage converted to a garage to house or service motor vehicles (Plate 62). Two 

large carriage doors were knocked through the north wall (causing outward collapse; basic timber props 

are in place) and a concrete forecourt and canopy roof added. The central room [C2317], with fireplace in 

poor repair, was probably a small dwelling or rest area for grooms. A small tree here has seriously harmed 

stability (Plate 63). The west-of-centre room [C23191 has a further set of four stalls with some remains of 

kickboards, panelling at the doors, and a wooden arch above a stall recess in place. A second small link 

room [C23251 leads to the west room [C2228] once with two stalls now covered with modern house brick. 

Stable Block East Range and Gatehouse (10) 

2.100 Most of the east range [C2200] is the impressive Gatehouse (10) (Fig 25, Plate 55). It comprises a gatehall 

flanked by two large square three-storey towers (upper parts collapsed) with projecting crenelated stair 
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turrets to the east, plus a later single storey section over the 

gatehall (Plate 59). All seven main rooms have a window 

facing the Yard, larger than elsewhere. 

2.101 The gatehaH [C2205] has a vaulted arched roof divided by 

four intermediary pointed arches, all in hand-made red brick 

plastered to a fine finish. The floor is rectangular setts. A 

AS TL ES 
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large, three-quarter wooden double gate survives on the east front (Plate 59). Entry to each ground floor 

room ([C22041, [C22061) is via a pointed arched doorway off the gatehall, that to the south blocked. Both 

rooms also have doors to small dismounting rooms, [C2201] and [C2226], linking to the north and south 

ranges (Plate 56). The north ground floor room has three brick-lined and plastered alcoves, higher quality 

than in the north range. The south room’s matching recesses are blocked (Plate 60); the addition of a 

large vent here suggests re-use for storage. 

2.102 	Entry to each first floor room is via a spiral stair in each projecting turret (Plate 58); a second door on the 

north side leads to the chamber over the gatehall. Both first floor rooms and both second floor rooms 

have a fireplace on the east wall, those to the south with remnants of surrounds (Plate 57, 60). A single 

first floor room over the gatehall, with a large east window, is inaccessible. It is later and partly detached 

from the rest of the building. It is shown as a pencil sketch on Nash’s original plans (Historic Image 21). 

Stable Block West Range and Clocktower (1P) 

2.103 The west range [C2400] incorporates the second gatehouse 

with its Clocktower (1P) (Fig 25). The range originally housed 

Stable Block ancillary facilities including accommodation for 

a stable manager and family as well as any coachmen and 

grooms not in the main house servants’ quarters. The Stable 

Block Gardens (15) adjoin this range on the west side. 

Al ’I 

2.104 The south room [C2401] is rectangular and appears to have been a laundry, perhaps for the whole house. 

At its east end is a central brick fireplace with iron bracing and two large stone-lined flues (Plate 64) linked 

to two corner features [C2403, C24041 lined with firebrick and heavily soot-stained. Each of these housed 

a circular structure, probably a laundry copper. The south east flue vents directly out, but the north east 

flue runs the length of the north wall, heating the next room. A large south window [C2405] maximises 

natural light, and a door [C24081 leads to the south Stable Block Garden (15), which may have been a 

drying yard (see 2.108 below). The adjoining room [C2409] is long and narrow (8.3m x 2.1 m) and is 

divided from [C241 01 by a hand-made brick wall [C241 11 with hatch. These may be a drying rooms. This 
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Stable Block Courtyard and Well (1Q, 1R) 

2.107 The Stable Yard (1Q) [C2500] originally had at least two sizes 

of flagstones (Figure 25). Smaller flags (Plate 72) were laid at 

IRV 

wall may or may not be a later addition; it is also possible that this corner of the building incorporated an CASTLES 
DESCRIPTION 

earlier structure but a more extensive survey including render removal would be needed to answer this. 

2.105 The gatehouse (Plates 67,68), now roofless, has a two storey crenelated octagonal Clocktower (1P) not 

shown on the 1808 plans (Historic Image 21). The gatehall is in two parts: the shorter east part has a plain 

pointed arch, the wider west part a quadripartite groin vault in plastered brick. An internal spiral stair on 

the south west side leads up to the Clocktower’s first floor (evidently once continuing to the second floor). 

The first floor room has a east large window and a small west lancet window. The second floor room 

[C2437] had the clock mechanism gantry, now gone (Plate 69). The east clock faces survives, the west is 

gone (Plate 68). The north side of the west clock face has a weight drop down to the first floor (Plate 69). 

2.106 The north rooms are domestic accommodation. This area has been extensively modified and has several 

modern brick partitions. The north end has a kitchen [C2452] with a mid twentieth century kitchen range 

and a brick stack. The west wall has a large window; the east wall is part the gable end of the north range. 

At the north end is a small square single storey tower [C2455] (Plate 71), also much modified. Its function 

is unknown - there are no signs of a staircase, first floor platform, joist holes, or fittings for a bell or light. 

although some still survive. In the centre of the Stable Yard is a 2.4m wide octagonal Well (1R) [2510] 

(Plate 74). The only fittings to survive are a stone drain and a water pump socket on the south-west side. 

Stable Block Gardens (15) and Workshops (1149 	

41 
2.108 The area west of the Stable Block and east of the Medieval 

Towers has two sub-rectangular Gardens (IS) bound by 

single rows of chamfered stone posts (Fig 25, Plate 75). Early 

photos (Historic Images 38,40,41) show these linked by iron 

railings (traces of which survive) with thick hedge behind the 

southern garden, perhaps planted to obscure a drying yard 
	

IN 
(see 2.103 above). The gardens might also have been for hens. 
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2.109 The north side of the north garden has a small single-storey range of Workshops (1W) linking the Stable 	CASTLES 
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Block (IN) and North Tower (1A) (Plate 76). These appear original to the Stable Block and have the same 

columns as the Stable Block Gardens. In the north east corner, adjacent to the east range of the Stables, 

are the remains of fittings for a laundry or feed copper. The basin survives but not in-situ. The installation 

is served by a flue and firebox running up through the east wall. 

Towered Gateway (17) 

2.110 To the north of the Main Courtyard (1D) is a sandstone 

Towered Gateway (lfl  consisting of a dressed stone arch 

flanked by two cylindrical castellated towers and a short 

section of curtain walling (Figure 5) (Plate 92). Above the 

gateway is a shield featuring the Liddell coat-of-arms. This 

was the principal entrance into the Main Courtyard and the 

main point for the delivery of goods to the Nash House. 

Icehouse (1 U) 

2.111 

 

Ancillary Buildings (1 V) 

 

2.112 
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Ecolog!calAssessment (Sub-Area 1) 	 CASTLES 
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2.113 See Figures 44-46 for a summary of the survey results. Sub-Area 1 land has thin plantation and 

broadleaved woodland, semi natural in character, and mainly sycamore with some birch and other 

broadleaved. Only 10% is coniferous. All the canopy seems a similar age with little obvious regeneration. 

The scrub layer is quite sparse, with elder, holly and some yew. The ground layer is quite impoverished, 

mainly large stands of nettle and bare ground. There are wood avens in places, plus cleavers, wood 

cranesbill, bracken and foxglove. 
LU 

2.114 The Castle Complex’s derelict roofs, missing stonework, ruined towers and cellars were the subject of a 

focused bat survey including a daytime structures survey and both dawn and dusk surveys. No definite 

evidence of bat roosts was found in the buildings. Dusk and dawn surveys recorded relatively low levels 

of activity with small numbers of pipistrelle foraging in and around the Castle Complex. Although no 

definite roost sites were identified at the time of survey, there is a significant risk the site is used at 

different times during the year by small numbers of crevice roosting species, particularly given the 

excellent quality of the surrounding habitat for foraging. There are potential cool and hibernation roost 

sites, and the Cellars (1H) in particular are likely to have excellent hibernation conditions. Woodland and 

grass habitats extend right to the buildings’ walls, providing good cover for early evening emergence. 

Given the nature of the structures on the site and the low levels of activity recorded at dawn and dusk 

during the summer period, it is concluded with some confidence that the site does not support a breeding 

or maternity roost. 

2.115 The semi-natural mixed woodland in Sub-Area 1 holds a diverse range of breeding and non-breeding 

woodland birds, with the habitats supporting populations similar to those at nearby sites, eg. Gibside and 9 

various sites in the Lower Derwent Valley. The ruins and structures are also of particular ornithological 

interest as they provide nesting opportunities for crevice and hole nesting birds in an area of high quality 

habitat. Fifteen pairs of eight species were recorded nesting in the Castle walls and structures, including 	9 

blue tit, coal tit, song thrush, wren, dunnock and robin, along with stock dove in one of the towers. 

F- 

> 
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CASTLES 
PHASING Castle Complex - Phasing Discussion 

Introduction 

2.116 This is a summary of the detailed discussion of phasing of the Castle Complex in Appendix A. It analyses 

the surveys completed for this Plan in the light of social, political, historical, architectural and economic 

influences, all of which are key to assessing significance in the next chapter. See Figure 29. 

1st Period: Up to the Ear!ySeventeenth Centwy (C. 1080-1607) 

Phases / and /a 

2.117 The two Medieval Towers are relatively well preserved and have in the past been interpreted as the 

remains of a Norman type quadrangular castle. They have been variously dated to the twelfth century 

[Pevsner 19851 and more generally the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries [Ryder 2003, Salter 

2002, Pettifer 19951. This is based on an assumption that both Towers are near contemporary, but the 

recently produced plans and cross sections suggest that this might not be the case (Figures 10 and 19). 

w 
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2.118 Despite an effort to visually integrate the two Towers, there are distinct differences which suggest the 

North Tower might precede the South Tower by a number of years, including: 

� wall thickness: the South Tower’s are thin - 0.5m compared to the North’s nearly 1.5m east walls, 

� fabric: the massive blocks commonly used in the North Tower are rarely seen in the South Tower, 

� layout: the North Tower’s single barrel vaulted chamber, cellar and intramural stair are simple, 

� plan: the North Tower’s rough 6m x 7m square compared to the South’s rectangle of 8.5m x 6m, 

� external appearance: the South Tower’s prominent corner clasping buttresses and complex, 

extensive fenestration compared to the North Tower’s simpler corner emphasis and fenestration, 	
LU 

� accommodation: the North Tower’s rooms are for a single inhabitant, whilst the South’s are 

consistent with the larger retinues associated with later, more stratified, medieval households. 

2.119 The North Tower has seen at least one major change, and probably many minor ones. The south and west 

sides suggest the present entrance and lobby [Cl 14] may be later (eg. blocked features [Cl 021, outer skin 

[C201], abruptly terminated intramural stair [C304]).  This and other evidence suggests a lost building 	– 

linked to the west, probably a medieval hall-house (Phase I). This was common by the fourteenth century 

and descriptions at the time are consistent with the North Tower’s rooms. But evidence is inconclusive: 

� above-ground: due to the degree of change on the Tower’s west side (eg. a later stack [C1021); 

evidence for any associated gatehouse and curtain wall (which would be expected) is lacking as 

the present Curtain Wall (1 C) probably dates from the late fourteenth or early fifteenth centuries, 

although some segments may pre-date this, 
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� possibly below-ground: although the later houses, yards and outbuildings were built over the 	CASTLES 
PHASING 

west side of the medieval site, on-site evaluation might well reveal some earlier evidence, 

� 	documentary: the earliest written reference to a manorial building dates to the early fourteenth 

century (see 2.26 above) with reference to a castle not until the early fifteenth century (see 2.30), 
Un LU  

supporting the theory of a manorial hall-house preceding the castle. However, the building the 
Ln 

lord occupied may not have been referred to separately from the general administrative term 

’manor’ which was used, in part, simply as the location of the manorial court. Other documentary 

evidence is also enigmatic, eg. villa wing shown in this location on Fryer’s 1785 map (Hist Image 8). - 

2.120 	Even if a hall-house did exist, its sequencing with the North Tower is unknown. Were they contemporary 

LU 
Un 

or was the Tower added later (Phase la), as at Eldingham Castle, Northumberland, where a thirteenth 

century hall-house received an early fourteenth century solar tower? Such variations are seen across that 

county, even if not often further south. Even if the founding of Ravensworth manor cannot be dated with 

certainty, it is safe to assume that once it was established, a focal building for the lord’s political power 	Uj 

would have soon followed. If a new Ravenshelm manor was indeed granted to Robert de Yeland in 1223 

by the Bishops of Durham (see 2.22 and 2.26 above), a hall would surely have soon followed. The North 

Tower may then have been added to this manor hall as a physical and symbolic mark of transition either: 

� after the de Yelands passed the manor to the Fitz-Marmadukes in 1315, or 

� after the Lumleys gained rights to the manor a few years later through marriage. 

2.121 Such dates would accord with the architecture. For example, Caernarfon arched doorways have been 

dated elsewhere in the region to the early fourteenth century [M Roberts, pers. comm.]. But using such 

features to date the North Tower is problematic. Its features are mainly Early English and later Decorated 

Gothic (as well as possibly sixteenth or seventeenth century, eg. [C3091), broadly dating it to the transition 

between these two styles in the later thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. But regional fluidity of 

forms and variations in the dates styles appear on secular buildings means this can only be a rough guide. 

Phase!! 

2.122 The second (or possibly third) main phase of development at Ravensworth saw the extension of the North LU 
Ln 

Tower (and its possible earlier hall) to include three, or possibly four, more towers, and more curtain wall. 

The result is believed to be a quadrangular castle but one quite different from those more typical of the 

type, eg. Bolton, Wensleydale or Lumley, usually built as integrated units for more stratified medieval 

households. Evidence at Ravensworth suggests a simpler design with no interconnection or integrated 

accommodation. This upholds the theory of piecemeal growth at Ravensworth, more akin to Etal or Ford. LU 

2.123 There is doubt as to whether Ravensworth was ever quadrangular in the formal sense. It appears this has 

been assumption based on Hutchinson’s c.1 780 description (’two of the towers form part of the offices..., 
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the other two project to the front’ [Hutchinson 1787,417]) and Buck’s 1728 engraving (Historic Image 7). CASTLES 
PHASING 

The latter shows the present Medieval Towers, plus curtain wall to the south and east but not to the north 

(there is no access to this area from the roof of the North Tower). A third tower to the north-west behind 

the Palladian Villa has been taken as the extent of a quadrangular castle, but a fourth opposing tower to 
LU  

the south-west is not clearly shown (Historic Images 7, 9). However, the Bailey engraving does feature a 

large octagonal tower in the south-west which may be the fourth one to which Hutchinson refers. This 

survived to the late eighteenth century and is visually similar to Durham Cathedral’s Great Kitchen, by the 

local master builder John Lewyn in 1374. It features a stone vaulted roof, as does the monks’ dormitory 

(also attributed to Lewyn). which bears a close resemblance to the South Tower roof (1B) [Christopher 	UJ 

Constable pers. comm.]. Lewyn also designed much of the first phase of Castle Bolton, built in 1378. 

2.124 The motivation behind growth at Ravensworth would have been the same as Bolton or Lumley - greater 

comfort over defence. The South Tower has three chambers on three storeys, plus a mezzanine chamber. 

All levels seem to have been intended for accommodation, even the more vulnerable ground floor. Each 
Ln 

chamber has at least one garderobe which are much more complex than the North Tower, angled out into 

the Curtain Wall. There are also stone basins and a wardrobe. Some defensive features are included (eg. 

arrow slit windows protecting the Curtain Wall) but other larger windows would compromise protection 

[eg. C518, C5191. Consequently, defence may have been a pretence, a symbolic rather practical function. 

2.125 The paucity of defensive features should not be used to argue Ravensworth is not a ’real’ castle, or that it 

is from the late fifteenth or even sixteenth centuries. Castles had complex social, political and symbolic 

roles beyond defence. Even with the region’s turbulent history, a castle’s stronghold role would not run 

on much beyond 1300 due to changes in military strategy. Walls at Bolton and Lumley are compromised 

by intramural garderobes and passages, even if they look solid (Fig 30). The thirteenth and fourteenth LU 
Ln 

centuries saw the Scottish military threat this far south from smaller invasion forces designed to disrupt 

and draw ransom rather than lay siege. At the same time, the feudal system which had defined English 

hierarchy since the Conquest was in decline, and so some may have chosen to echo the design of eleventh H, 

or twelfth century castles to try to associate with a period of feudal stability, even if it were retrogressive 

in military terms. The stressed corners of Ravensworth’s South Tower visually echo such castles, including 

Newcastle and Richmond. They almost create the outward impression of a Norman keep, such as that at 

Richmond, thus referencing the symbolic even if not the physical strength of these earlier castle forms. 

2.126 These circumstances brought a flurry of castle re-building in the region in the late fourteenth century, eg. 

Raby, Brancepeth, Alnwick, Warkworth, and Lumley (1379), the latter in the same family as Ravensworth 

at the time. Ravensworth’s expansion was probably led by Robert de Lumley or Marmaduke de Lumley 

who owned the manor by 1388. Although smaller than these others, it shares many of their attributes. 

No licence to crenelate exists in the Bishop of Durham’s archive, unusual but not unknown. 
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2.127 It may be assumed Ravensworth’s expansion was linked to its perception as the focal point of patrimony, CASTLES 

PHASING 

identity, lineage and political power - a symbol of lordship as well as a physical presence. The Lumleys at 

Ravensworth in the late fourteenth century needed a defendable rather than defensive structure, and a 

comfortable home from which to govern. These notions are tied to the concept of castles, their potency 
Ln 
LU 

still attractive centuries later when the Liddells would resurrect the castle motif for their new country seat. 

Phase III 

2.128 The new Tudor dynasty from 1485 brought stability after the War of the Roses. The symbolism of castles 

was rejected for fear it be seen as a threat to the monarchy, and because of a desire to display in 	LU 
Ln 

comfortable new Tudor mansions a personal wealth gained through increasing sixteenth century trade. 

2.129 	No above-ground structures can be dated to between the fourteenth century castle and the eighteenth 

century Villa, although both Medieval Towers have later changes which may be from this period, eg: 

LU � 	the North Tower’s straight chamfered stone mullion and transom windows [C109 and C3091 are 

probably sixteenth or seventeenth century (though [Cl 091 may be later, re-using earlier material), 

� 	a wall-walk exit [C530] on the South Tower’s west side and an arrow slit window [C524] on the 

south side are blocked with thin handmade brick, possibly late sixteenth or seventeenth century. 

2.130 	Other evidence is sparse, but the Lumleys, Boyntons and Gascoignes, who held the manor in the fifteenth 	uJ  
and sixteenth centuries, would have almost certainly modified the castle. Bailey’s 1787 engraving 

(Historic Image 9) shows west of the Palladian villa what would appear to be an Elizabethan range, two- 

storeys with a steeply pitched roof and three stacks, one central (probably later) and two at the west end. 

This may be part of a more extensive Tudor phase modified or demolished after the Palladian villa. 

2nd Period: EarlySeventeenth Century to Early Nineteenth Century (c. 1607-1808) 

Phase IV 

2.131 The layout of Ravensworth before the Palladian Villa is preserved in three Bright Archive plans c.1 718 

(Historic Image 2,3,4) and related letters (see from 2.35). Despite some inconsistencies with Fryer and 	LU 
Ln 

Bailey, the plans seem to orientate north to south, with the ’old’ east range forming the new Villa’s core. 

� the first plan (Historic Image 2) records the ’old castle’. Although only a small part is drawn leaving 

analysis difficult, it has been suggested rooms 1’, ’k’ and ’g’ were part of an earlier cross-passage 

incorporated into the later building. This is based on the arrangement of rooms and their wall 

thicknesses. Below-ground investigation would be needed to inform this suggestion. 

� the other two plans (Historic Images 3,4) show proposed changes to the ground and first floors, 

including a new stair (11’), and subdivision for a new hall (’5’), drawing room (’6’) and pantry (’10’). 
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2.132 It is not known whether these changes were carried out, but later evidence (Historic Images 7,9, 11) does CASTLES 
PHASING 

show significant modification of the ’old castle’, with a relatively modest two-storey country house 

containing one main bedchamber and five smaller ’lodgins’. 

Phase  

2.133 The 1759 extension reputedly by James Paine comprised two flanking blocks. Fryer’s 1785 map (Hist 

Image 8) shows these incorporated into a large complex possibly including the Elizabethan wing on the 

1787 engraving (Hist Image 9) (although there are discrepancies between the two) plus outbuildings 

including a stable block which may be that discussed by Henry Liddell in a 1718 letter to his brother. 	LU 
Ln 

3rd Period: Early Nineteenth Century to Early Twentieth Century (C. 7808-1914) 

Phase VI 

2.134 	The revival of the castle form in the Picturesque Gothic style had much to do with nostalgia, expressing 
LU 

Romanticism without austere religious forms. Nonetheless, except for two Towers and Curtain Wall (1A- 

1C) it appears everything on site was demolished from 1808 for the new house. Its informal, open style 

was in stark contrast to the formal, enclosed symmetry of the Villa. Nash’s early design had Gothic and 

Classical elements but it became more Gothic during its 40 year construction, in part down to A C Pugin. 

2.135 	Only the Octagonal Tower and servants’ wing spine wall (iF) survive above-ground. This interface 
LU 

between the house and service quarters appears in different guises on original drawings for both parts of 

the building, somewhat confusing analysis. Also, its floors are at a mezzanine level to the house, so the 

Tower’s first floor is on both the ground floor plan for the house and the first floor plan of the offices. 

2.136 	The Nash House demonstrated the period’s characteristic spatial division of social class, gender and even LU 
Ln 

age. It also showed a clear progression in internal use. Bed and dressing rooms were upstairs with social 

and entertainment rooms on the ground floor. These were well-used for the Liddell’s house-parties, as 

were the Estate’s other facilities - coaches and horses in the extensive stables, large pleasure grounds, 

outlying walks, and indoor pursuits in the library, museum, picture gallery, billiard room, and a music - 

room. The support for such parties - kitchens, servants’ quarters, laundry, cellars - were enormous. 
LU 
Un 

4th Period: Early Twentieth Century to Present (1914-2007) 

Phase VII 

2.137 	The viability of such large estates was weakened in part by the introduction of death duties in 1894 and 
LU 

the First World War. Mining beneath the house helped the finances but not, it is believed, the house itself 

which became structurally questionable. This may have only been localised as the Cellars (1H) show no 

sign of major ground movement. The other elements are also relatively sound but in advanced decay. 
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Note: This diagram shows the footprint of the lost Palladian Villa (derived from a scaled eighteenth 
century drawing) superimposed over survey plans of the surviving Medieval Towers and Nash House 
remains. Although both plans are accurate, the relationship between them is only an approximation, 
the most uncertain part of the relationship being the lost Villa’s position on an east-west axis, ie. the 
exact distance between the east face of the Palladian Villa and the Medieval Towers is unknown. 
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Parkland & Gardens - Historical Analysis 

Introduction 

PARK/GDNS 
HISTORY 

2.138 Paralleling the development of the Castle Complex is that of the surrounding landscape and gardens. This 

loosely conforms to the four chronological periods identified in Table 3, although there is a peak in the 

evolution of the designed landscape in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The historical 

development of the planned landscape has been divided into four key areas: 	
LU 

� The Designed Parkland (roughly Sub-Areas 5, 6 and 7) 

� The Formal Gardens (roughly within Sub-Area 1) 

� The Pleasure Grounds (roughly Sub-Area 3) 

� The Walled Gardens (Sub-Area 4) 

2.139 These are historical definitions and so their extent does not always wholly equate to the sub-areas 

defined in Table 2, although this is broadly the case. 

1st Period: Up to the Early Seventeenth Century 

2.140 The 1356 land grant between Sir John Lumley and Sir Robert Umfraville provides evidence for a deer park L’U CD 

(see 2.29 above). Deer parks were important both for the economy of an estate and for the leisure 

pursuits of the owner. Only the very wealthy were permitted to apply for the right to hunt. Oval parks 

were usually surrounded by a fenced bank of about six feet above a ditch of similar depth. Gibson’s map 

of 1787 (Historic Image 10) shows an enfenced park (as does an earlier map by Armstrong of 1766). Little 

evidence of the park survived but later archaeological assessment prior to a road corridor proposal (later 

abandoned) revealed augmentation of banks to the north and north west of the Victorian boundary wall. JJCDO 

2nd Period: Early Seventeenth to Early Nineteenth Centuries (c. 1607-1808) 

2.141 A 1712 map (Historic Image 1) of Ravensworth village south of the Castle (ie. Old Ravensworth) shows a 

network of strip fields, but no ridge and furrow evidence now survives, suggesting emparkment closely 

followed the founding of the medieval castle. 

I Designed Park/and 

2.142 At the beginning of the eighteenth century when Henry Liddell was improving the castle (see from 2.35 

above), he wrote of his plans for the grounds, too. Surviving letters and plans described a scheme for the 

park including an area south of the castle, but no plans or descriptions suggest this was ever executed. 	LU 

Aerial photographs (Historic Images 65-70) of a rectilinear enclosure (SD) south of the Terrace Wall (ii) are 

difficult to interpret but may correspond to a garden arrangement of some type (see also 2.20 above). 	
CD 
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2.143 In 1719, Sir Henry’s son, George Liddell, wrote to his brother John Bright (ne Liddell) considering the 	PARK/GUNS 
HISTORY 

choice of gates, weighing the cost and ornamentation of timber and iron gates. By July 1723, Liddell was 

discussing plantations and considering possible future ponds or a canal. The first of the undated plans 

(Historic Image 5), titled ’Avenue plan for Ray. Scale 40 yds to 1 inch’, shows an avenue with radiating 

arms designed as a place from which to view Newcastle, and including a small square building, perhaps a 

gazebo. The second plan (Historic Image 6) shows a similar layout with two types of planting, outer dense 

cover and regularly spaced trees edging the main avenue and rondpoint. Although the orientation of the - 
LU 
fl- 

plan is not shown, they might tally with the south front of the Castle Complex. The sketches suggest a 	CD 

landscape approach representative of the late seventeenth more than the eighteenth century. Map 

evidence of the Liddell’s Newton Hall reflects some of these themes, with a designed view of Durham city. 

2.144 The death of Sir Henry in 1723 may have precluded execution of the schemes, his grandson Henry, the 4th 

Baronet, perhaps becoming influenced by new fashions. In England, after the accession of William Ill 

(1689-1702), French models of formal landscape became Anglicised, creating less formal gardens with 
En  

topiary and the use of evergreens. After 1714, there was a Georgian revolution in landscape design. 

2.145 Fryer’s 1785 map (Historic Image 8) shows Ravensworth’s eighteenth century landscape scheme, based 

on flowing parkland in keeping with other parks on Tyneside during the mid eighteenth century. The 	LU 

main approach to the Palladian Villa is shown from the south at Bainsley Farm, following a curving route 

across landscaped parkland northwards. The route would have capitalised on views across the South Park 

(Sub-Area 5) towards the Villa. (A structure in open land west of Greenhouse Walks (20) shown in an 1832 

image, Historic Image 24, may have been ornamental.) The drive crossed a stream and then branched 

west to the Villa and east to Cow Close Farm. The Villa approach skirted Greenhouse Walks, framing 

increasingly wide views west into the park, then turned north passing an enclosed square, perhaps 

kitchen gardens, before entering the Villa forecourt around two oval parterres. Long thin buildings lined 

the forecourt. To the north was a rectangular pond and an enclosure with random small buildings. Some 

areas are labelled ’wood’ and others have tree pictograms suggesting a designed landscape (eg. 0 	Go 

individual specimen trees framing views in open parkland, and a plantation in Greenhouse Walks). 
LU 

2.146 	Confusingly, Fryer’s plan depicts an area as ’The Avenue’ in the parkland south of the castle but does not 

actually shows trees. This suggests the remains of an earlier avenue - vestiges of an avenue are seen on 

the 1861 05 map (Historic Image 27) leading north from Old Ravensworth. Some routes and planting, 

which can in some areas still be discerned today, can be traced on this map to the edge of fields between 

High Park Wood and Silverhill Wood, from where they are obliterated and difficult to pick up again. 
in 	Ln 

LU 

2.147 	Hutchinson, described the landscaped park in 1787 with a forest of oaks to the north and west and 

meadows with scattered trees to the south. He did not describe it as Picturesque, a characteristic for 
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Historic Image 30:1898 Second Edition OS Map (Sub-Area 1, Castle Complex) (from Appendix C) PARK/GDNS 
HISTORY 
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which he had a noted passion, suggesting there were no dramatic landscape features at Ravensworth. 	PARK/GDNS 
HISTORY 

However, he does comment on a tapestry in the castle in the style of Nicholas Poussin (1594-1665) who, 	L 
along with Claude Lorrain (1602-1682), was highly influential in the development of the English 

landscape style from the 1730s, suggesting the Liddells’ taste in art closely reflected their landscape. 

Formal Gardens 

2.148 There are no descriptions of the formal gardens at this time. Sir Henry’s correspondence with John Bright 
LU 

indicates a garden terrace was built early in the eighteenth century but this is not certain as he also 

discussed rebuilding a garden wall and shortening a platform or parterre without clarifying where. 

2.149 Pictorial representations by Buck, Grimm and Bailey show some evidence of changes to the Villa gardens 

(in Sub-Area 1) through the eighteenth century. Buck’s 1728 view (Historic Image 7) (see also 2.36 above) 

shows the Palladian Villa’s eastern aspect overlooking an enclosed court, devoid of vegetation, with a 

central path to gates and ornate railings flanked by the Towers and Curtain Wall (lA-IC). Bailey’s south 
En  

east view (Historic Image 9), published two years after Fryer’s map, suggests the garden was part behind 

walls, and young trees outside were a new feature linking to the park. One of Grimm’s drawings (Historic 

Image 11) shows an oval parterre in the Villa’s forecourt which corresponds with Fryer’s 1785 plan. 

3rd Period: Early Nineteenth Century to Early Twentieth Century (C. 1808-1914) 

Designed Park/and 

2.150 The 1st Edition OS map of 1861 (Historic Image 27) provides a good representation of the park in the mid 

nineteenth century. It shows parkland south and west of the Castle Complex, large tracts of wood on 

every side containing a variety of rides, and a high number of individual trees to screen and reveal views. 

The east of the park is dominated by Greenhouse Walks (2D), a mix of deciduous and coniferous wood 

with meandering walks. The building west of this on Fryer’s 1785 plan (Hist Image 8) seems to have been 

replaced by an extension to Greenhouse Walks’ planting. A ha-ha on this plantation’s south boundary 	LM  
C c 

would have allowed views over the parkland and excluded livestock. There are two new drives not shown ffS 
CL 

on Fryer’s map, one from High Stables past Greenhouse Walks and round to the Towered Gateway (IT), 

and the other (2A) from South Lodge (2B, 2C). This became the main entrance from 1826, winding 	 CD 

towards the Castle Complex. A third drive from North Lodge (demolished) ran past the Butter Cross (3F). 

2.151 The earliest nineteenth century description of Ravensworth, in the Durham CountyAdvertiser of December 
Ln 1815, describes, in very florid, flattering terms, what is depicted on the Fryer map and the 1st Edition OS. 

The Gardener’s Magazine in 1834 described a ’diversity of its surface’, the ’excellence of its woods’, and ’a 	Lu  

noble appearance when seen from the towns of Newcastle and Gateshead’. 
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Formal Gardens 	 PARK/GDNS 
HISTORY I 

2.152 	Gardens south and west of the Nash House (in Sub-Area 1) are also clearly shown on the 1st Edition OS 
CD 

map. The south section, with paths, parterres, beds and borders, was on the Terrace (1!) retained by the 

Terrace Wall (ii), the centre section protruding into the park. The garden on the west side had lawns on 

three levels, a fountain (1M) and another small parterre next to the House. The 1888 05 map shows a 
CD 

large conservatory (1K) (Historic Images 29,30), attributed to Thomas Liddell (see 2.42 above). The Castle 

Complex was partially screened from the Stable Block (IN-IS) by planting to the east. 	 LU 

CD 

Pleasure Grounds 

2.153 	The Pleasure Grounds (Sub-Area 3) were developed after the park, probably at the time of changes to the 

Castle Complex in the early nineteenth century, and were linked to the formal gardens (11-1M) and Walled 

Gardens (Sub-Area 4). The open parkland north west of the Castle Complex on Fryer’s 1785 plan had, by 

the 18611 st Edition OS (Historic Image 27), two large ponds (3D, 3E), many walks and tree plantations 

including the Arboretum (3A, 3B) from which, although depleted by later conifers, a number of specimen 

trees survive. Surviving stone gate piers (30 between the ponds may relate to an earlier layout. 

2.154 The 18982nd Edition OS shows the same arrangement flowing north and west from the Nash House’s 	LD 
LU 

north front. One shrub-lined path headed north-west past the fish ponds (3D, 3E) (Historic Image 29) to 

become a network of routes through lawns and woodland to the Arboretum (3A); another led north to a 

cottage in the Walled Gardens (Sub-Area 4). Ornamental wildfowl were kept on the pond. An 1877 

account described 20ft diameter rhododendrons and 20ft high yews trimmed to ’sugar loaf shapes. 

Walled Gardens 

2.155 An outline of the Walled Gardens (Sub-Area 4) is first shown on the 1847 tithe map (Historic Image 26). 

The 1st Edition OS map of 1861 shows a large, almost oval-shaped Walled Garden divided by a heated 

wall running (Historic Image 27). An orchard on the south side had a formal arrangement with an avenue 

along the main north-south path. A bank skirted the south curve of the wall. Entry from the west came LU 

through to an immense range of glasshouses (damaged to the large sum of E4004500 by an 1833 storm). 

2.156 An 1877 description gave insight into the extent and extravagance of the Walled Gardens, with nine glass 

houses for camellias, peaches, vines, bananas, pineapples (for which Ravensworth’s gardener at the time, 

Mr Moult, was renowned) and 700 pots of strawberries. The north side had a series of beds, orchard trees 

(apples and pears), an Erica house for heathers, and four acres of vegetables including asparagus, celery, 

onions, peas, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts, Savoy cabbages, coleworts and broccoli. On the walls grew 

peaches, apricots and nectarines. Details of many of the species and varieties survive in this description. 

The gardener’s cottage at the east end was framed by two pairs of cedars. 
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4th Period: Early Twentieth Century to Present (1914-2007) PARK/GDNS 
HISTORY 

2.157 	The impact on the parkland of the girls’ school, opened in the 19205 following Lord Ravensworth’s move 

to Eslington Park (see 2.51 above), is not evident as no images of the landscape appears to survive. 

However between the 1st Edition OS map of 1861 and the changes to the Estate in the 1930s, there is very 

little change reflected in the later OS maps. After the Second World War, a significant area of land was 

planted for commercial forestry following felling. In recent years, South Park (Sub-Area 5) has been used 

solely for agriculture. Parts have inevitably been ploughed and as specimen trees have died they have 

not been replaced. However, despite these changes to the designed landscape the structure still remains 

perceptible. For more on the recent development history of the whole Estate, see from 2.54 above. 

Historic Image 76: Comparison of Towered Gateway and Main Courtyard from north west (from Appendix C) C) 
C) 

’.0 

C) 
C) 
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Parkland, Gardens & Wider Estate - Detailed Description 

Introduction 

2.158 The following is a summary of a detailed description in Appendix A of the wider Estate (ie. Sub-Areas 2-7, 

see Table 2) and the designed parkland relationship it has with the Castle Complex. This section also has 

summary habitat survey results for the parts of Sub-Areas 2 and 3 surveyed (also in full in Appendix A). 

P ARK/G D N S 
DESCRIPTION 
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See also Brief Description & Context, Elements, and Ownership, Use & Access from 2.2 above. See Figs 31-34. 

Geology, Topography and Land Cover 

2.159 Drift geology is Palaeozoic sandstone and shale overlaying a solid geology of Middle Westphalian Coal 

Measures (Upper Carboniferous) [BGS 19821. Soils are largely the fine loamy over clayey soils of the 

Brickfield 3 Association ESSEW 19801. 

2.160 Despite its proximity to the conurbation, the Estate is relatively undeveloped with a sense of isolation. 

This is largely due to its topographical location on a small plateau set down on the gentler lower slopes of 

the Team Valley, largely hidden from view from the major approach roads into the conurbation. The 

Estate has long views south and south-east, plus glimpses and designed views north and east (some lost) 

where land falls away to reveal broad views across Team Valley towards Gateshead. Several burns and 

streams run east-west through the site towards the River Team. 

2.161 The study area is mainly mixed plantation woodland (ancient replanted - see 2.227 below) and improved 

and semi-improved grassland with fence boundaries, scattered trees and belts of wood. The woodland is 

mostly conifer (eg. Norway spruce, Scot’s pine, yew) with some deciduous (eg. sycamore, oak, beech). 

Ground flora has poor diversity (eg. nettle, bracken) with some more diverse areas indicative of ancient 

woodland (eg. on lost woodland rides). Land to the north and east is arable with species-poor hedges. 

Land to the south is arable and pasture, plus restored open-cast mines with vestiges of former parkland. 

Sub-Area 2: Carriage Drive & Greenhouse Walks 

2.162 Belts of mixed woodland surround a small pasture and an 

area of arable. Key surviving features in Sub-Area 2 are set 

out in Table 5. See Figures 32 and 35. Shanks Wood (2F) in 

the east surrounds South Lodge (2B), one of the main 

nineteenth century Estate entrances, now a privately owned 

residence. Attached are walls and an Arched Gateway (2Q 

off Coach Road. To the south, two stone gate piers are 

absorbed into the hedge. 
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2.163 Woodland extends east forming a dense canopy along the 

original line of the Carriage Drive (2A). In the north west of 

the sub-area woodland screens the Stable Block (IN) and 

flanks the Carriage Drive (2A) as it turns north. This area 

contains more than a hundred mature yew trees, some 

forming an avenue along the Carriage Drive, the rest in large 

groups either side. An old path runs from the Carriage Drive 

towards the South Tower (IB) along a yew lined walk. A pile of loose stone at its south end is perhaps the 

remains of a ’seat’ which took advantage of the excellent views across the parkland from this point. 

Table 5: Selected Surviving Features in Sub-Area 2� Carriage Drive and Greenhouse Walks 

No. 	Element 	 Description  

2A 	Carriage Drive 	The line of the Carriage Drive is still visible as a clearing through the 

woods and provides a direct link to the archway at South Lodge, 

although now divided by ownership. The Drive’s line is screened by 

trees either side (including Shanks Wood) as it climbs west to the 

Castle Complex. Although the planting is modern it has an historic 

shape, preserving the designed approach. Breaks to the south allow 

glimpses over the park from the Drive; then the Drive turns north and 

emerges from the wood, dramatically bringing the Castle into view 

2B South Lodge South Lodge is a privately owned residence. Land immediately round 

it is a domestic garden; no boundary demarcates its extent 

2C Arched Gateway Adjacent to the South Lodge is the Arched Gateway over the Carriage 

Drive (both Lodge and Gateway are listed Grade II) 

2D Greenhouse Walks Almost entirely replanted commercially and largely inaccessible due 

to loss of footpaths and a post-and-wire fence around the edge 

2E Greenhouse Walks Remnant landscape features in Greenhouse Walks including a ha-ha, 

Remnant Features stone stream outlet arch, and dry stream bed. The stream’s present 

line differs from that on Fryer’s 1785 map - the gravel bed and stone 

edges suggest it was developed as part of an ornamental garden 

2F Shanks Wood Large wood shrouding the Carriage Drive (2A) and the South Lodge 

(2B) at the east end of the sub-area 

2G Significant Trees Including the dense canopy of a yew plantation and avenue along the 

Carriage Drive, and ancient trees including a c.300 year old lime 

See Figures 1,4,31,32 and 35. 

2.164 South east of the Stable Block (IN) is a large pollarded lime, some 5m in diameter - a tree of at least 300 

years old - and, to the east, some stone buildings remains and a fallen pair of stone gate piers, now 

overgrown by sycamore and ground flora. A dished area of land is discernible in the woodland, once a 
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pond. Nearby, a steep woodland bowl once housed a gasometer. Building remains are scattered across 

the north west part of the woodland and undulating ground suggests former industrial activity. 

2.165 The south west woodland is Greenhouse Walks (2D), mostly 

1960s larch with older remnants on the edge. Its natural hill 

gives views south-east and south-west across the park. It 

has several Remnant Features (2E): a ha-ha flanks the west 

and south edges of the woodland separating it from the 

park, and there is a natural stream deli along the north and 

east edges, now dry but with an outlet for the stream, 

including a sandstone arch, at the south-east end. 

2.166 The pasture in the centre of the sub-area is encircled by trees except for a small clearing which also gives 

views towards the south parkland. Here, as in Sub-Area 5, the valley which once ran through the area has 

been infilled and the stream culverted in order to emphasise the sweeping vista (see 2.179 below). 

2.167 All the sub-area’s woodland, apart from that closest to the Castle Complex (north of the northward turn in 

the Carriage Drive), is part of the Forestry Commission’s holding discussed at 2.191 below. 

I Ecological Assessment 	
’CC 
LU 
Cr 

2.168 See Figures 44-46 for a summary of the survey results. The mixed woodland is c.60% deciduous (mainly 	LU 

LU 

sycamore) and 40% conifer (mainly yew). The ground layer is a mix of bare ground and ruderal species, 
Cc: notably nettle. The scrub layer is largely absent but with good elder. Regeneration is virtually absent 
	

CC 
cc. 

with all trees of a similar age. There is a spreading stand of Japanese knotweed in parts of Shanks Wood 	
0 
LU 

(2F). The mixed woodland provides excellent breeding and foraging for a wide range of woodland birds 
	

Lfl 

CC 
LU 
cc: 

with recorded species including greater spotted woodpecker, nuthatch, mistle thrush, song thrush, wren, 
CO 

dunnock, blackbird, blue lit, great lit, coal tit, chiff chaff, blackcap, garden warbler, chaffinch and stock 
	

LU 

dove (although many of these are commonly seen in the Castle Complex itself, Sub-Area 1). 	 CC 
ci. 

EL t 

h 
LU 

Sub-Area 3: Pleasure Grounds and Arboretum 

2.169 This sub-area is defined in the south west by a long, straight 

historic woodland ride dividing the Arboretum (3A) from Hi!! 

Head Wood (Sub-Area 7). Woodland meets pasture (Sub 

Area 6) to the north, and the east edge is the main road 

through the Estate, following the woodland edge around 

the Model Village Houses (3G). The south east edge is the 

track past the Nash House’s lost north front (Sub-Area 1). The Walled Gardens (Sub-Area 4) are enclosed 
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within this sub-area. A few houses outside the Walled Gardens are reached by a track eastwards from the PAF1K/6INS 
DESCRIPTION 

Estate’s main north-south route. Key features in Sub-Area 3 are set out in Table 6. See Figures 33 and 36. 

a fine hornbeam, and flourishing rhododendrons (3H). There may also be the remains in the undergrowth 

of a footbridge to an island. Between the Ponds are pheasant enclosures. Remnants in the Pleasure 

Grounds (3B) include two stone Gate Piers (30 between the Ponds, possibly from an earlier layout. 

Table 6: Selected Surviving Features in Sub-Area 3�Pleasure Grounds & Arboretum 

No. 	Element 	 I Description  

3A 	Remains of Arboretum I Many of the Arboretum’s original trees were felled to make way for 

commercial planting, although some specimen trees have survived 

3B Remains of Pleasure The Pleasure Grounds, north of the Castle Complex, flowed north and 

Grounds west from the House’s north front. Although parts were later planted 

with conifers, some specimen trees and features have survived 

3C Gate Piers and Ditch The stone gate-piers surviving between the two Ponds may relate to 

an earlier landscape layout, as the 1795 shows a path crossing the 

ditch at this point which is not present on the 1861 OS map 

3D East Fish Pond I Both ponds still hold water but encroaching woodland and weeds 

block historic views to the Castle Complex which was once much 

more open. The East Pond is a rough c.20m circle with 3 small islands 

3E West Fish Pond The West Pond is smaller, some 35-40m long and c.1 5m wide 

3F 	Butter Cross 	 The Butter (aka Butler) Cross was sketched by Grimm c.1 780s and also 

described by Hutchinson who provided a number of suggestions as to 

its provenance and age. This is not its original site 

3G 	Model Village Houses 	Three houses built in the 1930s as part of the 7th Lord Ravensworth’s 

scheme for a new model village, using materials salvaged from the 

Nash House. In private ownership (Plate 2-4) 

3H 	Significant Trees 	Including ornamental trees around the Fish Ponds including cedar of 

Lebanon and hornbeam. Remnant ancient lime trees and others at 

the Model Village Houses (3G) including Wellingtonia, lime and oak 

See Figures 1,4,31,33 and 36. 
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2.171 	In the east of the sub-area are three large detached private 

houses built with materials from the Nash House, part of the 

planned model village from the 1930s (3G) (Plates 2-4). 

Each is in a well-maintained private garden containing 

mature specimen trees including lime, oak, Wellingtonia, 

cedar of Lebanon and horse chestnut (3H). The houses 

cluster round the Butter Cross (3F) at the junction of Cross 

PARK/GDNS 
DESCRIPTION 

Lane, with tracks back to the Castle Complex, and the main north-south route through the Estate (lined by 

Spanish chestnut and lime, 3H). A small open grass area east of the Model Village Houses, though serving 

no apparent practical purpose, creates views towards the lost House and Towered Gateway (1T), and is 

dominated by three cedars of Lebanon (314). It also has a caravan and storage sheds. 

2.172 Specimen Significant Trees (3H) include those identified 

above plus, in commercial woodland south of the Walled 

Garden closer to the lost House, numerous pollarded limes 

which suggests a long history of woodland management. 

This is emphasised by various tracks, ditches and stone 

culverts in the area. Rhododendrons flourish on the 

boundary with the South Park (Sub-Area 5). The Forestry 

Commission holding (see 2.191 below) includes the Arboretum and land around the Walled Gardens. 

Ecological Assessment 

2.173 See Figures 44-46 for a summary of the survey results. Much of the plantation woodland’s canopy is a 

similar age - oak, sycamore, yew, Scots pine. The scrub layer is largely absent, but with some hawthorn 

and elder. Ground flora is poor, mostly coarse grass (eg. cock’s foot, Yorkshire fog) and nettle. Small 

patches of Japanese knotweed are seen across the sub-area including west of the main north-south road 

2.174 Both Fish Ponds (3D, 3E) have only emergent vegetation with small amounts of amphibious bistort at the 

margins. The bank sides are very shallow and slack with water vole unlikely; no burrows or signs seen. 

Three pairs of mallard were recorded and, on the West Pond, a nesting moorhen. The West Pond is 

covered with dense vegetation but little of it broad-leaved and so not suitable for newts to lay eggs. A 

great-crested newt was recorded at the West Pond - a single male - but given the vegetation density in 

the waterbody (somewhat restricting the survey), this is likely to be a significant underestimation of the 

population. Survey of the East Pond was hindered by dense pondweed. The Ponds are 250m apart with 

woodland between suitable terrestrial habitat for newts so there is a significant risk that great crested 

newts are also present in the East Fish Pond despite not being recorded during the initial site survey. 
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2.175 A disused badger sett entrance is immediately north of the West Pond. Dense rhododendron may hide 

more entrances; snuffle holes and dung pits were recorded across the site, notably at wood boundaries. 

Roe deer are present; numerous tracks and a single adult female were recorded. No red squirrel evidence 

was recorded but they may be present in low numbers as they are known to be in the surrounding area. 

No evidence of water vole or otter was recorded but the ponds may be suitable habitat for these species. 

(4A). They are also in separate ownership. Key features in 

Sub-Area 4 are set out in Table 7. See Figs 33, 37. The former 

Head Gardener’s Cottage (4Q on the east edge of the Walled 

Gardens is partly enclosed by the Walls (4B), here with ornate 

stone caps to brick piers. The Cottage’s garden has two cedars of Lebanon (4F). There are two modern 

privately owned detached houses here, Castle Gardens to the north and Bothy Cottage to the north west. 

Table?: Selected Surviving Features in Sub-Area 4� Walled Gardens 

No. I Element 
	

Description 

4A 	Kitchen Gardens 	The gardens themselves are unkempt and seem to be used grazing 

only. Some overgrown shrubs and fruit trees still grow against the 

central wall, but otherwise ground cover is rough grass. The Gardens’ 

north edge seems in poorer condition with remains of collapsed 

outbuildings and other rubble piled in heaps at the foot of the Walls 

4B Garden Walls and Red brick Walls around the Gardens are mostly intact, the most 

Entrance evident areas of damage being along the tops in places where access 

has been broken through. The Walls are in need of pointing and 

repair; their structural integrity is unknown 

4C Head Gardener’s In a good state of repair and in private residential use and ownership 

Cottage (Historic Image 44) 

4D Ha-Ha and Bridge A Ha-ha separating the Out-Garden to the south has abridge over it 

from the Head Gardener’s Cottage. The stone Ha-ha appears to be 

mostly in good repair; the bridge is evident but disused 

4E Out-Garden Apron shaped out-garden (ie. outside the walls) now given over to 

commercial woodland but still part of the Gardens’ original design 

4F Significant Trees Including cedars of Lebanon in the gardens of the Head Gardener’s 

Cottage and Bothy Cottage. One at the Head Gardener’s Cottage has 

recently sustained damage resulting in the loss of its crown 

See Figures 1,4,31,33 and 37. 
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2.177 The Gardens’ south edge is defined by a low sandstone wall 

and Ha-Ha (4D) preventing access from the adjacent 

woodland which was once an Out-Garden (4E), but still 

allowing views and light into the Gardens. A Bridge (4D) to 

the Head Gardener’s Cottage is still evident but no longer in 

use. The entrance has two ornamental stone bollards. 

2.178 Red brick Walls (4B), some 4m in height, encircle the north 

half of the Gardens with various lean-to structures against 

their north face. The door of one outbuildings has a painted 

sign directing visitors to Bothy Cottage and Castle Gardens. 

A red brick Wall through the middle of the sub-area divides 

the Gardens roughly in half. It has been broken through in 

the centre, but is otherwise mostly intact. 

ARK/GDNS 
DESCRIPTION 

Sub-Area 5. South Park 

2.179 Historic parkland south of the Castle Complex is now largely 

arable farmland with small areas of improved and semi-

improved pasture at the periphery. Key surviving features in 

Sub-Area S are set out in Table 8 See Figs 32 and 38 The 

sub-area is a plateau, gently sloping from east to west, with 

land to the east falling steeply towards Team Valley and 

land to the west rising steeply to woodland in Sub-Area 7. A 

stream which runs east from higher wooded ground disappears as it meets the parkland, then re-emerges 

at lower Greenhouse Walks (2D) in the east, suggesting it has been culverted and the parkland filled; this 

would emphasise sweeping vistas to and from the Castle Complex. Land east and west of South Park is 

much more uneven, such as the outcrop of mature woodland on High Park Wood’s east edge. 

2.180 The sub-area has large fields bound by fences with scattered groups of mature trees. Robin’s Wood (SE) 

runs diagonally across the park from the Al to Ravensworth 

Park Farm (5F), screening views south east from the Castle 

Complex. The line of a former wagonway [HER 37491 is still 

evident amongst the trees. Banesley Lane runs along the 

south, and Coach Road along the east with the Al along-

side. The historic entrance to Lady Park (SG), a small 

housing area in the far south east corner, is marked by Lady 
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Park Lodge (privately owned), stone pillars and railings (5H) (Hist Image 45). Ravensworth Park Farm (SF), 

a country club, is south west. Flatter arable land here gives views back to the Castle Complex (Sub-Area 1). 

PARK/GINS 
DESCRIPTION 

2.181 The north edge has dense woodland in Sub-Areas 2,3 and 7. 

In the north west corner, a vestigial Former Carriage Drive 

(5A) runs north, bound to the east by a deep Ditch (SB). This 

is possible evidence of the medieval emparkment. The Drive 

turns east towards the Castle, at which point a small mound 

and stones suggest the Remains of a Building (SC). The Drive 

has older deciduous trees and remnant ornamental shrubs 

along the woodland fringe, and a line of mature oaks on the part running to the Castle Complex. The 

Drive still gives elevated panoramic views across the parkland towards the Castle Complex (itself veiled by 

self-sown trees), Gateshead and Newcastle beyond. Something of the intended view from the Nash 

House south across the South Park is captured in Plate 96. 

Table 8: Selected Surviving Features in Sub-Area S - South Park 

No. Element Description 

5A Former Carriage Drive Traces of the former eighteenth drive still survive including in the 

north west of the sub-area 

SB Ditch The remains of an unusually deep ditch in the north west corner 

suggests South Park may have been part of the medieval park 

5C Remains of a Building The remains of a small building (not documented on maps or plans) 

on the edge of Hill Head Wood could be a garden building placed as 

an eye-catcher, or maybe part of circuit tour. It might instead be 

associated with deer husbandry, agriculture or industry 

SD Crop marks south of 1 Crop marks south of the Terrace Wall visible on aerial photographs 

Castle Complex [HER339], possibly part of a garden design, possibly much earlier 

SE Robin’s Wood and Old The wagonway [HER 3749] through Robin’s Wood indicates South 

Wagonway Park was crossed to transport coal. Fryer’s 1785 plan probably does 

not show it, suggesting it was built after this date, but it was already 

marked as OLD on the 1861 OS map  

SF Ravensworth Park Farm Ravensworth Park Farm lies in the south-west corner of the sub-area, 

a country club and a mixture of agricultural buildings  

SG Lady Park A small residential settlement in the south east corner of the Estate 

5H Lady Park Lodge Former Estate lodge with adjoining railings and stone gate piers at 

the entrance to Lady Park 

SI Significant Trees Including park trees, and the oaks along the Former Carriage Drive 

See Figures 1,4,31,32 and 38. 
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2.182 Aerial photos of the South Park fields just south of the 

Terrace Wall (Ii) show Crop Marks (SD). These might be the 

remains of gardens proposed by Henry Liddell (see 2.142 

above), but documentary evidence is inconclusive, much of 

the area has been ploughed out, and the marks may equally 

be prehistoric or Roman (see 2.20 above). 
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2.183 The South Park’s use for agriculture have been somewhat destructive but have helped keep its openness 

and also the shape of the edge of Robin’s Wood, High Park Wood and other tree belts which form striking 

landscape features. Robin’s’Wood is part of the Forestry Commission holding discussed from 2.191 below 
= 
0 

Sub-Area 6: North Park 

2.184 Most of this sub-area is improved or semi-improved arable 

and pasture, with species-poor hedge lines and belts of 

trees. There are also scattered farm and residential 

properties here, some old, some modern. Coxciose Wood 

(6F) is a strong green feature to the north; neighbouring 

Beggar Wood is all but gone. The east is open to Coach 

Road, and the long south boundary skirts the woodland 

edge from Shanks Wood (2F), round the Pleasure Grounds and Arboretum (Sub-Area 3), up to Fugarfield 

Wood in the north west of Sub-Area 7. Key features in Sub-Area 6 are set out in Table 9. See Figs 32, 39. 

2.185 In the south east, Sawmill Cottage (0) is next to the below-

ground and earthwork remains of a Coal Mill (60 built near 

the end of the seventeenth century to pump water from the 

coal workings in this area. A 3km long leat, The Trench (0) 

[HER 41211, was laid out from the Black Burn in the north to 

the mill. An eighteenth century corn mill and a late 

eighteenth or early nineteenth century sawmill followed on 

the site, the latter surviving with some interior features of interest. Trench Hall (6A), several historic 

agricultural buildings and some more recent domestic buildings are in the middle of this sub-area. Cross 

Lane heads west off Coach Road through a Stone Wall and Piers (6E). North Lodge does not survive but 

sections of the old stone Estate boundary walls do, at Sawmill Cottage (0) and Rose Cottage. 

2.186 The open farmland here affords long views north to Gateshead and Newcastle, and to the east. There are 

few designed landscape features here but Significant Trees (6G) include mature yew lining part of Coach 

Road, and Spanish chestnut along the main north-south route through the Estate. ffm 

1 
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Table 9: Selected Surviving Features in Sub-Area 6� North Park 

No. 	Element 	 Description  

6A 	Trench Hall 	 A nineteenth century house and farm, in good repair, with associated 

historic agricultural buildings, some converted to residential use 

68 	The Trench 	 Remnants of a leat across fields in the east of the sub-area, marked by 

a hedgerow and trees 

6C 	Coal Mill Remains 	Now survives as an earthwork and below-ground remains 

6D 	Sawmill Cottage 	In good repair, held in separate freehold 

F Stone Wall and piers 	At the entrance to Cross Lane 

 Coxclose Wood 	At the north boundary to the estate, a strong feature along the A692 

6G 	Significant Trees 	Including a line of Spanish chestnut on the road from the Butter Cross 

(3F) to Trench Hall (6A), and yew along Coach Road 

See Figures 1,4,31,32 and 39. 

2.187 This was the back end of the Estate, the scene of industrial 

activity including coal mining. Cross Lane is on Fryer’s 1785 

plan (Historic Image 8) and was probably a rear access route 

for those who had no business being in sight of the Castle 

Complex. Trench Hall was occupied by Lord Ravensworth’s 

agent, Henry Wallace, in 1896 and was probably home to .. 

estate stewards long before. It is now the base for the  

current Estate owner, Ouston Farms Ltd. Coxclose Wood (6fl  and a belt of trees in the north west are part 

of the Forestry Commission holding discussed from 2.191 below. 

Sub-Area 7: Woodland 

PARK/GINS 
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:w.  This sub-area is the large stretch of woodland on steeper 	. . 

- ground in the west of the Estate 	From north to south, its 

plantations are known as Fugarfield Wood, Hill Head Wood  

and High Park Wood, with Old Plantation, Blackman’s!  

Rickman’s Wood, Silverhill Wood and The Peak in the south 

west corner. It is all visible from the Al from the south, a . 

striking feature in the wider landscape. Its junction with the  

park is an important backdrop, framing views towards the Castle Complex. The woodland edge has 

changed little despite replanting, helping preserve the historic landscape layout. Replanting has harmed 

historic rides but some do remain. A track along the north east boundary divides Hill Head Wood from the 

Arboretum Remains (3A). Key surviving features in Sub-Area 7are set out in Table 10. See Figs 32 and 40. 6  051 
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2.189 This area is mainly mixed plantations on the site of ancient 

semi-natural woodland, so the cover varies from remnant 

nineteenth century plantings (7A) (eg. sycamore, oak, 

beech) to more recent regular plantings (eg. Norway spruce, 

Scots pine, yew). Overhead power lines in an unpianted 

wayleave run through the centre of the woods from south 

east to north west. Some more diverse areas of ground 

cover are associated with Woodland Rides (70  (eg. ancient woodland ramsoms, wood sorrel, bluebell, 

wood avens, cleavers, wood cranesbill). There are limited, more diverse grassland rides inside the woods 

(eg. ladies smock, lesser stitchwort, bugle, cow parsley, hogweed). 

2.190 A particularly notable feature is The Peak (7B), a clump of 

mature sycamore on the hill protruding east of Hill Head 

Wood to form a striking feature from the Castle Complex. 

There are also significant trees (7A) on the woodland fringe 

in the north (eg. beech, yew), and rhododendron. Close to 

the Arboretum (3A) is an area of fine deciduous trees (eg. 

Spanish chestnut, yew) perhaps forming an avenue to the 

Arboretum. 

H’ 

Table 10: Selected Surviving Features in Sub-Area 7� Woodland 

	

No. 	Element 	 Description  

	

7A 	Remnants of Ancient 	Scattered remnants of older tree plantings survive throughout the 

Woodland 	- sub-area, including planted avenues 
Ln 

	

7B 	The Peak 	 Group of mature sycamore trees in the south west which acts as a 

striking focal point for views from the Castle Complex 

	

r7C 	Remnants of Rides 	Areas of more diverse ground cover survive as remnants of the former 

woodland rides 
CL 

See Figures 1,4,31,32 and 40. 	 rE 
CC 

	

2.191 This 	sub-area, and parts of Sub-Areas 2, 3,5 and 6 (see above) are leased and managed by the Forestry 	. 
rr 

Commission, a holding of some 1 4Oha. The ancient forest was largely felled immediately after the Second 

World War and replanted with coniferous species to increase productivity. Much is approaching its 

economic maturity and the Forestry Commission published a draft design plan in September 2006, the 

thrust of which is commercial felling followed by broadleaf woodland restoration. There are scattered 

remnants of ancient woodland across this sub-area (and the others) which would be lost if future tree 
LU 

felling regimes were implemented without consideration of the trees’ historic importance. 
Ly) 
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Designations & Policy Context 	 AND POLICY 
DESIGNATIONS] 

2.192 This section explains the various designations which cover the Plan area. The replacement Gateshead 

UDP was adopted on 19 July 2007, replacing that adopted in 1998 (a Deposit Draft Replacement went to 
-- - - 	- - nn# 	I_ - - - nnnrnn 	 I-S � 
WIISUILdLIOI1 iii LUU’I, then d LUUO Ne-ueposit urait Keplacement went to public iocai inquiry in 2006-07). 

References given to UDP policies are not verbatim. The current national Heritage Protection Review is 

likely, in the next few years, to change heritage designations and their context (for more information go 

to www.culture.gov.uk/what  we do/Historic environment/heritage/heritage protection review.htm). 

2.193 The designations discussed are as follows. The planning history is also discussed at the end of this section. 

� Scheduled Monuments 	 � Sites of Nature Conservation Importance 

� other archaeology 	 � wildlife corridors 

� Listed Buildings 	 � ancient woodland 

� Local List 	 � 	agricultural land classification 

� Buildings At Risk 
	

� Great North Forest 

� Conservation Areas 	 � Forestry Commission 

� Green Belt 	 � major roads 

� landscape protection in the Green Belt 	� other policy context 

Scheduled Monuments 

2.194 There are two Scheduled Monuments in the Plan area, as set out in Table 11. 

Table 11: Scheduled Monuments 

No. Scheduled Monument Name Grid Ref Made Element(s) 

32068 Ravensworth Quadrangular Castle NZ 2325 5914 Oct 1976 1A, lB. 1C, 10, 1F(part), 
1G. 1H (part), IS (part),  

IT, 1U(part), 1W(part) 

21662 Site of Ravensworth Coal Mill, 600m NZ 2380 5936 Mar 1997 6C 
north east of Ravensworth Castle 

No. = National Monument number. Element(s) = element(s) identified in this Plan which are covered by the designation. 

-J 

2.195 The full extracts are included in Context Info 1. Following the 1989 RCHME topographic survey (see 
	U- 

2.240), English Heritage reassessed the castle designation to see if it should be enlarged. Desk-top work 
I- 

was inconclusive so it did not change, but it was recommended the Octagonal Tower and spine wall (IF) 
	’I.’ 

0 

uJ 

LL 

be recorded to identify any medieval or eighteenth century fabric incorporated into it. 
0 

0 

2.196 The castle designation covers the Medieval Towers, Curtain Wall (IA-IC) and Main Courtyard (10), seen as 

the medieval castle site. The description also includes later elements "as they may retain medieval fabric" 
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- the Towered Gateway (11) and what are taken to be the Nash Kitchen Tower (1G) and the spine wall and DESIGNATIONS 
AND POLICY 

mounding attached to the Octagonal Tower (IF). Though not specifically mentioned, parts of the Stable 

Block Gardens (IS) and the Nash House Cellars (1H) would also be in the scheduled area. It is also likely 

that the Workshops (1 W) attached to the north elevation of the North Tower (1A) are included by default. Lu  

The description specifically excludes the rest of the Octagonal Tower (IF) and the Stable Block (IN- 1R). 

Context Info 1: Extract from Ravenswofth Quadrangular Castle Scheduling (from Appendix A) 

�:: 
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Ln 
L1 

�J 

uJ 

2.197 The coal mill designation covers the earthwork and buried mill remains, its on-site water system, and the 

standing and buried remains of a sawmill and adjacent wheel pit. They are evidence of the large-scale 

exploitation of the Estate for coal during the seventeenth century (see 2.34 above). The Trench (0), part 

of the water power system which fed the mill, is specifically excluded from the designation. 

2.198 Scheduled Monument Consent is necessary for any works, restricting below-ground works such as service 

trenches, foundations, drainage and disturbance of hard surfaces below the encroached soil or grass level. 

There are 16 Scheduled Monuments in Gateshead. Development would need to comply with UDP Policy 

ENV20. Scheduled Monuments: A Guide For Owners & Occupiers [English Heritage, May 20041 gives details 

of the impact of scheduling on management of the site and on obtaining Scheduled Monument Consent. 

PPG 16:Archaeology contains government policy and guidance on scheduled monuments. 

2.199 In addition to Scheduled Monuments, the UDP includes non-statutory Sites & Areas of Archaeological 

Importance (SAAI). These designations emanate from the county Historic Environment Record, HER 

(previously called the Sites & Monuments Record). The UDP includes one SAM designation in the field 

immediately to the south of the Castle Complex, as set out in Table 12. 

L) 

�J 

L) z 
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U- 
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Table 12: Sites & Areas ofArchaeological Importance 	 DESIGNATIONS 
AND POLICY 

No. 	SAAI Name 	 Grid Ref 	Element(s) 

HER 339 	crop markings 	 NZ 232 590 	SD 

No. = Historic Environment Record reference. Element(s) = element(s) identified in this Plan which are covered by the designation. 

kD 
2.200 The designation identifies the Crop Marks (SD) in the field to the south of the Terrace. 	 e [a 

2.201 UDP Policies ENV21, ENV22 and ENV23 cover archaeology and recording. They put in place a presumption 

for preservation situ unless not essential or unfeasible, and require in some circumstances, archaeological 

research, fieldwork or recording. PPG 16. Archaeology contains policy and guidance on archaeology. 

2.202 In addition to the above designation, a further twelve sites in the study area are recorded on the HER, 

some also scheduled (see 2.194). See Table 13 and Context Info 2. 

Table 13: Historic Environment Record Entries 

HER No: HER Name Grid Ref Element(s) 

106 

314 

Ravensworth Castle 

The Butter Cross 

NZ 2326 5914 

NZ 2321 5933 

Sub-Area 1 

3F 

339 Crop marks, aerial photograph NZ 2320 5900 SD 

641 Old Ravensworth Earthworks NZ 2300 5790 

646 Ravensworth Park NZ 2330 5900 

649 Ravensworth Mill, documentary 

reference. 

NZ 2378 5936 

660 Blackburn Mill, documentary 

reference 

NZ 2380 5980 

662 

1663 

Ravensworth Manor, documentary 

reference 

Ravensworth Coal Mill 

NZ 2330 5900 

NZ 2380 5936 6C 

3748 Ravensworth Quarry, marked on OS NZ 2393 5894 

3749 Wagonway NZ23456217 SE 

3750 Ravensworth Coal Pit NZ 2380 5863 

3751 Ventilation Shaft, marked on OS NZ 2306 5828 

3765 Ravensworth Engine, marked on OS NZ 2423 5860 

4121 The Trench NZ24545943 6B 

5536 Anti Aircraft Battery NZ 2370 5940 

6993 Ravensworth Park Drift NZ 2427 5882 

No. = Historic Environment Record reference. Element(s) = element(s) identified in this Plan which are covered by the designation. 
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Context Info 2: Diagram of Historic Environment Record Entries (from Appendix A) 
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Listed Buildings 

2.203 There are 11 listed building entries in the Plan area, as set out in Table 14. The full extracts from the 

Statutory List are contained in Context Info 3. All but the Banesley Lane entry have a Group Value 

classification which implies that the buildings also have collective as well as intrinsic merits. 

2.204 	The extent of the ’Ravensworth Castle (remains of)’ listing (No. 11/67) should be clarified. Although the 

description is only of the Octagonal Tower (IF), listed building descriptions are not a complete record of : 

what is listed and, therefore by omission, what it not. Case law would probably uphold that other 

elements which comprised the ’Ravensworth Castle (remains of)’ were listed, likely to include the Nash 

House Footprint (1E), Nash Kitchen Tower (1G), Nash House Cellars (1H), Terrace and Terrace Wall (ii, ii), 

Site of the Conservatory (1K), Garden Ornaments, Railings, Edgings, Banks and Tree Guards (1L), Fountain 

and Pool (1M), and other such elements which may currently remain hidden. The conventions relate to 

whether an item is within the listed building’s curtilage, whether it is fixed or annexed to the site and for 

what purpose, and whether it is ancillary or unrelated, etc. Similarly, the ’Stable Block and Gatehouses to 

east of Ravensworth Castle’ designation (No.11/64) may well include the Stable Yard (1Q), Stable Block 
LU 

Gardens (15), Ancillary Buildings (1V) and Workshops (1W), whilst the North Tower (1A) listing may also 
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include the Icehouse (1U). Although the ’rules’ are not always clear, there is case law which may facilitate DESIGNATIONS 
AND POLICY 

a conclusion (see, for example, Conservation & The Built Environment, R Pickard, 2005, Spon). 

Table 14: Listed Building Entries 	 LU 

No.Listed Building Name, by Street 	Made 	Grade Element(s) 

A692  

11/104 	 Cox Close House (formerly listed as Cox 	 1 July 1977 	 II 	 - 

Close House and Cox Close Cottage)  

11/105 	 House behind Cox Close House (formerly 	 1 July 1977 	 II 	 - 

listed as Cox Close Cottage)    

Banesley Lane 

11/59 	Ravensworth Park Farmhouse 	]18Nov 1985 ] II 	SF 

Coach Road 

11/60 	South Lodge 	 18 Nov 1985 	II 	2B 

11/61 	Arch and walls adjoining South Lodge 	18 Nov 1985 	II 	2C 

Cross Lane 

11/62 	Butter Cross (Formerly listed Butler Cross 	1 Feb 1967 	II 	3F 
in grounds of Ravensworth Castle) 

11/63 	Ravensworth Castle 	 1 Feb 1967 	11* 	1A, lB. 1C(poss. also 

1U) 

11/64 	Stable Block and Gatehouses to east of 	1 Feb 1967 	II 	IN, 10, 1P(poss. also 

Raven sworth Castle 	 1Q, 15, 1V, 1W) _____ 

11/65 	Well in Stable Yard of Ravensworth 	1 Feb 1967 	II 	1R 
Castle (Formerly listed as outer 

courtyard well, Ravensworth Castle) 

11/66 	Arch, walls and towers to west of 	1 Feb 1967 	II 	IT 
Ravensworth Castle 

11/67 	Ravensworth Castle (remains of) 	1 Feb 1967 	11* 	1F(poss. also 1E, 1G. 
1H, 11, ii, 1K, 1L, 1M) 

No. = Listed Building Number. Element(s) = element(s) identified in this Plan which are covered by the designation. 

2.205 Buildings are listed because of special architectural or historic interest. There is a statutory requirement to 

have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of 

architectural or historic interest which it possesses. Listed Building Consent is needed for demolition, 

alteration or extension. There are around 300 listed buildings in Gateshead. UDP Policy ENV1 1 requires 

extensions, alterations and changes of use to respect their context, use traditional methods and materials, 

retain and repair historic fabric, be reversible, and protect setting. It requires supporting evidence. Policy 

ENV12 reinforces guidance in PPG15 on demolition. Policy ENV13 controls changes to provide access to 
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listed buildings for people with impaired mobility. PPG 15 Planning & The Historic Environment [D0E/DNH, 
AND POLICY 

19951 sets out government policy and guidance on listed buildings. Gateshead’s adopted IPA 17. 

Conservation Area Character Statements is also relevant. 

Local List 

2.206 The Council holds a List of Buildings and Parks & Gardens of Special Local Architectural or Historic Interest, 

known as a Local List. There are four entries in the Plan area, as shown in Table 15 and Context Info 4. 

Table 15: Local List Entries 

Local List Entry Made Element(s) 

Ravensworth Estate, Gateshead 2004 all (see below) 

Trench Hall, Ravensworth Park, Lobley Hill 2004 

Gate Piers adjacent to Lady Park Lodge, Coach Road, Lady Park 2004 5H 

Lady Park Lodge, Coach Road, Lady Park 2004 5H 

Element(s) = element(s) identified in this Plan which are covered by the designation. 

2.207 The Ravensworth Estate entry is the same as the Ravensworth Conservation Area apart from the exclusion 

of Banesley Lane Farm and Lady Park Farm. It essentially includes all elements in the Plan area. 

2.208 Inclusion in the Local List gives no additional statutory control, but a building or landscape’s special local 

interest would be taken into account when determining planning permission or Conservation Area 

Consent which affected it. UDP Policy ENV18 gives criteria to judge the impact of alterations, and Policy 

ENV1 9 requires new development to preserve or enhance special local historic interest and landscape 

character, conserve and where possible restore component features, and retain the use and character of 

the place as an open designed landscape. The Council adopted detailed Guidance on Works to Locally 

Listed Buildings and Parks and Gardens in May 2004. For Local List parks and gardens, this encourages 

preservation of historic features including walls, railings, footpaths, lakes, streams, structural planting, 

open spaces, mounding, monuments and buildings in the landscape. It also encourages new planting. 

Buildings At Risk 

2.209 The national Buildings At Risk Register is English Heritage’s annual non-statutory register to help prioritise 

the backlog of decaying and vacant scheduled monuments and Grade I and ll listed buildings in England. ’ 

There are two entries on the national Register in the Plan area, as shown in Table 16 and Context Info 5. 

2.210 Priority A means it is at immediate risk of further rapid deterioration or loss of fabric with no way forward 

agreed. The extent of the designation is the same as the scheduling and listing (see 2.195 and 2.204). 
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Table 16: National Buildings At Risk Register Entries 

Building At Risk Name Condition Occupation Risk Category Priority Element(s) 

Ravensworth Castle very bad n/a la (extreme risk) A 1A, lB. 1C 

Ravensworth Castle (Nash very bad n/a 1 a (extreme risk) A IF, (poss. also 

Castle) 1E, 16. 1H, li- 
___________________________  ii, 1K, 1L, 1M) 

a = not capable of occupation. Element(s) = element(s) identified in this Plan which are covered by the designation. 

2.211 These buildings are also on the Council’s own local Buildings At Risk Register, which also includes Grade II 

listed buildings. Relevant entries are set out in Table 17 and Context Info 6. 

Table 17: Local Buildings At Risk Register Entries (Grade // Only) 

Listed Building Condition Occupation Risk Category Score Element(s) 

Arch, walls and towers very bad not capable la (extreme risk) 10.92 IT 

Stable Block & 
Gatehouses 

very bad vacant 1 (extreme risk) 11.50 IN, 10, 1P 

Well poor not capable 3a (at risk) 33.38 1R 

Arch & Walls adj S. Lodge fair not capable 4a (vulnerable) - 2C 

Butler Cross (Butter Cross) fair not capable 4a (vulnerable) - 3F 

Hse behind Cox Close Hse fair occupied 6 (not at risk) - - 

Cox Close House good occupied 6 (not at risk) - - 

R’worth Park Farmhouse good occupied 6 (not at risk) - SF 

South Lodge good occupied 6 (not at risk) - 2B 

a= not capable of occupation. Risk Category= illustrative, for comparison with previous table. Score= condition and vacancy score out of 100, 

with 0 being the worst situation. Element(s) = element(s) identified in this Plan which are covered by the illustration. 

2.212 It would be possible to use standard Buildings At Risk criteria [Buildings At Risk:A NewStrategy, 1998, EH, 

ppl7-1 81 to assess the at-risk status of unlisted buildings and structures in the Plan area. 

2.213 The UDP does not contain policies on Buildings At Risk but they are discussed in paras 11.27-11.30, setting 

out the importance of working with owners to find solutions including possible flexibility with some UDP 

policies (unless there is deliberate neglected in an attempt to secure development when statutory powers 

would be considered). The UDP does, however, have specific policies for certain groups of buildings at 

risk which relate to wider historic landscapes and which are seen as being of strategic importance to the 

Borough. UDP Policy ENV16 relates specifically to Ravensworth Castle, as follows: 

"The Council will seek to ensure that the listed buildings and scheduled ancient monument at 

Ravensworth Castle, and the historic designed landscape in which they are set, are conserved by: 
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a)the preservation, consolidation and repair of the remains of the John Nash house and 	 DESIGNATIONS 
AND POLICY 

medieval castle 

b)the preservation and repair of the stable block and conversion to an appropriate and 

sustainable new use which can secure the long term preservation of the whole complex; and 

c)the restoration of the historic park/and setting of the castle. 

Any planning permission for the conversion of the stable block will be linked to the conservation 

of the other historic buildings and landscape through a planning obligation or conditions 

attached to any consent for that conversion. Securing a degree of public access to the castle and 

its immediate setting is desirable and should be explored in any conservation proposals." 

Conservation Areas 

2.214 	There is one conservation area in the Plan area, as set out in Table 18 and Context Info 7. 

Table 18: Conservation Areas 

Conservation Area Name Made Element(s) 

Ravensworth 1990 all (see below) 

Element(s) = element(s) identified in this Plan which are covered by the designation. 	 8 

2.215 Its boundary has been taken as the extent of the Plan area (see 2.3 above). A short character statement 	LU 
 cc 

Fn 
LU was adopted in 1997 describing its mix of woodland and attractive landscape, summarising the remains 

of the Castle Complex (Sub-Area 1), Pleasure Grounds (Sub-Areas 3 and 4) and embryonic Model Village 	LU 

(3G), and detailing other elements. A conservation area management strategy is expect in 2008. 

2.216 Conservation areas have special architectural or historic interest the character and appearance of which it 

is desirable to preserve or enhance. They add controls over demolition, minor permitted development 

and trees - trees above 1 00m girth are automatically protected, needing consent for removal or major 

surgery. The local authority must formulate proposals to preserve or enhance character and appearance. 

2.217 UDP Policy ENV7 requires development to respect architectural and historic context, use traditional local 

materials where practical, retain important features on buildings and in their setting, protect trees, 

landscape features and views, and not generate traffic, parking or other impacts prejudicial to character 

and appearance. Policy ENV8 controls demolition including requiring conclusive evidence of structural 

unsoundness or incapability of repair and re-use. Policy ENV9 permits development which protects or 

enhance setting. Gateshead’s adopted IPA 17: Conservation Area Character Statements is also relevant. 

PPG 15 Planning & The Historic Environment [DoE/DNH, 19951 sets out government policy and guidance. 
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Green Belt 	 DESIGNATIONS 
AND POLICY 

2.218 The entire Plan area is within the Tyne & Wear Green Belt designation (see Context Info 8). 

2.219 Green Belt policy controls ’inappropriate development’. UDP Policy ENV37 gives a general presumption 

against this, setting out ’very special circumstances’ in which new-build would be allowed, including for 

forestry and agriculture, and essential facilities for outdoor sport and other uses which preserve openness. 

Extension of existing buildings would be appropriate if limited, and if not involving disproportionate 

additions. PPG 2 Green Belts [published 1995, amended 20011 sets out government policy and guidance 

on Green Belts, augmented in part by PP5lSustainable Development In RuralAreas [ODPM, 20041. 

Landscape Protection in the Green Belt 

2.220 The UDP has three landscape quality grades to help protection - ’highest’, ’high’ and ’other’. Most of the 

Plan area is ’high’ quality. The Peak (7B) in the far south west is ’highest’ quality. The far north west of the 

Plan area and Coach Road from Lady Park to Beggar’s Wood Park is ’other’ quality. See Context Info 8. 

2.221 	UDP Policy ENV39 says in ’high’ quality areas, development is only acceptable if landscape impact is short 

term and leads to restoration or enhancement. PPS 7 Sustainable Development in Rural Areas [ODPM, 

2004] throws doubt on the long term use of local landscape protection policies and, although there is no 

indication of change from the Council, it is possible these policies may change in years to come. 

Sites of Nature Conservation Importance 

2.222 Sites of Nature Conservation Importance (SNCls) are local designations covering the most valuable sites in 

the borough which do not have statutory status as Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs). There is one 

SNCI designation in the Plan area, geographically split in two parts; see Table 19 and Context Info 9. 

Table 19: Sites of Nature Conservation Importance (SNC/) 

No. SNCI Name Grid Ref Made Sub-Area(s) 

GAT 82 Ravensworth Ponds and 

Wood 

NZ 225 595 - NZ 230 593 1985 1,3, 7, part of 5, plus 

linked parts of 2 and 6 

No. = Gateshead UDP reference number. Sub-Area(s) = sub-area(s) identified in this Plan which are covered by the designation. 

2.223 It is designated for its ancient replanted woodland and ponds. Its 148ha cover the Woodland (Sub-Area 

7), Robin’s Wood in the South Park (Sub-Area 5), the Pleasure Grounds & Arboretum (Sub-Area 3), and the 

Castle Complex (Sub-Area 1). It virtually excludes the Carriage Drive & Greenhouse Walks (Sub-Area 2), 

the North Park (Sub-Area 6), the Walled Gardens (Sub-Area 4), and the rest of the South Park. 

2.224 UDP Policy ENV49 provides for the protection of SKIS from adverse development wherever possible. In 

addition, general development control Policy DC1, which covers a range of environmental considerations, 
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states thatthat permission will be granted for new development where, inter alia, it does not have an adverse 

impact on statutorily protected species. In addition, two species in the SNCI have statutory protection: 	.. 

� Bats: All bat species are protected under the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as amended, eg. the 

Countryside & Rights of Way Act 2000). English Nature must be consulted before works that may 

disturb bats or their roost. It is illegal to: intentionally kill, injure or take bats; deliberately disturb 

bats; damage, destroy or obstruct access to bat roosts; possess or transport a bat or any part of a 

bat unless acquired legally; sell, barter or exchange bats or parts of bats; cause reckless damage or 
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disturbance. The Conservation (Natural Habitats, Etc.) Regulations 1994 requiring a license for 	DESIGNATIONS 
AND POLICY 

certain works. Under the Hedgerow Regulations 1997 the presence of a bats must be taken into 

account when deciding on hedgerow removal. Brown long-eared (BLE) and pipistrelles are 
LU 

common in the county with records in the local area. The BLE is the second most common species 
Ln 

in Britain. Pipistrelles are on the UK Steering Group short list and in the Northumberland Red Data 

Book. Durham Bat Group report the nearest known bat roost (common pipistrelle breeding) in St 

Austell Gardens, Gateshead (NZ2361) with pipistrelles recorded flying over the Estate in the past. , 

� Great Crested Newts: The great crested newt is protected through the Wildlife & Countryside Act 

1981 (as amended) and the Conservation (Natural Habitats Etc.) Regulations 1994. This protects its 

habitat and makes it an offence to capture or disturb them. A licence is needed for conservation, 

and licensed surveyors are needed if the species is expected or for capture or disturbance, 
cc 

including refuge searching. English Nature advise no licence is needed for careful egg searching, 

but is advisable for torch surveys especially with repeated visits or a high power spotlight. 

2.225 PPS 9 Biodiversity& Geological Conservation [ODPM, 20051 sets out government policy and guidance. 

I Wildlife Corridors 	 S 

	

2.226 There is one Wildlife Corridor running through and beyond the Plan area, generally excluding the lower 	LU 

 LU eastern parts of the Estate nearest the Al and Team Valley. It includes all of Sub-Areas 1, 3,4 and 7, and 
kD 

	

the west parts of Sub-Areas 2,5 and 6 (see Context Info 8). UDP Policy ENV51 protects them by resisting 	LL 

development which would seriously impair their integrity or wildlife value. PPS 9 Biodiversity& Geological 

Conservation [ODPM, 20051 sets out government policy and guidance on nature conservation issues. 

I Lul Ancient Woodland 	 UZ 

2.227 Natural England keeps an inventory of over 22,000 ancient woodland sites in England. Ancient woodland, 

ie. land with continuous woodland cover since at least 1 600AD, is identified using old maps, information 

about the wood’s name, shape, internal boundaries, and location relative to other features, and from 

ground survey and aerial photography. There are two types: 

� Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland: ancient woodland that has retained native tree and shrub cover 
LL 

and is not planted, but which may have been coppiced/felled and allowed to regenerate naturally; ’ 

� Ancient Replanted Woodland: ancient woodland where the original native tree cover has been 

felled and replaced by planting, usually with conifers and usually this century. 

2.228 The designations identify small pockets of Ancient Semi-Natural, notably at The Peak (7B) and the cc 

Arboretum (3A), which are surrounded by a majority of Ancient Replanted covering the rest of the Estate’s 
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woodland. The designations offer no statutory protection but special historic characteristics can be taken DESIGNATIONS 
AND POLICY 

into account in management or development. UDP Policy ENV44 covers woodland. See Context Info 10. 

Context Info 10: Map of Ancient Woodland (from Appendix A) 
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Agricultural Land Classification 

2.229 	Nationally, agricultural land is graded 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 4 and 5 using criteria including climate, site and soil. 

’The best and most versatile agricultural land’ is grades 1, 2 and 3a - agricultural land in the Plan area is 
CD 

grade 3, but it is unclear whether it is 3a or 3b. This affects policy in the UDP and in PPS 7 Sustainable 

Development in RuralAreas [ODPM, 20041. Policy ENV40 would prevent development adversely affecting 

the best and most versatile agricultural land unless there is an overriding need for it and alternative sites 

are discounted. Other considerations would include biodiversity, character, amenity value and heritage. 

I Great North Forest 

2.230 Great North Forest (GNF) is one of twelve set up in England to regenerate countryside around towns and 

cities and create wooded landscapes for wildlife, recreation and education. It its 1990 launch, it covered 

some 33km 2  of Gateshead. After producing a 1993 Forest Plan (2003 not seen), its funding and influence 
cc 
LU 

I-V  
0 
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have waned. But its ’local management zones’ are still an informal framework for planning and wood 	DESIGNATIONS 
AND POLICY 

management (expansion, enhancement, biodiversity, recreation, etc), and the UDP has a related policy. 	, 	- 

2.231 There is one local management zone covering the whole Plan area. See Table 20 and Context Info 11. 	LU 

Ln 

Table 20: Great North Forest Local Management Zones 

No. 	Local Management Zone Name 	 Sub-Area(s) 

WH2 	Ravensworth Parkland 	 all 
I- 

No. = GNF Local Management Zone reference number. Sub-Area(s) = sub-area(s) identified in this Plan covered by the designation. 	 = 

I- 

2.232 WH2 is based on the Ravensworth Conservation Area (see 2.214 above). The 1990 Forest Plan describes it 

as a well-wooded historic estate with extensive mixed woodlands, notably Hill Head and High Park Woods 8 

which are prominent wide landscape features. It recommended: 

� conservation and enhancement of the historic parkland as a model landscape, 

� planting new trees in relation to the historic pattern to protect views of the Castle Complex, 

� continue commercial forestry but with enhanced conservation, landscape and amenity value, 

� restore the Fish Ponds (1E, IF) and manage field margins less intensively, 

2.233 It also encouraged public access to the upper woods (Sub-Area 7) and Castle Complex (Sub-Area 1), and 

suggested a new ’multi-user route’ through the area from Lamesley to Watergate, associated if possible 

with more active woodland pursuits. It identified potential new planting in the North Park (Sub-Area 6) 

UDP Policy ENV45 encourages tree planting, habitat creation and recreational uses in the GNF area. 

Forestry Commission 

2.234 The Forestry Commission holds a lease over most of the woodland on the Estate (see 2.13 above). It has 

recently published a Design Plan [draft 2006] which sets out that most of its holding comprises conifers 

planted from the mid 1950s to the mid 1960s. Most of it is now at or approaching its ’date of economic 

maturity’ and so the Design Plan sets out proposals to clear-fell two large areas (11.5ha) and selectively 

fell all of the remainder, gradually removing all conifers from the site other than those that are of historic 

significance. The felled areas would then be allowed to regenerate naturally from existing broadleaf trees 

nearby over many years, likely more than 25. See Context Info 13. 

Major Roads 

2.235 Improvements to the Al Gateshead Western Bypass, the main north-south route through Tyneside, were 

put forward by the Highways Agency (HA) in 1992. Of three options, two would re-route the Al through 

the Estate, the other widening the existing route (see Context Info 12). The Council opposed all three due 
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to environmental impact on the countryside, Green Belt and conservation areas, and that none would be 

a long-term solution. The Dept of Transport favoured one of the re-routing options but abandoned it in 

1996. The 2002 Tyneside Area Multi Modal Study (TAMMS) proposed widening it to three lanes and 2 

dealing with general demand in Tyne & Wear with tolls and public transport improvements. HA continue 

to consider the options. A high profile campaign by North East Chamber of Commerce and local 

newspaper The Journal has recently reinvigorated debate about the capacity of this stretch of the Al. 
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2.236 A proposal for off-line re-routing of the A692 (which runs along the north of the Estate) as a bypass to 	 NS 
AND POLICY 

Byermoor, Sunniside and Streetgate has been dropped. UDP Policy 115 set out on-line improvements 

instead (now implemented), but UDP para 9.36 suggests there may be another proposal in the future. 

Other Policy Context 
>- 
LJ 
-J 

2.237 Other topics in the Gateshead UDP which may be relevant include: 

� character and design (eg. DC1) 	 � rural diversification (ENV41) 

� outdoor sports facilities (eg. CFR1 6) 	 � re-use of rural buildings (ENV42) 

� countryside recreation (CFR25) 	 � horsiculture (ENV43) 

� renewable energy (eg. MWR31, MWR32) 	� wildlife habitats (eg. ENV46, ENV47, ENV52) 

2.238 The Council’s adopted supplementary planning guidance SPG3: Re-use of Rural Buildings Incorporating 	Ln 
 

Design Guide may also be relevant. The following local and regional documents may also be relevant: 

� local community strategy 	 � emerging regional spatial strategy 
LU 

� local cultural strategy 	 � regional economic strategy 

� regional cultural strategy 	 � integrated regional framework 

� regional rural strategy 	 � regional tourism strategy 

Planning History 	
LL 

 

2.239 Very little development has occurred on the Estate since the demolition of the Nash House in the 1950s. 

Since the late 1980s there have been various redevelopment proposals, due in part to interest generated 

by the Al re-routing proposals (see 2.235 above). A recent planning history is set out in Table 21. 

Table 21: Planning History 

Date Address Proposal Status 

28.02.2007 Ravensworth Park Farm, Environmental Impact Assessment received 

Banesley Lane 

28.09.2005 Ravensworth Park Farm, Erection of single storey extension on granted 

Banesley Lane west elevation 

29.09.2005 Ravensworth Park Farm, Conversion of existing Stableblock and granted 

Banesley Lane part of bar to 12 holiday lets and single 

storey extension to west elevation 

30.11.1998 Castle Garden House, Erection of 3 dwelling houses in former refused, 

Ravensworth Park castle grounds appeal dsmsd 

08.03.1 996 Trench Hall Farm Determination of prior approval - dpa 

erection of agricultural building for 

storage of hay and straw 
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21.09.1994 Trench Hall Farm Conversion of redundant outbuildii 

to two dwelling units 

06.02.1991 Trench Hall Farm Conversion of redundant outbuildings granted 

to two dwelling units 

11.06.1991 Ravensworth Park Farm, Redevelopment of farm building to granted 

Banesley Lane provide 8 hotel bedrooms 

06.07.1990 Ravensworth Park Farm, Redevelopment of farm buildings to refused, 

Banesley Lane provide 20 hotel bedspaces appeal w/drn 

04.12.1990 Trench Hall farm Development to provide 27 hole golf withdrawn 

course, club house, hotel & health club 

30.03.1989 Ravensworth Park Farm, Erection of single storey extension at granted 

Banesley Lane side of existing building to provide 

restaurant/function room 

01.11.1989 Trench Hall Farm Use of land for residential development withdrawn 

and an 18 hole golf course 

25.07.1988 Ravensworth Castle Change of use from former court yard withdrawn 

to 4 residential units 

25.07.1988 Ravensworth Castle Refurbishment and conversion of castle withdrawn 

Stable Courtyard to form 4 residential units 

29.11.1988 Ravensworth Park Farm, Erection of detached bungalow (re granted 

Lady Park outline planning permission 1036/85)  

03.08.1988 Ravensworth Park Farm Provision of staff accomm within and refused 

House, Banesley Lane construction of restaurant and function 

room adjoining listed building  

20.06.1988 Ravensworth Park Farm, Provision of fish pond in grounds of granted 

Banesley Lane riding club and extensions to south and 

east elevations to provide restaurant/ 

cocktail bar and function room with 

staff accomm on riding club first floor 

22.09.1987 Ravensworth Park Farm, Use of land as leisure complex mcI 2 fish refused, 

Banesley Lane ponds, golf course, touring caravan pk, appeal 

ski run, children’s play area and hotel withdrawn 

30.01.1986 Ravensworth Park Conversion of house to riding club and granted 

Farmhouse, Banesley Ln associated facilities 

21.08.1985 Ravensworth Park Farm, Outline: erection of residential accomm granted 

Lady Park for 3 grooms assoc. with racing stable 

06.03.1984 Stableyard Cottage, Replace roof, weight bearing timbers, withdrawn 

Ravensworth floors and drainage  

Source: Gateshead Borough Council 
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Previous Analyses 

2.240 Ravensworth Castle and Estate have been the subject of a few previous assessments. There has been no 

on-site investigation of below-ground deposits anywhere in the Plan area. 

� A 1986 feasibility study for Tyne & Wear BPT examined in brief the planning context of the Stable 

Block (IN- IS) and its condition [Feasibility Study, Ravensworth Castle Stable Courtyard For Tyne & 

Wear Building Preservation Trust Ltd, Howarth Litchfield Partnership, 1986]. It also set out the 

owners’ starting point for negotiations over the place’s future at that time. 

� A 1989 topographic survey by RCHME of the Castle Complex and surrounding environs was 

completed at the Council’s request. It was conducted at a scale of 1:500 with control plans of 

standing masonry at 1:100 and included details of the Nash Castle Footprint (1E), now obscured by 

dense vegetation [Mark Bowden and Donnie Mackay/07-FEB-1989/RCHME: Ravensworth Castle]. 

� A 1996 detailed survey of the medieval structures was undertaken by Newcastle City Council 

Archaeological Unit (NCCAU). It surveyed ’stone by stone’ the exterior (excluding the North 

Tower’s (1A) north elevation due to tree obstruction), some interior elevations and floor plans. The 

published drawings [NCCAU 19971 had no accompanying analysis, which was to be the next stage, 

but only background historical research was begun and a final report was never completed. 

� A 2003 report by Peter Ryder, architectural historian, for the Trust discussed the medieval towers 

after visiting twice, the first time in 1996 with the Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle [Ryder 20031. 

� A 1998 feasibility study by the Trust [NECT 19981 analysed three possible new uses (field study 

centre, residential, livery stable) and carried out some historical research, mainly into the Nash 

House. Plans of the Stable Block were produced though not to an archaeological standard. 

2.241 	In addition, a number of local historians and enthusiasts have taken an interest in the place, producing 

papers, articles and pamphlets, perhaps most notably C  Walton’s Romantic Ravensworth [19501 and A 

Childhood At Ravensworth, author/publisher unknown [pers. comm. Mrs Luke to G Bell 20071, not seen. 

One such study recently being undertaken by local enthusiast Michael Scott is looking into the reliability 

of the traditionally accepted history of the Castle Complex and Estate. This work has revealed a number of 

interesting issues and questions which are discussed in the Phasing Discussion section from 2.116 above. 

2.242 The Estate was recently the subject of a comprehensive, wide-ranging audit of property, land and natural 

and cultural resources for the owners. The Ravensworth Estate StrategicAppraisal [June 2004, George F 

White/ Natural Capital] was commissioned to identify how various proposals for the re-use of the historic 

core of the Estate might affect the business structure, and to inform the opportunities and constraints for 

the future development of the Estate. It involved extensive agency and public consultation. 
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Gaps in Understanding 

2.243 In a place as complex and time-deep as Ravensworth, a full understanding cannot be possible, and more 

information will come to light all the time which should inform this Plan. As well as known gaps, there 

will be gaps not yet even apparent (see 2.10 above). Archaeological work which will be needed should be 

driven by a coherent research framework to avoid a piecemeal approach. The main gap for Sub-Area 1 is 

the lack of on-site investigation of below-ground deposits. The main gap for the wider Estate is a detailed 

survey to identify obscured routes, planting, trees, layout, land form, deposits and built remains. 

2.244 Known gaps in the archaeological and architectural record: 

� There is considerable potential for survival of below-ground deposits in Sub-Area 1, particularly in 

the Main Courtyard (10), which might considerably advance understanding and interpretation of 

the site. The impact on sub-surface archaeology of the Nash House (eg. its cellars) is unknown. 

� The north elevation of the North Tower (1A) has still not been surveyed as it is obscured by foliage. 

� A tighter survey of the building envelope for both Medieval Towers. 

� A detailed survey of the Nash House Footprint (1E) and surviving ground floor plan. Comparing 

this with the Nash plans in the RIBA archive would show how execution differed from design. 

2.245 Known gaps in the historical and documentary record: 

� Documents in the Soane Museum Drawings Collection (Drawer 43 Set 10) described as "7-10 

Unidentified 18th C architect, designs for rooms in a house for Sir Henry Liddell, c.1 730s. Laid-out 

wall elevations. 7 Inscribed: Verso: Sr Henry Liddell’s/Attick Floor". 

� Documentary material relating to the Liddells may be held at Eslington Park, Northumberland, the 

current seat of Lord Ravensworth, although a 10 April 1997 letter from The Hon TA H Liddell to the 

Trust said that most were "no longer available", assuming disposal long ago. 

� A community survey and oral history project would reveal more on the popular social history of the 

Nash House and Estate in particular. People locally and further afield have strong memories of the 

place (eg. the 1930s military tattoos, post-War childhood visits to the ruinous site); some worked 

on the Estate or have relatives who did. The BBC TV Restoration programme generated many 

contacts offering memories (see Context Info 18) and there will be many more out there. 

2.246 Known gaps in the landscape record: 

� Castle Complex (Sub-Area 1): further survey of the Terrace (1!) to reveal any additional garden 

ornaments. 
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� Carriage Drive & Greenhouse Walks (Sub-Area 2): a detailed woodland condition survey, plus 

survey for built remains, and layout or remains associated with buildings and tracks in Greenhouse 

Walks (2D). 

� Pleasure Grounds & Arboretum (Sub-Area 3): a closer investigation of significant trees in both 

parts, plus behind the Model Village Houses (3G) in the south-east corner of the sub-area. 

� Walled Gardens (Sub-Area 4): a detailed investigation to determine survival of any layout and beds 

(4A and 4E). 

� South Park (Sub-Area 5): a condition and use survey of woodland areas and to identify any remains 

of Robin’s Wood’s Wagonway (SE). A geophysical survey of the Crop Marks (0) to analyse their 

date, form and function. A survey of the Building Remains (SC) on the hill near the Former Carriage 

Drive (SA). 

� North Park (Sub-Area 6): the Trench (0) and other evidence of industrial activity in the sub-area. 

� Woodland (Sub-Area 7): a full survey to determine remnant ancient woodland and trees in the 

recent plantations, particularly on the peripheries, to prevent loss through commercial felling (7A). 

This also applies to significant trees in the Forestry Commission holdings in Sub-Areas 2, 3,5 and 6. 

A survey to identify remnant historic routes and rides through woodland (7B). 

� Setting: abetter understanding of the visual links between the two sides of the Team Valley. 

2.247 Known gaps in the ecological record: 

� A full bat survey before works begin to augment the low activity levels recently recorded, plus a 

hibernation survey of the Nash House Cellars (1H) (best between November and January), and a 

roost crevice survey with access via scaffold or cherrypicker. 

� A more extensive newt survey between March and June, to assess the newt population. 

� A detailed badger survey within 1 OOm of the Castle Complex during winter or early spring. 

� A survey of red squirrel across the Estate may be required. 

� A detailed watervole and otter survey around the Fish Ponds (3D, 3E). Although no evidence was 

recorded, the Ponds have the right characteristics, and otter are known to be in the Plan area. 

� The extent of fox and roe deer would also be ascertained with species specific surveys. 

� A hedgerow survey would identify important hedgerows and constituent trees, and provide for 

their conservation. The Hedgerow Regulations 1997 make the presence, age and form of any 

identified protected species (eg. bats) relevant to considering the importance of a hedgerow. 
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Chp3 	 SIGNIFICANCE 

The Significance of Ravensworth Castle & Estate 	LU 

Introduction 
-J 
LjJ 

	

3.1 	This evaluation focuses on the unique cultural importance of Ravensworth, assessing what makes the site 

significant [Cherry 1999,95]. Cultural significance comes from a wide range of values including fabric, 

setting, use, history, distinctiveness, etc [Kerr 1996,41. As cultural significance is unique to each place, so 

are the themes under which it should be judged. Ravensworth’s themes are informed by Chapter l’s 

understanding, and are identified in order to consider the academic and aesthetic importance of the site 

as well as broader aspects of significance in the wider context. See Appendix A for methodologies. 

	

3.2 	The following themes have been used to assess the significance of Ravensworth (in no particular order): 

� Archaeological Significance 

The likely below-ground survival of features or deposits (beneath the footprint of buildings where 

relevant) and how such deposits may increase understanding of the site; or, for standing buildings, 

the potential for structural recording and interpretation to increase understanding. 

� Architectural Significance 

The intrinsic and comparative qualities of the place, including its place in the architectural history 

of the building type; and whether these can demonstrate a particular style, design or a noted Ln 

achievement, technique or process; the development and use of the site and how changes to form, 

function, style and design reflect a progression in fashion, technology or needs of specific periods; 

the significance of the architects connected with the site, the place’s intrinsic aesthetic qualities. 

� Landscape Significance 	 LU 

The intrinsic and comparative qualities of the place, including aesthetics, character and design, 
Un 

and the degree to which these contribute to the wider character, context and setting of the site; its 

place in landscape design history; the development and use of the landscape in connection with 

the Castle Complex; the significance of the designers connected with the site. 

� Historical Significance 

The place’s physical evidence to help understand, demonstrate or exemplify distinctive past land 	LIU 

uses or events, associations, broad social and political history; the role of the main protagonists 	ca 

and their influence on history; connections with other notable people or events; the development 

and decline of the English country house and its infrastructure; industrial and military history. 

� Ecological Significance 

co  The biodiversity of the site and the degree to which it contributes to the local ecology or habitats; 

particular relating to ornithology, great crested newts and bats (see Apx A for more on this theme). 
Ln 
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SIGNIFICANCE 

I F 
� Social/Community Significance 

The degree to which Ravensworth contributes to the identity of the local community and its 

population; the site as a valuable resource, including its economic or educational potential; and 

how the site reflects the civic pride of the community and is a cherished part of its social fabric. 

	

3.3 	The assessment of significance is ranked according to the following system [after Clark 1999,149; Kerr 

1996, 191.  (Note: different criteria are used in assessing ecological significance; see Appendix A): 

� EXCEPTIONAL 

Aspects considered to be seminal to the architectural, historic, aesthetics or other criterion of the 

site, the alteration or development of which would destroy or significantly compromise the 

integrity of place. This category may be determined by the date, rarity, completeness, duration, 

setting or representative quality of the element discussed. 

� CONSIDERABLE 

Aspects that help define the architectural, historic, aesthetic character or other criterion of the site, 

without which the character and understanding of place would be diminished but not destroyed. 

� SOME 

Aspects which may contribute to or complement the site’s architectural, historic, aesthetic or other 

criterion, but which are not intrinsic to it and which in some circumstances may be intrusive and 

worthy of removal or alteration to impact on understanding and interpretation of the place. 

� MARGINAL 

Those aspects which have only a minor connection with the architectural, historic, aesthetics or 

other criterion of the site; aspects which could be considered intrusive, the removal or alteration of 

which could have a limited affect on the understanding of place. 

	

3.4 	This analysis is presented in four ways: 

� a summary table showing significance of each element by theme from page 87 

� a detailed written analysis by theme 	 from page 90 

� an brief written analysis by chronological period 	 from page 110 

� a summary statement and diagrams 	 from page 114 

	

3,5 	As with the rest of this Plan, discussion tends to concentrate on the Castle Complex. The extensive nature 

of the site means the analysis cannot identify every element with significance, so omission of a feature 

should not be taken to imply it has no significance. Grading is an aid to conservation and management. 

Elements identified with MARGINAL significance should not necessarily be regarded as expendable, just 

less significant. Significance may change with new understanding, or new work on-site. 
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w1w 
Table 22: Summary of Significance of Each Element by Theme 

No. Element Archaeological Architectural Historical Landscape Ecol./Ornithol. Social/Comm’y Overall 

1A North Tower EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL 

lB South Tower 

Curtain Wall 

EXCEPTIONAL 

EXCEPTIONAL 

EXCEPTIONAL 

EXCEPTIONAL 

EXCEPTIONAL 

EXCEPTIONAL 

CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE 

EXCEPTIONAL 

EXCEPTIONAL 1C 

Main Courtyard EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL ID 

1E Nash House Footprint CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL SOME CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 

IF Octagonal Tower / Remains EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE SOME EXCEPTIONAL 
___ 

1G 

_____________ ........

Nash Kitchen Tower CONSIDERABLE 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 
L 

SOME CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 

1H Nash House Cellars EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE SOME EXCEPTIONAL 

11 Terrace CONSIDERABLE 

.......................................................... 

EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL 

ii Terrace Wall & Ha-Ha CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 

1K Site of Conservatory CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE f CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 

IL Ornaments, Railings, Etc SOME CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 

IM Fountain and Pool CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE I CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 

IN Stable Block . CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL SOME CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL 

10 Stable Block Gatehouse CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL SOME CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL 

1P Stable Block Clocktower EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL 

1Q Stable Yard  EXCEPTIONAL SOME EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 

IR Well CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE SOME CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 

IS Stable Block Gardens EXCEPTIONAL SOME CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 

IT Towered Gateway 

Icehouse 

EXCEPTIONAL 

EXCEPTIONAL 

EXCEPTIONAL 

SOME 

CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE I 
CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE iU 
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No. Element Archaeological 

1V 	Ancillary Buildings 	 SOME 

1W Workshops CONSIDERABLE 

IX Significant Trees 

2A Carriage Drive CONSIDERABLE 

2B South Lodge  SOME 

2C Arched Gateway  SOME 

2D Greenhouse Walks CONSIDERABLE 

2E G. Walks Remnant Features CONSIDERABLE 

2F Shanks Wood CONSIDERABLE 

2G Significant Trees 

3A Remains of Arboretum SOME 

38 Remains of Pleasure Grnds CONSIDERABLE 

3C Gate Piers and Ditch CONSIDERABLE 

3D East Fish Pond 

3E West Fish Pond 

3F Butter Cross CONSIDERABLE 

3G Model Village Houses CONSIDERABLE 

3H Significant Trees 

4A Kitchen Gardens SOME 

48 Garden Walls and Entrance SOME 

4C Head Gardener’s Cottage SOME 

4D Ha-Ha and Bridge SOME 
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Architectural 	Historical 	Landscape 	Ecol. / Ornithol. Social/Comm’y 	overaH 

SOME 	SOME 	 CONSIDERABLE 	 SOME 

SOME 	SOME 	 CONSIDERABLE 	 SOME A... 

EXCEPTIONAL 	EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE 	SOME 	EXCEPTIONAL 

EXCEPTIONAL 	EXCEPTIONAL 	not surveyed 	 CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE 	not surveyed 	SOME 	i CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE 	not surveyed 	SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL 	not surveyed 	SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 

SOME 	CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 	not surveyed 	 CONSIDERABLE 

SOME 	CONSIDERABLE not surveyed 	SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL 	not surveyed 	SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 

EXCEPTIONAL 	EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE 	SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 

SOME .  EXCEPTIONAL 	EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE 	SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 

SOME 	CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 	 CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE 	 CONSIDERABLE 

v 	CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE 	 j CONSIDERABLE 

EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 	riot surveyed 	 CONSIDERABLE 

SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 	SOME 	not surveyed 	 SOME 

CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE 	SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 

SOME 	EXCEPTIONAL 	EXCEPTIONAL 	riot urve 	 CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL 	EXCEPTIONAL 	not surveyed 	 CONSIDERABLE 

CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE . .not surveyed , 	 CONSIDERABLE 

SOME 	CONSIDERABLE CONSDERABLE not surveyed 	 CONSIDERABLE 
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No. 	Element 	 Archaeological 	Architectural J 	Historical 	Landscape 	Ecol. / Ornithol. Social/Comm’y 	Overall 

4E 	Out-Garden 	 ’ 	ME 	 CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 	not surveyed 	 CONSIDERABLE 

4F 	Significant Trees _______ 	CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL 	not surveyed 	YtIC1J 	CONSIDERABLE 

5A Formerrriage Drive 	CONSIDERABLE 	 SOME 	- EXCEPTIONAL 	not surveyed 	 CONSIDERABLE 

Ditch 	- 
	

EXCEPTIONAL 	(r 	 CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 	not surveyed 	 ;1 	CONSIDERABLE 

SC 	Remains of a Building 	 SOME 	SOME 	SOME 	 not surveyed 	 SOME 

SD 	Crop Marks 	 CONSIDERABLE 	 - EXCEPTIONAL 	 not surveyed 	 CONSIDERABLE 

SE 	Robin’s Wood! Wagonway CONSIDERABLE 	 EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 	SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 

SF 	Ravensworth Park Farm 	SOME 	SOME 	 not surveyed 	SOME 	SOME 

5G Lady Park 	 SOME 	SOME 	 SOME 	SOME 

5H Lady Park Lodge 	 SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 	SOME 	SOME 	not surveyed 	SOME 	SOME 

51 	Significant Trees i 	 - CONSIDERABLE 	EXCEPTIONAL 	not surveyed 	SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 

6A 	Trench Hall 	 SOME 	i CONSIDERABLE 	SOME 	SOME 	not surveyed 	T1: 	SOME 

68 The Trench 	 - CONSIDERABLE 	 EXCEPTIONAL 	SOME 	 SOME 

6C 	Coal Mill Remains 	 EXCEPTIONAL 	 EXCEPTIONAL 	 not surveyed 	 CONSIDERABLE 

6D S awmill Cottage 	 SOME 	SOME 	 SOME 	 SOME 

6E 	Stone Wall and Piers 	 SOME 	SOME 	SOME 	SOME 	not surveyed 	 SOME 

6F 	Coxclose Wood 	 SOME 	- - 	SOME 	SOME 	not surveyed 	SOME 	SOME 

6G 	Significant Trees CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL 	not surveyed 	SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 

7A [Remnant Ancient Woodlnd CONSIDERABLE 	 EXCEPTIONAL 	EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE 	SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 

7B The Peak 	 CONSIDERABLE 	 CONSIDERABLE EXCEPTIONAL CONSIDERABLE 	SOME 	CONSIDERABLE 

7C 	Remnants of Rides 	CONSIDERABLE 	 CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE CONSIDERABLE 	 CONSIDERABLE 

No = Element reference used throughout this plan. See para 3.4 and Appendix A for the different criteria used for Ecological assessment. 
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Archaeological Significance 	 SIGNIFICANCE 

	

3.6 	Ravensworth Castle has EXCEPTIONAL archaeological significance. Most of this significance stems from 	cc 

the Castle Complex (Sub-Area 1) which provides a significant archaeological resource in understanding: 
LU 

� the development of late medieval and immediately post-medieval castle forms as a building type, 

� the lost eighteenth century Palladian Villa, 

� the Nash House and its operation as an example of the English country house. 

LU 

	

3.7 	For the first, the schediled area gives a strong indication of the extent of significance, but understanding 

in Chapter 1 suggests this may spread further than the notional quadrangle. Although the building group 

is often overlooked in national and regional studies [eg. Noonan 1999, Johnson 2000, Cathcart King 1991], 

the two Medieval Towers are arguably among the better preserved medieval fortified structures in former 
LU  

Co Durham, providing good opportunities for analysis of standing buildings. There is also high potential 

for preserved below-ground deposits linked to the layout and phasing of the Medieval Castle, the 

Palladian Villa and other assumed phases seen in eighteenth century maps and pictorial representations. 

Castle Complex Standing Structures 

	

3.8 	As the only above-ground medieval elements, the Towers and Curtain Wall (1A-1Q are of EXCEPTIONAL 

archaeological significance. Fabric already reveals much about age, construction, purpose and changes, 

eg. each was designed to convey a strong visual impression and symbolic military power, illustrating a 

transition in castle design between truly defensive buildings and those which were merely defendable: 

� The North Tower (1A) is the earliest surviving structure on the site, and is possibly an important 
kD 
CD example of a thirteenth century solar tower to a medieval hail (the site of which is suggested by 

extensive modification of the Tower’s west wall and internal features). Eighteenth or nineteenth 

century modifications make the ground floor slightly less significant, though the brick-lining is an 
it 

interesting later conversion linked to a large country house. The intramural stair and possible 

changes to wall-walk access are key to understanding changes to the Curtain Wall (10.  All parts of 

Curtain Wall (10 are integral to the towers, illustrating something of the original layout. 

� The South Tower (1B) is an important example of possibly late fourteenth century castle design, 
cc 
LU 

more intricate and generous than its neighbour with layout, fabric and features suggesting 

comfort was a key design theme, not just defence. For example, the ground floor, inherently the 

most vulnerable, has windows to the south and east compromising security. The wall-walk access 

is key to understanding the use of the whole Medieval Castle. 

Ca 

3.9 	Analysis of these standing remains has provided a tentative phasing sequence and there is good potential 

for further work to clarify this. Other opportunities from the standing buildings relate to understanding 
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the development of the English country house in the early nineteenth century, in part from the house 	SIGNIFICANCE 

itself but mainly from its ancillary and support buildings. Those with EXCEPTIONAL potential include: 	j 

� the Octagonal Tower and Remains (IF) and the Nash House Cellars (1H) could reveal much about 

the internal detailing, decoration and finishes of the Nash House, indicating the degree of 

opulence and attention to detail in different parts of the building, 

� the Icehouse (10 has significant potential in terms of modifications made to the North Tower (1A), 

3.10 	Standing elements with CONSIDERABLE archaeological significance are: 	 Ui 

� the Nash Kitchen Tower (1G), though ruinous, could reveal more about the Nash House operation, 

� the Stable Block (1N-1P) could tell much about later alterations such as the change to motorised 	< 

transport, and alterations for the girls’ school, 

� because of their site, the Workshops (114’) might hide evidence of change to the North Tower (1A). 

3.11 	The Ancillary Buildings (1V) have SOME archaeological significance as, although intrinsically less 
Ln 
LU 

important, their part in the running of the Nash House might be better understood through evaluation. 

Castle Complex Below-Ground 

3.12 - The below-ground potential on the site has never been tested and there is EXCEPTIONAL potential for on-

site evaluation of open spaces and, in some cases, building footprints. Places with high potential include: 

� south-west of the North Tower (1A) to investigate any evidence of a medieval manorial hail or 

associated structure abutting the Tower, 
kD 

� the Main Courtyard (1D), to identify and understand surviving components of the earlier Medieval 

Castle (including ’inside’ the Curtain Wall), and also building and landscape elements of the Tudor 
kD 

and eighteenth century predecessors to the Nash House, 	 Un 

� north of the Nash House Footprint (1E), to identify the extent and course of any former medieval 

curtain wall and to determine the former existence of a supposed north-west tower, 

� the Stable Block Gardens (IS) and the general area between the Medieval Towers (1A, 1B) and the 9 

west end of the Stable Block (IN, 1Q) to determine whether this was part of the original approach 
LU 

to the castle, possibly with an associated gatehouse, 

� the Towered Gateway (17) which, although unlikely to incorporate earlier fabric, is likely to stand 

on the site of earlier development. 

QV 

3.13 	Other parts of this sub-area may also provide evaluation opportunities with CONSIDERABLE significance, 

with either intrusive or non-intrusive survey: 
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� the Nash House Footprint (1E), in comparison with plan evidence, could help understand the scale, SIGNIFICANCE 

layout and operation of the Nash House; it is also possible that earlier deposits associated with the 
LU 

growth of the Castle Complex to the early nineteenth century survive undisturbed at least in part, 

� the Terrace (ii) and Terrace Wall (ii) could have below-ground remains ranging from Medieval 	LU 

Castle outworks or accesses, to the Palladian Villa and its modification, 	 LU 

� The Stable Block Yard (1Q) and Well (1R) could improve understanding of the layout of the Castle 

Complex and reveal more about its operation. 	 I 
The Wider Estate 

3.14 	Various elements in the wider Estate have good archaeological potential either in their own right or 

associated with the Castle Complex. Elements with EXCEPTIONAL archaeological significance are: 

� 	the Coal Mill Remains (6C) in the North Park, the only other scheduled site on the study area, 

� 	the Ditch (SC) which may be medieval in origin, 
cr 

3.15 	Sub-Areas 2,3 and 5 adjoining the Castle Complex have CONSIDERABLE archaeological significance: 
LU 

� 	open ground north of the Castle Complex (in Sub-Area 3) has potential to for evidence to indicate 

Medieval extra-mural settlement or former medieval access routes, 

� 	parts of what would become the nineteenth century Carriage Drive and Shanks Wood (Sub-Area 2) 

and Pleasure Grounds (Sub-Area 3) have scattered buildings or enclosures on Fryer’s 1785 map, 

� 	the Crop Marks (SD), for possible evidence of prehistoric or Roman occupation or, equally, EE 

eighteenth century landscaping; further study of photographic evidence, coupled with 

geophysical or other survey, would help evaluate possible survival of below-ground deposits. 

	

3.16 	Other elements in the wider Estate with CONSIDERABLE archaeological potential include: 

� the Remnant Features (2E) in Greenhouse Walks as lost eighteenth century garden design, 

� the Model Village Houses (3G) which used architectural material and components from the Nash 

House and so could reveal much about its detailed design, quality and interior detailing, 
LJ 

� the wagonway in Robin’s Wood (SE) as evidence of industrial activity in the Estate, 	 Un 

� the Trench (0) associated with the scheduled Coal Mill Remains, 	 8 

� the Woodland (mainly Sub-Areas 3 and 7) which may through archaeological study reveal remains 
Cn 

of planting, rides, or structures linked to landscaping, agriculture, industry or World War provision. 

	

3.17 	Across the whole site, some survey and evaluation may be restricted by vegetation, debris or surfaces, but 

any which were restricted now could be achieved as part of on-site conservation works. The record will 

be considerably enhanced by more archaeological recording particularly when controlled interventions 

will open up areas currently inaccessible. More rigid techniques of scientific dating may also be possible. 

I 
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Architectural Significance 
	 SIGNIFICANCE 

The Medieval Castle 

	

3.18 	The Medieval Towers and Curtain Wall (lA-iC) have EXCEPTIONAL architectural significance. The castle is: 

� the only castle in the borough of Gateshead, 

� one of only four standing castles in Tyne & Wear (others being Newcastle, Tynemouth and Hylton), 

� one of only 25 known castle sites informer Co Durham, 

� one of only ten medieval castles still standing informer Co Durham. 

	

3.19 	See Table 23. The castle is among the best-preserved of its size in the county, and is remarkably unaltered 

given the extent of the subsequent development on the site. It is worthy of further comparative research 

with castles in the region to analyse architectural similarities and differences. Although evidence of its full 

extent does not survive above-ground it would seem Ravensworth was modest compared with the larger 

castles of Raby, Brancepeth, Lumley and Barnard Castle. As such it forms a valuable link between smaller 

fortified towers and halls of manorial lords, and the great castles of more prestigious, powerful families. 

	

3.20 	It developed over some 300 years between the early thirteenth and late fifteenth centuries, with evidence 

to suggest influence by social and political factors affecting castle design in this period. It has three main 

phases discussed from 2.216 to 2.130 above (see Figure 29), although this is not unambiguous and future 

study might reveal a more complex development history than anticipated or previously assumed: 

� Phase I/la: thirteenth century founding of a hall or house for the manor of Ravenshelm (Phase I), 

and expansion to include a solar tower (Phase la) in response to changes in medieval society, 

� Phase II: a fourteenth century decline of the castle’s military role and an increased importance on 

the residential and domestic functions of the building, 

� Phase II: the fifteenth century rise of the Elizabethan hall as comfort and visual displays of 

opulence finally replace the castle as a show of status. 

3.21 	The architecture therefore marks a transition in castle design from military to more domestic functions. 

As a result, the South Tower (1B) uses a remarkably sophisticated layout including more elaborate 

features such as garderobes, cantilevered ceiling vaults and fenestration. The mixture of architectural 

forms (Early English and Decorated) indicates something of the progression of styles around the country 

and the influence of ecclesiastic decorative styles on secular buildings. Although there is no direct 

evidence of the involvement of John Lewyn, the technical complexity of the South Tower’s stone ceilings 

in particular are reminiscent of his work elsewhere. Lewyn was the master mason to the County 

Palatinate of Durham in the second half of the fourteenth century and also had an extensive practice in 

the north his other works including Raby Castle, Bolton Castle, Roxburgh Castle and Lumley Castle. 
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LU 

Based on Salter’s gazetteer of castles [Salter 20021. / = surviving medieval fabric. fort’d = fortified. SM = scheduled monument. 
in 

3.22 	Both Towers have evocative, characterful chambers and important visible features. This is particularly 

true of the South Tower with its interesting intramural rooms and cantilevered slab ceilings (but its timber 

stair has only marginal significance). They are pivotal to the overall aesthetic of Sub-Area 1 and likely 

informed the concept and stylistic approach of the Nash House and Stable Block which later flanked them. 

Name Grid Ref Type Founded Med? Status 

Barnard Castle NZ 049165 castle 12th C / listed Grade I 

Bishop Auckland Castle 

Bishop Middleham Castle 

NZ 215301 

NZ328311 

castle 

castle 

12th C 

12th C 

/ listed Grade I 

 (destroyed) SM 

Bishopton Castle NZ 367209 castle 12th C  (destroyed) SM 

Brancepeth Castle NZ 222378 castle 12/13thC V  listed Grade I 

Darlington Castle NZ 274130 castle 14th C  (destroyed) 

Durham Castle NZ 275423 castle 11th C V listed Grade I 

Eden Castle NZ 428388 castle 12th C? (rebuilt 18th C) 

SM, listed Grade ll 

Gate Castle NZ 941379 castle ? (demolished) 

Horden Castle NZ 433424 castle 13th C (rebuilt 17th C) 

listed Grade 11* 

Hylton Castle NZ 358588 cstl gatehse 14th C V listed Grade I 

Lambton Castle NZ 299527 castle ? (demolished) 

Lumley Castle NZ 289511 castle 14th C V listed Grade I 

Middleton St George Castle NZ 345122 castle ?  (destroyed) SM 

Raby Castle NZ 129218 castle 12th C V listed Grade I 

Sadberge Castle NZ 341167 castle 12th C  (destroyed) 

Sockburn Castle 

Stanhope Castle 

NZ 350070 

NZ 996392 

fort’d manor 

castle 

15th C 

? 

(demolished) 

(rebuilt 18th C) 

listed Grade 11* 

Stockton Castle NZ 446186 castle 12th C? (destroyed) 

Streatlam Castle 

Thornley Castle 

NZ 083199 

NZ 360383 

castle 

castle 

14th C? 

12th C 

(demolished) 

(destroyed) 

Walworth Castle NZ 231189 fortified hail ? V listed Grade I 

Westgate Castle NZ 907382 castle ? (demolished) SM 

Witton Castle NZ 154305 castle 15th C V listed Grade 11* 

LU 
-J 

I- 

LU 

LU 
1 

LU 

-J 

L) 

0 
-J 
0 LU 

 

L) 

Table 23: Medieval Castles in (Former) Co Durham 

Their architectural significance is recognised in their listed status at Grade 11*. 
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The Nash House 	 SIGNIFICANCE 

3.23 	The standing remains of the Nash House including the Octagonal Tower (1E), Cellars (1H), Stable Block 	LU 

ca 

(1N-1P) and Towered Gateway (IT) have EXCEPTIONAL architectural significance. 

3.24 	Much of this significance comes from John Nash (1752-1835) as principal architect. Born in Lambeth to a 

Welsh millwright, Nash trained with architect Sir Robert Taylor and, by the late eighteenth century, he 

was focusing on country houses. His work brought him to the notice of the Prince Regent (later George 

IV) who commissioned several major projects including Buckingham Palace, Brighton Royal Pavilion, and 

Regent’s Park, Regent Street and Haymarket Theatre in London. Nash was an inspired architect and a 

visionary town planner responsible for redesigning large areas of central London which, although never 

fully realised, defined the architectural identity of parts of the city. He was renowned for skilled work in a 

number of different styles - from the Vernacular to Oriental, Classical to Gothic and was seen to herald 

the Cult of Styles, a debate which was to dominated British architecture over the following century. 

3.25 	Nash’s Ravensworth Castle was: 

� arguably one of the finest examples of a Picturesque Gothic country house in England, 

� the only example of such houses in the North East to have been built on such an elaborate scale, 

� more varied and complex in massing than anything else of comparable date in northern England 

or Scotland [Macaulay 1975, 2981, 

� clearly the most ambitious of his seven early nineteenth century Gothic castles (see Table 24). 

Table 24: Nash’s ’Castles’ 

Name - Started Status 

Childwall Hall, Lancashire 1806 demolished 1949 

Garnstone Hall, Herefordshire 1806 demolished 1958 

West Grinstead Park, Sussex 1806 ? 

Aqualate Hall, Staffordshire 1808 destroyed by fire 1910 

Caerhayes Castle, Cornwall 1808 listed Grade I 

Ravensworth, County Durham 1808 listed Grade 11*;  part SM 

Knepp Castle, Sussex 1809 listed Grade 11* 

SM = scheduled monument. 

3.26 	Writing while the House was still under construction, Surtees describes it as: 

"a splendid mansion which is now rising was begun on a plan furnished by Nash; the style of the 

buildings is a selection from the Castle architecture of various periods, not, however, too remote 

to be brought into contact; the various towers and facades produce pleasing combinations in 
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ME 
every point of view, and the outline against the sky is extremely good. The castle has three 	 SIGNIFICANCE 

fronts, North, South and West; the eastern side is closed in by offices, and by rising plantation, 

destine to exclude the view of Gateshead Fell; two of the old towers are incorporated in the 

offices" [Surtees 1820, 208] 

3.27 	Because it was completed over a 38 year period, its form and detailing illustrate the gradual transition 

from freer Picturesque Gothic to revivalist interiors with greater architectural integrity. The interiors 

showed a remarkable attention to detail and an integrity of function and form which would be at the 

heart of later Gothic Revivalism. Contemporary accounts saw ceilings ’which hung so low on a curve that 

they seemed to defy the laws of gravity’ [Macaulay 1975, 2971, whilst the great hall was said to be based 

on the hall at Christchurch College Oxford [GPL NJ 05/12/19381. The west end had a ’handsome staircase 

containing a sculpture of St Michael and the Dragon, at the east end a gigantic highly ornamented Gothic 

fireplace’ and ’an open gallery extends along the south side’ [Fordyce 1857,6411. 

3.28 	The interiors were believed to be part of the contribution to the piece made by Augustus Charles Pugin 

(1762-1832), Nash’s chief draughtsman in the early nineteenth century. This partnership is of 	 LU 
 

considerable architectural significance as it provides interesting interplay between the ’true’ Gothic 

advocated by Pugin and the Picturesque Gothic of Nash. Born in Paris to a Swiss father, A C Pugin left 

France during the Revolution and entered London’s Royal Academy School in 1792, gaining a position 

with the Nash soon afterwards. He published many works including illustrations for Specimens of Gothic 
tA Architecture, The Royal Pavilion at Brighton, and Examples of Gothic Architecture. He also produced a book 

called Gothic Furniture and assisted others with detailing for their Gothic designs. This interest in Gothic 

architecture was to inspire his son, Augustus Werlby North more Pugin (1812-1852), to become a leading 

figure in the later Gothic Revival and author of The True Principals of Pointed or Christian Architecture. 

3.29 	The third person known to have been directly involved in the house’s design is Sir Thomas Liddell himself, 

the client. This collaboration between patron and architect is of some significance as part of the tradition 

of ’gentleman architect’ started by Lord Burlington in the eighteenth century. 

330 	Although fragmentary, the most intact remains have EXCEPTIONAL significance in clearly indicating the 

House’s architectural design, quality and scale: 
LU 

 

� rarity enhances significance of the fragments of Octagonal Tower interiors (1E), notably the ground 

floor detail, and finishes of the dressing room turret (Plate 95), making this room very precious, 

� the Cellars (1H), the most intact element overall, reveal the character and ergonomics of the 

’downstairs’ spaces, helping understand of the division of space along class, gender and role lines, 
Ca 

� as an integral element of the Nash House, the Stable Block (1N-1P) has the clearest, most intact 

evidence of the early nineteenth century Gothic Revival style (of at least of the more functional 
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parts); it is a large, interesting and intact example of its type, describing the layout and scale of the SIGNIFICANCE 

stabling operation; today, along with the Medieval Towers, it is key to the site’s visual identity, 	j 
� 	the position of the Towered Gateway (11), the ’show’ entrance to the behind-the-scenes world of 

the Main Courtyard (1D) and Stables (IN-IS), is important to understanding the House’s layout and 	LU 

operation, and is good, decorative evidence of the architectural conceit carried across all elements. 

3.31 	The more ruinous elements of the Nash House have CONSIDERABLE architectural significance: 

� 	the Kitchen Tower (1G) and Nash House Footprint (1E, 1K) have the potential to illustrate much 	8 

about the place’s architecture through possible surviving footings, surfaces and other deposits, 

� 	architectural components in the Terrace (ii, 1L, 1M) are integral to its design and presentation, 

� 	the Well (1R) is a component of the layout and function of the Stable Block an possibly the whole 

Nash House, and describes the octagonal motif which pervaded the House’s architecture, 

3.32 	The architectural significance of these EXCEPTIONAL and CONSIDERABLE elements is recognised by their 

listing at Grade II* or II. Minor elements less integral to the design have SOME architectural significance: 	LO 
Ln LU  

� 	the stone piers to the Stable Block Gardens (15) reveal the quality of even the functional areas, 

� 	the Icehouse (1U) as one of the House’s intact operational facilities, with intact brickwork and a 

capacity which indicates the scale and logistics of the household catering operation, 

� 	the Ancillary Buildings (1 16 and Workshops (1140 may have some significance for similar reasons. 	LJ 

3.33 	There is also SOME architectural significance from the site’s association with the architect James Paine 

(1717-1789), although this is limited by lack of above-ground evidence or knowledge of anything below- 

ground. He was essentially a Palladian architect who, by the 1750s, had his own practice working on 

villas. These usually comprised a central building and two symmetrical wings, and his style relied strongly 

on proportion, little unnecessary ornament or decoration, and a strong horizontal emphasis. His most 

important house was Kedleston Hall, Derbyshire (to plans later altered by Robert Adam), and he designed 

the grand stables at Chatsworth House. Paine undertook a number of projects in the North East including 	ou 

Gibside, AxweII Park, Bywell and Hardwick Park, as well as remodelling work at Raby Castle. He published 

much of his work in Plans, Elevations & Sections of Noblemen & Gentlemen’s Houses (1767 and 1783). 
0 

The Wider Estate 

3.34 	The age and fine proportions and detailing of the Butter Cross (3F) give it EXCEPTIONAL architectural 
Ln 

significance; appropriate research into its style and detailing might allow more accurate dating. Several 

- 	elements in the wider Estate have CONSIDERABLE architectural significance: 

� 	the South Lodge and Arched Gateway (2B, 2C), listed Grade II, are distinctive and high quality 

outposts of the nineteenth century estate with intact details echoing those of the lost Nash House, 
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� Lady Park Lodge and its gate piers (5H), on the Local List, is another decorative lodge typical of the SIGNIFICANCE 

building type and with design features associated with the Estate (eg. octagonal gate piers), 	
LU 
�J 

� Trench Hall (6A), on the Local List is  fine example of an ornate nineteenth century farmhouse, 	
I- 
I- 

� the Walls and Entrance (4B) to the Walled Gardens are relatively intact, with historic brickwork and LU 

LU 

interesting and distinctive stonework detailing, 	 LU 

� the Head Gardener’s Cottage (4B), is a relatively intact part of the Nash House operation and an 

evocative building redolent of the imaginative, picturesque character of the Pleasure Grounds. 

	

3.35 	Elements in the wider Estate with SOME architectural significance include: 

� the Model village Houses (3G) are the start of a planned 1930s estate of quality, bespoke houses in 

an historic landscape (reportedly planned with 29 more incorporating the Medieval Towers and 

Clocktower as landscape features). Their ’cottage revival’ style is typical of the period, and their 

layout with the Butter Cross, trees and landscaping is an interesting example of such high quality 

garden estates often built on the outskirts of towns in this period. This type of estate and house 

would expand rapidly in the post-War housing boom, and these are notably fine, early examples. 

� Smaller architectural remnants in Greenhouse Walks, the Pleasure Grounds, Arboretum, South Park 

and North Park, such as a bridge, gate piers and remains of small buildings (eg. 2E, 3C, 40, SC, 6E), 

� Peripheral buildings of some merit but not known to be directly linked to the development history 

of the Castle Complex or part of its integrated design, including Ravensworth Park Farm (SF), Saw 

Mill Cottage (60), and twentieth century development at Lady Park (SG). 

	

3.36 	The architectural significance of all these component parts of the wider Estate is recognised by the full 

coverage of the Conservation Area and Local List designations, in addition to those designated separately. 

Landscape Significance 
Ln 

	

3.37 	Ravensworth generally has CONSIDERABLE landscape significance. A few elements have EXCEPTIONAL 	C 
L) 

landscape significance, mostly those integral to the nineteenth century landscape which survive intact in -J 

L) 

broad terms if not always in detail. These grades of significance are all at a local level - the landscape is 
	0 

not designated nationally, but is on the Local List as an historic park and garden. At Ravensworth there is: 

�I 

LU 
I- 

Lr, 
UJ 
CL 

Ln 

�J 

L) 

0 
I- 
’�I 

� clear evidence of a phased landscape design from a medieval park, through early eighteenth 	EQ 

century parkland and gardens, to early nineteenth century parkland and gardens (the last two 

phases with good documentary evidence), 

� a pivotal designed relationship from at least the early eighteenth century between the Castle 	
Ca 

Complex and the surrounding landscape on all sides, 

d1 
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� good survival of component parts from the lavish nineteenth century landscape (formal gardens, SIGNIFICANCE 

pleasure grounds, kitchen gardens, woodland, drives, boundaries, lodges and access) which, at the 

time, was typically higher class than its peers nearby, 

� a landscape which in broad terms survives relatively unchanged from the early nineteenth century, 

and with good opportunities for conservation. 

3.38 	Under successive generations of Liddells, Ravensworth’s landscape has received several phases of major 

improvements, reflecting different wealth and tastes of the time. Most of these overlaid or adapted what 

was there, but echoes of earlier schemes do survive in places. 

Medieval Park 

3.39 	From at least the mid fourteenth century, Ravensworth’s landscape was defined by a deer park. There is 

no certain evidence of this on site, and little in documentary form, and so this has only SOME landscape 

significance, mainly as the spatial basis for later designed incarnations of the landscape. However, one 

element may be surviving deer park evidence, and currently has CONSIDERABLE landscape significance: kD 

UJ 

� the unusually deep Ditch (SB) in the northwest corner of the South Park suggests it may have been 

included within the medieval park - this needs further investigation and if it were confirmed as 

part of a surviving deer leap to keep deer in the park, it would be of exceptional interest. Ln 

3.40 	The deer park would have supported the household as well as influenced how the Medieval Castle was 

perceived by enemies and visitors. As such, vistas and views, rides and hunting, nature versus order, 

would have all been important in the fourteenth century design. This indicates that, even from an early 

period, the Castle Complex was influencing the layout of the wider Estate. 

Eighteenth Century Landscape 

3.41 	As with the Palladian Villa, the eighteenth century landscape has only SOME significance because so little 

is known to survive on the ground, or is certain about its provenance. There is no physical evidence of the 

formal or kitchen gardens around the Castle Complex, and the present Terrace (ii) associated with the 

Nash House is unlikely to be earlier as the Palladian Villa was supposedly further east (see Figure 29). 

3.42 	However, there was a conscious decision for the aesthetics and culture of the period to influence the 

designed relationship between Castle Complex and landscape, contributing to the setting of the house. 	LD 

This period is also evidence of the active role taken by gentlemen estate owners in designing their 

landscape, with detailed debate on layout, aesthetics and fittings played out in family letters. 

ca 

3.43 	Nonetheless, it is not possible to determine the eighteenth century scheme’s place in landscape history. It 

is unclear whether Sir Henry adopted a conservative design rooted in the late seventeenth century or a 
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transitional English Landscape like those inspired by Capability Brown. Certainly Brown’s rolling parkland SIGNIFICANCE 

style is seen on Fryer’s 1785 map, and Adam Mickle and Thomas White, followers of Brown, were known 	.1 	- 

to have worked extensively in the region. But there is no reference to them working at Ravensworth, and 

it is equally possible that, after Sir Henry’s death in 1723, the park was laid out or revised by his heir. 

	

3.44 	Eighteenth century landscape features with EXCEPTIONAL landscape significance are: 
QV 
Un 
�J 

� the Former Carriage Drive (5A) on Fryer’s 1785 plan, which is still discernable despite over-planting 

and ploughing in parts. Rides were important for aesthetics and estate management. This one 	LU 

was key to how the landscape in this period was read, being built up along the edge of the wood 

to give elevated views across the park towards the Castle, an effect which can still be enjoyed 

today. It is enhanced by mature trees and a fringe of surviving ancient and ornamental woodland, 

� Significant Trees discussed from 3.53 below, some being eighteenth century plantings, some 

being significantly older, indicating a long history of woodland husbandry on the Estate. These are 

EXCEPTIONAL due to their age, rarity and fragility in the light of a commercial felling threat. 

	

3.45 	Eighteenth century landscape features with CONSIDERABLE landscape significance are: 

5 
� Greenhouse Walks’ Remnant Features (2E), including the ha-ha, stone arch, stream bed edges and 

kD 
Ln gravel bed, which are probably the remains of landscaping shown on Fryer’s 1785 plan, 

� the Pleasure Grounds’ Gateway, Piers and Ditch (3Q which probably relate to an earlier layout. 

Nineteenth Century Landscape 
Ln 

	

3.46 	The scheme linked to the Nash House has CONSIDERABLE landscape significance, was typically higher 

class than its peers, and survives to a great degree though altered and not well preserved. Some elements 

have higher or lower significance, and all gradings are on a local scale recognised by the Local List entry. 

	

3.47 	During the most extensive phase of the Estate’s remodelling (Phase VI), when the Nash House was being 

built, the Picturesque movement was at its height. This brought wandering paths and sweeping curves, 

grass instead of parterres, naturalistic clumps of trees instead of straight avenues, and rounded lakes 
Ln 

instead of rectangular ponds. Gardens became open and parks linked the house to the outside world 

rather than carefully keeping the two apart. Landscape advisors such as Rev William Gilpin (1724-1804) 

capitalised on rough, natural qualities like rushing streams, craggy rocks and unkempt thickets (eg. 

Lowther Castle, 1806). But this was not possible at Ravensworth, where the natural prospect was more 

gentle and had no rivers or rocks. So, to compensate, features were ’created’ including the Arboretum 

(34 Pleasure Grounds (3B) and Ponds (3D, 3E), whilst the strongest elements the site did have in situ, the 
Ca 

genuine medieval remains, were successfully incorporated as Picturesque follies in the landscape - just as 

others were building their own fake follies to add character to their parks. 
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3.48 	Nonetheless, Ravensworth did retain more simple qualities akin to the sort of landscape being designed 	SIGNIFICANCE 

for the landed gentry at the time, rather than wealthy coal merchants. Grounds at Lord Lambton’s 	j 

Lumley Castle grounds, considered a pinnacle of excellence, were redesigned with an approach across 

rolling parkland, and had wooded pleasure grounds, an arboretum, grand terrace and 500ft long 

glasshouses. Ravensworth would therefore establish itself in the upper echelons of its group of nearby 

peers, the cluster of similar coal owners’ estates around Gateshead’s hugely successful coalmines and 

wagonways (eg. the Claverings at AxweIl Hall, the Tempests at Stella Hall and George Bowes at Gibside). 

Ravensworth’s landscape therefore made a virtue out of its less dramatic natural features whilst 

capitalising on a much older landscape ’canvas’ and the Liddells’ rising wealth and status. 

3.49 	In this period, the influence of the Castle Complex over the design of the landscape become much 

stronger. The park, woodland, pleasure grounds and formal gardens were all devised as a conscious 

attempt to enhance the setting to the Nash House, which was deliberately positioned to be a prominent 

landscape feature. In particular, the house determined the design of views both to and from the building 

(Plate 96). Even further, the Estate as a whole became consciously designed into views from the other 

side of Team Valley when, in the 18605, William Wailes used distant views of Ravensworth as a ’borrowed’ 

landscape to enhance the prospect of his own gardens, now Saltwell Park (see aerial on page 4). 

3.50 	As with the eighteenth century landscape, no significance can be gained from association with a designer 

landscape, as it is not known who was involved. Nash successful partnership with landscape designer 

Humphry Repton had dissolved by the time Ravensworth was designed and there is no evidence of direct 

involvement by Repton in the gardens or parkland. It is known that Lord Ravensworth was directly 

involved in creating some of the landscape features including the House’s formal gardens (11-1M). 

3.51 	The landscape survives relatively unchanged from the early nineteenth century, even earlier with some 

components (from map evidence). The extent and shape of woodland (in Sub-Areas 2,3,5,6 and 7) is 

little altered despite much replanting. Many historic routes have fallen out of use and buildings have 

changed hands, but the Estate has escaped more dramatic development or change of use. New buildings 

(eg. at the Walled Garden) have had only minor impact on the landscape. So there is considerable 

potential for conservation of individual surviving elements, and for re-connecting and interpreting them. 

Most importantly, the Octagonal Tower is still visually important as a ’castle’ within its landscape. 

3.52 	Today, the Estate’s landscaping contributes to its unique sense of quiet and seclusion, despite its location 

on the edge of a dense urban and commercial area, and the Al. In particular, the scale of the park and the 

woodland in Sub-Areas 2,3 and 5 conceal much of the visual and noise intrusion, creating a strong sense 

of rural calm and tranquillity within an urban context. 
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3.53 
	

Nineteenth century elements with EXCEPTIONAL landscape significance include: 	 SIGNIFICANCE 

� the Terrace (1!), which protrudes west from tree cover into open parkland, raising the remains of 

the Nash House up above the South Park, preserving the Octagonal Tower’s (IF) pivotal designed 
LU 

relationship with park and woodland to the west, south and east, and evoking a striking 
LU 

Picturesque sense of place glimpsed in long views from the south, 

� the Carriage Drive (2A), which was the main point of arrival into the designed landscape with a 

strong ’set piece’ feel including designed views to the park and castle, some still intact, 

Lu  � Greenhouse Walks (2D) (in its reworked nineteenth century shape and extent) and Robin’s Wood 

(SE), which are key to the controlled views across the South Park from the Castle Complex, 

	

� the Arboretum and Pleasure Grounds (3A, 3B), which were laid out to enhance the Estate and the 	In 

landscape setting and enjoyment of the Nash House. Even though most specimen trees and some 

historic walks are lost, some of both features remain (eg. a magnificent cedar of Lebanon, black 

pines, hornbeam, 3H) along with the Fish Ponds (3D, 3E) and copious shrubbery, 

� the Walled Gardens (Sub-Area 4), an exemplar mid-nineteenth century feature and a documented 
LU  

regional showpiece. Their size and extent are comparable with Chillingham, Raby and Lambton 

castles. The glasshouses are gone and the Gardens (0) are no longer cultivated, but all other 

features survive virtually intact: Walls and Entrance (4B), Head Gardener’s Cottage (40,  Ha-Ha and 

Bridge (4D) and a pair of magnificent cedars of Lebanon (4F). The Out-Garden (4E) is now wooded 

and has CONSIDERABLE significance, but is an integral element which could be conserved. The 

Walled Gardens are an important indicator of the Nash house’s day to day demands as well as the 

specialist and unusual crops and ornamental plants grown in competition with other large estates, 

	

� the South Park in general (Sub-Area 5), where drained, graded agricultural fields have preserved 	-LV 

the crucial open aspect. The South Park’s shape is preserved by that of the woodland around it, 	S LU  

still controlling views to and from the Castle Complex and beyond towards Gateshead and 

Newcastle (Plate 96). Many trees planted to enliven the view are now lost, but some key clumps 

survive (5!) including a group of mature sycamore on the hill east of Hill Head Wood, 

	

� the Woodland (Sub-Area 7), which has an intact historic shape even if now a modern commercial 	- 
Ln 

monoculture. An 1787 description evoked a fine forest of oaks whilst an 1827 account praised 

woodland management. Scattered older trees are in danger of loss unless felling is well informed, - 
LU 

� other Significant Trees, which include 2G (eg. pollarded lime over 300 years old, Carriage Drive yew 

	

plantation, yew and lime plantation some 150-300 years old east of the Stable Block, yew walk to 	’’ 

Ln 

the Medieval Towers), and 3H (eg. ancient pollarded limes and mature specimen lime, oak, 

Wellingtonia, cedar of Lebanon and horse chestnut at the Model Village Houses’ gardens). Some 

of these will be much older than the nineteenth century (see from 3.44 above) and are 

EXCEPTIONAL due to their age, rarity and fragility in the light of commercial felling threat. 
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3.54 	Nineteenth century elements with CONSIDERABLE landscape significance include: SIGNIFICANCE 

� 	inside Sub-Area 1, where the operational landscape revolves around the Main Courtyard with 
LU 

landscape features (eg. Towered Gateway (11), Significant Trees (1X)) key to understanding layout LU  

and style. The striking incorporation of the Medieval Towers (1A-1 Q, particularly in relation to the 
LU 

Clocktower (1 P) 1  is a remarkable juxtaposition and typical of the Picturesque landscape style. 

Components of the Terrace (ii- 1M) are remnant evidence of landscaping in the formal gardens, 

� 	the South Lodge and Arched Gateway (2B, 2C) which mark the main nineteenth century access to 

the Estate and are dramatic eye-catchers from the Al, and Shanks Wood (2F) which encloses them, 

� 	the Butter Cross (3F) (medieval in origin and brought here in the 1930s) is a distinctive landscape 

marker in the context of the Model Village Houses (3G), 

� 	the line of the Wagonway in Robin’s Wood (SF), interesting because it is a functional, industrial 

remnant surviving amongst later designed landscape, 

� 	the generally eastern part of the North Park (Sub-Area 6) which is more significant to the wider 

visual envelope and designed views of the Estate from the south and east (see Figures 41-43). 
LU 

3.55 	Nineteenth century elements with SOME landscape significance include: Ln 

5 

� 	several Sub-Area 1 elements which have modest designed interplay with the landscape around kD 

them, including the Nash Kitchen Tower (1G) and the Stable Block Gatehouse (10), 

� 	Lady Park Lodge and its gate piers (SH), plus the North Park’s Stone Wall and Piers (6E), which are 

part of the Estate’s nineteenth century layout of boundaries and accesses, 

� 	the generally western part of the North Park (Sub-Area 6)� the whole of the North Park survives 

intact as the functional side of the Estate, accessed by discreet routes which do not interfere with 

views from the Castle, but the part generally west of the main route through it is less significant to LU 

the wider visual envelope of the Estate from the south and east (see Figures 41-43), 
Ln 

� 	notable historic features in the landscape but which are not crucial to its significance, including the 

Model Village Houses (3G), Trench Hall (6A), The Trench (0) and Sawmill Cottage (0). 

Historical Significance 

3.56 	Ravensworth has many interesting stories to tell through the fabric of the Castle Complex and the wider co  
Estate. Many more can be told by association, but some of these will have lower historical significance as 

they cannot be related firmly back to evidence on the ground. Some elements can illustrate more of their Ln 

history than others, such as the Stable Block (IN-IS) which has seen more active use in different guises 

than, say, the Octagonal Tower (IF). Overall, historical significance is EXCEPTIONAL due to key phases and Ca 

events in the region’s history and associations with the various individuals who influenced it. If the place 
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loses more original fabric or historic layout, so it loses the ability to authentically tell its story, and overall 
	

SIGNIFICANCE 

historical significance becomes diminished. 

EXCEPTIONAL Historical Significance 

3.57 - Several aspects of the place’s history give it EXCEPTIONAL historical significance. Its history is closely tied 

to the political, social and economic history of the region, with key periods and events influencing, and 

being influenced by, individuals and families who have held Ravensworth since the thirteenth century. 

	

3.58 	The most prominent of these families, the Liddells, held the Estate for some 350 years from 1607 until the 

1950s and had a significant impact on development in the area and beyond. The family generated two 

Newcastle mayors and several local Conservative MPs, and were one of the great industrialist families of 

the North, being part of the powerful Grand Allies coal cartel. The first Lord Ravensworth invested in 

production technology, engaging George Stephenson and Nicholas Wood to develop mine transport and 

locomotion methods. Stephenson’s first locomotive was named My Lord in honour of his patron. The 

Grand Allies accumulated great wealth, Lord Ravensworth using his to fund the Nash House and designed 

landscape. Its opulence and style were a statement of wealth and power wielded by such late eighteenth 

and early nineteenth century industrialists, redefining yet still echoing the imagery of the medieval castle. 

Some of the fabric relevant to this story has been seriously diminished, but the story is still fundamental to 

Ravensworth’s raison d’Œtre and surviving fabric is crucial to telling it: 

� the Castle Complex (Sub-Area 1) and in particular the key remains of the Nash House and Stable 

Block including 1E, IF, 1H, ii, ii and 1N-1Q, 

� the Pleasure Grounds, Arboretum, Walled Gardens and Carriage drive (Sub-Areas 2, 3 and 4), 

� surviving evidence of on-site industrial activity (see Table 13) which, although diminished, 

includes the scheduled Coal Mill Remains (60,  the Trench (0) and Robin’s Wood wagonway (5E). 

	

3.59 	As with the Liddells, earlier owners including the de Yelands, the Lumleys and the Gascoignes are 

important because of their influence and their links to other influential families in the region. This too is 

against the backdrop of local and national political and social history. Although still EXCEPTIONAL, this 

story is less complete and with less on the ground to depict it. Relevant fabric includes: 

� the Medieval Castle (1-10 which was possibly started at the North Tower by the de Yelands or 

the Lumleys in the early thirteenth century, 

� the Main Courtyard (1D) which is the supposed middle of the Medieval Castle (quadrangular or 

otherwise) and where the manor and castle’s early life would have been based, 

� the Ditch (SB) as possible evidence of a medieval deer park leap, although unconfirmed (see 3.39), 

� Remnant Ancient Woodland (7A) which illustrates roughly the early character of the Estate, 
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� study of the Crop Marks (50) may reveal evidence of early settlement of the place. 

CONSIDERABLE Historical Significance 

3.60 	During the place’s nineteenth century heyday, events such as country house parties became important 

parts of the scene for aspiring and established social elite. Up to the First World War, parties which often 

ran on for much of a week would be a showcase for the host’s wealth and influence, and an important 

SIGNIFICANCE 

arena for local and national political, economic and social networking and alliance forming. Ravensworth 

hosted several including two particularly lavish affairs, for the Duke of Wellington in 1827 and for Lord 

Ravensworth’s grandson’s ’coming of age’ in 1841. The events took considerable resources and a large 

supporting infrastructure. Only fabric relating to this service aspect survives (rather than the party venue 

itself), plus parts of the Estate which the Liddells would have used to entertain and impress their guests: 

� the Main Courtyard (10) and access to it (11), the Nash Kitchen Tower (1G), the Icehouse (10, the 

Cellars (1H), the servants wing remains at the Octagonal Tower (IF), the scale of the Stable Block 

(1N-1R), the scale of the Walled Gardens (Sub-Area 4), 

� the Pleasure Grounds and Arboretum (Sub-Area 3), and the various rides and walks through the 

landscape (eg. 2D, 2E, 70. 

	

3.61 	The decline of the Ravensworth Estate was typical of the gradual erosion of the landed classes after the 

First World War. Death duties, the loss of a generation of young men in the War, and changes in social 

attitudes brought an end to the opulence of the previous century, a pattern repeated across the country 

matched by a major economic shift. Many country houses declined and were demolished. The Liddells 

made various failed attempts to find alternative uses for the buildings and the Estate was eventually sold 

to the tenant farmer. This story is important as the foundation to today’s predicament at Ravensworth, 

with the economic viability of the surviving built remains still unresolved. Key fabric to illustrate this is: 

� the Nash House Footprint (1E), the ruins of the Nash House and Terrace (IF, 1G. 1H, 1I-1M), and the 

survival of the less valuable Stable Block (1N-1R) over the House itself, 

� the Model Village Houses (3G) and Butter Cross (3F), the latter better able to tell its twentieth 

century story than its medieval one due to a lack of clarity over its origin, 

� the Woodland (Sub-Area 7; parts of Sub-Areas 2,3,5,6) is good evidence of the commercialisation 

of what was either natural and ancient, or simply part of the designed landscape to be looked at. 

	

3.62 	Two key chapters in this period were the use of the Castle Complex as a girls’ boarding school in the 

1920s, and the use of the park for Northern Command Military Tattoos in 1934 and 1936. Information of 

the former is sparse, but the photographic prospectus does give some understanding of the nature of 

single sex public schools of the period, and how the Nash House was adapted to meet a new role. The 
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tattoos, the first such events on Tyneside, took place over several days and became renowned, with good SIGNIFICANCE 

attendance and extensive press coverage. Both episodes are still in the memory of local people. 	
LU 

� although the Nash House is gone, the school also utilised part of the Stable Block (1N-1P) as a gym, 

shown in the prospectus, creating another interesting episode in that building’s varied history, 
LU 

� the scene for the military tattoos, the South Park (Sub-Area 5) does survive but without the crucial 

backdrop of the Nash House itself (see Historic Images 56-59). 

	

3.63 	A third similar chapter was Priestman Coaches’ use of the Stable Block as the base for 18 horses, coaches 

and grooms in the 1920s and 305. Lewis Priestman, a director of Priestman Collieries which ran mines at 

Axwell and Blaydon, was also an amateur coaching enthusiast who ran a coach and team in Co Durham. 

As with the school, the Stable Block (1N-1P) could authentically illustrate this part of the place’s history. 

SOME Historical Significance 

	

3.64 	Several aspects of the place’s history either have no physical connection to the place, or are more fleeting 
ID 

or tenuous in their association. 

Ln 

	

3,65 	The John Bright archive at the Sheffield City Archive [SCA WWM-BR-1 71 shows an association between the om 
lcq 

eighteenth century development of Ravensworth and that of Newby Hall, illustrating the concerns and 
ID 
Ln 

issues of a country gentleman in planning his house and garden. 

� the Former Carriage Drive (SA) and Greenhouse Walks’ Remnant Features (2E) could be fragments 

of the eighteenth century story, though need more research, 

� study of the Crop Marks (SD) may reveal evidence of a garden layout the family had discussed. 

	

3.66 	Two literary figures have loose connection with Ravensworth. Sir Walter Scott, a key figure in the Lu  

Romantic movement, visited the place in 1827 and made diary entries creating a vivid picture of 

Ravensworth at its peak. Charles Dodgson, alias Lewis Carroll, was inspired by the daughters (including 

Alice Liddell) of his Oxford friend Henry George Liddell (cousin of the 2nd Lord and renowned linguist and 

scholar) to write his famous Alice adventures. Although not directly related to any particular element, the tj 

Picturesque Pleasure Grounds (Sub-Area 3) may help interpret the link both characters had to the place. 

	

3.67 	No physical evidence of the troops stationed on the Estate in the First and Second World Wars has been 

found, but the connection with the Durham Light Infantry (including their Christmas cards of the castle) 

and US 225th Anti-Aircraft Battalion is of interest, particularly when enlightened by documentary sources. 

	

3.68 	The Nash House’s library and art collections such as furniture, tapestries, sculpture and paintings 

(including a Rembrandt) were auctioned in the 1920s, shown in sales catalogues. The Rembrandt is now 

in the Het Catharijne Convent, Utrecht, and some of the books in Durham University’s Special Collection. 
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Ecological Significance 	
SIGNIFICANCE 

LU 

Genera! Ecology 

- 	 3.69 	Only Sub-Area 1 and adjoining parts of Sub-Areas 2 and 3 have been assessed under this heading. They 
Lul  

LU 

are of BOROUGH ecological significance (see Appendix A), containing important areas of mixed semi- 

natural, re-planted woodland, good size lowland ponds (a scarce local habitat), and in places a wide range 

of flora, adding to the overall diversity and the potential to support breeding great crested newt, a 

European protected species. The Castle Complex and associated structures provide roosting and nesting 	LOU 

opportunities for both bats and birds within an area of high quality habitat for these fauna. In particular, 

further survey may identify significant hibernation sites within the Nash House Cellars (1G). Due to its size 

and position on the edge of the conurbation, the wider Estate is a valuable wildlife refuge 

3.70 	Great crested newts were identified within one of the woodland ponds. Even though only a single male 

was recorded, it is likely the results are a significant underestimate of the population size, with great 

crested newts potentially being present in all the ponds and utilising the adjacent woodland habitat 

during the terrestrial stage of their yearly lifecycle. 

3.71 	No definite evidence of bat roosts was identified. Dusk and dawn surveys recorded relatively low levels of 

bat activity within the site with small numbers of pipistrelle foraging in and around the Castle Complex 	Ln 

and adjacent woodland. However, although no definite roost sites were identified at the time of survey, 

there is a significant risk that the Castle Complex are used at times during the year by small numbers of 

crevice roosting species, particularly given the excellent quality of the surrounding habitat for foraging 

bats. There are potential cool and hibernation roost sites, in particular the Nash House Cellars (1G). 
kD 

3.72 	An outlier badger sett was recorded and dense stands of rhododendron probably hide further setts. Roe Mu  

deer are present within the site with numerous tracks and a single adult female recorded during survey. 

Habitats for otter, water vole may be found with further species specific surveys. 

Ornithology 

3.73 	As a habitat for bird species, Sub-Area 1 and adjoining parts of Sub-Areas 2 and 3 are of PARISH 

ornithological significance, supporting populations of a wide range of bird species including a number of 

birds of national conservation concern. Although none of the species recorded breeding in the study area co 
are Schedule 1 species, three (song thrush, spotted flycatcher and bullfinch) are on the RSPB’s Red List of 

birds of high conservation concern and five (stock dove, dunnock, mistle thrush, goldcrest and lesser 

redpoll) are on the RSPB’s Amber List of birds of medium conservation concern. In addition a further 
Ca 

three Red List species (lesser spotted woodpecker, marsh tit and willow tit) and two Amber List species 

(green woodpecker and hawfinch) may breed within the area. Non-breeding birds of national 
Ln 
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conservation concern that were either recorded within the study area or likely to occur through the risk 	SIGNIFICANCE 

assessment are kestrel, woodcock, fieldfare and redwing, all of which are on the RSPB’s Amber List. 

Figure 46 illustrates ornithological significance with specific regard to breeding species, based on the 

survey work done for this Plan, grading the study area as HIGH, GOOD, MODERATE or LOW (see definitions 

in Appendix A). All grades are present in the study area and its semi-natural replanted mixed woodland 

holds a diverse range of both breeding and non-breeding woodland birds, with the habitats supporting 

populations of a similar quality to those at nearby sites such as Gibside and various sites in the Lower 

Derwent Valley. Breeding species include nuthatch and woodpeckers, including the possibility of lesser 

spotted woodpecker, a rare species which has recently bred at similar sites in the Lower Derwent Valley. 

Spotted flycatcher, and possibly marsh tit and willow tit also breed in the woodland, whilst hawfinch, a 

highly secretive species, may also occur, as it does at similar sites nearby. (The grounds at Ravensworth 

Castle were known to hold a small breeding population of hawfinch during the 1980s.) Warblers are also 

well represented within the woodland with breeding populations of garden warbler, blackcap and 

chiffchaff. Such a concentration of warblers, tits and finches, amongst others, attracts a number of 

raptors, such as sparrowhawk and kestrel, both of which may breed within the wider Estate. These areas 

of woodland will also prove attractive to wintering species, holding numbers of fieldfare, redwing and 

brambling and, to a lesser extent, woodcock. The standing remains in the Castle Complex are also of 

particular ornithological interest providing nesting opportunities for birds within an area of high quality 

habitat. Fifteen pairs of eight species were recorded nesting within the castle walls and structures: stock 

dove (2 pairs), robin (2), blackbird (2), song thrush (1), coal tit (1), blue tit (3), great tit (3) and jackdaw (1). 

In a wider context the whole Estate is part of a much larger area of COUNTY ornithological significance. 

Social/Community Significance 

Ravensworth currently has little more than SOME social/community significance. 

A Community Resource 

Significance as an economic or educational resource is only MARGINAL, primarily due to poor preservation 

of useable historic buildings, lack of interpretation, and lack of public access. None of the buildings in the 
C 

Castle Complex is in productive use (although the wider Estate is farmed and forested), but the potential LU 

>- 

for Ravensworth to provide a resource for the local and wider community is high, with several buildings 
L1 

and spaces having good potential for a degree of productive re-use. There is untapped potential for 

education on local history, conservation and ecology, and potential for leisure pursuits including relatively 
kD 

non-invasive activities such as walking, riding and cycling on the various carriage drives, walks and rides 
	

C 

(eg. 2A, 2D, 3A, 3B, 5A and 7B). 

3.74 

3.75 

3.76 

-J 

U-I 
F- 

Li 
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Li 
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3.77 	Of peripheral note is that parts, eg. Nash House Cellars (1H), have in recent years become the focus of 
	

SIGNIFICANCE 

interest in paranormal investigation. A number of ghosts are supposedly associated with Ravensworth, as 

recorded and detailed in Otheiworld North East: Ghosts & Hauntings Explored by Tony Liddell. 

Identity of the Local Community 

	

3.78 	The Estate’s secluded nature strongly defines the identity of the community inside it. There is a strong 

sense of place, a feeling of isolation, tranquillity and invisibility from the outside world which is nurtured 

and protected by those inside the Estate. This does not tend to spill out to adjoining communities which 

are not defined by Ravensworth, and it has only limited impact on local people. It is, however, this very 

characteristic of mystery and calm which is appealing to those that know of it, and which drives much of 

the interest from the general public. 

Cherished by the Community 

	

3.79 	There is growing evidence, however, of it being cherished by quite a disparate community. Audience 

response after the 2003 BBC TV Restoration programme was substantial, and large numbers of people 

came forward with memories or mementos of Ravensworth, with offers of help for the appeals campaign, 

and with donations to the Trust towards their efforts. Responses included several people who had lived 

on or near the estate in the early part of the twentieth century, visitors to the grounds for the military 

tattoo, people connected to the girls’ school, those with possible connections with the Liddell family, and 

local history enthusiasts (see Context Info 18). General interest in the place has continued with good 

attendance at lectures in recent years held by the Council or the Trust for Local History Month and/or 

Heritage Open Days. 

	

3.80 	There are no groups linked to Ravensworth - no civic, amenity or friends groups - although one or two 

local history societies have shown an interest (eg. Sunniside Local History Society). Residents at Lady Park 

have an informal grouping, and many residents inside the Estate (see Context Info 14) are close-knit. 

	

3.81 	Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this measure of significance is that, in effect, tens of thousands of 

people every week do actually experience Ravensworth, even if they may not be consciously aware of it. 

Its vast green presence on the west bank of Team Valley means that, by default, Ravensworth forms the 

ever-present backdrop to everyday use the Al and the Team Valley industrial and retail parks, perhaps 

defining arrival into Gateshead from the south just as much as the Angel of the North, though in a much 

more subconscious way. This means that several major elements are key to the place’s social/community 

significance, even if they may not be expressly cherished (see Figures 41-43): 

� the Woodland (Sub-Area 7), 

� the South Park including Robin’s Wood (Sub-Area 5), 
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� the generally eastern part of the North Park (Sub-Area 6), 	 SIGllHC\NCl 

� wooded areas of the Carriage Drive, Pleasure Grounds and Arboretum (Sub-Areas 2 and 3), 

� when the leaves are not on the trees and if you know where to look, the top of Octagonal Tower 

(iF) is just visible above the trees when seen from the Al by the Angel of the North. 

Those that choose to use Coach Road from Lady Park to Lobley Hill will get close to the east fringe of the 

Estate, their curiosity in it perhaps increasing as a result, whilst Banesley Lane provides a long glimpse of 

the Octagonal Tower across the South Park. Also, Coxclose Wood on the A692 to the north, Lady Park 

Lodge and Ravensworth Park Farm are all ’close-at-hand background’ from the outside But the closest 

that most will get to having their interest in the place awoken will be a close-to but glancing view of the 

Arched Gateway (2C) and South Lodge (2B), through the trees from the Al at a notorious curved stretch 

by Team Valley where the traffic often slows. This intriguing glimpse, whilst unlikely to directly lead to 

the whole place being cherished, is probably key to many local people’s curiosity in the place. 

3.83 
	

Overall, Ravensworth Castle and Estate currently only have SOME social/community significance because 

of a general low awareness of the place, a lack of access and minimal use as a resource for the community. 

Several elements do, however, combine to create a broad external identity which is experienced - even if 

not expressly cherished - by tens of thousands of Al and Team Valley users each week. The place also has 

significant untapped potential as an educational and recreational resource, plus a degree of economic 

potential. The response after the Restoration TV programme has served to highlight Ravensworth’s 

general appeal and a healthy public interest in subsequent local lectures. Much of this is linked to the 

place’s historical significance, discussed 3.56 above. 

3.82 

Significance by Period 

3.84 
	

The above analysis of significance by theme is augmented here by a brief discussion by period. Table 3 

sets out the four chronological periods in the place’s development history, and an analysis of significance 	
ItSl l  

within each could help in understanding the key episodes in the place’s history. This is linked to the 

analysis of historical significance from 3.56 above. Table 25 summarises significance by period. 

Table 25: Summary of Significance by Chronological Period 

Period Historic Period 

1st 	up to early seventeenth century  

2nd 	early seventeenth century to early nineteenth century 

3rd 	early nineteenth century to early twentieth century 

4th 	early twentieth century to present 

See Table 3. 

Approx Dates Significance 

1080-1607 CONSIDERABLE 

1607-1808 CONSIDERABLE 

1808-1920 EXCEPTIONAL 

. 1920 -present r,-,r,irrrn ,, r1 r 

LI 
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Period 1: Up to the EarlySeventeenth Century (c. 1080-1607) 	 SIGNIFICANCE 

3.85 	The first period is the foundation of the castle and estate. Although the Medieval Towers are key remains 

from this time, it is a very long period and currently there is insufficient evidence for a clear development 

history compared to later periods, giving it CONSIDERABLE significance overall. Further research and Uj 

LU 

investigation, particularly below-ground, may increase understanding and significance for this period. 
’I, 

3.86 	The possible evidence of Iron Age or Roman settlement in the South Park (0) is of SOME significance 

without further understanding. The thirteenth century emparkment has protected the area from 
0 . 
0. 

development, increasing the potential for good preservation of such archaeological deposits. 

3.87 	The significance of the twelfth, thirteenth and fourteenth centuries varies as documentary evidence 

becomes clearer about the existence and nature of the place: 

� 	the early twelfth century is of SOME significance due to the mention of ’Ravensworth’ (taken to be 

Old Ravensworth village) in the admittedly unreliable apocryphal legend of Eardulf rising from the 

dead at Ravensworth to predict a murder, LU 

� 	other primary mentions of ’Ravensworth’ in the twelfth century are also of SOME significance, 

� 	the early thirteenth century is of CONSIDERABLE significance due to the first mention of 

’Ravenshelm’, taken to be the site of the later manor and castle, in a palatinate land grant, Ln 

� 	the c.1318 deed attributing the manor to Richard Fitz-Marmaduke is EXCEPTIONAL as it confirms a Lj 

hall at Ravenshelm, possibly dating foundation of the building group to the thirteenth century, 

� 	later documents indicating the existence of a manor court are of CONSIDERABLE significance, 

� 	1356 grants to Sir Robert de Umfraville are CONSIDERABLE as the first to mention the deer park, Lj 

� 	the late fourteenth century and restoration of the manor to the Lumleys is the most likely phase 

for expansion of the castle, and is of EXCEPTIONAL significance, 

� 	1405 has EXCEPTIONAL significance as it was the year of a quitclaim containing the first direct 

reference to a castle at Ravensworth. 

3.88 	The influence of the Gascoignes’ 100 year ownership is unknown but the buildings were likely expanded, uo  

and so is of SOME significance. The decision by William Gascoigne to sell the manor and castle to his 

wealthy merchant brother-in-law, Thomas Liddell, in 1607 is an EXCEPTIONAL event in history of the site. 

cc 

Period 2: EarlySeventeenth to Early Nineteenth Centuries (C. 1607-1808) 
Ij 

3.89 	Very little evidence for this period survives above-ground and it is not yet known what below-ground 

evidence there may be, but it is still of CONSIDERABLE significance. There are, though, surviving elements 

in the landscape (eg. Former Carriage Drive (SA), Greenhouse Walks (2D), possibly the Crop Marks (SD)). co  < 
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This period, although formative of the place, is now more significant for surviving documentary evidence SIGNIFICANCE 

- including the earliest pictorial representations of the place - than for what physically survives. 

The seventeenth century brought growing political and economic power to the Liddells, and is of SOME Im 
LU 

significance. The purchase of Ravensworth in 1607 by a merchant, Thomas Liddell, reflects something of 
LU 

a gradual shift in Jacobean society as the economic power of the merchant classes vied for political 

control with the established landed aristocracy. It may have been in part due to the importance to the 

national economy of the emerging coal trade that the Liddells managed to retain control of their estate 

after the English Civil War and the turbulent second half of the century. 

Several important episodes in the eighteenth century have EXCEPTIONAL significance. Early seventeenth 

century family correspondence contains details about Ravensworth plus the first surviving plans - indeed, 9. 

the only detailed surviving evidence of the pre-Palladian castle. Letters between Sir Henry and his family 

give great insight into the concerns, aims and aspirations of an early eighteenth gentleman. The plans for 

house and grounds are valuable data on the development of the place, particularly when compared with 

the styles in vogue elsewhere during this period. The construction of the Palladian Villa in the 1720s is of LU 
CL 

EXCEPTIONAL significance in the Castle Complex’s development history, whilst the involvement of James 

Paine some decades later associates it and the family with an important architect of the time, especially 

when considered as part of Paine’s corpus of work in the region. The Buck print and Bailey engraving In 

capture these pivotal developments at the Castle complex elegantly, and Fryer’s map competently. 

This documentary evidence and significance by association is sparse but crucial first information on the 

Castle Complex, park, gardens, wider estate and the growing power and wealth of its residents. 

Period 3: Early Nineteenth Century to Early Twentieth Century (C. 1808-1914) 

This period has EXCEPTIONAL significance with arguably the greatest impact on the form and nature of 

the place as it stands today. It marks the zenith of the Liddells’ fortune, with their shrewd manipulation of 

the spoils of the Industrial Revolution, bringing great wealth and power to one of the region’s leading 

mine-owning families. This was manifest in the Nash House, the new more extensive designed landscape, 

and the power-base these became for lavish parties and political manoeuvres. This was felt nationally. 

The imposition of this on the Estate brought huge change (including almost-wholesale demolition of 
LD 
LU 

what had gone before) yet it also brought with it exceptional artistry, beauty and quality redolent of the 

era. 

The Nash House and the landscape were great, powerful statements of the success and importance of the 

Liddells at this point in their family history. Several surviving aspects are potent statements of the time: 
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3.95 

3.96 

3.97 

I \(I \\I 	I\ I( Wtl  

� the size and complexity of the Stable Block (IN-IS) and the number and extent of rides through 	SIGNIFICANCE 

the landscape (eg. 7Q, indicating the scale of the house’s operation and its social activities, 

� the Octagonal Tower (IF) and the Cellars (1H), as the key surviving fragments of the House, more-  ca  

than-hint at its now-lost grandeur and quality, 	 LU 

� the Terrace (11-IM), the Pleasure Grounds, Arboretum and Walled Gardens (Sub-Areas 3,4), and 	d 

the wider landscape, its boundaries, drives and lodges (Sub-Areas 2, 5, 6 and 7) all are (or contain) 

typical features describing the scale, grandeur and importance of the landscape at the time. 
0 
-. 
0 EU  

As one of the period’s most influential architects moving in the highest circles, the remains of Nash’s work 

add to this period’s exceptional interest, whilst the designed landscape has a flowing character clearly 

inspired by the likes of Capability Brown. Maps and written accounts from the time are testimony to this. 

Period 4: Early Twentieth Century to Present (1914-2007) 

This period was ’bitter-sweet’ for Ravensworth and has CONSIDERABLE significance. It was perhaps the 

most destructive of all the periods in that, although like most others it involved demolishing a version of 

the castle (allegedly down to self-destructive mining), it did not actually replace it with anything, leaving 

the remains largely to their own devices - physical decline for some, stagnation for others. It also saw the 

Estate’s ancient woodland felled, and the Liddells leave the place for good - literally the end of an era. 

But at the same time, this period brought some of the more interesting and still-memorable parts of the 

Estate’s history - girls’ school, tattoos, modest First and Second World War works, Model Village Houses 

(3G) - and the whole story of the anxiety felt by so many of its peers in the middle decades of the century 

over just what should happen to such a large, expensive - and, to many, irrelevant - place. Such anxiety 

has been converted into local and some wider interest for the place from the l95Ostothe present day. 

Most fundamentally, of course, this was the period when heritage, ecological and landscape significance 

were recognised with a series of designations from 1967, giving this period a national scale. It is also now 

seeing the start of conservation which, in the long run, might well make the next period exceptional. 

0 
0 

LU 

ca  
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INORTH of LNG LAND ClUST 

Summary Statement of Significance 
	 SIGN II ICI\ NCE 

3.98 
	

The Castle Complex has 	 as a resource to understand the 

development of the late medieval castle, and the site’s two lost county houses: 

� there is good potential for below-ground deposits which has never been tested, 

� the standing remains are arguably one of the best preserved medieval fortifications in former Co 

Durham, illustrating a transition in castle design from truly defensive to merely defendable, 

� the South Tower (1B) is possibly an important example of late fourteenth century castle design, 

more intricate and generous than the earlier, simpler North Tower (1B), 

� of the nineteenth century fabric, the Octagonal Tower and Remains (IF) and Cellars (1H) could 

reveal much about detailing and quality in different parts of the Nash House. 

3.99 
	

Other standing and below-ground elements have considerable or some potential. In the wider Estate, 

land adjoining the Castle Complex has good archaeological potential, as do other features including the 

scheduled Coal Mill Remains (6C), the possibly medieval Ditch (SC), and the enigmatic Crop Marks (5D). 

3.100 The Medieval Castle has 
	

as: 

. the only castle in Gateshead, one of only four standing castles in Tyne & Wear, and, informer Co 

Durham, one of only 25 castles and one of only ten standing medieval castles. 

3.101 	It is remarkably unaltered given later site development, and its three likely main phases of design suggest 

increased attention paid to comfort over defence, worthy of more research. It as a valuable link between 

smaller fortified towers and greater, more prestigious castles such as Lumley. The South Tower (18) is 

particularly sophisticated, its stone ceilings reminiscent of work by renowned master mason John Lewyn. 

3.102 The medieval architecture informed the concept and style of the nineteenth century house which flanked 

it, the remains of which (Octagonal Tower (IF), Cellars (1H), Stable Block (1N-IP), Towered Gateway (IT)) 

also have The link with architect John Nash (1752-1835) is key: 

. Ravensworth was clearly the most ambitious of his seven early Gothic castles, and arguably one of 

the finest examples of a Picturesque Gothic country house in England. 

3.103 	Its interiors, linked to A C Pugin (1762-1832), illustrated a transition from Picturesque Gothic to more pure 

Gothic Revival. One tiny House interior with decoration and finishes survives. The link to Nash illustrates 

Lord Ravensworth’s high position in society, and the client’s influence over detailed design is of interest. 

Other Nash elements have considerable or some architectural significance. In the wider Estate, the Butter 

Cross (3F), lodges and gateways (2B, 2C, 5H), Trench Hall (6A), and elements at the Walled Gardens (48, 4C) 
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3.104 

3.105 

3.106 

3.107 

3.108 

4 

all have considerable ARCHITECTURAL significance. The interesting 1930s Model village Houses (3G) have SIG’flFICANCE 

some significance as they incorporate features from the demolished Nash House. Association of the earlier 

Castle Complex with James Paine (1717-1789) also has some significance but no work is known to survive. : 

Overall, Ravensworth has considerable LANDSCAPE skgfflce, mainly at a local level. It shows: 	101 
r 

� clear staged growth from medieval park to early eighteenth and then early nineteenth century 

parks and gardens, plus a enduring pivotal relationship between Castle Complex and landscape. 

The mid fourteenth century deer park has some significance (higher if the Ditch (SB) is found to be a 
Cl- 

remnant) by defining the broad extent of later work. The eighteenth century work has some significance 

for its good documentary sources; its surviving elements have exceptional or considerable significance 

locally as only a few survive: Former Carriage Drive (5A) and Greenhouse Walks’ Remnant Features (2E). 

Overall, the nineteenth century landscape has c 	tderalte LANDSCAPE signfl1caiice locally, but many 

individual elements have exceptional significance: Terrace (ii), Carriage Drive (2A), Greenhouse Walks 

(2D), Arboretum and Pleasure Grounds (3A, 3B), Walled Gardens (Sub-Area 4), South Park (Sub-Area 5) and I 

Woodland (Sub-Area 7). It survives to a great degree but is altered in detail (eg. the woods’ shapes are 

intact but species have changed) and is not well preserved. The designer is unknown. It is Picturesque in 

style, the Estate’s more modest natural canvas compensated for by features such as the Arboretum (3A), I 

Pleasure Grounds (3B) and Ponds (3D, 3E), and by reusing genuine medieval remains as landscape follies. 

� 	the result had simple qualities more akin to landscapes of the landed gentry than wealthy coal 

merchants, elevating its perceived status amongst nearby peers, 

� 	the influence of the Castle Complex over landscape design was strengthened by devising key 

features (gardens, grounds, park, wood) to enhance its setting and prominence in the landscape. 

There is good potential for conservation including reinforcing the Octagonal Tower’s (lfl  presence in the : 
landscape. Today, the Estate’s landscaping contributes to its unique sense of quiet and seclusion. 8 

Overall, the place has 	 - 	Ravensworth can tell many interesting stores 

with its surviving fabric and elements; others can be told by association. Most are closely tied to the 

political, social and economic history of the region since the thirteenth century. 

� 	the story of the Liddells, one of the great industrialist families of the North, is key to Ravensworth 

from 1607 to the 1950s, at their height using vast wealth from coal to make grand, sweeping f L A V9 

statements of status and power on the Estate 	Detailed fabric survives relating to this history, 

� 	detailed medieval fabric can also depict the life of the Estate’s earlier owners, notably the de 

Yelands and the Lumleys who may have instigated and developed the Medieval Castle. 
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3.109 	The nature of the Nash House remains means there is considerable HISTORICAL potential to understand SIGNIFICANCE 

service or ’downstairs’ roles during the Estate’s nineteenth century heyday, eg. running the renowned 

house parties. Surviving elements also have considerable potential to illustrate the search for economic 

viability from the 1920s, such as the various uses for the Stable Block (I N- 15) and the memorable South 

Park military tattoos. Some historical significance comes from documents linked to the place, its known 

but long-lost art and collections, and a loose link to two literary figures, Sir Walter Scott and Lewis Carroll. 

3110 	The land surveyed (Sub Area 1 and adjoining parts of 2 and 3) has ILD 

� 	there are important areas of mixed semi-natural re-planted woodland, plus good size lowland 

ponds (a scarce local habitat), and a wide range of flora, 

� 	due to its size and position on the conurbation’s edge the wider Estate is a valuable wildlife refuge. 4 
3.111 	Significant species recorded include great crested newt, brown long-eared and pipistrelle bats (although 

more survey is needed) and many bird species important at a parish level. These including a number of 

national conservation concern eg. song thrush, spotted flycatcher, bullfinch, lesser spotted woodpecker, 

marsh tit and willow tit, all on the RSPB’s Red List. Many parts of the survey area have high ornithological 

value similar to nearby sites, in the context of which the wider Estate has county ornithological 

significance. The presence of badger, roe deer, otter, water vole and red squirrel is known or suspected. 

3.112 	Currently, Ravensworth has 

� 	as a community economic or educational resource, it has only I 	 due to the j 

poor preservation of useable historic buildings, lack of interpretation, and lack of public access, 

� 	the Estate’s secluded nature strongly defines the identity of the community inside it, which 

nurtures the Estate’s isolated, tranquil, invisible sense of place. 

3.113 	There is small but growing evidence of the place being cherished, most notably following the 2003 BBC zi 

TV Restoration appearance when a diverse audience came forward with memories and offers of help. 

There are no amenity or friends groups but there is evidence of a healthy public interest and curiosity. 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect is that Ravensworth is experienced by tens of thousands of people 

every week, simply as the vast green backdrop to the Al and the Team Valley industrial and retail parks. 
rA 

� 	Ravensworth perhaps defines arrival at Gateshead just as much as the Angel of the North, though in ?. 

a much more subconscious way. 

3.114 	Key to this broad external identity are South Park, the eastern part of the North Park, and the woodland., 

Glimpses of the Octagonal Tower (if)  from Banesley Lane and just) from the Al, and of the South Lodge � 
(2B, 2C) and Lady Park Lodge (5H), are also probably key to many local people’s perception of the place. 1 
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NORTh I Of ENGLAND CIVIC TRUST 

� the optimum use for the place compatible with the above and its significance, 

� the marketability of the place or whether a specialist purchaser will have to besought, 

� the amount of land to be included to make the place viable. 

RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

4.175 The use of statutory powers remains an option for Ravensworth but it would, of course, be much more 

desirable for that point to never be reached and for negotiated progress to be made. Compulsory 

purchase is always difficult and lengthy, would be unpalatable to all involved, and could prolong inaction 

to the most needy parts of the heritage. This makes it all the more important to pursue a negotiated 

solution in the short term. 

4.176 As with the risks of insufficient action via encouragement, there will be a fundamental risk to significance 

if statutory powers - essentially the last resort for such historic buildings - are not used in a determined 

and timely way by the Council or the Secretary of State when they become the only option. 

Viable End Users Or Stewards 

4.177 Identifying viable end users (as opposed to uses) for empty historic buildings is not always easy but it is 

essential if empty, decaying historic buildings are to be protected into the future - one of the greatest risk 

to historic buildings is lack of or under-use. In situations such as Ravensworth’s, the search for an 

appropriate user is often by ’word of mouth’ rather than through the market. For example, the Trust 

became involved only after a visit to the place by the Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle upon Tyne, 

whilst GNF approached the Trust after learning about its timber skills-based restoration project in North 

Yorkshire (see 2.56 above). There are, however, specialist agents and other organisations which find users 

for unusual historic buildings. Both SAVE Britain’s Heritage and the SPAB, for example, operate respected 

services for marrying developers or occupiers with needy historic buildings. The waning of GNF as an 

agency means that its own occupation of the place is unlikely (see from 4.137 above) and the only other 

known enquires from a potential end user in recent years has been from a prospective golf course 

developer, likely an unsuitable use in planning and heritage terms (see 4.77 above). 

4.178 The significance of the non-useable elements in Sub-Area 1 would be best protected by them being under 

the same control as the rest of the sub-area, ie. either the user of the Stable Block or the owner of the site. 

The benefits of this are discussed from 4.144 above, but this would require that party to have access to 

sufficient funds for management and maintenance into the future. It is possible to envisage the non-

habitable parts being cared for by another party but the two biggest national stewards of historic remains 

- English Heritage and the National Trust - have already expressed no desire to take on the place as part 

of their portfolios. Neither organisation takes on new properties-in-care lightly and the National Trust’s 

focus at nearby Gibside would undoubtedly permanently preclude any interest in Ravensworth. The 

other obvious possible steward would be the Council, but this would most likely depend on public access 
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Wof  

to the elements being cared for, and a link to any income produced from the Stable Block to help fund 	RISKSAND 
ISSUES 

their upkeep. 
0 

4.179 There is a significant risk that a conservation project in Sub-Area 1 could not proceed without an end user 

or users for the Stable Block acceptable in planning, access, financial and other terms. And not having an 

appropriate steward in place for the other elements would generate greater risk to them in the future. 

The issue of end users and stewards is closely related to ownership and would have to form a similarly 

key, early part of discussions about the place’s future (see from 4.144 above). 

Capita! Funding 

4.180 This will be one of the most intractable parts of any conservation project, the sum for the rescue and re-

use of the Stable Block and repairs to the medieval Towers and Octagonal Tower being £3.5 million in 

2002. This will have increased now not least due to the increasing rate of deterioration at the place, but if 

a more comprehensive future were sought for Sub-Area 1 and parts of neighbouring sub-areas also at 	IL 
LU 

risk, then the sum could be considerably higher. Broadly, capital funds could come from private, public or 

voluntary sources and each will have it benefits and drawbacks. Another possible source - essentially a 

Ca private one - is enabling development. 	 LU 

Ln 

Charitable or Voluntary Sector 
u-i 

4.181 The Architectural Heritage Fund, a charitable trust, might be a source of capital funds but only if the fund- 

seeking developer were a building preservation trust or other charitable historic property developer. In 

addition, it only offers loans for capital works, not grants, so there would have to be an expectation of a 

sale at the outset which would generate enough receipts to repay the loan. Such ’revolving fund’ 

developments work best for properties which, when restored, would have an obvious ready market, and 

be popular in it; this is less likely here, and even undesirable if it would lead to perpetually fragmented 

ownership of the key part of the Estate (see from 4.144 above). There would also have to be sufficient LU 

financial faith in the project from the outset for such a loan to be made in the first place. (AHF operational 

grants have already been used by the Trust for its work on Ravensworth.) 	 Ca 

4.182 There are many charitable trusts which make donations to worthy capital projects of all kinds, some 
0 

without recognition or qualification, but it is most likely donations would only come to a project with a 

strong charitable or public-benefit profile. In the right circumstances, this would be worthy of more 

research with the help of a professional fund-raiser. 	 Ca 

LU 

4.183 Other chances of achieving anything substantial from charitable sources would be slim unless the project Lou 

had a major ’hook’ which caught the goodwill and imagination of the general public. Although a higher 

profile in recent years has generated some donations towards the cause, these have been very modest. A 
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public fund-raising campaign could help (see 4.140 above) but even with interesting opportunities to 

reward or recognise potential donors (in the manner of other projects with a high public-subscription 

profile, such as Sage Gateshead), they would likely only make small inroads into the total budget. 

Private Sector 

4.184 Private funding is more likely, although this too will require a return on an investment. The most likely 

private investor are the owners of the place, Ouston Farms Ltd. Although priorities for their investment 

have until more recently been towards farming, a change in direction away from farming could well make 

investment in Sub-Area 1 or elsewhere more appealing. Encouragement from the Council as planning 

authority is based on the owners making the required investment to rescue the place. However, as with 

any other private money, this is only likely to come with some kind a commercial use at the heart of the 

scheme. Such a scheme would tally with the uses for the Stable Block (IN-IS) which are most appropriate 

in planning and significance terms - offices and workshops (see from 4.57 above) - and it is indeed 

possible that the right private investor in the right market with the right advice could use its own funds 

for a successful scheme. There are also other private sector routes which do not need a formal 

commercial return. Corporate social responsibility could entice some businesses to become involved in 

Ravensworth’s future perhaps through direct investment, help in-kind, or other means. A philanthropic 

benefactor, although rare, could also materialise if pursued with the right connections. Searching for 

private investors of all types would therefore be an important avenue to pursue early on. 

Public Sector 

4.185 The public purse, however, will inevitably play at least some part in the conservation project at 

Ravensworth. Even with a radical change in investment priorities by Ouston Farms Ltd, and the 

involvement of other private investors, they would be right to seek grant aid from those most likely to 

offer it. The most likely sources in terms of the heritage are English Heritage, Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) 

and possibly the Council. Funds may also be available for biodiversity conservation, whilst other public 

sources will most likely depend on the use to which the restored buildings or land would be put, perhaps 

including Tyne & Wear Partnership and/or One NorthEast, or other specific government sources perhaps 

through Great North Forest or DEFRA. Other major sources including European funds would also need to 

be investigated. 

4.186 Public funding always brings with it conditions relating to public benefit, mostly controlled through 

requirements for public access, economic outputs (such as job creation or enterprise), public or chartable 

ownership, or benefits to disadvantaged groups. This would impact on the delivery vehicle for the 

project, the type of end use and end user, the financial profile of the project, and the way income from it 

was to be re-invested. Many of the non-heritage sources will have an urban focus which Ravensworth 
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might be difficult to comply with. It is also true that public funders very rarely support a project to 100% RISKS SAND  
ISSUE 

of cost, requiring the creation and management of a cocktail of funding sources, adding to the complexity 2 1 

of the project. 

4.187 Of more concern is the changing nature of public funding. If a conservation project at Ravensworth had 

been possible, say, 5 or 6 years ago, it would have been much more likely that the HLF would have been 
LU 

the major contributor. Today, with falling budgets, increasing clams to its funds, and now the pressure 
LU put on all National Lottery good causes by the 2012 Olympics, it is far less likely that major sums of over a 
CL 

million could be sought from the HLF, especially without very high profile public benefit in return. 

Without Single Regeneration Budget funds, now also gone from the borough, there is a chance that the 

moment has passed for a large single phase rescue and re-use project without considerable juggling of 	LU 

many sources. 

4.188 If this resulted in a much smaller-scale conservation project which dealt with only the elements at 

LU greatest risk, then this would pose a threat to the other elements if they were not consolidated and 

managed in the meantime until further funds could be found. 

ca 
Enabling Development 	 Ln 

4.189 Enabling development is a tool by which extra funding might be brought to a project such as that needed 

at Ravensworth. English Heritage has published detailed policy statement and guidance on the topic in 

Enabling Development & The Conservation of Heritage Assets [June 1999; NB. a draft revision to the 

guidance was published in July 2007, but the intent of the policy remains the same]. Enabling 
Ln 

development is: 

"a planning tool by which a community may be able to secure the future of a heritage asset... 

provided it is satisfied that the balance of public advantage lies in doing so." [Enabling 
LU 

Development & The Conservation of Heritage Assets, English Heritage, 1999, para 1.9] 

4.190 The decision to allow enabling development is therefore the consequence of balancing the benefits (ie. 

capital and/or revenue income) and disadvantages (ie. impact on heritage significance) which the 
LU 

development would bring to the asset. This process is carried out by a group of stakeholders with the 

general public interest in mind, and there must be a consensus that the public benefit of conserving the 

heritage asset with the extra funds the development would bring outweighs the public harm is also 

brings. 

4.191 One of the defining attributes of enabling development is that it would not normally get consent as it is 

contrary to planning policy. This is often by virtue of its harm to the heritage asset concerned but might 
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instead be unacceptable in another way. The other defining attribute is that it is not development for 

commercial gain; its only purpose is to secure the works the heritage asset needs to be rescued and re-

used. Consequently, there has to be strong, direct and accountable financial links between the capital 

receipts and/or revenue income from the enabling development and the works to the heritage asset. 

Enabling development is therefore always the minimum necessary to deliver the required results, and no 

more. Anything more ceases to be enabling, and so would lose any justification for approval. 

4.192 The English Heritage policy document states that there should be a general presumption against enabling 

development which does not meet all of the following criteria: 

� enabling development should not materially detract from the archaeological, architectural, 

historic or landscape interest of the asset, or materially harm its setting, 

� it should avoid detrimental fragmentation of management of the heritage asset, 

� it should secure the longterm future of the heritage asset and its continued use for a sympathetic 

purpose, 

� the problem arises from the inherent needs of the heritage asset rather than the circumstances of 

the owner of the purchase price, 

� financial assistance is not available from any other source, 

� it is the minimum necessary to secure the long-term future of the heritage asset and that its form 

minimises disadvantages, 

� the value or benefit of the survival or enhancement of the heritage asset outweighs the long-term 

cost to the community of providing the enabling development. 

4.193 Unless the enabling development proposals met all of these criteria, the policy presumes against it and it 

would not be likely to receive planning permission. If it did meet all seven and got consent, then the 

following would also need to be secured when consent were given: 

� a full planning application is submitted together with necessary listed building or other consent 

applications, 

� the achievement of the heritage objective is enforceable linked to the enabling development, for 

example through the use of a planning obligation, 

� the heritage asset is restored as early as possible in the course of the new development and 

certainly before the latter is completed, 

� local authority monitoring is close and, if necessary, enforcement action is prompt. 

4.194 There is also guidance in the English Heritage document on how to assess an enabling development 

planning application, concentrating on the level of information needed to determine it, and the process 
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of judging the figures to ensure the development will meet the heritage objective and no more. RISKSAND 

development is a last resort to be considered after exhaustive analysis of costs and other funding sources. 
ISSUE 

The risks posed to the Castle Complex and Estate by enabling development are ostensibly high due to the 

level of protection across the Estate and the sensitivity of many parts of it (eg. the SNCI and the scheduled ou 

area). Siting it within the Estate would therefore be a significant challenge to meeting the first of the 

seven criteria but one which might need to be actively addressed to ensure every possible funding source 

is considered. 

4.195 Overall, it is most likely that a mixture of public and private sources would fund the conservation project 

needed at Ravensworth. This mixture is likely to need to be from several different sources to make it 

work, and this in itself would pose a threat to the project if it were not well managed. 

Delivery Vehicle 

4.196 Any conservation project at Ravensworth will be involved and lengthy. Its scope could range from 

relatively modest repair and consolidation works with vegetation management, through to a major 

phased conservation and development project including new work and landscape restoration. Any 

project would require experience in raising and defraying funding, development planning, complex 

project management and experience of handling detailed building and/or landscape conservation 

projects. Alongside this would be the legal, consultation and operational aspects. Because of the 

complexity, it is very unlikely that any one existing party could deliver a conservation project at 

Ravensworth in solution, although one party would have to take the lead. Possible lead delivery vehicles 

are as follows (other possible lead vehicles such as the Durham Wildlife Trust have not been assessed, and 

English Heritage and the National Trust have already been discounted - see 4.178 above): 

� the owners 

� North of England Civic Trust 

� other building preservation trusts 

� the Council 

4.197 Ouston Farms Ltd lack the necessary building conservation expertise and it would be a significant risk to 

the place if this were attempted without the right skills and experience to lead it. If this were procured 

together with the right guidance and advice there is no reason why the owners could not achieve a 

conservation project. With the owners’ recently clarified position on the future of the Castle Complex, as 

discussed from 4.113 above, there is renewed belief they can put in place the committed approach and 

ambition necessary to deliver a conservation project. 
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4.198 Alternatively, the Trust would have the right skills to hand, and would retain an important objectivity 	RISKS 
ISSUES 

 AND 

about the place and the project as it has no financial link and is guided by its constitution to operate 

solely in the best interests of the heritage. However, it would bring no funds to the table, needing to seek 

100% from external sources. This would add risk to the project from the outset from delay whilst funds 

were secured. During negotiations at the time of the GNF scheme in 2002, the principle of the Trust 

seeking to acquire a freehold interest in the Castle Complex from the owners, and rights of access to it and 

other parts of the Estate, was based on it only being able to do so with the benefit of public money. To do 
LU 

this would require it to justify all costs, including agreeing the purchase price in a way that could be seen 

to be a fair and reasonable by the Trust as custodians of that public money, and would stand up to the 

scrutiny of public audit. It would need access to the land to lead the project, and a legal ownership 

interest in order to access some funds. If this could be met, the Trust could also lead the project. 

4.199 Other building preservation trusts could also, in theory, achieve the same. The only local one is Tyne & 

Wear BPT (see 2.55 above) whilst there will be two or three operating nationally which have taken on WK 
LU 

such projects. None would have the same goodwill from the other players, nor the benefit of the Trust’s 	CL 

LU 

knowledge of the place, but part of the reasoning behind this Plan is that it could stand alone from the 	En 
co 

Trust as a ’public’ document, available to whoever led the conservation project at Ravensworth. 	LU 

4.200 The Council has a good track record of leading multi-million pound conservation projects (eg. Saitwell 

Park restoration, Bridges Townscape Heritage Initiative) but it is very unlikely there would be political will 

to lead a project at Ravensworth. If it did wrest ownership of the place through a CPO, it would likely only LU 

do so as part of a back-to-back deal with a BPT. 

4.201 Great North Forest (GNF) were to become a lead partner in the project it had developed with the Trust 

between 1999 and 2002, a project based on GNF using the restored Stable Block as its headquarters 
IL coupled with educational, controlled public access and forestry training. But as the nature of their 
LU 

funding and standing has changed, so their ability to help anchor a capital restoration of the Castle 

Complex has greatly diminished, their involvement shifting from key lead partner only to supporter. 

4.202 It is of course possible that another suitable developer would come out of the woodwork by putting the 

place and the opportunity it offers on the open market. This method, coupled with the need to source an 

end user (see 4.177 above), could generate an as yet unforeseen interest in the place, one with the funds 

and ability to rescue it. The sort of inventive, philanthropically-minded, ambitious investor often featured 
Ca 

on the Channel 4 TV programme Grand Designs might do well at Ravensworth, but it is debatable whether 
LU 

the significance of the place and its context would offer the free reign necessary for such a radical 	LU 

approach, and whether such developers would be interested in an opportunity possibly not residential in 

nature due to the planning constraints (see from 4.53 above). 
’I, 
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4.203 	In summary, the most likely to deliver a conservation project are the owners, their ability to do so RISKSAND 

dependant in part on securing detailed expertise and guidance. The ability of the Trust or any other 
ISSUES 

developer to do it would depend on external funding (capital and revenue) and agreeing an appropriate 

ownership interest in and access to the site. There are risks associated with any single party tackling the 

project entirely by themselves, so collaboration with other partners including the Council, the Forestry 

Commission and relevant biodiversity interests will be important to successful project delivery. Fn 

On-Going Management, Repair& Maintenance 

4.204 This process is embedded in ownership, and significance would be best protected by long term 

management, maintenance and repair being carried out by the owner of the place during and after the 
LU 

conservation project. However, the importance of continued care and attention would have to be 

sufficiently instilled in the owner to ensure risk did not return, ensuring a clear understanding that 

maintenance and management was as much about protecting heritage significance as it was about 5 
IL protecting a financial asset. A healthy collaborative relationship with heritage professionals together 
LU 

with regular advice, guidance and monitoring from the Council and English Heritage would help reduce 
LU 

El risk if the long term manager was one which did not have conservation as a primary corporate objective. 

Summary 

4.205 	Not recognising that Ravensworth is crying out for an active conservation project is one of the biggest 

threats to its significance. A project based on rescuing buildings at risk would be most productive, linked 

where possible to landscape restoration. Encouragement should continue to make this happen, but if 

risks to significance remain high, then statutory powers remain an option even if undesirable, including 

seeing through CPO if absolutely necessary. There will also be risks if a project proceeds without a 

suitable end user for the Stable Block or long term stewards for other elements. Capital funding will be 

IL one of the most intractable parts of any project as Sub-Area 1 costs rise with the rate of deterioration, and 

because no obvious single source of major support exists. The HLF and English Heritage will be 

important, but pressure make public funds more difficult to secure now than a few years ago. Private 

investment may be key (including possible benefactors), and chartable donation might make modest 

inroads. A traditional loan-based ’revolving fund’ BPT project would work only if the rescued building was LU 

sold on the open market, going against the principle of unified ownership, whilst limited enabling 

development as a funding source, sited within or outside the Estate, may be possible subject to satisfying 

English Heritage policy and guidance. If only a small scale project was therefore possible, elements left 

out would continue to suffer if not managed in the meantime. Any project would need good LU 

management and historic property development skills. The owners are the most likely delivery vehicle, LU 

but only with additional expertise and guidance, whilst delivery by the Trust would be entirely as a 

chartable cause and only with adequate external capital and revenue funding, and ownership interest. 
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Summary of Risks & Issues   RISKS 
ISSUES AND 

4.206 	Many of these issues are illustrated in tow Summary Diagrams on pages xv and xvii above. 

Physical Condition & Insufficient Action 

4.207 	The two main risks are physical condition and the need for a major project to conserve at least the Castle 

Complex. Condition has demonstrably worsened over the last 20 years, mostly due to lack of use and 

insufficient preventative care; the rate has recently increased. The site has been on national and local 
LU 

Buildings At Risk registers at the highest priority for years. A 2005 condition report declared: 

"some of the [Stable Block] wall structures will soon be past a point of no return, necessitating LU 

large areas of rebuilding and reconstruction and a vastly increased cost. This will inevitably lead 

to a loss of historic or original fabric. In the not so distant future a conservative approach to 

repairs in many areas will not be possible and rebuilding will be the only possible option." 

[Ravensworth Castle, Brief Notes on Re-inspection of Stableblock and Towers, Purcell Miller 

LU Tritton, 09.05 p3] 

LU 

4.208 Vegetation has been cleared on several occasions but re-growth is vigorous and continued clearance 	Ln 

causes harm to fabric. The designed landscape have suffered encroaching vegetation, felling and re-

planting, ploughing, and field boundary removal. This is reducing the ability of the place to authentically LU 

demonstrate its history and to retain the significance it has from fabric and layout. Immediate, concerted, LU  

comprehensive and long-term action must now be taken on all significant historic elements to eliminate 

the pressing risk of irretrievable loss, irreversible harm to significance, and increasing repair costs. 

I 	 IL 

Gaps In Understanding 

4.209 Further research and on-site investigation in all sub-areas will be needed to inform conservation, based LU  

on a site-specific research framework. Understanding is a dynamic process and there is much still to be 

learned about this complex, layered, time-deep place. 

� the main gap for the Castle Complex is the lack of on-site investigation of below-ground deposits. 

� the main gap for the wider Estate is a detailed survey of routes, planting, land form and deposits. 

4.210 An ancient woodland survey to guide commercial felling by the Forestry commission is also urgent. Other 

gaps include detailed survey of the Nash House Footprint (1E), the north face of the North Tower (1A), the 

Crop Marks (SD), extensive and more detailed species and habitat surveys, and an oral history project. 

I- 

I, 
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Planning Context and Development Opportunities 

4.211 The planning context supports the place’s significance (eg. PPGs 15 and 16) but, together with the low 

amount of re-usable space in the Castle Complex, it does narrow the future direction of development and 

use. Office and workshop uses will be the most likely in planning terms due mainly to Green Belt policy, 

but residential might be acceptable if a search for light industry, commerce, recreation or tourist uses 

demonstrably fails; this positively drives the search for intrinsically less invasive uses. One of the swiftest 

routes to the rescue and re-use of the Castle Complex is one which complies with site-specific local Policy 

ENV16, plus those on Green Belt and re-use of rural buildings (ENV37 and ENV42). Possibilities include: 

RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

0 

0 

0 

0 
I- 

� Medieval Towers (1A-IQ - economic re-use, extension or alteration would be virtually impossible, 
un 

� Octagonal Tower (IF) - could bean opportunity for extension by an exceptionally skilled architect, 

to the rear or over the Nash House Footprint (though this is complicated by the Cellars beneath), 

� Nash House Footprint (1E) - could take stand-alone new-build with the same caveat, perhaps via 

provisions in PPS 7 allowing new ’genuinely outstanding’ country houses of’exceptional quality’ 
LU 

which revived the intended relationship between the Castle Complex and designed landscape, 
LU 

� Cellars (1H) -the most intact rooms on the site, but also some of the most challenging to re-use, 
DZI 
LU � Stable Block (1N-1S) -the building most easily re-used, adapted and extended (modestly to the 	Ln 

north or south) with provisos about its inward-looking and functional qualities. 

4.212 The cumulative impact of such work would be key. Modest parking away from the Castles is a possibility. 
Ln LU  

tj With careful planning the notable risk of conflict between biodiversity protection and building and 

landscape restoration should be resolvable. The planning history poses little threat; a few golf courses 

schemes were put forward in the 1980s. Sub-Areas 2-7 are most at risk from visual and habitat effects of 

major commercial felling, but, coupled with tree regeneration, should enhance the place in the long term. 
LU 

Ownership, Access, Expectations & Delivery 

4.213 The issue of ownership poses a dilemma. Significance would be best protected by keeping it unified, 	ZE 

equalising heritage protection over time and minimising divergence of parts of the whole. But, a short 	ca 

term change in ownership of the Castle Complex maybe one means of making conservation happen - by 
LU 

agreement or undesirable CPO. However, with renewed vigour set out in their 2004 StrategicAppraisal, 

the existing owners could equally meet the challenge. Management is currently out of tune with historic 

environment needs, and a comprehensive new strategy is needed for Sub-Area 1 plus Sub-Areas 2,3 & 7. 

4.214 There is divergence between the expectations of the owners and ’internal’ stakeholders, and those of the 
LU 

Council and other ’external’ ones. Principally, expectations differ around the type and scope of use for the 

Castle Complex and its impact on the privacy and seclusion of the Estate: 

Ln 
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� in effect, there is a conflict between planning policy and residential amenity, 

� vehicular access to the Castle Complex (irrespective of use or developer) would be essential and all 

possible options might conflict with existing private access arrangements, 

� concerns over possible public access could prove the most awkward to resolve to the satisfaction 

of all. Public access is an ambition of the Council, a hope for others, and a requirement for many 

funders, but most inside the Estate cherish the seclusion which has characterised it for decades. 

Access could also conflict with habitats. The solution is likely to involve strictly controlling public 

access by times and place, coupled with good off-site access, eg. through leaflets and the internet, 

4.215 This divergence has slowed discussions between the main parties and discouraged decisive action to 

rescue the most at-risk elements. A project to rescue buildings at risk is now essential in the short term, 

linked if possible to landscape restoration. Encouragement should continue to make this happen (and 

even if undesirable, statutory powers remain an option including CPO as a last resort). The project must: 

RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

� find acceptable end user(s) for the Stable Block and stewards for other elements, 

� secure capital funding, likely from a mix of public, charitable and private sources; enabling 

development as a last resort (within or outside the Estate) should also be considered, 

� be delivered with proven project management and historic property development skills, detailed 

specialist advice and appropriate contractors. 

4.216 The owners are the most likely to deliver the project, but with more expertise and guidance. Delivery by 

the Trust would be entirely a charitable cause. Ultimately, the need for immediate, comprehensive and 

long-term action is clear to eliminate irretrievable loss, irreversible harm, and increasing repair costs. 

Less Immediate Risk 

4.217 In recent decades, alterations in Sub-Area 1 have had far less impact than neglect and, although they are 

extensive, they mostly add to significance or are irreversible. Alterations to the designed landscape are 

also extensive, not least through post-Second World War felling of ancient woodland and replanting with 

commercial confers. But many of the landscape alterations are more reversible in the long term, with a 

carefully chosen restoration date and bearing in mind guidance on replication and reconstruction. 

4.218 The Estate’s setting and wide visual envelope could suffer from development in, or on the other side of 

the Team Valley. Development on the hill top to the west could intrude into the historically clear horizon. 

The future of the Al, running hard up against the east side of the Estate, could pose a catastrophic risk to 

fabric, character and setting if off-line re-routing through the Estate is proposed, as it has been in the past, 

irretrievably destroying historic integrity sustained for centuries. Just widening it on-line could also 

destroy landscape elements and compromise the Castle Complex’s rescue. 
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Chp 5 

Conservation & Management Policies 

Introduction 

	

5.1 	This chapter sets out policies to be agreed and followed to remove or reduce risk to Ravensworth Castle 

and Estate, and to preserve and enhance its significance in the future. They should be adoptable and 

implementable by all stakeholders. Each policy is followed by an explanatory paragraph. 

Resolution, Vision & Agreement 

	

5.2 	The first three policies set the scene for the remainder of this chapter. 

A RESOLUTION 

The owners, the Council, English Heritage and other stakeholders will work together to take 

positive conservation-led action in the short term to rescue, sustainably re-use and manage the 

Castle Complex, based on a sound understanding of its significance in the context of the Estate. 

POLICIES 

co 
<1 

LU 

U- 

-J 

0 

0 

	

5.3 	A firm resolution to act in the interests of the most at risk parts is needed in the short term. This would be ; 

best approached by the three key stakeholders working together with others to a common goal. 

B VISION 

Through early sensitive rescue and re-use, active conservation and informed management, 

Ravensworth Castle will realise its potential as a cherished, cared-for heritage asset in a wider 

historic environment, whilst ensuring a sustainable balance between heritage protection and 

economic activity. Interpretation and limited, controlled public access will form part of its future. 
LI 
LI 

	

5.4 	This vision sees the future of the place turned from neglected liability to cherished asset. It is based firmly 

on conservation and management action used to realise sustainable economic potential, and puts in LU 

place an undertaking towards interpretation and a measure of limited, controlled public access. 

tD 

C AGREEMENT . 

This plan should be developed where necessary and agreed with all relevant stakeholders who 

should then actively use it to help guide the future of the site. 

	

5.5 	Agreeing the Plan and giving it status encourages it to become an action point rather than a background 

document. This policy should apply to all key stakeholders, but others within the conservation area 

should also be encouraged to recognise the Plan and help implement Policies A and B. 
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Conservation 

5.6 	The following principles should be applied to the future conservation of Ravensworth Castle and Estate. 

D STRATEGYAND PRIORITIES 

The vision in Policy B should be achieved by two stages: (a) carrying out a conservation-led project 

to rescue and sustainably re-use the Castle Complex, and (b) restore where possible the Estate’s 

designed landscape. The two stages would be best achieved together but if this were not possible 

then (a) is a higher priority and should be achieved in the short term. Both stages should include 

implementation of an agreed long-term management plan. The project in (a) should adopt the 

following process, led by the owners, the Council and English Heritage in collaboration: 

i. regularly inspect the historic assets in the Castle Complex to identify those at risk or vulnerable; 

ii. prepare a strategy to remove them from risk and to ensure they remain safe from risk, based on 

negotiations between the owners and the Council; 

identify a viable end user or users or, for those with no beneficial use, a long term steward; 

iv. secure capital funding for the necessary works by rigorously searching possible sources from 

the charitable, private and public sectors, including considering enabling development only as 

a funding source of last resort in line with English Heritage policy and guidance; 

V . identify the most appropriate delivery vehicle for their rescue, taking into account the skills 

involved in achieving a successful conservation project, and identifying and building 

partnerships with bodies such as building preservation trusts where necessary; 

vi. gain the approvals (most likely to include scheduled monument consent, listed building 

consent and planning permission) necessary to implement the scheme and put in place a 

scheme for monitoring works for the life of the project, until completion; 

vii. continue to manage, repair and maintain the place in accordance with Policies Sand T. 

In formulating the project, the extent and scope of conservation action should be guided by the 

significance of individual elements, their rate of deterioration, economies of scale in tackling 

elements together, and the availability of funds to achieve the best outcome in conservation terms. 

Current priorities are: Sub-Areas 1 and 3 (based on significance and condition), and 7 (based on 

risk from clear-felling); and within Sub-Area 1: elements IA- iD (based on significance) and iN-iS 

(based on rate of deterioration). Should the above sequence fail at any point due to a break down 

in collaboration between the parties, and should this not be resolved after an appropriate period of 

time, the Council and/or the Secretary of State should consider using statutory powers to help bring 

about the rescue and re-use of relevant parts of the Castle Complex in the short term. 
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5.7 	Policy D recognises the urgency with which action needs to be taken at Ravensworth due to the 
--------------------------------------------------------, 

	and  1.1 I 

SIflhllLdIIL UI uie pidce, uie rate or oeierioration or parts or tne .astie .ompiex, ana tne iegacy tnat 

insufficient appropriate action has left. It recognises the need for collaborative working but also of having 

POLICIES 

statutory powers as a back up should this fail. It sets out current priorities (that for Sub-Area 7 should be 

tackled in conjunction with Policy L), together with several points to do with project delivery. 	 LL CH 
U- 

E CONSERVATION PHILOSOPHY 

The following conservation philosophy should be adhered to when considering any change to 

original fabric, spaces orlayoutatRavensworth Castle and Estate: 

I. minimum intervention - remove or change as little as possible of what is there, introduce only 

those new things which are necessary; 

ii. reversible change - where ver possible, anything done should be capable of subsequently being 

undone without lasting damage; 

priority should be given to repairing what is there rather than replacing it with new fabric, and 
	C 

0 

there should be a presumption against removing material from the site; 

iv. repair should use like-for-like techniques and materials; materials should be salvaged and re- 

used where possible; new traditional materials should be used rather than materials salvaged 

from other sites, unless their non-destructive provenance can be assured; 
	 I- 

V. priority should be given to maintaining and enhancing the integrity of the historic fabric over 

other regulations and requirements; 

vi. new work should be un-intrusive, and should be of simple, high quality, contemporary or 
	 I 

complimentary design; facsimile work should only be used where there is indisputable evidence 

of an appropriate and accurate earlier design; 

vii.new work should not be aged� new and old should be clearly distinguishable, 

viii.earlier inappropriate work should be reversed providing doing so will not cause further 

irreversible harm to the site’s significance; 
C 

ix. detailed design development should precede implementation of all on-site works; 
	 C 

X  attention should be paid to matters of detail to help preserve fabric and character including, for 
	UJ 

U- 

example, specific choice of materials, detailed location of services, methods of fixing, etc. 	 U- - 

X1. adequate historical research, investigative opening-up, recording and sampling should be 

carried out before and during work to inform the best design and technical solutions; 

xii. fabric or spaces to be altered or removed should be adequately recorded according to relevant 

guidelines, and the record lodged with an appropriate public archive; 

xiiL all work should be informed by up-to-date best pra ctice and exemplars from comparators; 

xiv. any compromises proposed to the above principles should flow from an options analysis, 

should be fullyjustified and should be agreed by all stakeholders. 
7 
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5.8 	Policy E is a comprehensive policy which protects the place’s significance from risks associated with a non- POLICIES 

conservation-led approach. It sets out the philosophy to be followed when considering changes and can 

broadly be applied to decisions over management as well as conservation. The policy contains 

recognised conservation principles and is the baseline for works to historic fabric and spaces, but it should 

be sufficiently flexible to achieve the necessary balance between protecting the place’s significance and 

allowing it to develop a range of viable, accessible uses. 
	 I 

I 
F INTACTNESS AND COMPOSITION 

Ravensworth Castle and Estate should be considered as a whole, ensuring their component sub-

areas, elements, fabric, and the relationships between them and their setting, are protected and 

enhanced. There should be a presumption in favour of retaining and conserving in situ all historic 

buildings, structures, designed landscape, archaeological deposits and other features at the site. 

There should be a presumption against demolition, including partial demolition or removal. 

	

5.9 	Policy F is designed to counter the potential harm which could result from differing approaches or 

standards at different parts of the site, such as changes in appearance or character. These risks are 

substantially reduced by single the ownership the place largely enjoys, but as this is not complete and 

may change (see below), an holistic approach will be crucial to prevent acting against the interests of any 

one part. The policy also sets a general presumption against demolition or removal, wholesale or partial, 

of buildings or smaller elements. 

G BUILDING AND SITEARCHAEOLOGY 

The Castle Complex and Estate should be regarded as an archaeological resource, analysis of which 

could reveal more about the place’s past. A decision to allow any works that might disturb, 

damage or destroy archaeological remains at the place should be based on an informed analysis of 

their impact. Supporting information in the form of desk-based analysis, structural recording, 

geophysical survey or trial trenching may be required before an informed decision can be made. 

This will include works to the place’s buildings and the land around them including the wider 

Estate. The requirements for such work and any subsequent publication should be agreed with the 

Council and the CountyArchaeolo gist. Ifpotentially damaging works are permitted, some form of 

mitigation would be required which might include a watching brief, photographk survey or 

detailed excavation. 

	

5.10 	Policy G amplifies the need to prepare for and record works to the place, and is guided by the lack of 

detailed knowledge of below-ground deposits. It is grounded in statutory requirements and guidance in 

PPG 16. A watching brief would be desirable in all parts of the Estate when considering, for example, the 

survival of landscape features, rides, drives or boundaries. 
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5.11 

H RECONSTRUCTION AND REINSTATEMENT 

Reconstruction and reinstatement would only be appropriate where there is sufficient evidence of 

an appropriate earlier design of a lost or incomplete feature to enable accurate reproduction. 

Reconstruction and reinstatement should only be considered where there is a clear case that 

stability, safety, understanding or interpretation would be significantly enhanced. Reconstruction 

and reinstatement work should be identifiable and recorded, and should follow appropriate 

guidance including that of English Heritage. 

Policy H is formulated on the basis that replication and reconstruction are controversial practices at 

historic sites as they tend to go against the principles of authenticity and minimum intervention in Policy 

E. However, there will be cases where reinstating lost fabric or even wholesale reconstruction will be 

appropriate or even desirable, usually to ensure stability (eg. a lost supporting wall) or to aid 

interpretation (eg. an element crucial to understanding the place). In every case, specialist advice from 

the County Archaeologist and/or English Heritage will be vital to ensure the best solution. 

POLICIES 

I 
I 

I METHODSAND SKILLS 

Appropriate professional or craft skills and experience should be used in all work including 

inspection, maintenance and repairs. Any proposals for new development in Sub-Area 1 are likely 

to require an architect of exceptional skill and experience. All contractors and consultants should 

have relevant historic environment or ecology qualifications and experience. An appropriate skills 

and training plan should be prepared, adopted and implemented as part of the process in Policy D. 

5.12 
	

Policy I counters inexperienced or amateur work which can cause irreversible damage to historic fabric, no 

matter how well-intentioned. Relevant skills include archaeologists, historic building architects, structural 

surveyors, quantity surveyors, project managers, building contractors, ecologists, and fabric specialists. 

Volunteers can be trained in some appropriate skills and this could provide an opportunity in association 

with Policy V. Reversing previous harmful repairs and other works will be important to the future of the 

place, where this can be achieved within the restrictions of Policies E and H. 

J CHARACTER AND APPEARANCE 

The Castle Complex should retain its character as a collection of historic buildings from different 

periods in a formal relationship with its landscape. The distinct character of each period should be 

protected and enhanced so that each group of elements has its own character within the whole. 

None should become over-modernised or sanitised in appearance. Similarly, the distinct character 

of designed landscape elements should be protected and enhanced, their current agricultural or 

commercial character restored to one of parkland, native woodland or designed pleasure grounds. 
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5.13 
	

Policy J understands that, although detailed and regular management and maintenance will be important POLICIES 

to protecting the place’s significance into the future, this should not lead to an overly cleansed or 

manicured appearance to the place, at odds with its character as a collection of fragmentary, partially 

ruined buildings in a layered landscape. The character and appearance of the Castle Complex is likely to 

change dramatically during the completion of the project set out in Policy D, from an overgrown, ruinous 

collection of remains to a used, presented and managed historic site � the key will be to ensure the site 
	

U- 

does not lose its significance as a fragmentary survival. The character of the wider landscape should move 

away from that of commercial agriculture and woodland which it acquired during the twentieth century, 

back to parkland setting, native woodland, and restored designed pleasure grounds. 	

I1 
K SE17ING OF THE WIDER ESTATE 

As a conservation area, the setting of the Estate, and views into and out of it, should be protected in 	
z 

accordance with UDP Policy ENV9. The setting of the Estate should be managed in a way which, 	
cD 

whilst recognising development pressures outside it, proactivelyseeks to address likely harm 

ii  through quality of design, layout, scale and massing, and by considering measures to mitigate 

potential visual impacts, such as seeking enhanced landscaping. Identified risks to the setting of 

the wider Estate which it is important to control include: 	
I� 

i. development in the Team Valley Trading Estate which might intrude into the backdrop of the 

Estate or into views in, out of or through the designed landscape, particularly designed views; 

ii. development on the east slopes of the Team Valley in and around Low Fell and Harlow Green, 

which might intrude in the same way; 
>- 

iii. development west of the Estate further up the slope and on the hilltop, for example masts, 	
I�I 

wind farms or other development at Hill Head Farm which might dominate the panorama of 

the Estate seen from the east; 

iv. development to the north which might erode the wooded setting of the Estate, or to the south 

which might erode its rural setting, intrude into views south from the Castle Complex, or 

intrude in views of the Castle Complex from Banesley Lane across the South Park (Sub-Area 5); 

v. the on-line widening of the Al which might erode the eastern edge of the Estate and threaten 	
U- 
U- 

the South Lodge (28, 2C), the Carriage Drive (2A), and access to the Castle Complex along it; 

vi. the off-line re-routing of the A lthrough the Estate which might irreversibly destroy designed 

landscape, its intended relationship with the Castle Complex, and the fundamental historic 
	= 

integrity of the Estate. 

5.14 	Policy K recognises that the visual envelope of the place is large. The wider Estate’s setting plays an 

important role in ensuring the significant heritage assets within remain unharmed by development 

outside. The policy seeks to ensure new development in surrounding areas is sympathetic to the setting 
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of the wider Estate, and it encourages continued understanding of its place in Gateshead’s historic and 	POLICIES 

contemporary landscape. Setting issues are complex as the Estate is visible from many angles and long 	< 

distances (including from Newcastle upon Tyne) and has a clear horizon. This policy should be brought to 

the attention of all prospective developers in relevant locations at an early stage in their deliberations. 

L LANDSCAPE CONSERVATION 

The landscape of the Castle Complex and Estate should be recognised as an integral part of the 

significance of the place, and a conservation-led approach to its future followed in accordance 

with Policies D to J and Policies 5.40 to NN. This should be guided by the following: 

i. carry out a detailed tree survey to identify the location, species, age and condition of surviving 

specimen trees in a//sub-areas, and prepare a strategy for their protection and management; 

ii. identify, protect and, where appropriate, restore and enhance historic gardens, rides, drives, 

walks and avenues; 
M. identify, protect and, where appropriate, restore and enhance designed views within and 

beyond the Estate, and between its component sub-areas and elements; 

iv. ensure new work or development does not negatively impact on the designed landscape; 

v. layout new routes on the line of existing or lost ones, to avoid new landscape intervention; 

vi. in conjunction with Policy U’iii), keep new parking requirement to a minimum and site it 

discreetly to respect the integrity of the designed landscape and to protect views, spaces, 

routes, plantations, specimen trees and other designed landscape features; 

vii. establish and maintain grass sward in areas where scrub is inappropriate to the setting of, or 

threatens the fabric of, standing remains; 

viii.relocate or alter inappropriate practices including the location ofpheasant pens in Sub-Area 3; 

IX. incorporate sensitive security and health and safetymeasures for the designed landscape, 

particularly in Sub-Areas 1 and 3; 

X. research and agree a list of historic plants suitable for re-planting in each sub-area, rather than 

later introductions or modern cultivars; 

xi. when developing the project and planning planting, plan for expertise, labour and supply 

implications in future management and maintenance, and encourage volunteer activity; 

xii. carry out an archaeological assessment of above and below ground remains in areas to be 

cleared of scrub and planting before works commence; 

xiii.ensure al/ work is carried out an appropriately qualified arboricü/turalist or other specialist; 

xiv.accurately record all interventions (including cutting down, topping, lopping, planting, 

restoration and re-stocking), preserve that record in one place, and use it to update this Plan. 

-J HI 

C 

ci 

I 
I 
I 

L) 
L) 

UI 
UI 

U- 
U- 

U, 

I 
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5.15 	Although the landscape of the Estate has not been addressed to the same degree as the built remains in 	POLICIES 

this Plan, Policy I recognises its fundamental importance to understanding the place, and in protecting its 	< 

integrity. These principles and projects which deal with identification, protection, restoration and 

enhancement, are supported by more detailed policies for the individual sub-areas below. 

LU  

M ECOLOGICAL CONSERVATION 

Conservation of the ecological significance of the place should follow the following basic principles: 

i. base decisions on up-to-date, relevant data about environmental characteristics, and assess 

the potential to enhance those characteristics; 

ii. aim to maintain, enhance or restore biodiversity and geological interests, attaching 

appropriate weight to designated sites and protected species; 

iii. take a strategic approach to conservation, enhancement and restoration of biodiversity; I 
iv. promote the inclusion of biodiversity and geological features in new work. 

Mitigation measures will be required before works in the area covered by the SNCI can commence 

on site, including the following, to be carried out by an appropriately qualified ecologist: 
CC 

V. 	a survey of the Nash House Cellars between November and January to assess the hibernating 

bat population, and to inform appropriate mitigation measures to minimise the risk of harm or 

disturbance to bats during works, and ensure the site retains the potential for roosting bats in 

the long term; 

vi a check of crevices for bat roosts when access is available via scaffolding or cherrypicker; 

vii. should roosts be confirmed, obtaining a DEFRA bat licence prior to any works starting on site; 

viii.a full newt survey including six visits between March and June to assess newt populations; 

ix. obtaining a DEFRA great crested newt licence prior to any works starting on site, including 

works within SOOm of the Fish Ponds (3D, 3E) and therefore including Sub-Area 1; 	 ca 
ca 

X 	a detailed badger survey during the winter months of land within I 00 of Sub-Area 1; 

A as appropriate, obtaining an English Nature licence for works within 30m of a badger sett; 

xii a survey to ensure no active birds’nests are present before works; 	
LU 
LU 

xiii.carrying out works outside the nesting bird season to avoid disturbance or destruction; 

xiv.seeking to eradicate Japanese knotweed from across the Plan area (but bearing in mind the 

archaeological significance of the land), ensuring this is appropriately managed including not 

planting or otherwise encouraging its growth, not cutting it or its roots, not disturbing the soil 

around it, and dealing with it and soil polluted by it as controlled waste. 

In addition, the ecological significance of the wider Estate should be further researched and 

evaluated to increase the understanding of the place, paying particular attention to birds, bats, 

newts, badger, red squirrel, water vole, otter, fox, roe deer and hedgerows. 

z 
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5.16 	Policy M recognises that the full scope of the ecological significance of the place is not known (limited 	POLICIES 

studies were only carried out in Sub-Area 1 and adjoining parts of 2 and 3) but it is clear that the potential 

for it to contribute to nature conservation is high. The policy recognises this, setting out the need to 

further clarify significance, and to take all opportunities to protect and enhance what is there. The basic 

principles are based on those in PPS 9 (see 2.225 above). To help with this, and to counter the relatively 

limited nature of the field surveys carried out for this Plan, it also sets out further mitigation measures 

(mainly surveys and licences) to help add to the record; the list is not exhaustive. Carrying out these and 

other appropriate mitigation measures will be crucial to ensuring a smooth works process. As an example 

for bats, these might include not undertaking works during hibernation season, and agreeing suitable 

working methods such as removing roof fabric by hand, only re-pointing crevices where the full depth is 

visible, and maintaining potential crevice roost sites within fabric. The scope and timing of surveys will be 

crucial (and for some, guided by law), and great care must be taken to ensure accurate guidance and 

licensing is received from English Nature or DEFRA as appropriate. This applies in particular to great 

crested newts and bats. Gathering survey data in parts outside the SNCI should also be a goal. 

N FURTHER RESEARCH AND SURVEYS (SUB-AREA I& THE PLACE IN GENERAL) 

A specific research agenda should be formulated for the place and its environs, in collaboration 

with the Co Archaeologist, into which all further archaeological and other research should fit. 

Results should be included in this Plan on its review. This following key themes should be included: 

i. site surveys and evaluation to identify the potential survival of any below-ground remains of 

the Medieval Castle, Palladian Villa or other lost buildings within Sub-Area Ito increase 

understanding and interpretation of the place; 

ii. a full site survey of the north elevation of the North Tower (IA) to a standard to match that of 

the rest of the building; 

iii. a full site survey of the surviving extent of the Main Courtyard (10), Nash House Footprint (1E), 

Nash House Cellars (1H), Terrace (11- 1/0) and Ice House (1 U); 

iv. further survey of open land in Sub-Area 1 t reveal garden design or ornament hidden in the 

dense undergrowth, and detailed investigation of the mound to the west of the Terrace (11); 

v. research of the relevant entries in the Soane Museum Drawings Collection; 

vi. in conjunction with Policy V. further research into the wider community’s opinions and 

expectations about the place; completion of an oral history project to reveal more about its 

detailed day-to-day use within living memory and to help bring to life the changes it 

experienced during the twentieth century; 

viL further research into the ecological record of the place asset out in Policy M. 
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5.17 	Policy N recognises that archaeological work will be needed in advance of specific episodes of change on POLICIES 

the site in the future. It will be important to ensure research is driven by a coherent framework to avoid a 

piecemeal approach. Future funding from English Heritage and others will be more easily achieved if an 

archaeological programme is securely embedded with national, regional (eg. NERRF) and site-specific 

research frameworks. The intrinsic research interest of the place would make it an attractive subject of 

study to academics and specialists in the field. With guidance and training, volunteers could carry out 

some research in conjunction with Policies P and V. See Policy 0 for the designed landscape. 

O FURTHER RESEARCH AND SURVEYS (DESIGNED LANDSCAPE IN SUB-AREAS 2-7) 

Further research and analysis should be carried out on the designed landscape in Sub-Areas 2-7 

and included on review of this Plan, concentrating on the following themes in particular: 

i. in Sub-Area 2, further survey of the condition of woodland adjacent to the Carriage Drive (2A), 

including evidence of building remains to the east of Sub-Area 1, and evidence of remains 

associated with buildings, land form and tracks in Greenhouse Walks (2D); 

ii. in Sub-Area 3, a full detailed survey of the Pleasure Grounds and Arboretum Remains, including 

the Ponds (3A-3E); closer study of significant trees at and round the Model Village Houses (3G); 

iii. in Sub-Area 4, detailed investigation to determine any survival of layout and beds (4A and 4E). 

iv. in Sub-Area 5, the condition and use of woodland, a suitable survey of the crop marks (SD), the 

Ditrch (SB), the Former Carriage Drive (SA), and the remains of the Robin’s Wood Wagonway 

(SE) and a Building (SC); 

v. in Sub-Area 6, extent and survival of the Trench (6B) and evidence of other industrial activity; 

vi. in Sub-Area 7, a survey to determine ancient woodland remnants in newer plantations to 

prevent felling significant trees; a survey of remnant historic routes and rides in woodland (7B). 

5.18 	As with Policy N, Policy 0 attempts to identify some of the gaps in knowledge, here relating to designed 

landscape outside Sub-Area 1. This will not be exhaustive. Further research is likely to raise many more 

questions about the place as well as revealing elements yet to be found, such as significant trees. 

Management 

5.19 	The following principles should be applied to the future management of Ravensworth Castle and Estate. 

P COLLABORATIVEAPPROACH 

The stakeholders to the Castle Complex and Estate should work in collaboration to achieve the 

goals of the Plan. This should be led by the owners, the Council (including the Tyne & Wear 

Specialist Conservation Team) and English Heritage, but should also involve other freehold owners, 

tenants and lessees on the Estate (including the Forestry Commission), Great North Forest, and 

L) 

U.’ 

U- 

-J 

1 

> 

>- 

L) 
L) 

N. 

-J 
-J 
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statutory and local consultees as appropriate. The active involvement of North of England Civic 
	

POLICIES 

Trust or another building preservation trust should be an option as part of the process in Policy D. 

The goodwill of all stakeholders should be nurtured for the common cause of Policies A and B. 
L) 

5.20 
	

For such a big place geographically, there are relatively few stakeholders, but the differences in outlook 	
uJ 

which have developed over the last few decades have, in part, contributed to the lack of progress. To 	U- 

ensure a healthier, speedier future, a stronger partnership approach should be put in place. This policy 

sees the three key stakeholders - the owners, the Council and English Heritage - leading the process, but = 

also ensuring the involvement of others as appropriate. Deciding how involvement should be handled 

should form part of the conservation project in Policy D. The policy also upholds the considerable 

goodwill there is for the place amongst Estate residents, the wider local community and members of the 

general public. Implementing this policy early on will be important to successful progress. 

Q OWNERSHIP 

Ownership of the place should follow the following considerations: 

I. the Castle Complex and the wider Estate should remain in one single ownership, or as close to 

that as can be achieved, in order to protect their integrity and unity; 

ii. the main owning interests in the place should have heritage and biodiversity conservation as 
	I- 

one of their main aims, and the conservation project in Policy 0 as one of their main objectives; 	> 

iii. notwithstanding (i) above, in order to deliver the conservation project set out in Policy 0, 

ownership of the buildings and land to be conserved, and any other land necessary for the 	 >< 

successful completion of the project including access to them, could, in accordance with Policy 
	>- 

0, be transferred to the body leading project delivery if that were not the owners; re-joining 
	 NJ 

that interest to the rest in accordance with (I) above should be considered as a future option, 

for example using a lease-and-buy-back arrangement; 
L) 

iv. when considering disposal of the Estate or parts of it, the owners should consider the interests 

of the place’s long term conservation; if disposal is pursued, the owners should seek the 

optimum value rather than the highest price, to ensure maximum potential development 
	 U-I 

U-I 

U- 

values do not put the heritage asset at risk; 
	 U- - 

v. should any sub-interest, such as a lease, tenancy or licence, be created, significance would be 
	

L!1 

= best protected if control were retained by one body, for example through lease clauses, 

management agreements, covenants or planning conditions; 

vi. all owning interests should recognise the particular needs and responsibilities that come with 

controlling historic buildings and land, in order to protect significance; they should be 

encouraged to recognise this Plan as part of the collaborative approach in Policy P. 
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5.21 	Policy Q recognises that ownership is a key issue for Ravensworth. Unified ownership is important to the POLICIES 

place’s integrity and significance. It acknowledges that the owners are changing their objectives towards 

active conservation (see also Policy S) but it could also be used to justify a change in ownership if the 

existing owners were not to lead on the conservation project in Policy D (but, if so, leaving in place an 

ambition to re-attach the detached part at later). The policy could be applied equally to buildings or 	LU 

landscape in need of conservation, for example, leading to disposal of woodland to the Forestry 

Commission or buildings to a building preservation trust, should this be an agreed way forward. It also 	’ 

suggests instilling responsibility in all owning interests across the Estate to help protect significance. 

R LAND USE&DEVELOPMENT 

Land use and development issues should follow the following considerations, together with 

Policies D to J and Policies 5.40 to NN which relate to individual sub-areas and elements: 	 = 
i. 	land use and development decisions should be influenced by all relevant policy and guidance; 

u. 	UDP Policies ENV16, EN V37, EN V42 and other re/eva nt polices should form the basis of any 

development necessary as part of the conservation project in Policy D; 	 c 

iii. in change of use cases, the proposed new use should be the optimum viable use compatible I 
with the fabric, character and setting of the building concerned, in line with PPG 15paras 3.8- 

3.11, and with particular reference to any necessary new work and detailed issues in Policy E; 

iv. national, regional and local policies relating to conservation area, local list, Green Belt, area of 

high landscape quality, SNCI, and wildlife corridor should be used to prevent new development 

in any part of the Estate unless it preserves the place’s significance or demonstrably relates to 

the conservation project in Policy D; 

v. 	any proposals for isolated new houses in the Estate under pro visions in PPS 7 should be 

assessed against, amongst other things, UDP Policies EN V37 and ENV42; 

A any golf course proposals should be assessed in the light of relevant English Heritage guidance, 

paying attention to impacts on the designed landscape and landscape restoration potential; 

vii. any proposals for enabling development should be judged in the light of relevant English 	
LU 
LU 

Heritage policy and guidance; the planning authority may seek independent assessment of 	LL 

such proposals including the financial aspects; 

viii.applications for planning, listed building or conservation area consent must have regard to the 

Council’s validation process and, in addition, be accompanied by a detailed design and access 

statement prepared in accordance withguidance published by CAB; applications for scheduled 

monument consent must be made in line with English Heritage and DCMS guidance; 

ix. there should be discussions and monitoring to ensure the impact of agricultural and forestry 

permitted development rights are not harming the significance of the wider Estate; changes to 
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the Estate’s farming or forestry operations should form part of discussions about the place’s 
	

POLICIES 

future as part of the conservation project in Policy D; 

X. the impact of householder permitted development rights should be monitored and, where it is 
L) 

clear that incremental change is causing harm to character, appearance or amenity, the 

Council should consider making an Article 4 direction to remove harmful rights; 	 LU 

xi. criteria published by English Heritage (Guidance on Conservation Area Appraisals, April2006, 	U- 

Appendix 2) should be used by the planning authority to judge whether an unlisted building in 	
U 

the conservation area makes a positive contribution to its character and appearance; 

xii. the Council’s forthcoming management strategy for Ravensworth Conservation Area should be 

prepared in the light of this Conservation Plan. 
-J 

5.22 	Although the general planning policy context offers little risk to significance, several planning policy 

issues need to be reinforced. Tying Policy R back to key UDP Policies reinforces the need to fully 	
0 

investigate the least invasive land use types for Sub-Area 1 before more invasive ones are considered. 

S MANAGEMENT 

The management philosophy for the Estate should continue to change to more fundamentally and 

proactively encompass heritage and biodiversity conservation. This should underpin the future 
	I- 

direction of the Estate and could, where appropriate, be linked with other land management 	 > 

trends such as rural diversification, environmental sustainability and countryside stewardship. 

Preparation of a clear, defined management plan, to be reviewed at least every 5 years, should 

form part of any proposals for the Estate, prepared in collaboration with stakeholders including the >- 

N.J 

owners, the Council and other relevant statutory or advisory bodies. It should form the basis of a 

Heritage Partnership Agreement as proposed under the White Paper ’Heritage Protection for the 

21st Century’ ID CMS, 20071. The management plan should: 

i. be developed as an integral part of the owners’ overall strategic aims; 

it. be based on a thorough understanding of the site, its significance, and of the potential impacts 

that management decisions will have; 

iii. aim to make the most of heritage assets by ensuring that they are kept in productive use 

where ver possible and appropriate; 

iv. have access to full, up-to-date information on the extent, nature and condition of the place, 

and include a scheme for regular inspections, in order to plan management and investment 

decisions; 

v. address matters of implementation and timescales; 
-J 
-J 

vi. include a maintenance and repair regime in accordance with Policy T 

vii. include a disposals strategy in accordance with Policy Q. 
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5.23 	Policy S recognises that, although there has been harm over the last few decades by management not 	POLICIES 

commensurate with the place’s significance (which is not uncommon for commercially farmed or forested < 

estates), a more conservation-minded approach is now beginning to emerge. Putting management 

regimes in place to protect fabric and layout will be a challenge. The current management regime does 

not take enough account of the place’s heritage significance and is not sufficiently proactive. It will take 

bold steps from the owners to change their priorities and practices. Implementing the aims and 

objectives they have recently set out will require difficult decisions and generous external support and 

guidance. But it is needed if the long term significance of the place is to be protected from long-term risk. 

There is potential for a Heritage Partnership Agreement, forthcoming under legislation expected in the 

next few years, which would create a legally binding document. It would allow matters such as periodic 

inspections of building fabric, repairs and maintenance to fully planned, whilst enabling proactive, 

strategic management to address other matters such as development pressures. 

T MAINTENANCEAND REPAIR 

In conjunction with Policy S, a proactive, planned maintenance and repair programme for Sub-

Area 1 should be prepared, kept up-to-date and implemented. It should: 

I set out a conservation philosophy for repairs and maintenance; 

u identify and meet the place’s professional, contractor, specialist advice and guidance needs 

and set out, where appropriate, a list of preferred contractors who can demonstrably 

undertake the works identified to the standard required. 

m include a costed schedule of annual timetabled inspections and condition reports to inform 

day-to-day maintenance, including a planned maintenance regime to prevent further decay 

and to address causes as well as symptoms of decay (eg. addressing rainwater goods and 

drainage systems to prevent damage to fabric from leaks, blockages or loss, and removing 

vegetation cyclically to prevent damage to fabric); 

iv include a detailed condition survey by a suitably experienced historic buildings architect or 

surveyor (in line with the Church of England’s and National Trust’s quinquennial systems or the 

Civil Estate’s quadrennial system) carried out annually until the built fabric of Sub-Area us in a 

good state of repair, and quinquennially thereafter; 

v address longer term maintenance and repair issue, including priorities, budget costs and a 

timetable for implementation. 

Sufficient funds and resources should be made available to ensure a high qualityjob is achieved. 

The strategy should be prepared with the advice of the Council (including the County 

Archaeologist) and English Heritage. This policy should be implemented whether rescue and re-use 

in Sub-Area 1 goes ahead in the short term or not. 
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5.24 
	

Policy I recognises that maintenance Sub-Area 1 has not been a high priority for several decades. It sets 
	

POLICIES 

out the standard to be applied to all built elements there, and which could also be applied to other sub-

areas. Maintenance and repair of the landscape will require a similar approach, set out in Policy L. 
L) 

U VEHICULAR & PEDESTRIANACCESS, PARKING, PUBLICACCESSAND DISABLED ACCESS ,  

The following policies should be applied in relation to physical access: 

I. an appropriate access plan for the Castle Complex should be prepared, maintained and 

implemented in conjunction with the process set out in Policy D, with the aim of allowing 

limited and controlled on-site public access to the Castle Complex and Estate, but protecting it 

from risks associated with over-use such as damage to vegetation, path erosion and noise; 

IL vehicular and pedestrian access to the Castle Complex should be assessed as part of the project 	-J 

in Policy D; it should be managed to protect the privacy and seclusion which characterises the 

Estate, and should concentrate on one existing route through the Estate, the most likely one 	
0 

being from Lady Park (5G), past South Lodge (2B) and along the Carriage Drive (2A); 	
3- 

alternatives could be from Lady Park, through the Coach Road stone wall and piers (6E) and via 

the Butter Cross (3F), or from the A692 and past Trench Hall (6A) and the Butter Cross; a more 

detailed assessment by traffic consultants will be needed to establish appropriate access routes 

for different classes of vehicle, taking into account limitations of widths,junction geometry, I 
visibility and safety; 

liL parking requirements as a result of the Castle Complex’s rescue and re-use should be sited and 

managed to protect the privacy and seclusion which characterises the Estate, and designed in 

sympathy with the landscape setting; possible locations include along the Carriage Drive (2A) 
>- 

NJ 

(whilst protecting Significant Trees, 2G) or in the southern part of Sub-Area 3 opposite the Nash 

House Footprint (1E); least likely locations are the Main Courtyard (1D) and the Stable Yard 

(1 Q), apart from possible minimal operational parking depending on on-site evaluation; 

secured by design principles should be taken into consideration; 

iv. every effort should be made to allow limited and controlled public access as part of the rescue, 

re-use and management of the Castle Complex in order to allow enjoyment of it and the Estate, 

to help control casual and illicit access, to nurture the community support and public goodwill 

there is for the place, and to capital/se on educational opportunities; it should be managed in 

terms of time and location to protect the privacy and sec/us/on which characterises the Estate, 	= 

and to protect the built and natural heritage from risks associated with casual and illicit access 

or over-use; in particular, such managed public access should be actively pursued if public 

funds are to be used as part of Policy D; the standard to aim for should be a total of 28 days 	 -J 
-J 

managed public access per year; 
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v. the rescue, re-use and management of the site should comply as for as possible with the 	 POLICIES 

Disability Discrimination Act 1995; particularly in relation to physical access, the aim should be 

to strike a balance with the protection of overall heritage significance by using specialist advice 

and the careful design development ofpotential solutions in accordance with Policy E; there 

should be close consultation with the Council and other stakeholders including the Gateshead 

Access Panel where appropriate. 
........................................................................................................................................... 

5.25 	Policy U addresses one of the most difficult issues for the future of the place. There is notable divergence 

between the desires of those on the Estate to keep new physical access (public or private) as low as 

possible - if not nil - and the need for access as part of the rescue and re-use of the Castle Complex and 

the demands of potential funders. As a result, the policy sets out a tightly controlled approach to physical 

access, identifying the need for a more detailed access plan for the place as part of the conservation 

project, but also putting in place some parameters on the limited scope of physical access. This is linked 

to intellectual access in Policy V. The Gateshead Access Panel is a local advisory group on matters of 

disabled access. 

V INTELLECTUAL ACCESS, INTERPRETATIONAND EDUCATION 

The following policies should be applied in relation to intellectual access: 

1! an appropriate audience development plan should be prepared, maintained and implemented 

in conjunction with the process set out in Policy D; the aim should be to maximise off-site 

intellectual access to relieve pressure on demand for on-site public access; 

1l interpretation of the Castle Complex and Estate should be thorough, accurate, accessible and 

appropriate for a diverse audience; it should include a detailed understanding of the place, its 

significance (including all themes) and context; 

iii. off-site interpretation should include print and digital media such as leaflets, booklets, 

webpages or a CD-ROM; on-site interpretation should include physical media associated with 

the use and management of the Castle Complex such as boards and signage, which should be 

carefully designed and sited in a way which respects the site’s significance; on and off-site 

media should include advice on managed access; 

iv. modest opportunities for lifelong learning should be encouraged including pre-school 

activities, curriculum-based activities, and adult education opportunities; 

v. opportunities for animated events should be encouraged including a modest number of pre-

arranged guided visits per year (in accordance with Policy U(iv)), plus occasional exhibitions, 

lectures, reminiscence events and outdoor activities including active conservation and 

landscape care projects. 
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5.26 	Policy V recognises that intellectual access will be important to Ravensworth as it remains such an enigma POLICIES 

to many. Its huge physical presence in the landscape and its place in many people’s memories do not 	< 

correlate with the level of understanding about the place today. People see Ravensworth as a secret and 

a mystery, and one about which they would like to know more. The policy recognises that meeting this 

need might relieve pressure on demands for on-site physical access. It is based on common approaches 

to intellectual access when seeking public funding. 

Review 

WREVIEW 

This plan should be reviewed in five years time (ie. 2013) or following the implementation of Policy 	-L 

D, whichever is the sooner. 
.......................................................................................................................................................................................... 

	

5.27 	Renewing the Plan keeps it up to date and ensures any errors it contains can be readily rectified. It also 	C 

allows for change to its content based on progress towards delivering Policy B and further understanding 

gained from research and surveys in Policies L-O. The timescale is commensurate with other such plans. 

Individual Policies for Castle Complex (Sub-Area 1) 

	

5.28 	Policies X to HH deal with individual elements within Sub-Area 1. 

..................... .. 
X MEDIEVAL TOWERSAND CURTAIN WALL (1A, lB. 1Q 

The Medieval Towers and Curtain Wall should be included in the project in Policy D, guided by: 

I 
I 

i they should be consolidated and repafred in the short term to halt further decay; 

ii. they should not be put to economic re-use unless this can be achieved within the constraints of 

their significance; they might be put to modest incidental use such as storage provided this will 

not conflict the conservation of internal fabric or character; 

iii. they should not be altered unless adaptation to enable better internal access can be achieved 

within the constraints of their significance, and only then for the purposes of interpretation; 

iv. they should only have lost masonry such as wallheads, roofs and parapets restored if this can 

be achieved in line with Policy H. 

5.29 	Policy X recognises that the Medieval Towers (1A, 1B) and Curtain Wall (10 have some of the highest 

levels of significance in the study area and, as a result of this and their physical constraints, are unlikely to 

be re-usable. Consolidation and protection from further decay is a high priority (along with the Stable 

Block and Octagonal Tower) but they are then likely only to be managed as ruins. Modest incidental re-

use may be acceptable, and adaptation to enable better access may also be possible, though there is 

unlikely to be justification for this unless part of a formal on-site interpretation scheme for Sub-Area 1. 
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Y MAIN COURTYARD (10) 

The Main Courtyard should be recognised as the principal planned space associated with the Nash 

House, the Palladian Villa and probably the Medieval Castle; as such, it is crucial to understanding 

a// phases of occupation of the study area as well as possibly containing below-ground 

archaeological evidence of all phases of occupation; its future should be guided by the following: 

i. the Main Courtyard should be included in the conservation project in Policy Dat the same 

priority as the Medieval Towers; 

ii. in line with Policy N(i) and (iii), there should be further archaeological investigation into the 

nature and extent of survival of the Main Courtyard and its component features such as layout, 

edges, accesses, surfaces and the footings of lost buildings; all elements should be addressed in 

accordance with Policy L, particularly (XII); removal of later vegetation and self-sown trees 

should be in line with Policy M; 

iii. this investigation should inform the degree and date of restoration in line with Policy H; in the 

interim, it should be consolidated to prevent further decay and given a neutral character; 

iv. the Main Courtyard should bean open space with no new-build; restoration of lost buildings 

would be guided by Policy H; the opportunity for adaptation, for example to accommodate 

changes in level towards the Octagonal Tower (IF) will depend in part on its impact on 

archaeological significance; 

V. the Main Courtyard should not be put to economic re-use unless it can be achieved within the 

constraints if its significance; a decision over whether modest operational parking would be 

acceptable should only be made after completion of investigation work set out above; 

vL as a space defined by the buildings and landscape which surround it, any conservation and/or 

new work to those elements should take account of their impact on the character and setting of 

the Main Courtyard, and include mitigation measures accordingly. 

POLICIES 
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5.30 	Policy Y recognises the Main Courtyard as the key space around which various stages of occupation of the 

place have revolved. Its archaeological significance and landscape significance are therefore exceptional 
LU 

but the level of investigation of the space has been very low � and nothing below-ground. It therefore LL 

needs to be treated with a light touch until its detailed nature and extent can be evaluated. The least 

invasive new use would be as an orientation space for the various buildings and spaces around it, possibly 

with some modest operational parking depending on the outcome of the archaeological investigation. 

The level of vegetation growth and self-sown trees at the edges is very high and care will have to be taken -, 

from both an archaeological and ecological point of view when looking to clear them. 

�J 
�J 

z 
z 
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Z NASH HOUSE FOOTPRINT OE) 	 POLICIES 

The Nash House Footprint should be included in the conservation project in Policy D, guided by the 

following: 

I. 	the Nash House Footprint should be consolidated and repaired in the short term to halt further 

decay; 	 LU 

ii. 	in line with Policy N(i) and (ill), there should be further archaeological investigation into the 

nature and extent of survival of the Footprint and its component features such as layout, edges, 

accesses, surfaces and the footings of lost walls; all elements should be addressed in 

accordance with Policy L, particularly (xii); removal of later vegetation and self-sown trees 

should be in line with Policy M; 

this investigation should inform its future; this will be either consolidation and management as 

a ruin, or the opportunity for new-build in conjunction with the Octagonal Tower(1F) and 

PolicyAA; 	 o 

iv. depending on the result of the investigation, new-build on the site of the lost Nash House may 

be acceptable in line with Policies E to J and Policy R; any new-build would be no larger in 

footprint than the lost Nash House; it would need to be designed by an architect of exceptional 

skill and experience; any new build would also need to be associated with the rescue and re-use 

of the Octagonal Tower (IF) and the Nash House Cellars (1H), and linked to both internally to 

improve the viability of their re-use; key considerations would be cumulative impact of all 	 > 

extension and new build proposals, the new-build’s form, height, scale, massing, layout, 

elevational treatment and materials; impacts on the architectural integrity of the Octagonal 

Tower, below-ground archaeological significance, the Terrace and its component parts (1l-1M),  

Significant Trees (lx), the designed relationship between the lost Nash House and Sub-Areas 2, 

3, Sand 7, views and the landscape setting; if such new work was not acceptable in planning 	co 

terms, then it could be treated as enabling development and assessed in line with Policy R(vii). 

Policy Z recognises that the Nash House Footprint could provide the key to the economic re-use of all the 	
LU 

Lu  remains of the lost Nash House, the Stable Block and other elements too. Depending on the outcome of 

the further archaeological investigation, it may provide a site for new-build, not only for valuable 

accommodation in Sub-Area 1 but also to repair the historic relationship between Sub Area 1 and its 

designed landscape, filling the gap where a building was designed to stand. One of the main impacts will 

therefore be on the character and appearance of the conservation area and locally listed park and garden, 	, 

not just the archaeological and architectural significance of the Castle Complex. Nonetheless, with the 

right architect, new-build of exceptional quality could provide a justification for the harm it would more 

than likely bring to the Nash house remains in the Footprint. 
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AA OCTAGONAL TOWER AND ASSOCIATED STANDING REMAINS (if) 
	 POLICIES 

This element should be included in the conservation project in Policy D, guided by the following: 

I. the Octagonal Tower should be consolidated and repaired in the short term to halt further 	
Li 

decay; it should then form the basis of rescue and re-use of the Nash House remains; 

ii. the Octagonal Tower should be put to a new use appropriate to its character, fabric and setting 
	

uJ 

whilst retaining its appearance as a dominant fragment of a lost Gothick country house; 
	 U- 

ill. further investigation would be necessary to confirm whether, in line with Policy H, it could be 

restored to its original external appearance including reinstating lost upper floors; if not, then 
	

I 

new work in line with Policy  may be possible in order to reinstate the scale of its upper floors 

rather than the detailed design; the impact of such work on views between Sub-Areas 1, 2, 3,5 
	

I 
and 7, and long distance views into the Estate, would need to be assessed; if no extension 

	 I 

upwards were possible, then a new roof should be inserted within the surviving structure; 

iv. there will be some opportunity for internal adaptation but surviving fabric, features, fittings, 

finishes and decoration should be retained, repaired and re-used where possible (that in the 

ground floor dressing room turret should definitely be preserved); where not possible in line 

with Policy E, they should be suitably recorded; the original circulation and layout be retained 

where possible; new layout should use existing openings where possible; 

v. there maybe some opportunity for expertly designed extension of the Octagonal Tower to the 

rear within the extent of that part of the lost Nash House, for example by re-using the 

Associated Standing Remains as a spine wall; key considerations would be the cumulative 

impact of all extension and new build proposals, impact on the scheduled area and fabric, 

impact on the architectural integrity of the Octagonal Tower, visual impact overlooking the 

Main Courtyard, and impact on Significant Trees (lx), views and landscape setting; 

vi. particular scrutiny should be paid to the fabric and below-ground elements of those parts 

included in the scheduled area. 

5.32 	Policy AA suggests the Octagonal Tower could provide the basis for the rescue of all the Nash House 

remains (other than the Stable Block) as part of Policy D’s conservation project. It could be the spine 

around which new accommodation is built on the Nash House Footprint (1E) (Policy Z), could provide 

crucial facilities to help re-use the Cellars (1H) (Policy CC), and, by being the visual link between Sub-Area 

1, 2,3,5 and 7, could provide the impetus for restoring the Terrace (11-1M) (Policy DD). But doing so will 

be a challenge as it has little existing accommodation, and extension would be fraught with difficulties 

due to the archaeology, architecture, ecology and landscape. There is also still the philosophical question 

0 
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Li 

0 
0 

u-I 
u-I 

U- 
U- 

of whether the Tower could be restored to its original external appearance without corrupting its status j 

as a fragment of a lost whole. Such an argument would have to be made in the light of Policy H and 

relevant guidance. In the short term consolidation and repair are a priority whilst options are considered. 
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BB NASH KITCHEN TOWER (1G) POLICIES 

The Kitchen Tower should be included in the conservation project in Policy D, guided as follows: 

1. 	the Kitchen Tower should be consolidated and repaired in the short term to halt further decay; 

ii. 	its ruinous condition may prevent re-use and restoration under Policy H, in which case it should 

be managed as a ruin; however adaptive re-use appropriate to its character, fabric and setting LU 

maybe possible depending in part on its impact on the scheduled area, and its visual presence LL 

in the Main Courtyard; re-use is a however low priority; 

iii. if re-used, surviving fabric, features and layout should be retained and repaired where possible; 

where not possible in line with Policy E they should be suitably recorded before removal; 

iv. particular scrutiny should be paid to the fabric and below-ground elements because most of it 

is included in the scheduled area; particular attention should be paid to the large amounts of 

fallen masonry and debris in and around the Tower which need further investigation. 2 

5.33 	Policy BB recognises that the Nash Kitchen Tower is very ruinous despite being an integral fragment of the 

Nash House. The priority is to halt further decay, to consolidate it and investigate the significance of the 	c 

large amounts of fallen masonry and debris in and around it. Re-use is less of an imperative but, in the 

long term, it may be possible provided the amount of new work does not unacceptably change its 

character and intrude visually or archaeologically into the scheduled area. 

> 

CC NASH HOUSE CELLARS (1H) 

The Nash House Cellars should be included in the conservation project in Policy 0, guided by the 

following: 

i. the Cellars should be consolidated and repaired in the short term to halt further decay; they 

should form part of the rescue and re-use of the Octagonal Tower (IF), but at a lower priority; 

ii. the Cellars should be put to a new use appropriate to their character and fabric, in particular 
ca 

maintaining the character and fabric of those rooms with integral storage bins; 

they should be restored to their original layout including re-opening blocked stairwells, 

windows and other openings; new layout should be based on their historic cellular pattern; 

IV. surviving fabric, features, fittings and finishes should be retained, repaired and re-used where 

possible; where not possible in line with Policy E, they should be recorded before removal; 

v. 	whilst the Cellars’subterranean nature will restrict the nature and scope of re-use, modest 

alterations may be possible to deal with issues of access, daylighting and ventilation; such T 

alterations are likely to be more easily achieved in conjunction with adaptive re-use or 

extension of the Octagonal Tower overhead (1 F); 

vi particular scrutiny should be paid to the fabric and below-ground elements of that part of the 

Cellars included in the scheduled area; this relates in part to Policy N(iii) and (iv,). 
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5.34 	Policy CC recognises that the Cellars are the most intact part of the Nash House, but that by their very 	POLICIES 

nature, they are difficult to re-use. The character and detail of their architecture will give some indication 

of at least the more functional parts of the lost House, and this should therefore be protected. They are 

also included in the scheduled area. Re-use would be possible but only with alterations to make them 

habitable. Although the costs of a scheme would increase accordingly, the best route to rescuing and re-

using the Cellars is likely to be in conjunction with the Octagonal Tower and remains overhead (IF). 

DO TERRA CEAND COMPONENTPARTS (11-1M) 

The Terrace (ii) should be recognised as an integral part of the designed landscape associated with 

the Nash House and possibly the Palladian Villa; the Terrace Wall (ii), Site of Conservatory (1K), 

Garden Ornaments, Railings, Edgings, Banks and Tree Guards (1L), and Fountain and Pool (1M) 

should be recognised as components of the remains of the Nash House; all should have a 

conservation-led future put in place, guided by the following: 

i. conservation of the Terrace and its component parts should form part of the conservation 

project in Policy 0 but is a lower priority than the buildings; 

ii. the character of the Terrace should be restored to grand domestic gardens with walls, paths, 

steps, ornaments, lawn, beds, borders, planting, specimen trees and other features; the level of 

restoration should be in line with Policy H; 

ill. the intended visual relationship between the Terrace and the South Park (Sub-Area 5) should 

be restored in line with Policy M, including re-opening views blocked by later vegetation and 

self-sown trees; this restoration should be an objective whether or not new-build is added to 

the Nash House Footprint (1E) under Policy Z; 

iv. in accordance with Policy N(i) and (iii), further archaeological investigation is necessary to all 

elements, particularly the Garden Ornaments, Railings, Edgings, Banks and Tree Guards, to 

inform restoration and because other features may survive such as layout, built fabric, planting 

schemes, land form and below-ground deposits; vegetation growth should be investigated for 
	

cii 
signs of remnant historic planting which might inform restoration; all elements should be 

addressed in accordance with Policy L, particularly (ii), (vii), (xi) and (XII); 

V.  the Terrace Wall and the Site of the Conservatory should be consolidated and repaired; 

vi. the Fountain and Pool should be consolidated and repaired; it should also be reinstated to 

working order if Policy H allows, although this is a low priority; 

vii. there should be no new-build on the Terrace; there may be some opportunity for modest 

adaptation, for example works necessary to accommodate works to the Nash House Footprint 

(1E), changes in level, or access to the Octagonal Tower (IF) or Nash House Cellars (1H). 
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5.35 	Policy DD is based on restoring the immediate setting of the Octagonal Tower (IF) and the Nash House 	POLICIES 

Footprint (1E), one of the most intact parts of the designed landscape and key to understanding the 

designed relationship between Sub-Area 1, park in Sub-Area 5, and woodland in Sub-Areas 2 and 7. It is 

not, however, as high a priority as the buildings in Sub-Area 1. Enough fabric, layout and planting detail is 

likely to survive to inform a restorative approach to its conservation, but further on-site investigation is 

necessary. There should be a long-term objective of reinstating the Fountain and Pool to working order 

as it is a key feature with the potential to demonstrate the scale and quality of the gardens, but this is a 

low priority. It will be important to protect trees and planting during any works to adjacent buildings. 

EE STABLE BLOCK (IN �  1P) 

The Stable Block (IN), Stable Block Gatehouse (10) and Stable Block Clocktower (1P) should be 

consolidated and repaired in the short term to halt further decay, and should then form the basis 

for the conservation project in Policy D, guided by the following: 

i the Stable Block should be put to a new use appropriate to its character, fabric and setting, 

whilst retaining its appearance as an inward-looking, functional stables building with a grand 

gatehouse; 

ii it should be restored to its original form and external appearance as far as possible although 

later alterations with significance should be conserved in line with Policy E; every effort should 

be made to have no new openings in the external walls of the long ranges, especially windows; 

iii there is some opportunity for internal adaptation but surviving fabric, features, fittings and 

finishes should be retained, repaired and re-used where possible; where not possible in line 

with Policy E, they should be suitably recorded before removal; surviving layout should be 

retained where possible and new layout should be based on its historic cellular pattern where 

possible; any adaptation of the roofspace should keep new openings in the roof to a minimum, 

and dormers should not be added; 

iv modest extension of the Stable Block might be possible running parallel to the north or south 

range, not as long as them and no taller; key considerations would be the cumulative impact of 

all extension and new build proposals, impacts on the architectural integrity of the Stable 

Block, below-ground archaeological significance, the Ancillary Buildings (iv), Significant Trees 

(lx), views and landscape setting; additional storeys should not be added to any range; if such 

new work was not acceptable in planning terms, then it could be treated as enabling 

development and assessed in line with Policy R(vii). 

I 

5.36 	Policy EE recognises that the Stable Block is the most easily re-used part of Sub-Area 1 due to its relative 

intactness and lower listing grade. The policy makes it a priority (along with the Medieval Towers and 

Octagonal Tower) for short term consolidation and repair, and then identifies it as the lead component of 
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the rescue and re-use project in Policy D. It sets out the parameters for re-use and adaptation including 	POLICIES 

possible opportunities for extension. A key goal will be to retain its inward-looking functional character. 	< 

FF STABLE YARD (1Q), WELL (1R) AND STABLE BLOCK GARDENS (15) 

The Stable Yard, Well and Stable Block Gardens should be included in the conservation project in 

Policy D, guided by the following: 

I. the Stable Yard should be repaired and restored as part of the rescue and re-use of the Stable 

Block (IN- 1P), including removal of later finishes to reveal historic layout, surfaces and 

features; further investigation of the garage forecourt is needed before its removal; the Stable 

Yard should be an open space with no physical or notional subdivision and no extension of the 

Stable Block into it; it could take modest operational parking depending on volume and siting; 

ii. the visible Well should be repaired as part of the re-use of the Stable Block (IN- 1P); lower 	 = 
priorities would be to unblock it (if physically possible), repair that part below ground, and 

reinstate the structure over it shown in historic photos, if allowed by Policy H; 

ill. me 5tavie 5IocK (3araens snoula Lie repairea ana restorea as parr or me re-use OT me .raoie 

Block (1N-1P) but they area lower priority than the Stable Yard; further research is needed into 

the nature of the lost railings between the stone piers but their reinstatement should be an 

objective if allowed by Policy H; the gardens should be addressed in accordance with Policy L, 

particularly (ii), (vii) and (xli); vegetation growth should be investigated for signs of remnant 

historic planting which might increase understanding of their use; particular scrutiny should be 

paid to the fabric and below-ground elements of those parts included in the scheduled area, 

especially as they are in a key position between the two Medieval Towers (1A, 1B). 

5.37 	Policy FF recognises that the two spaces associated with the Stable Block (1N-1P) are integral to its 

significance but are not as at risk as the buildings themselves, meaning they could be addressed when the 

Stable Block is put back into use rather than as a short term priority. The Stable Yard’s significance as the 

central component to the range of buildings means it should be addressed along with the Stable Block, 

but the Stable Block Gardens could be a lower priority. They do, however, lie partly in the scheduled area 

at a key position between the two Medieval Towers where more Curtain Wall (10 is likely to have been. 

- 	 The Well should also be included in works to the Stable Yard. 

GG TOWERED GATEWAY(1 T), ICEHOUSE (1U), ANCILLARYBUILDINGS (110, WORKSHOPS (IM 

The Towered Gateway, Icehouse, Ancillary Buildings and Workshops should be included in the 

conservation project in Policy D, guided by the following, but they are a lower priority than other 

buildings: 
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i. the Towered Gateway should be consolidated in the short term to halt further decay and, in 
	

POLICIES 

accordance with Policy H, repaired and restored to its original design; it should be used as a 

principal pedestrian entrance to the Main Courtyard (1D); its rooms could be put to use in 
L) 

accordance with Policies E to J; 

I,. there should be further investigation into the extent of the survival of the Ice House in line with 	uJ 

Policy N(iii); it should be consolidated and repaired in the short term to halt further decay, 	 Lj 

paying particular attention to its location adjoining the north and east sides of the North Tower 
= 

(1A); it should not be put to economic re-use unless this can be achieved within the constraints 

of its significance; 

iii. the Ancillary Buildings should be repaired; further research into their purpose is necessary to 	
I 

clarify their significance but it is likely they could be put to economic re-use and/or adapted in 

accordance with Policies E to J without harming their significance; 

iv. the Workshops should be consolidated and repaired in the short term to halt further decay; 

further research into thefr purpose and fabric is necessary to clarify their significance, 

particularly as they adjoin the North Tower (1A), but it is likely that they could be put to 

economic re-use and/or adapted in accordance with Policies E to J without harming their 
	

I 

significance; 	 F 
v. particular scrutiny should be paid to the fabric and below-ground elements of the Towered 

Gateway, Icehouse and Workshops which are included, at least in part, in the scheduled area. 	> 
............................................................................................................................................................ 

5.38 
	

Policy GG recognises that these buildings are generally less pivotal to the significance of Sub-Area 1. They 

also have less useable space than most of the other standing buildings. Three of them, however, are 

within the scheduled area and two of those are attached to the North Tower (1A), meaning an 

archaeological level of attention must be paid to their fabric. Most could be re-used (where space exists) 

and/or sensitively adapted without harm, but this is unlikely for the Icehouse due to its physical 

constraints as well as its location joined to the North Tower. 

:HH LU   SIGNIFIGOT TREES (00 

There should be a detailed tree survey in Sub-Area ito identify the location, species, age and 

condition of surviving specimen trees; a strategy should be prepared for their protection and 

management. Of 

539 	Policy HFI is based on Policy L(i) and recognises the intensity of significant trees in Sub-Area 1. It will be 

important to adequately protect trees during building and landscape conservation works, and to take 

account of their ecological significance in line with Policy M. 
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5.40 

5.41 

Individual Policies for Wider Estate (Sub-Areas 2-7) 
	 POLICIES 

Policies II to NN deal with Sub-Areas 2 to 7. 
L) 

I! CARRIAGE OR! VEAND GREENHOUSE WALKS (SUB-AREA 2) 

The Carriage Drive & Greenhouse Walks should be recognised as integral parts of the nineteenth LU 

century designed landscape associated with the Nash House (and possibly earlier occupation), and 

a conservation-led future put in place, guided by the following: 

i. the character of the Carriage Drive, Greenhouse Walks and Shanks Wood should be restored to 

estate drive and native broadleaf woodland with specimen trees laid out to its historic extent; T 

ii. in conjunction with Policy U(ii), the Carriage Drive (2A) is the most likely option for access to the 

Castle Complex and so should be included in the conservation project in Policy D; the residential 

amenity of the South Lodge (2B) and Lady Park (56, SH) should be taken into consideration; in 

any event, the Carriage Drive should not be blocked or planted along its historic extent; 0 

ill, every opportunity should be taken to include Greenhouse Walks, Shanks Wood or elements in 

the project in Policy D, but at a lower priority than the Carriage Drive (2A) or Sub-Area 3; 

iv. in line with Policy L(i), a detailed survey of trees and planting should be completed in the whole 

sub-area, particularly along the edge of the South Park and to the west, close to the Castle 

Complex, prior to works on site in order to identify the location, species, age and condition of 

historic planting, and a strategy put in place for its protection, restoration, and management; 

v. management of commercial woodland in should be guided by Policy NN; 

vi. Greenhouse Walks should be surveyed to identify the nature and extent of Remnant Features 

(2E), which should either be consolidated or restored and managed; Shanks Wood and other 

woodland (2G) should be surveyed to identify any industrial remains; 

vu. the owner/occupier of the South Lodge (2B) should be encouraged to follow the conservation 

approach in Policies E to J, and adopt appropriate maintenance and management regimes to 

protect it into the future in accordance with Policies Sand T; particular attention should be paid 

to its designed relationship with the Arched Gateway (20 and Carriage Drive (2A); LU 
LU 

viii.particular attention should be paid to the significance of the Carriage Drive (2A), South Lodge – 

(2B) and Arched Gateway (2B) as integral parts of the nineteenth century designed landscape 

when evaluating the future of the adjoining stretch of the Al; 

ix. protection and management of Significant Trees (26) should be guided by Policy L. 

Policy II responds to the importance of access to the Castle Complex to make Policy D viable. In any event, 

there are many significant trees and remnant features in this area which deserve survey and conservation. 

It recognises that the future of the South Lodge (2B), in different ownership, should not diverge from the 

remainder of the Estate, and encourages a collaborative, conservation-led approach to its future. 

II 
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ii PLEASURE GROUNDSAND ARBORETUM (SUB-AREA 3) 
	

POLICIES 

The Pleasure Grounds and Arboretum should be recognised as an integral part of the nineteenth 

century designed landscape associated with the Nash House (and possibly small parts with the 

Palladian Villa), and  conservation-led future put inplace, guided by the following. 

I. the character of the Pleasure Grounds & Arboretum should be restored to Picturesque gardens 

with specimen trees, shrubberies, paths, ponds and features laid out to their historic extent; 

ii. every opportunity should betaken to include conservation of the Pleasure Grounds and 

Arboretum or elements of them in the conservation project in Policy D, in which, they should be 

the highest priority of all the designed landscape elements, along with Sub-Area 2; 

ill in line with Policy L(i), a detailed survey of trees and other plantings should be completed in the 

Arboretum Remains (3A) and the Pleasure Grounds Remains (3B) prior to works on site in order 

to identify the location, species, age and condition of surviving historic planting, and a strategy 

put in place for its protection, restoration, and future management; 

iv. management of commercial woodland should be guided by Policy NN; 

V. the extent of the remains of the Gate Piers and Ditch (30 and other ’Iost’features which maybe 

discovered should be identified, and then either consolidated or restored and managed; 

to J, and appropriate maintenance and management regimes put in place to protect it into the 

future in accordance with Policies Sand T; 

viii.the owners and occupiers of the Model Village Houses (3G) should be encouraged to follow the 

conservation approach in Policies E to J, and adopt appropriate maintenance and 

management regimes to protect them into the future in accordance with Policies Sand T; 

particular attention should be paid to their built fabric and external and internal features, and 

their significance as the salvaged remains of part of the Nash House; 

ix. the residential amenity of the Model Village Houses (3G) should be taken into consideration 

when agreeing the process in Policy D and the collaborative approach in Policy P; 

x. the opportunity should be taken to relocate pheasant pens to allow landscape conservation; 

xi. opportunities for access and interpretation should be pursued in accordance with Policies U 

V1. a detailed conservation strategy for the East and West Fish Ponds (3D, 3E) should be prepared 	I- 

in accordance with PolicyM, balancing heritage and biodiversity conservation and in particular 

addressing great crested newts; it should aim to establish and restore the Ponds’ extent, edges 
	> 

and profile, clear encroached rhododendron and other planting from around them to restore 

their earlier shape, annually monitor water levels, and secure the water supply in the longterm; 
W. the future of the Butter Cross (3F) should be guided by the conservation approach in Policies E 

and V, particularly relating to the Pleasure Grounds Remains (3B) and the Butter Cross (317); 

xii. protection and management of Significant Trees (SI) should be guided by Policy L. 
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POLICIES 
5.42 	Policy ii recognises the high significance of the sub-area, and of the Pleasure Grounds Remains (38) in 

particular. It also recognises the opportunity for a discrete conservation project for the Ponds (30, 3E) 

based on habitat protection as well as landscape restoration. Much more information would be needed 

on the historic extent, layout, planting and features of the sub-area before conservation could proceed 

confidently, but if there were an opportunity to include it in the conservation project in Policy D, this 

should be pursued. The policy also addresses the significance and amenity of the Model Village Houses 

(3G) (including their detailed fabric) and the Butter Cross (3F). 

KK WALLED GARDENS (SUB-AREA 4) 

The Walled Gardens should be recognised as an integral part of the nineteenth century designed 

landscape associated with the Nash House and every effort made to encourage a conservation-led 

future for them, guided by the following: 

i the character of the Walled Gardens should remain as a large cultivated area in contrast to the 

designed landscape around them and in the context of the wider Estate; 

ii. the owners and occupiers of the Walled Gardens should be encouraged to adopt this Plan and 

the vision set out in Policies B, as well as being encouraged to follow the conservation approach 

in Policies E to J, and the collaborative approach in Policy P; 

iii. every opportunity should betaken to include conservation of the Walled Gardens or elements 

of them in the conservation project in Policy 0, although this would be a lower priority than 

inclusion of Sub-Areas 2,3 and 5; 

iv. in any event, the owners of the Garden Walls and Entrance (4B), the Ha-Ha and Bridge (40), 

and the Out-Garden (4E) should be encouraged to repair and restore them to their original 

extent, and adopt appropriate maintenance and management regimes to protect them into 

the future in accordance with Policies Sand T; 

v. the Kitchen Gardens (4A) within the walls should remain as open spaces and any pressure for 

development or further sub-division within them should be resisted; every encouragement 

should be given to resume their use for horticulture; 

vi. the owners of the Walled Gardens should be encouraged to consider opportunities for access 

and interpretation, particularly of the lost Kitchen Gardens glasshouses (0), in accordance 

with Policies U and V; 

vii. the owners and occupiers of the Head Gardener’s Cottage (4C) should be encouraged to adopt 

this Plan and the vision set out in Policies B, as well as being encouraged to follow the 

conservation approach in Policies E to J, and the collaborative approach in Policy P; 

viii.protection and management of Significant Trees (417) should be guided by Policy L. 

L) 

LU 

LI 

> 

cii 
-J 
-J 

z 
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5.43 	As the Walled Gardens are in separate ownership, Policy KK recognises the need to ensure their future is 	POLICIES 

not divergent from the remainder of the Estate. Encouraging a collaborative, conservation-led approach 

to their future should help ensure they remain extant as walls and gardens, as well as providing the 

opportunity for interpretation and an encouragement towards appropriate re-use. 

LL SOUTH PARK (SUB-AREAS) 

The South Park should be recognised as an integral part of the designed landscape associated with 

the Nash House, the Palladian Villa and possible earlier occupation of the place, and a move 

towards a conservation-led future put in place, guided by the following: 

I. the character of the South Park should remain as expansive open parkland with fencelines, 

scattered mature trees and Robin’s Wood planted to its historic extent; 

ii. every opportunity should betaken to include conservation of the South Park or elements of it in 

the conservation project in PolicyD, although this would be a lower priority than inclusion of 

Sub-Areas 2 and 3; 

iii. in any event, designed views and defined spaces should be identified, protected and, where 

possible, restored by reinstating tree planting which may have directed or framed them, or by 

removing later tree planting; such restoration should not take place if it would jeopardise the 

viability of current farming practices, but every opportunity should be taken to restore where it 

would not interfere with farming practices, or on review of farming practices in the future; 

iv. on review of farming practices in the future, every encouragement should be given to changing 

the South Park from arable to pasture to improve the setting of the Castle Complex, and to 

changing farming practices to make them compatible with historic landscape conservation; 

v. the future of the Crop Marks (5D) should be guided by specialist advice from English Heritage 

including on the issue of ploughing; they should be the subject of further research in line with 

Policy 0 (iv); 

vi. the Ditch (SB) should be further investigated as the possible remains of a medieval deer leap; 

vii. the extent of the Former Carriage Drive (5A) should be identified and its line, fabric and 

cha racter protected and, if possible, restored; 

viii.the extent of the remains of the Building Remains (SC), Wagonway (5E)and other lOst’ features 

which may be discovered should be identified, and then consolidated and managed; 

ix. protection and management of commercial woodland at Robin’s Wood (SE) should be guided 

by Policy NN; 

x. the residential amenity of Lady Park (5G) should be taken into consideration when agreeing 

the process in Policy D and the collaborative approach in Policy P; 
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xi the owners and occupiers of Lady Park Lodge (5H) and its railings and gate piers should be POLICIES 

encouraged to follow the conservation approach in Policies E to J, and adopt maintenance and 

management regimes to protect them into the future in accordance with Policies Sand T; 

xii the owners of Ravensworth Park Farm (SF) should be encouraged to follow the conservation 

approach in Policies E to J, and adopt appropriate maintenance and management regimes to LU 

protect it into the future in accordance with Policies Sand T; 

xiii.opportunities for access and interpretation should be pursued in accordance with Policies U 

and V. particularly relating to the use of the South Park for military tattoos in the 1930s; 

xiv.protection and management of Significant Trees (SI) in the South Park should be guided by -’ 

Policy L. 

5.44 	Policy LL recognises that, as the southerly aspect of the Castle Complex, the South Park is important to its 

setting as well as having intrinsic significance in containing designed landscape associated with several 

layers of the place’s occupation over the centuries. The various elements identified require different types 

of conservation - from consolidation to restoration and interpretation - but, as it is a productive part of 	c 

the working farm, historic environment conservation should only be considered on review of current 

farming practice unless it would not jeopardise the viability of current farming in the meantime. The 

policy also recognises the potential significance of the Crop Marks (SD) and Ditch (SB), and addresses Lady 

Park (5G, 5H). 

MM NORTH PARK (SUB-AREA 6) 

The North Park should be recognised as an integral part of the designed landscape associated with 

the Nash House, though with generally less significance than the South Park, and a move towards 

a conservation-led future put in place, guided by the following- 

i. the character of the North Park should be recognised as the more operational side of the Estate, 

and should remain as open parkland subdivided by woodland belts and fencelines, with 

scattered mature trees and Coxclose Wood planted to its historic extent; 

ii. every opportunity should be taken to include conservation of the North Park or elements of it in 

the conservation project in Policy D, although this would be a lower priority than inclusion of 

Sub-Areas 2, 3 and 5; 

ill. that part generally to the east should be a higher priority than the part to the west, due to its 

importance in long views of the Estate, and its significant open park/and industrial remains, 

iv. in any event, designed views and defined spaces should be identified, protected and, where 7 

possible, restored by reinstating tree planting which may have directed or framed them, or by 

removing later tree planting; such restoration should not take place if it wouldjeopardise the 
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viability of current farming practices, but every opportunity should betaken to restore where it 

would not interfere with farming practices, or on review of farming practices in the future; 

v. on review of farming practices in the future, every encouragement should be given to changing 

farming practices to make them compatible with historic landscape conservation; 

vi. the Coal Mill Remains (6C) and associated Trench (6B) should be protected, repaired and 

consolidated; particular attention should be paid to protecting the fabric, character and setting 

of Trench Hall (6A); 

vii. boundary walls and accesses, including 6Eshould be retained, repaired and protected; 

viii.the owners and occupiers of Trench Hall (6A), Sawmill Cottage (6D) and other residential 

buildings in the sub-area should be encouraged to adopt this Plan and the vision set out in 

Policies B, the collaborative approach in Policy P, and maintenance and management regimes 

to protect them into the future in accordance with Policies Sand T; 

ix. the residential amenity of the North Park should be taken into consideration when agreeing the 

process in Policy D and the collaborative approach in Policy P; 

x. protection andmanagement of commercial woodland should be guided by Policy NN; 

xi. opportunities for access and interpretation should be pursued in accordance with Policies U 

and V, particularly relating to the industrial remains and the operational side of the Estate; 

xii. protection and management of Significant Trees (6G) in the North Park should be guided by 

Policy L. 

POLICIES 

-J 

0 

a- 

C 

5.45 
	

Policy MM recognises that the North Park is less intrinsic to understanding the significance of the 

designed landscape, and is the location - both today and historically - of some of the more operational 
NJ 

aspects of the Estate. There are, however, stretches of parkland important to external views of the Estate, 

as well as significant industrial remains and woodland within it. Various elements require different types 

of conservation - from consolidation to maintenance - but, as it is a productive part of the working farm, 
L) 
L) 

historic environment conservation should only be considered on review of current farming practice unless 
0 

it would not jeopardise the viability of current farming in the meantime. The policy also recognises the 	
u-I 
u-I 

residential amenity of this, the sub-area with the largest concentration of residences on the Estate, and 	
U_ 

the important balance to be struck between their privacy and protection of the heritage they enjoy. 

NN WOODLAND 

The Woodland in Sub-Area 7, plus that in Sub-Areas 2,3,5 and 6, should be recognised as an 

integral part of the Estate’s landscape and key to the setting of the Castle Complex, and a 

conservation-led future put in place, guided by the following: 

i. the character of the Woodland should change from commercial forestry to restored broadleaf 

woodland planted to its historic extent; 
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ii. conservation of the Woodland should be led by the Forestry Commission in accordance with its 	POLICIES 

published design plan based on felling conifers and re-stocking with native broadleaf, and 

should take place in parallel with conservation elsewhere on the Estate; 

III in line with Policy L(i), a detailed tree survey should be completed prior to works on site to 

identify the location, species, age and condition of surviving specimen trees, including conifers 

with historic significance, and a strategy put in place for their protection during felling and re-

stocking (including appropriately mark them on-site for retention), and for their future 

management; 

Iv. elements to be felled should be recorded, 

V. designed views and defined spaces should be identified, protected and, where possible, 

restored by reinstating tree planting which mayhave directed or framed them, or by removing 

later tree planting; the restored extent of the Woodland should be guided by historical 

evidence, reinstating lost planted areas and clearing later intrusions into historic planting as 

appropriate; any impact on commercial viability should be absorbed over time; 

vi. The Peak (7B) should be restored to its original character by clearing later confer planting and 

restoring it to open pasture with clumps of scattered broadleaf trees; 

vii.mono-species re-stocking should be discouraged and re-stocking with native deciduous 

woodland species should be encouraged to restore historic character and enhance biodiversity; 

viii appropriate open glades within the Woodland should be created to enhance biodiversity; 

ix land on which the Woodland grows should be treated as an archaeological resource and, if any 

landscape or built features are discovered, they should be treated as archaeological remains; 

their extent should be identified, and the remains protected, consolidated and managed; 

x. opportunities for access and interpretation should be pursued in accordance with Policies U 

and V, particularly relating to historic rides and other landscape features in the Woodland; 

5.46 	Policy NN applies to woodland in Sub-Area 7and also to the Forestry Commission’s holdings in Sub-Areas 

2,3,5 and 6. Each is still largely based on its historic extent, apart from encroachment into the Pleasure 

Grounds and Arboretum (Sub-Area 3) and so restoration essentially requires felling and re-stocking. It is 

very fortunate that this process is now being started by the Commission, as the woodland has reached its 

optimum felling period. Their intentions are sufficiently conservation-led to encourage them to lead on 

- 	 the work, providing it is first informed by a detailed on site survey of surviving historic specimen trees and 

measures to protect them during landscape restoration. An archaeological watching brief would be 

difficult to manage on such a large scale and over such a long period time, and so the Commission should 

be offered additional support and guidance on how to treat any landscape or built remains which are 

discovered in the Woodland. 

IF 
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Chp 4 

Risks & Issues 

Introduction 

RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

0 

0 

0 

4.1 	This chapter sets out the ways in which the significance of Ravensworth Castle and Estate are vulnerable. 
LL 

The risks described are those which currently threaten the site’s significance or which have left a legacy of 
LL 

threat. An assessment of the potential future threats is also given where relevant. The degree to which 

the significance of the various elements is or has been sensitive to these risks governs the guidelines for 

the future which are set out in the final chapter. The topics discussed are as follows, first those relating to 

the Plan area itself, then those relating to its context: 

� physical condition 

� previous alterations 

� lack of understanding 

� land use and development 

� setting of the Estate 

� access 

� stakeholder expectations 

� ownership and management 

� project delivery and funding 

4.2 	Many of these issues are illustrated in tow Summary Diagrams on pages xv and xvii above. 

Physical Condition 
L. 

Castle Complex (Sub-Area 1) 

4.3 	The physical condition of the buildings represents the greatest, most urgent risk to significance (together 

with the risk that something might not be done about it, see from 4.160 below). Continued loss of even 	
LL 

small amounts of historic fabric would reduce even further the site’s ability to authentically demonstrate 
LL  

its history and retain the exceptional significance it gains from its historic fabric. The condition of all built 

elements in Sub-Area 1, the Castle Complex, has been very bad for many years, recognised by inclusion at 
oz 

the highest priority, ’extreme risk’, in the national and local Buildings At Risk registers since their 

inception. The condition of these elements is now of an immediate and pressing nature. 	 LL 

C 

4.4 	There is documentary evidence of the Castle Complex’s deterioration over the last twenty years or so: 

� 	Feasibility Study, Ravensworth Castle Stable Courtyard for Tyne & Wear Building Preservation Trust Ltd, 

Howarth Litchfield Partnership, 8 May 1986 

� Ravensworth Castle, Gateshead, Feasibility Study Report, North East Civic Trust, December 1998 

� Ravensworth Castle, Gateshead, Brief Report to Accompany Outline Proposals, Martin Stancliffe 

Architects for North East Civic Trust, November 2002 
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� 	Ravensworth Castle, Brief Notes on Re-inspection of Stableblock and Towers, Purcell Miller Tritton LLP RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

(previously Martin Stancliffe Architects) for North of England Civic Trust (previously North East Civic 

Trust), September 2005 

� 	Ravensworth Castle, Gateshead, Repair Proposals, Brief Report Outline Specification of Emergency and 

Essential Repairs and Reinstatement, Purcell Miller Tritton LLP for Gateshead Council, February 2007 

	

4.5 	These relate to re-use of the Stable Block (IN- IS) and concentrate on this element, but the later ones also 

include other Sub-Area 1 remains. The following analysis uses the vaults beneath the Stable Block’s two 

gateways (10, 1P) to illustrate rate of deterioration. Other parts of the fabric are affected in the same way 

In addition to these analyses, the 1970s photographic survey held at the Durham Record Office [DROD/Lo 

Acc 451 (D)] shows the site in a much better condition than today, eg. the Curtain Wall (1Q is much more 

complete and the steps in much better condition, indicating an acceleration of decline in recent decades. 

1 1986 Feasibility Study 

	

4.6 	This early study, commissioned in January 1986, has little detail on the condition survey. The report 

briefly describes the condition of the main components of the Stable Block (IN- IS). Of the roof it says: 

75% of the existing roof area has collapsed or been removed. The former owners removed large 

areas of the slate roof and stored some on site to avoid the use of the building as byres.... The 

existing roof collar trusses are heavily infested with woodworm in those areas of existing 

slating." [p7] 

	

4.7 	Identifying points of concern in the walls, it notes they are in generally good condition. It also points out: 

"The brick arches to both the east and west gate have both decayed and settled due to poor 

quality of the original brickwork and weathering. ... At this stage it would appear possible to 

stabiise these arches without the need to demolish." [p7] 

1998 Feasibility Study 

	

4.8 	This more in-depth study, the survey for which was carried out in 1997, considered the condition of all the 

standing fabric in Sub-Area 1. The Medieval Towers (1A, 1B) were "almost intact to parapet level but have 

both lost their roofs" [p39], whilst the Octagonal Tower roof (IF) "has caved in and the top storey of the 

tower and stairwell have collapsed leaving the wall core open and vulnerable" [p401. This may well be 

describing its state since demolition of the House ended in the 1950s. It noted that the Stable Block 

Gatehouse (10) had no roofs but its walls were in fair condition apart from the tops and the central infill 

panel was disassociated from the masonry either side (this was also noted in the 1986 report but here the 

solution was to reconstruct). The condition of its archway soffit appeared similar to that in 1986: 
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"The vaulted soffit of the archway is formed in brick and many bricks have dropped; propping 	RISKSAND 
ISSUES 

and reforming will be necessary" [p42] 

cc  

LD 

4.9 	It describes that "the roof of the stable block has collapsed" and "The walls of the north and south ranges 

all require the top metre of stonework rebuilding" [p42-3], whilst, referring to the Clocktower archway: 

"The brick vaults of the west entry passage have collapsed in places and require urgent propping 	LL 

and repair" [p42], and that "On the internal corners of the vaulting most of the bricks are LL 
cc 

missing, leaving loose bricks inadequately supported. Missing bricks need to be replaced and 

any loose bricks wedged in to ensure the long term stability of the vault." [p48] 

4.10 	The report concludes on condition and stability with the following: 

"The buildings at Ravensworth Castle are all derelict and the structure is fully exposed to the 

weather. Most of the roofs are missing, timber floors have collapsed and the wall tops have been 

reduced in height as a result of this exposure. The problems with the structure are therefore 

generally to do with a lack of maintenance rather than inherent structural defects." [p48] 

2002 Survey Report 

4.11 	Five years later, the same survey team was recording notable change in the rate of deterioration: 

"Five years ago all the elements of the stableblock, towers, wails and remains of the mansion 

were clearly discernable, but now most of these buildings are badly overgrown.., loosening the 
Ln 

matrix of construction and encouraging potential collapse. ... but all the while those materials 

or building components which might have been saved, are deteriorating rapidly. The condition 

of the building will further deteriorate at an accelerated rate if nothing is done to protect the 

structure from the effects of the weather and the established plant life." [p1-2, their emphasis] 	LU 

4.12 	The report highlighted several aspects of concern, including: 
Ca 

"The brick groin vaults to the 3 no. towers are dangerous and are failing rapidly due to water 	Ln 

LU 

ingress from above, and the roots of shrubs and self seeded trees have further loosened the 

structure." [p2] 

4.13 	It concluded that: 

"Having seen the worsening of the structure since 1997, it is vital that most of this work is carried 

out immediately" [p3, their emphasis] 
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RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

take place after this time (around February 2003 to a brief agreed with English Heritage), together with 	- 

some modest temporary water-proofing to wallheads on part of the Stable Block, in advance of the 2003 

appearance of the building in the Restoration TV programme (see 2.57 above and Historic Image 74). 
I- 

2005 Survey Report 
LU 

	

4.15 
	

An inspection of the Medieval Towers (1A-IQ, Stable Block (IN-IS) and Towered Gateway (IT) was carried 

out for this Plan in late September 2005 by the same team. Their report states that: 

"It may come as no surprise that despite a reasonable degree of recent clearing away of 

vegetation the overall condition of buildings is now in a more ruinous state. It has to be 
CD 

appreciated that the buildings become more and more dangerous as time goes on.... Most of 

the buildings could be described as being in a perilous state." [p1] 
LU 

	

4.16 	The report goes on: 

LU  

"There is concern also that valuable original materials and salvageable items such as good 

roofing slates, metal window casements, timber windows, doors etc being damaged and lost.... 

Interesting construction information relating for instance to iron reinforced timber beams is 

slowly but surely rotting away and intrinsic evidence is disappearing." [p1] 
Lu  

4.17 	The gravity of this report compared to those discussed above is considerable. These principal buildings 

were then at a critical point in their decay with remedial action required more urgently than before to 

prevent the only option being dismantling and reconstruction. The condition report makes clear that: 

"some of the wall structures will soon be past a point of no return, necessitating large areas of LU 

rebuilding and reconstruction and a vastly increased cost. This will inevitably lead to a loss of 

historic or original fabric. In the not so distant future a conservative approach to repairs in 

many areas will not be possible and rebuilding will be the only possible option." [p3] 

4.18 	The implications of this on the significance of the fabric, and on the costs of repair, would undoubtedly be 

Uj 

dramatic. Areas of concern relating to structural stability were mainly, but not exclusively, as follows: 

� 	The vaulted passageway in the centre of the Stable Block Gatehouse had worsened noticeably 

with the underside of the brick arch detaching. Because it would be impossible to reach the space LU 

above where tree routes appear established, structural repair was of the most urgent priority. 

+ 	At the vaulted passage below the Clocktower, the weight of debris was forcing the brick arch and 

construction to deteriorate and fail. 
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RNORr IRAN IVI MTRUST 

� The southern outer wall to the south range of the Stable Block, where tree roots were even more 

firmly embedded and where this was forcing over the top metre of wall. 

� Large movement cracking within the external wall facing the Stable Block Courtyard in the centre 

of the Stable Block Gatehouse; this had worsened but only very slightly since last inspection. 

� Cracks between the Stable Block Gatehouse and the wall north of its east side, a considerable crack 

which appears not to have worsened significantly, although it is 60mm at the bottom of the wall. 

Since the 2002 inspection, the architects noted additional significant decay and deterioration including: 

� Stable Block 

Timbers and trusses displaying the construction method were now few and far between. More 

roofing slates, where surviving, had been lost. Wallheads were now even more exposed and 

vegetation was starting to loosen the top courses of masonry through most of the flank walls. 

Larger areas on the south outer walls were in a worse condition and now in need of re-building. 

� South Tower 

The north flank wall appeared to have worsened by loss or fall of masonry, although it was difficult 

to be too precise without accurate monitoring and the huge amount of vegetation. 

� Towered Gateway 

It appeared another section of parapet to the immediate south of the central gateway had fallen. 

2007 Survey Report 

The most recent report consolidates the growing concern of the previous ones: 

"Until recently various studies and exercises have been carried out by the North of England Civic 

Trust in negotiation with the owner to see how the buildings could be repaired and made usable 

for a variety of functions but the condition of the buildings is soon to reach a critical point 

whereby economic repair is not viable with the resultant loss of historical important buildings 

and structures. To this end the information contained in this report and schedule needs to be 

acted upon in some way or other in the near future to avoid further or subsequent loss." [p3] 

This implies that much now requires immediate remedy, leaving consolidated buildings with decay put 

on hold until long-term maintenance, constructive alteration or sensitive development can be agreed. 

Other Issues 

4.22 	The presence of vegetation is a perennial concern in Sub-Area 1. A management agreement between the 

owners and English Heritage ran for several years during the latel980s and early 1990s, but was not 

continued (for reasons unknown). The need for clearing to enable surveying has been extensive, and the 

RISKS AND 
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speed and extent of re-growth is vigorous due to the wealth of surrounding vegetation. Not only 	 RISKSAND 
ISSUE 

the vegetation itself harm fabric, but each cycle of clearance and re-growth causes harm too, no matter 

carefully achieved. The historic layout of Sub-Area 1 and most others also suffer from widespread self-

seeded trees and vegetation encroaching significantly into key spaces such as the Main Courtyard (1D), 

Nash House Footprint (1E) and Terrace (1!). As with all vegetation, removal would need to be followed by 

thorough and long term management and maintenance to prevent growth re-occurring. 

	

4.23 
	

The condition of other buildings in Sub-Area 1, eg. Octagonal Tower(1F), Nash Kitchen Tower (1G), Terrace 

Wall (ii), is likely to have deteriorated to a similar degree and could be considered as similarly pressing 

	

4.24 
	

As the owners’ 2004 StrategicAppraisal and PPG 15 (para 7.4) note, there is no specific duty on owners to 

keep their buildings in a good repair. Local authorities can take action in cases where an historic building 

has deteriorated to the extent that its preservation may be at risk. Such statutory powers comprise Urgent 

Works or Repairs Notices under the Planning (Listed Buildings & Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (see from 

4.170 below). The Castle Complex has been empty for several decades with clear evidence of decay over 

at least the last 20 years. Arson, vandalism and theft have also contributed, whilst the absence of a plan 

for management, repair and maintenance, other than trespass control, has compounded the situation. 

	

4.25 
	

In summary, there has been a documented deterioration of many of the standing remains of the Castle 

Complex over at least the last 20 years, most of which can be attributed to insufficient preventative care 

and maintenance. The rate of deterioration has increased in recent years. Immediate, comprehensive, 

concerted and long-term action must be taken on all significant historic elements to eliminate the 

pressing risk of irretrievable loss, irreversible harm to significance, and increasing repair costs. 

The Wider Estate (Sub-Areas 2-7) 

	

4.26 
	

The condition of other elements in the wider Estate requires more survey work. Generally those buildings 

in use are in good condition, but the extensive designed landscape remains are at risk from encroaching 

vegetation, destruction by felling and re-planting, by ploughing, and by removal of field boundaries. 

	

4.27 
	

For example, several designed elements are in a very bad condition and have lost features and character, 

including the Walled Garden (Sub-Area 4), Fish Ponds and remains (3D, 3E), Arboretum Remains (3A) and 

Pleasure Grounds Remains (3B), plus a variety of smaller elements damaged or decaying in overgrown 

vegetation, including Garden Ornament Fragments (1M), Fountain and Pool (1P), and various fragments 

scattered across the Estate such as ditches and lost carriage drives and rides. There are also many lost 

features in Sub-Area 2 relating to a designed pleasure ground in Greenhouse Walks (2E). 

	

4.28 
	

In the South Park (Sub-Area 5), ploughing has led to the loss of some of the historic routes which crossed 

the sub-area (eg. that north from Ravensworth Park Farm, SF), and harm to the Crop Markings (5D) 
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... 	... 	...... 

	

.......... 	........... 

ND Scattered trees across park have been lost due to agricultural use, diluting character somewhat, and there 
ISSUES 

r is some severe tree damage by horses. Landscape damage is harming an understanding of the buildings 

in their designed setting, with encroaching intrusive planting and loss of planting. 

4.29 	Most of this is duºto long term deterioration and vegetation encroachment from management regimes 

inappropriate to the care of a designed landscape Even though the nature of the elements means that 
LU 

Wi.diate significant loss is far less pressing, the 	 continued harm to even small 

amounts of historic fabric and layout would reduce even further tIie 	bjlitvrof  the site to authentically Fq LU  

demonstrate its history a’ nd to retain the significance it has as a result of its historic fabric and layout 

LU Previous Alterations 
 

430 	This section deals with the impact which alterations (as opposed to change through neglect or 

inappropriate management) have had on the significancç of the place 
.:- 	. 	..... 

-:.- 	4- 

431 	Ravensworth has seen centuries of alteration with layer of.6Ulldin’gs.ànd designed landscape added over 
LU

:-- 

layer This deep evolution in part defines theplac’ ’sfifiçae, and if identifying prous alterations is 
t 

a precursor to reversing them, then this would mostly be a meaningless exercise as few would be 
Ca 
LU 

reyersile here without loss of significance. Obviously,h 	mostdetruct!ve alterations are the sequence 

of demolitions in Sub-Area 1 which - all but 4the last - were to make way for new buildings which would 

in time have their:own merits Sequential overlayering of designed landscapes have had a similar effect 
UJ 

4.32 	The.historical an 	above (from 2.17, 	.138 and 2.116) describea rich 	id complex development 

history. Although chapter 3 ascribes significance to each phase, u.npicking.those phases, on the ground is, 

in places, unattainable due to gaps in understanding (eg. a lack of below ground evaluation). Negative 

L impacts from previousalterations are theref9re not always Main to see. It is also true that active 

a!e!ation in recntdecades has had much Jess harfu!impact than jnsufficient or inappropriate adion. 
LU 

L 
433 	Table 26 considers each element, assessing alterations which do not contribute positively to significance, 

analysing whether they are reversible and, if so, whether that is desirable in the light of significance and ca  

UJ L good conservation practice. Note this relates to active alteration not change through neglect. 	. 

4.34 	This initial analysis indicates relatively few major alterations at the Castle Complex, apart from sequential 

demolition of buildings, although individual elements such as the Medieval Towers (lA-IC) have been 

much altered. There have been sequential alterations to the landscape too, nonetheless leaving remnant 

parts from many. phases (eg. the Ditch (SB) may be a medieval deer park remnant). Many of these are 

relatively recent and might be easily reversed - with sufficient resource, accurately recreating designed 

landscape can be more achievable thanaccurately rebuilding a demolished Gothic house. 
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Table 26: Previous Alterations lnitialAnalysis 	 RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

zi NO. Elenient 	Alteratiöhs 	 When 	impact ReveribIŁ? Desirable? 

Sub-Area 1 

1C 	Curtain Wall 	of original castle  	evidence  

lUand l Wadded; noalts 	mid C19 	x 	unlikely 	no, 1U is LU 

witht significance  	W)it1afPi signif itself 

1d,: Main 	t&1idknb*h a bbüt alts 	-’’� 	- 	- 	 - 

’Courtyard " 	ôthrfhandenipIitidæ 	. . 	 ’ 	’ . 

1E Nash House too little known about alts  

- LL FOOtpfiPt thftMædThlitiOæ 

IF Octagonal demolition c.1950s xx partia!, only possibly 

Tower etc. " 	 ’. . wreconst’n 

1G- Other Nash too little known abo’utalts 

1H Hse Remains other thandemolition . 
LU  

. 

1!- Nash Garden tQO little known but likely mid to xx prob, if gd .  yes, interp of 	ad 

1M Remains to be more easily reversed 20 late C2’ evidence lost house 

IN Stable Block some openings &intWalls; ?various yes, if good 
u.J 

yes, if interp 

oifierSi6b1ittk known ŁvldŁnce dfstables . 

10 StÆbIeºlOck firstflo& Æltdditions; ’’ - yes,’ if good n6, adds to 

GatØhbUse 	’ tolittlŁkrioWnofothers’ . 	 . evidence significance 
LU 

1P- Other Stable too little known about alts prob late xx yes, if good some yes eg. 

IT Fi1iªin ’OtlthaiithF "C20 evidence ’dok, gates 

1U Icehodse tOo little knovn’abbut 	Its  
Q 

uI,-Atea 2 	 ’ 	 ..’. 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 

geneal 	" lossofaæci1Iaryblds/plots late C19- x little nó,wc’uld 

ÆlbnÆàbØ)’’ C2 	" eideæ addliile 
LU 

2A Carriage severing west of South . mid to ,  xx yes, route yes,,for,use ,.  

Drive iodØ late C2o kæôwn and interp 

2B-’ South Lodge 
.................. 

ndtii ih’knOwn about Its  
. 

LU 

2C ªidG’way  

2D- Greenhouse too little known about alts - - - yes, key to 

2E Walks’  landscape 

LL Sub-Area 3 Ce 

_ge.neral Butter,.Cross(3F)& Model c1930s onlywith no, add to 

Village’HousØs() added’ ’demolitiOh sgn1fknce 

ibf f1l 	kiwtiM’ post- xx e8 ’1yto 

Arboreturli ., 	. WWII’ ... ...................... evidehe landscape 
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!!f Element. � :____ 	Afterations � ____ . 	When 	Impact/� ReversibIe? . Desirable? 	
RISKSAND 

F 3B ;Remainsof, 	felling, stocking with pine; 	post.-,xx 	yes, if gooci’. yes, key to 

3C. PIeas.Grnds. too little known of others 	WWII 	. 	evidence 	landscape 	In 

3D- East & West 	too little known about alts 	- 	 - 	- 	.; .. yes, key, to  

,landscape 

.3f".B1itterGross. moved here butdriginal .’:?’. 	. . i’:"; 	no 	no,addsto LU  

fl 	._ 	(ocain un  evidence 	s igni ficance
L"  

3G Moel 	nothing known aboutIts  

VilIag&Hses___ ,.  

’ 	
.miw  

LU . gneraJp 	addition of two dweUings 	midlate.; 	’ 	onlywith ": -no, Would 

Outside walled garden 	GO.?___ : _ ’ 	"’ demolition, .add little 

4A 	Kitchen 	too little known other than -’ 	 "x ’ ’only’with’ ’ yes;ifinterp 

Gardens 	removal of glasshouses  	reco 	of gardens 
14 	 ’ 

4B 	Garden Walls openings created; too, little ? 	 , x 	’5yes, good 	yes, integrity 

’tcØ’kh___dft 	e’th’’ 	a rid"Irp 

4C ’1-i’ Garderir’s ’ nothhig known -la 	ts 	’’ ’"’’� " 	- . ’’ Ca 
LU 

6 age 

U. !4b 	FfÆ’1i& 
 

jn  

4E 	 xx’ 	’ 	 yes)integrity .. yesifgood :  

andinerp 

_____ 	 .5 ., _______ 	 .. ____.,;,� S.5,. ,�.., 

H .  
ge.nral.. .;.. 	 pflpy 	’ : VriOu5 	’, 	 .. ., Ji.tl. .. 	 .. 	 rn,otIy.yes, 

!p,l9ssofv!ws,__., ., 	 ___. S 	evidnce__ �.  key tcscpe. 

L 	. 	 removal of trees, field sub- C20 	x 	some 	yes, key to 

i 	 __1 _ ft() "ni  _g ricultV 

L 	. . 	 use 

CarriageDr. 	 andinterp 

5B � Dith’ 	’tOolittIe ktbWrbbit&ts  
LU 

SD 	Crop Marks S possible ploughing ’ ’ ’ " ’C2O 5  "’’’ Un- " 	o’  

of C Complex damage 	 known evidence 

	

5E ob’tnWoOd telling,stbking’Iipinej 	póst-’ 	" "x 	’yes, ifdd yes, key to 	’ 

&Waonw’ay- ’too little know it’ Ofbthers
’WW,

II ’ ..’ " ºvidei*Ø’" 	landscape 

L 5F" "RPkFtr’;tóoliitlekhdW  it’ boat alts 	-. 	’y 	’ 	- 	. 	’ 	. 	’ -, .
CO 

LU SN.. Lady’Pk,Ldg...  

Sub-A rŁa,6 	. 	 S 	"� 	, 	. 	., 	. 	. 	.. 	’ 

L 	
general’ 	, too little .known’aboutalts  
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RISKSAND 	ri 
ISSUES No; .Element__ -.  Alterations - When Impact Reversible? Desirable? 

general addition of several C20 only.with no, would 

dwellings demolition add little 	- 

� 	Sub-Area 7 
	

S 

7A 	Rem. Ancient 	felling, stocking with pine; 	post- 	X 	yes, if good. 	yes, key to 

Woodland 	 too little known of others 	 .WWU 	 � 	 �: 	 evidence 	 5landsGape 

power line wayleave scar 	 late C2o’ 	 XX 	 unlikely if 	 - 

in planting 	 - 	 lines to stay 	1 

7B 	The Peak 	 forestation of once 	 post- 	 x 	yes, if goOd 	ayes, key to 
 sparsely treed area 	WWII 	 evidence.,landscape 

IC emnant 	likely lOsS due to teiiing 	post- 	xx 	yes, it good yes, Key to 

Rides 	and stocking with pine 	WWll 	 evidence 	landscape 

= neutr4i x = negative impact x  = very negative impact 	 I 

435 	Far too little IS currently known about the designed landscape but the principle of reversing previous 

alterations would still apply For example, felling and re-planting have lost designed views, spaces and 

rides. Reversing these alterations would recreate the Castle Complex’s landscaped hillside setting and 

framed views. The loss of the rich and varied palette of nineteenth century trees is aparticularly harmful, 

particularly as the post-Second World War uniform con!ferous plantations conflict,ith theform,colour 

and texture of remnant ornamental and native woodland. Restoration is in theory achievable, using 

� ornamentalspecies available during the eighteenthand.nineteenthcenturies, butknowledge would 

need to be expanded first. Twentieth century domestic buildings haC the potential to erode the place’s 

countryside character particularly if (as herein one or two places) designs are mor subUrban than rural. 

� Plaiiningpolicies now control this, but -reversing them once established is very unlikely Itis lucky that 

mo’st’of existing ones are in the North Park (Sub-Area 6), a sub-area with lOwer heritage significant. 

I- 

0 
1 

w 

0 

u-i 

L) 
L) 

4.36 	Reversibility isimportant to building conservation, judging whethØra change can later by un-made to 

’returnthe heritage back to its earlier state. Even’iftheoreticallypossibIe it is not always desirable: 

� because it would result on ithe loss of alateralterationwhich;has significance inits own right, or 

� because it would involve reconstruction or replication.,, �. 	- 
437 	Some reversals would involve demolishing something which has its ownsignificançe, such as removing 	

a 
elchouse (W tr9jn below the.NorthFçer (1A).. It f isppssibe7.tose-t an agreed dto restore back to U- 

in order to minimise harm to significance, but this would behard toagre for Ravens worh. because of its u-I 	 I 
L 

deep history with significance in each phase. So previous alterations should be reversedto different 
	

LU 

phases at different places across the Estate, recognising the layered significance ofthØ place (eg. 

conserving the Model Village Houses (3G) as well as eighteenth century landscape feaXure). 
Ln 
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. 
438 	OtherrevrsaIsrnight involve reconstruction or replication; creating something misleading orfalse , and ND 

ISSUES 

so harming the significance ofgenuineparts of the site English Heritage have strong policyguideIines on 

Reconstruction on Archaeological Sites [August 2000, English Heritage] and the site’s significance will be 

uled eleents Restoring parts of the Stable Block best protected if they are applied, including to unsched 	m S 

(1N-1S)woüld be possible With çoodŁvidence, but ecreÆtirig the lótNash HdUsVObld be virtually 
Ln 

As impossible within conservation pÆs 	arØsillt, cOns 	vÆtiOflofthe 

qjring 

th,em back int’ prqquctive is(ee from 446 below) An indictioI 	jthQ1pnce plcec1 on the issue 

isthtt!ie 	jge LoteTy 	in 	iLnot fund replica work. 

439 	In timi iar 	tlt�tins have been extensive over tile life of the 	but many haie added to place, 

i&iftdŁddeswt11dbØ 	 thal th’os&of the rnore esly revered 

1 	 1fir?iate and the apropriteness ofeiersing arei!*siration of a r 
’1I 

previous chanqes, or of introducing recónsfructions or r’Ł licas, would help protect significance. 
LU 

-4 	 -� 	 -c 	-.- . 	 I - . 	-:- 	 �: 	- 	��i 
Lack"& Understandlng LU 

flt 	; 	 -.: 	 :-j’ 	---:. 	 - 	-� Ln 

4.40 	corervtionilàns sikh as tIii arŁ 	tthŁ 	e 	bfthØiflf&thŁOflsØrvätiont!irOcØss. English Heritage 

I.I 	- I(Al - vL - uuLLuaI [if lllupl’lUIIIUIIII9 VV 	"9 	LUII7CI vaLivil a 	UU 31 ,3"1 lItUllt JlU….III.IUUlll 

Kate Clark, 	 - 

I) 

� 	that understanding is the bedrock of conservation; 	IV
-.- 	 - 

� 	that without understanding, conservation is blind and meaningless; 	 I 
� 	that prior understanding is the best basis for conservation d&isiôns we must ur’dŁständ’ 

LI buildings and their landscapes before we change them, n?p M.  cue 
LU 

� 	that understanding is relevan4 i 	servation activity, ranging fr. 	4jp daymaintenance LU 

Li or managemnt through t 	tatuly casework, repair projects or,new development; 

� 	that understanding is a dynamic process which continues throughout the duration of a project and 

U indeed the history of a building and its landscape 

4.41 	For a place as complex and time-deep as Ra’ ensworth, this is particularly important. As set out from 

2.243 above, there are several gaps in the current understanding of the place wlich’ could put at risk its Oz 

significance if decisions are made without first filling them. The main gap for Sub-Aeai is the lack of on-  CO  

site investigation of below-ground deposits. The main gap for the wider Estate is a detailed survey to 
LU 

I dentify obscured routes, planting, trees, layout, land form, deposits and built remains The latter is 

L particularly important due to prevent loss through commercial Forestry Commission felling. A standard 

Lconservation Plan 
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approach, would be coherent site-specific reseachframeworkinformed by existing national and regional RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

frameworks such as the NorthEast Regional Research Framework’(NERRF). 
0 
I- 

442 	A fuller ecological understanding of the place is also needed to ensure significance is not compromised 

This applies in particular tonewts and bats.  Action without knowledge of the relevant permits and 

licenc es, or other mitigation measures, could result in enforcement 
LU 

4.43 	Ading vhoüt appropriate adviceand gtidance can also risk significance. Each element atRaveæsworth 

has specific requirØm&nts �strfegies, tØchhiqües, methods, materials; etc whkhshàuld be ühdØrstood 

befóreathon is piahnºd The üs of detäiled sc1list àdikØ, and suitably Øxpi1enced prófØsibnals and 

contractors will kpconservati andmanagement-wellinformed, in-line-with-goodpracticand 

guided by good conservation prirciples. Without this, irreparable harm to fafric  is likely. Similarly  there 

is a need to act guided by an overarching strategy. A clear phaed strategy for conservation-lcd rescue, 

re-use and management of the Castle Complex and Estate will avoid a seriesof unconnected, adhoc 

actions which may  cause harm overall, even if well intentioned at the time (see from 4.160 below). 

I- 

LU 
0 

U- 

I- 

LU 

H 

	

4.4 
	

In summary, further research and on-site investigation in all sub-areas and on a range of topics is 

required, its extent determined by the nature and scope of the action proposed, the significance of the 

elcnient to be changed,and,topmdegree,the availabilityof resources. lthould be set within .a 

coherent research framework to avoid a piecemeal approach. Conservation or managementaction 

should be well informed using apprppriateprofessionals and contractors. See also from 4i44 below. 

Land Use & Development 

	

4.45 
	

This section discusses the following: 

- Extension 	para 4.68 	 - bivØrsification 	papa 4.84 

II 
EL Ln,  12 
LU 
U, 

MM 

U, 

LU 
L) 
L) 

I- 
LU 

LU 

ZE 

- A!terationpara 4.72 	 - Demolition 	para 4.88 

- Demolition 	para 4.74 
2 
LI. 

4.46 	In general, the planning policy context offers no risk and should, actively protect the special historic and 

environmental character of the area. However, in protecting that significance, it also exerts restrictions 
	 H 

which limit development opportunities making restoration and long-term economic sustainability harder, 
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. 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . . - 

s1l.:acuukriLluL1l 

	

P ;tIough not irnpqssible1.to achieve. TheconcentrationfpIanniripoIicy�that covers Ravenswotkcan 	RISKSAND 
ISSUES 

therefbrebeboth a positive control and a hindrance; but the benefits pfthŒ formertend to outweigh the 

difficulties posed by the latter 

National and Regional Legislation and Guidance 

	

. 	 , 	 . 	 ;- 	 . 	 :- 	 � 	 - 	 . 	 . 	 .- 	 : 	 - ’ 	 : 	 . 	 ’- ’ 	 � 	 ’ 	 0 

	

4.47 	Scheduled ancienvmonument, 	 guidance :wilLcontrol LU  

[1 	the scope, nature and quality of any re-use and management proposals, and other works, and should be 	. 

re�Turrartu’rl’ wag : 	7.  
’ 	

th 

n 
of and rocinvol/eJ 	 nces, 

should that becomenecessary Other uidanceproduce’d by EnIih Fteritaewould assist v.iththe detail 

ofthis, and also in the detaileddesign of pmposals for both the Castle Cbrnp!ex and the wider Estate. This o 

Lcs 	 ""Jifl 	 . 

LU 

	

448 	The non rheritage context is also broadly pQsitjve, for exanple through PPS 1 DeIiveringSustainabIe 

I 	 DevIopment [ODPM 2005] and guidance from (ABE A modest potential threat tothe significanceof the 

CastleComplex 	 newcountryhojse thrQughtheiproyisionsofPPS7’ 

Sustainable Development in Rural Areas [ODPM 20041. PPS 7 is directed 	 _ejq 	life 

and the environment in rural areas and the promotion of more sustainable patterns of development. This 

incliid the development of hoU’5itM a bntrolledway in accordncØitl olicis laid out ii )’PS 3 Ln 
LU 

Hôn[LG d6j. Ws 	 h6he 

countryside that are of exceptional quality and can be shown to be ground breaking and gnuinely 

outstanding [päràs 1 01 1].  The insertiOn of a~ucha housein the Castle Corplex could fUndamentally 

disruptt 	jctevnpt pg tq,jr 	cçnd 	 . 

L relatigW b.  D11 	114 WpT4ld prose a  Sig 

	

ilc 	 snance of 

5) lf1Mweçc ft weqjJy sçd, for 

L 
 

exam pjo 	$h House Footprint (1E), and was coypled with lançiscape restoration, it could help 

resto re 	by.rejnstating,a.buklcng at the centre  ofhedsignedjapdscape 
:...............................................................

, 

where oQe was meant to be. . 	 . 	 ., 	 . LU 
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n 

.positiveprOgress UDP Policy ENV16,’spcific6IIyreIating to Ravensworth Castle(sºe:2.21.2above), clearly 

sets out the Council’s aspirations for the future of Ravensworth and will be key novonlyto determining 

y acting as a point around which pre- 
t% 	 � 	- 	.- 

application discussions can be held. Similarly, policies relating tbGBŒlt, land scàpe an d bi Łn 	 odiversity 

potectiori will activelybolster protection’Of - significance; as Vould the Council’s-SPG3.- 

-.- --------------- 	--- 	.; 	- 	--- 	- 	 - 	 - 

4.5 	 may arise frorn,tb 	prçtection offered by  policies relating to habitats and  biodiversity and 

- 
th9$e 	gp poteçJtoiJc environment Ths wpuld apply to the SNCI, the wildlife, 

cQrridor,ancIQther general 	 ctInppliçies. For earnple, protectipricf wild ife habitats-might 

prevent or restricfdearance of vegetatioq growth or trees to re-open views or historic rides The same LU 

wQuld apply to habitatsTh tIe çst!e Complex. This would.pply in.particular tQgreat crested newts, bats 

� 	 and some birds in, Sub-Are 	1, 2,3 and 7. It wquld  threforebe necessary to sitrike  a 	aJance between 

rescuing and re-using the historic buildings at risk and landscape, and protecting ecological interests. PPS 

- 	 9Bibdivºrsity&-GeoioicaIonservUtion-[ODPM, August 20051 sets outprindples with - -which to strike this - 

-- 	 reduce any riskto therange of significance at theplace.- Theyshould LU  

lie! Upported:byguidane-and advice1romDurhamWildlife Trust, English Nature,Environment;Agency L. 

-------------------------------- 	 -- 	- 	i.---------------------------. 	- 	- 	- 	� 	- - - andDEFRAas-aproriate. -  

4.52 	!ipwever, this over 	piningpQticypositionpQses some risk in restricting tl 	scope and natureof any 

development which could be necessary to bring about conservation at Ravensworth But the benefits of 

protection over historical and environmental significance are great, and recognition of this will have 

helped strengthen rather than relax the planningpolicy position d ,  ring the recent UDP review 

4.53 	LID 	on the Green Bet and re-use Of rUial buildings will h&Øn impact on the re-use Of the Stable 

Blodi (IN-IS), particülàrlyfohoUsiæ. g. Policy ENV37 on theGree 	Belt, 	nsurs j&maIeæt ärd 	- 
LU 

- 

I i 	i 
substantial buildings within the Green Belt (which can be converted wit 	utfnajoY reconstruction) can be 

� - 
	 rØ- ued ªgreªter impact thanthºir presæt usedA the Green Belt’s - 

I 
openness and the purposes of including the land within it, and that the buildings are in keeping with their 

surroundings. Policy ENV42, on the re-use of rural buildings, allows the’rØ-use al?dAdgiexterision of LU 

- ryral bydipgs  for light idustry, commerce, recreation ortourist uses (ubjec to various other provisions 
- 

about the suitably of the building, the amenity impacts of the new use and the withdrawal of agricultural j 

permitted development rights). It would also allow conversion to residential use but only if it were 
ca 

demonstrably the only option left, ie. if: LU 

- 	-- - 

- 	 --- - 

Uj 

(c) the applicant has niade evey reasonable attempt to secure suitable business re-use, and 

the applicÆtiOæ is suppoftŁd by a statement of the efforts which hOve been made; or residential 
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- conversions a subordinate;part of a scheme for business reuse; oris the most appropriate use in RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

terms of the £lmenityconsiderationscontained.within this policy; and 	. 	 . 	 . -� 

F, (d) a change to residential use will not result in the introduction of intrusive urban elements into 
S the countryside, and no amenity conflict will anse in respect of established nearby uses 	" 

[GatesheadUDP, adopted July 2007, Policy ENV42] 
.....................-, 

	 , - - 

4.54 	There. is eideneelseWhe.re on..the.Estate Qf prevLiousredevelQpment of farm buildings toresidentiaI, eg. fl . 

at outhuil.ings-at,Ttench1ia!l 	A)whiIst RavenswQ 	 but cc 

these have had little impact on the character and setting of the Castle Complex and are in parts with less 

pro~ 	16 reWi 	stÜd 	by th IyhŁ..&Ma BU1ldih 	iTUst æiÆkØs clŁ’ 	that the 

’Cound 	 blei&k 	 . en 	a( 	ó 	lŁ 	ithŒhofth 
oor 1 	 t 

4.55 	ThCounciI has made its planning poIicyposition cleartothe main stakeholders on several occasions in 

the last 10 years, mostly in relation to the re-use of the Stable Block (IN- IS). For example, it commented 7 

on 1frTb1iTtisthd i àlteaf Màht98, ahohŁatNorthFbretshØme -

LU 

R. 

0dW2 6* oLV)1 	itldtht 2002 letter The owÆ’f gIen made’ awar’Ł öf the planning 
4,) 	& 	iii 	

’, 	
’ 	

1 	4 	 4 

cons tralti of the site, for ampIe in a comprehensive eter o 	ecember 2002 

4.56k -  Theplanriin plicy-positionis . unliely tohange:in.the.near fUtUrØ.The se4uenceoflettersetting out 

the ,t 	PolicyENV1 64wa-s beiflg4drafted-afld thelatter has ,  therefore 

- crystallisedthepIannihgposition and. provided.afocus for the .Co.uncil.to-move-forward corporately. As 

.discussed....4452,.theoveralI-planning - polic wilIundoubtedly constrain the.future forthe site butany 

.. expectation of planning policy being relaxedas the UDP is converted overthe next:few years into:an LDF 

are vryuAlikeIy-tobe-fou nded. Consequently,in planning terms, ofleofthe swiftest-routes to the-rescue 

- - and-re-use of theCastle Complex will be one which complies with PolicyENV16as  well as others including 

requiring minimum intervention to adapt them to contemporary occupation. , Where this cannot be 

achieved, an alternative use that can be inserted into the building without damagingits significance, 

fabric, character and setting should be considered. PPG 15 suggests, where an historic building’s original 

use is no longer viable, a new economic use must be found to ensure that the building is sustainable, 

preferably one which provides an income appropriate to maintaining its significance in the long term 
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Anychange.ofuse can potentiallyput the historic integrity-of anhistoric buIding-at risk, a risk that can be RISKSAND 
ISSUES 

minimised by the strict adherence to principlesthat - dØvolve from an under-standing of thefollowing: 

--- 	- 	 - 	-.. 	.- 	-S  

.. the esigi4çIgptqent sequence 	historic design signaturesof the place, 	-. 

� historic buildina techniaues and materials. 	 [1-- 

� history of adaptations and modifications, 
cc 
LL 

- - � --adaptations aædchanges that,di min ish:its historic significaæce-andwhichshould be removed, 

� LL its’historicsetting and hkoriE,-fünctional and-visual ’relations-  hip, tbnearby-deveIoprneht 

	

S .. 	 .5- 	
.- ------------------- 	 -------.,-- 

	

458 	Furthermore, any change of use must be sitainable, minimise the introduction of ancillar)yelopment, 

and comply with national and local ppjcygj,ijejines set out above �The-aim is to identify-thpptimum 
LL 

viable use compatible with the fabric, interior, and setting of the historic building, with particular 

reference to any necessary new work, installation of services-and provision of access and-parking, etc. 	- 

	

459 	This being said, although the Stable Block (iN- iS)is big, the amount of existing accommodation in Sub- - 	- 	-. 	- 	- 	- 	- 	-- 	- 	- 	- 	- - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 
� 	Area 1 which could be economically re-used is not high compared to the amount of standing fabric. 

LU 

Because of the extent of the schedulingwhich covers elements 14, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1G, iT, and parts of IF, 1H, 
Ca 

IS, W and 1 W(see 2.196 above), it is difficult to identify any economic uses to which these parts could be LLN 

� 	- putwithin -thO-constraints of:their fabric and character. 0f these, onlytheTowers (1A, 1B) havØhabitable 

	

- 	rooms but.accesstOthe -them and-the significance of their-fabricwould.rnean they could potentially only 

be usedfor noneconomically productive-usessuch as-small-scale interpretationaæd incidental  storage. A 

- modest degreeofop -eratiOnàl parkingmightbe possible in the

un  

Lu  - 	 MainCourtyard (iD)biit-thiscould’only be 

- decided-after on-site evaluation-. The-se -co’ couldhoWever pose a threat qfoveruse and would-create a risk is 
� 	- -;that economicinactivity would notgenerateanincOme to-pay for their.proper-repair and-long-term 

- - maintenanceand manaemeht (ntwithst-anding-any grants which -maybe available).; This woUld add 

pressure to secure cross-funding income from those parts of the place which are capable of ecOnoThically 

LU productive re-use. However, such limited re-use may be the only way of protecting the scheduled 

elements’ significance from harm 

	

4.60 	The Octagonal Tower(I F) does have potentially habitable rooms which are outside the scheduled aria, 

althoughonly with alargeÆmôunt of reconstruction and Aewbuild. This cOdld retorØ original room 	- 

volume and, with specuatibn, interior charàctØr. If made habitable, it could in theory be piittoa range 

of uses, including that for which it was built - residential - although this would depend on the ability to 
CO 

produce a dwelling which met prming and building control requirements, particularly in relation to 
Uj 

mod cd ºiiIomestic services and fire escape If the dwelling was for the commercial market, residential use 

would alsO dŁpØnd On whether it would be poul 1  f reathle;wh%ermaderh fŁàttires such as a 

domestic garden, outbuildings, parking and privacy curtilage could be accommodated within the 
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[ U  

U 	
U 	
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� 	constraints of the Tower’s location and intended relationshipwith the rest of Sub-Area 1, particularly the 	ND
ISSUES . 

Nash House.Footprint (1E, Terrace (if-1M)  and Mai.n Courtyard (1D), However1 suchexternalprbvision 

would, be lessimportant:ifthe residential usewasfor.a hoIiday_Ietorsuchlike_;a restored Octagonal 

Tower ouId offer the- iotVof quirky accommodatjo,ri’ which would fit wellwith .thetyØes of unique holiday 
Ln 

lodgings offered  bythe LandmarkJrustorViyat Trustand; in this.location,wpuld be very popu!arin the 

m arket:Such.;at useshould offer noWorseanaccesproblemthan.private;residentialbut,1n terms 

operational economies of scale, might only work as part of a fully managed Sub-Area 1 rather than as a 
A_4 	j  �  

stand-alone project. It would also still be classed as residentrl ih planning terms, but migh’Weii De seen 

: � 	as a tourist use under Policy ENV42 (see 4.53 above). Other alternatives fofAh6‘T6W& couldihdu Je a 

range ofoffice based uses (mostly UA&LCAalssegllli) or, interpretation Non-residential conversion would 

U àh’d 	atburphyical’access provides 
, 

insurmountable DDA problems without significant new build (see 4.100 beloW). Most other Use Classes 
4’ e-1c9 	 P/se trr 	) 

 
91 ’r io j 

would be fundamentally inappropriate unless, for example, al etailçr t9d4rj use were included as 

part ofa widrvisitbr-ad Use for the subarea. Theam e.i.s true ofthNthKlt’thefl Tower (1G), LU 

	

ULU ’ 	fl) 	;? 	./!/ " 	J/h/Rh UJ r/O 	 IUq 	� 	
� U 	 - 

although this is less intrinsically significant than theOctagonal Tower, anc is in a more ruinous condition, 9 
Ld 

meaning w__ uses should be 	re easily 

	

mo 	achieved if reconstruction and new build were accepted 

461 	The Nash House Cellars (1H) are alo potet)tiaIN - habitable rooms but meeting building regulation 

i 	LM for access, 

day-lighting, ventilation aæUd  fir’eescape. ThŁsedO; howev.er,-pre:sent agôod  oppdrtunity for inventive 
LU 

new-worktoccomrno.thtenew. 	 confned to that.part of thesie.nly and 

U 
 : or Estªt The sÆrº  äüld be-true of the Icehouse 

U’’ 	 �UU 	 ’U, 	 � ��UU 	 0 

(10 although the impact of new uses would require closer sdutiny du&(oi&jfximity and physical 

connection to the scheduled North Tower (1A) The other habitable kuljin 	f9411d be less problematic 

significanç 	the ncillary Bildings 	 (1W) would have to 
LU 

form an integralrpart  oftherescue and refuse project to preventheir continued decay 

- 	 U 	 ?U/�i; q%iow 	-� 	 U 	 :-:-- U 
	

� - - -: I 	 - � U 	 U - 

4.62 1 	 jy reused building in the sub- 

Ln -. ---area, although ma ate-of seeredisrepairand - nearcollapse in parts. Severaldifferent uses have been 
LU 

inserted ihtothŁse buildings over the years’Ændit would be feasible for new-usŒsto be found for them 

now Following recognised conservation principles would, however, require surviving elements to be 

retained and conserved when introducing new uses, including fittings and finishes. Re-using it as a 	
U 

stables (see 4.57 above) is, in theory, a possibility and there would be plenty of accommodation to 

achieve this, as demonstrated in the Trust’s 1998 Feasibility Study However, this also demonstrated that 

it would be unlikely in themarket and wOuld not in itself secure the future Of the otherparts of the Castle 

Complex. This remains an improbable sustainable new use. Because of the likelihood that the medieval 
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LU 
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Li 

U) 
z 

0 

LU 

M 
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Towers Would not 	 the Octagonal Tower possibly the sanie (see above), the risk RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

’is�thatthe StableBlockwould havetogenerate incómetO help fundthe conservation and1ohgte4m 

managernent:ofthe.entire astle’Cornplex.Accommodatihg newusesIhtheStable ’Block will therefore 

significance. Aft asessment of 

potential: uses for the Stable Block,  ca" III .bemade,as shoWn in Table27,4aking basic heritage; planning, 

market (though without.the benefit of any market survey).and access.constraihts-into consideration. 

Table 

 
F- 

27.-.PotezialUç[or the Stable Block (iN 1Q) 

UseClass. Commejfls. 	 . 	 ;’ 
C 

Al 	Retailuses would be very unlikelyin the marketdue to.lack.ofpassngtrade and, even if 

they genered the!r own wprdof-mouth hg 	(eg. a frnshop styl trader), would LL 

bring high levels of vehicular activity to the site from customers and deliveries. 
LL 

A2 	The same Qpp1jes to ’high street’ professional and financial services although many rely 

lesson passing trade. 	 , 

below. 

B2-B7, B8 
-’� 	 :D 	��; 	..’-’, 	 ;. 	 �., 	 -. 	’ 	 ’.. 	- 

Heavy and specialist industrial
’ 
 uses would be unsuitable as they would be likely to put 

histOric fabric’&nd character seriously at risk. Storage and ditribUtiOn 	Łs’wc’Uldbe very 

unlikely in th.is-locatioftdnd would bring high’ levels ofTtraffic. 	’ 	 1. 

Cl, C2. A’s mall hotŁlmihrwell:bepossible in theinarket but could involve harmful interventions 

� 	 ,.> . to crete domestic-scale accomrnQdation, whilst.insertingIargercommunai ,faciljties,.might 

be.a challenge. The same would be true of residential institutions such as a care home. A 

smallemotel(ie without communal space or function rooms) might be more achievable 

All ,dlh,Ł 	would genatŁcjUite hih vehicUlar’trÆffi. 	- 	 . 	 . 

� C3 Sih,iIaoblens Wlth d 	I-àlØ’adom’m. 	’Oü1dbfbünd 	’henrØtiæg dwelling- 

� houses, and they ’?oUldTbeiless f-avourab’le’in’ 

Dl, D2 Non-residential institutions such as a gallery, museum, library, place of worship, assembly 

. hIIusØ, süºdt s’OI 	ü1d ih’ffidfit th 	ôthdO 	Well,1 	%’dØt in ry 
scale.- BUtsuch uses by thmelves’TarŁ’no�know-foi 	’eni 	iiiih]evels.o income and 

are- also 	asedn publicse,ipereasngaccess and prpg.eth. . The 	wpbe true ............. 

of assembly and leisure 	sessucjialI or gym. Other assembly an 	leisure uses would 

be more difficult to achieve with the buildings constraints, such as a cinema or sports hall. 

Ciasses taken from Town & Country Piannig’UsO Ciasss) Order 198 	 � 	 , 	 � 

4.63 	Most sui aeneris uses (’of their own kind’). ie those- which do not fall into the above classes such as ��- 	-. 	- 	. 	.............................. 	. 
warehouse.clubs, motor showrooms and nightdubs, would aJo. be unsuitable, alt i ough mixed, use 

schemes are also regarded as sui.generisues anda mix of uses might well be ,a. viable option. 
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� A3, A4 	Heavy ublic cesswoul be fuiidamethl to most food and drthk uses such as a 

restaurant or pub, unless very exclusive in which case finandal viability Would be key. 

Bi 	’OfficeOr WôrkshoDbased uses would sØemOrieOf the bet OlutiOfls. à’id are discUssed 



P 

:;worphops481Or possibly:A2) wouldseern the mostlikelyinplanning andheritageterms,:whiIst private 

residentiaL(c3)themo5tdesirabIeIniccessterms; These optionswereanalysed in theTrut’si989 

Feasibility Study, which concludedth:atc  

"The residential scheme requires the least gap funding, but has the higheWdegre.e Qf 

isfcçctorily controlled.[It...] offers cqijparatively the bestq!4o  iQQqqfjo9,P!ic 

Pep, e fitand,viability [t and, 	���. 
J. 

4. 	As discussed above, the Coürtd’s’ositiori is that residentil use would oiilº acceptable 
few 

65  

reasonable attempt had been madØto secure a light industrial;commiai, threätional or tourist use 

first, and that these attempt1d deni’onstrably failed. Certainly conversibti tooffices or workshops could 

ai be potentially less demanding in terms of internal and external alteration (eg. new openings, soil pipe 

stacks, etc.), and could raise fewer issues such as sub-division for external amenity curtilages or minor 	LU 

indivicI,uaIcJnestic ai1ra.jpns which could, over time, erod.upity,nd  add clutter.
LU  

NeWBiilldSub-Area iY 
,. 	�: 	 ., 

4.66 	There has been no development in Sub-Area 1 in the post-War period. As well land use, the scope for 
V1 	k 

M development in the sub-area would be considerably restricted by the various designatiQns which 
Ji � 	 : 	 NL.  

Cover it Nonetheless, some development will be essential to achieving the rescue and re-use of the place
Uoil Ln 100, 	 z 

and a fundamental risk to its future exists if development ajmed at achieving this 4oesreceivcnsent. 	_ 

4.67 	The introduction of new buildings into Sub-Area 1 would be fraught with problems c1LieO the coverage 

of the scheduled?a, theexeit of the ellÆr (1H, and beause almost eerytndinlement has a
LU 

designed reiffivith anothe* which might be iætØfrutØd by n&v bild 	!onetheles;there  is 	Ll  

essentaJ!yanlisin9 builin fr �  the site, ie. on the Nash  House Footprint 	and prelyin designedg....................... 

� landc 	terms, is replacement with a new. on might.be desrabI. It could re-etabl(i  rthr than
Ri  �............................ 	 J 	. Ln 

interrypt n understanding of the former Nash House’s designed relationship with the Terrace (11) and the 

landscape to the south. It could also provide added impetus for restoration of the South Park. 

Developing a new stand-alone building on the site of Nash’s castle would be , a significant challenge in 

design,. planning and market terms - not least because of the long standing visual primacy of the 
cc Octagonal Tower (IF) at this point - but it is not impossible to imagine a scheme which worked. 	LU 

However, it may be more acceptable in planning terms if it were instead regarded as an extension to the 

Octagonal Tower, as discussed below. In addition to the Nash House Footprint, it is possible to imagine a 

modest new stand-alone building, eg. for essential utilities, either directly to the north or south of the 
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Stable Block. (1N) andhidden amongst treecover the re(ie.� in the- manneroftheexisting.Ancillary 	 AND 
ISSUES 

Buildihgs, iV. New buildingsin theMain Courtyard (10), Stable Yard(1Q), Stable Block Gardens (15) or 

on the Terrace (1!) itself would unacceptably harm their significance.by confusingthe historic design and 

layout of these elements and their, relationship with buildings aYoufld them. 

Extension (SubArea: 1) 	. . 	............... 	. 	. 
.. 	: 	 . 	 i’... 	., 	. 	 . 	 . 	 ...,. 	. 	 ., 

4.68 	Because of thetight layout of Sub-rea 1, extensiOh of existing buildings would pösØ similar problems to 

new-buildin ägreeiflgºxtŁnt, ldàtiiihd layout. But as with new bUIld, it might not b’impossible. 

Extension of the 	hedu1ed nºdie’äl Towers (1A, 18) would be very.  unlikØl. As an intrinsically less 

significant element, extension of the Nash Kitchen Tower (1G) could be envisaged, but only outside the 

LU 

sdeduled.area which could tn.force an extension intq the designed reta,tionship between Sub-Areas 1 
LU 

and 5 to the south, particularly if landscaping here were restored by thinning self-seeded trees. Extension 

of the Nash House Cellars (1H) below ground would be very unl!kely due to the archaeplogical sensitivity 

of the land around them. 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 

469 	In theory, the architectural significance of the Octagonal Tower (iF) would suggest extension were not 

0 
0 
LU 

possible - it is a fragment of a designed whole witha strOngarchitØctural tyle, therØforØmaking it into a Ca 

Ln 

complete new whole in itself would corrupt its original design and confuse itsstatus as an incomplete , 

survival. On closer inspection, however, it is that status as fragment which might present the opportUnity 

for extension - both upwards and over the Nash House FoOtprint (1E). Extending Upwards, ie. putting 
. 	 . 	 . 	 .,. ,. 	. 	 ... 

back the lost storey-and-ahalf, would depend both on its structural stability, and oh th 	philosOphical 

arguments around it - even if there was enough evidence to al1oTva fill, accurate restoration to 

castellÆted roofline, would this notjust be a sham withoutthC restof the óriinÆlhóusØ? Amodern 

interpretation of the  lost top storeys instead cpuld getrp.und his, using striKingcon,ternporary. 	. 

architecture to dern,onstrte the scale.butnottheeiIpf what had been lost. But wqtild the relatively 

srnal!.amowit of additionaJ accommpdtion P!ovided  in thls,w.ay justify the jntervention?. , ... 
LU  

LU  

470 	Perhaps the more likely extension of the Octagonal Tower is over the Nash House Footprint to varying 

degrees The structural servants wing wall to the north cotId offer a m6dest extension opportunity by 

forming the spine ÆróUndwhich hew accommodation cOuld b built,ie. just tO the ºrof tIØ  

Tower. This might be verdifficUlt to achieve in practice as it Is Scheduled to the east and dfrectly above 

the Cellars (IH). It , however, perhaps the most obvious pce fora new thtensión anywhere in Sub-Area 

1 andw6uld make ØcônOmic re-use ofhe Octagonal Tov,Ør itself rnorlikØly. AmOre ambitious 

	

-- 	extOsiöncouldstrŁtchwestwardsÆcrOssthe Nash House 1FdOtpriflt-and and-in thedesighed-re lâtionship 

SUb-Area 1 has with thelandscape to the south and west. As with new-build (discussed above) this 

wOuld prCsØnta siificänt challenge but not one which was insurmOuntable. With careful planning, 
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close consultation and very sensitive design by.a suitably  experiencedarchitect of exceptional skill; an 	RI SKS AND
11 

extension.here could providemodern accommodation whichwas valuable to theviable rescue and re-use 

of the whole of the sub-area. The economic benefits ; could dramaticallyreduce the risk toaplacewhich 

has a comparatively small amountof spacefor economic re-use (see from 459 abpve), It could also 

provide a n.interestingopportunity.for high quality newdesign in anhistoricsetting. 

" vr� 	 . 	 . 

4.71 	Despite its relative complejeqess, extension of the Stable BIock(1N1P is a(so theoretically possible. Its 
)Wi 

form is stronaly symmetricaand its architectural significance relies in part on the riqour of its rectangular 
K 	 , 

4# ,s q 	 3 1100 1 

shape, thesimple openness of the Stable Yard(1Q) and thedesigned balance between single torey 
’fl 	 u 

centrl ranges anchored by two and three story gtehouses. Adding more storeys to.any part, or more 
rn ff fi-x

gropn
W

d floor space on almost any elevation, would interrupx that architectural simplicity to its detriment 
ow 	 i; 	 5i7 	 - 	 ;cN 

But as with new build discussed above, it is possible to imagine a modest extension to the north or south 

of the central ranges, parallel to it, not as long, no taller, and hidden by tree cover. With all extensions, 

arguments would have to be strongly made on grounds of viability and the çumulativeirnpactofaJl the 
LL 

g. 

iA1tŁ& 	u 	AreJ)’ 	4 	 trH 	 bx 	i.j�M 
cl,  I 

� 	 � 	 ,- 	 ;:JL4 	 i: 	. 	 :1 	vu 	 �’ �r 	. 

472 	TO rtsk of making alterations to the medieval Towers (lA-iC) are high as the sensitvity of the fabric is so 
(flb 	 .. .c 

great. 11 is.t. rue that they, have evolved to their existing stte through several phases 	f modificati on (eg. 
r 	 AT 3g)ffll 

’ 	 !j 	! -’:i 

windows added, staircases altered, discussed from 2.116 above) but their essential integrity is intact and 

Lu  anyaiteration of thm woUldhaveto be .vry stronqlyjustified inconseationtermi Alteration of the 

� 	Octagonal Tower (1F)would havesimila;problen1sasits’ rooln  shape, 	 small amounts ofdetail Within 
0 

survive. Howevei any extensionallowed - here(discussed’abovB)would surely involve some alteration, 

� � 	 and evenmaking:safearidconolidting itas a ruinWoqId require sornernodificationfor healthand 

safety.reasonsu-AlI 

� 1. 
	 mst ntdcpartof1the Nash House 	LU 

are1ts’C&lars(1H,which; becaUseof .th,eirloation 1  have. unharned1fittings, surfaces’~ aiidfinishes 

Alteration here would again have to belighttouch orwould risk ,  losing.detailedarchitecturalevidence of 

the qualityof the restofthelost House. AlterationoftheNash KitchenTower (1K) couldbemoreJustified 	LU 

as it survives to .al  less degree and has less intrinsic , sighifitanceil Although not fully explored, the full 

survival of the Terrace anditscomponentparts (11-1M) is likely to be high as demolition of the-Nash 

House may not have affected its integrity; significant alteration here would be unlikely but access to the 

Octagonal ToWer(1F) and to the Nash House Footprint (1E) may need to be overcome in this area. 

LU 
4.73 	The greatest opportunity for change lies within the Stable Block (1N-1P) where internal condition would 

demand substantial rebuild in parts and where, historically, modifications have taken place. Here too, 
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reversible change.tó reducŁtheriskof harm toarchitectural significance. Even though it ,  ryttinsitally 

less significant than the medieval TowŁrsänd the Octagonal Tower,the Stable:Block is nonethelesspart of 

the 	 and shouldStillrelateIn ’dØtail’tdthem. Its iflWardloOking;functiOnal, 

service character would have’to’ be retained!as.would an understanding of.itsoriginal purpose. Work 

would also offer the opportunity to remove inappropriate alterations, such as the projecting roof in front 

and windows to"the Gate houe(10) 
br 	vit . ’e 

the rust’s OO proposals with 	develope fo il A stape15 
T . 
 were based on t e concept o a 1g’ ree 

a 	�"- 

business centre and, although essentially abortive, did demonstrate that a sche1ie bsed on a lx of 

office, workshop, sto ’rage, plus visitor and caretaker’s acc&imodation, could be provid’ed in th table 

Block within 	 cstrairits of is sig leance, and that, W,resolution of access Issues, would be broadly 

acceptable in planning terms 

Demolition t’Sub-A rea 1)  

4.74 	All of the stanth 	m hg eleents in SUbArea 1 contribute to its significance and there is no conervatk’n-led 

reason to suggest any could be demolished without destroying that significance. Criteria in, PPG 15 would 

be used to control such threats. The condition of some of the buildings, particularly parts of the Stable 

Block and the Octagonal Tower, although perilous in places (see 4 15 above) does not justify demolition of 

those parts Instead it is cause for immediate consevative action to consolidate and repair them 

4.75 ’ In suæimary;.the aniountof existing Æccomno,datioæin’Sub’Area 1whkh:could ’be economicÆlly’re-used 

is not highcomparŁdtoth’emount of’standingfabi1c Office and workshop uses will be the most likely 

in planning terms whilst residential micjht be accejtable OnIy’after a search for licjht industry, commerce, 

’recreation or~4 tourist u’ses had demonstrably. failed Existing’buildiæ gs woüIdrequire the optirnumviable 

	

their.fabric, cha’racterand setting.withpÆticuIar reference to any necessarynew 	. 

LU 

’workTheruse;:extension or:aIterÆtionothe r medievaITowers’(’1A1G) is’.virtUally iiiipdssible to; LU 

envisagewithin the constrainsoftheirsignificance. TheOctagonalTower (1coUIdpro’iidean 

’intere~ting oortunify.foextensidnfO arange.bf new tises - eithersrnall-scäle to there arbrlarge-scale 

over the Nash. House Footprint (1E but onlywith very tightly controlled’ design and siting’ in’ relation to 

sb the schŁdulØd-area-a’n’d.the celläreneath. The’sameiocation coulchprovide -an -opportunity forrstand-

alone new-build, withthe same strongcaveats. The Nash House CelIars(1H) could alsobe re-used, 

though area more challenging -.and intact environment. Both the Octagonal Tower and the Nash.Kitchen  z. 
Ca 

Tower (1K) would need work to conoIidate them even if they werenOt tO be rØ.Used. TheStableBlock 
LU 

(IN-1S) is the most easily re-used building in Sub-Area 1 and could be readily adapted to a range of uses, 

although protecting its inward-looking, functional, service qualities would be importart,e’en if extension 

to the outside is theoretically posibIe. The cumülªtive imàct of variOus extØnsiOn’aæd View-build 
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OptiQflSw0U1d need to be taken intoconsideration. It is not possibleto freseeaceptabIe demolition 	RSKSAND 
ISSUES 

anywhere in Sub-Area ! within th constraints of1theplaEe; ; 

I: 	apDlications identified in Table 21 is low. A number ofapplications in the late 1980sindicatinainterest in 

	

ddt  urnmi 	i 	 vahł, iit 	ti 	U 	irn ) y J 
larcje-scai leisure and cjolf course developme nts ba&ed on the Stable Block thesewerp withdrawn. 

n 	 :flon 	11Us11 i  I 	 3t 	 19ftW 	itm tw ti c 

. 	RverWGttI park Farm .(5F)has seefl:I.1efl cfee1oDrnent over the last twQdecks  reJatd. to its tj 	F 	U t? 	flE.T$ 	 tU ’ ii It, 	i 	 tDj)i 	Yu9r 
conversjon to a country club. Other aranted aDnJications.Include conversions ofredunJantOutbuiIdings 

	

iL4lW 	i: 	 L;fM .flIôf! 
atJrenc 	 to pre.tdamagingprecedents 

to the significance of the wider Estate �1:’ 1 	. 	; 	;4r 	
. 	 : 	 ; 	 � 	 �.’- 	 . 

	

4.77 	Ih’dtddd a 	 :f1ththØC;ouncil 
’.... 	 ... :. 	 ..�t -_..,._ 	----------- LU 

hd the owners about the lace in the last fev years, despite the plahiling contekt (see 4 85 below) 
LU 

	

4.78 	Today, new build in the Estate would be strictly controlled by its Green Belt, Conservation Area, Area of 	LU 

[ ef"NSKICI nd’W1ldEife co idÔ 	hts to 

wfilthlfi $~y‘� 	 thew do,iid;lthbh płlky cbnØxt Of all theseug 

L 	desigtiàtion wotild alloW some new development if circdMts were m’1 This policy cohtxt poses 

fti stothjgnjfcan Of the lØr ddiidb 	of 	th 	Iiànd e isoftibArea 1 

[1 

	

	by, for example, preventing access to it or the creation of any infrastructure it may require As in any 

other conservation area, it is possible that householder permitted develôpi eæt (PD) rights tiidŒ the 
LU General Permitted Development Order 1995 (GPDO) could harm character and appearance throuah I 	 F 	 ’ 

L 	incremental cpqe, ariq tjjis ri.s.k will iflueasJf owrrthiQ of the Estate.bec.orue&fragmen.ted4 Such 

	

i 	s it 1ur 	’n ’i 	 w aio 	i*c LU 
change 	 be 	an, 	Ii 1.0L 	 considered, including making an Article 4 direction under the GPDO to removeiarmful PD rights. 

 4flt 	. 
Cz 

Agriculture and Forestry 
LU L 

	

4.79 	Even though commercial agriculture and forestry in Sub-Areas 5,6 and 7 pose some ikpsigniflcarice, 

the level is çLentiyrelatively low. These u ses have helped the sub :-areas remain 	galtotbe historic 
L 	 . - 	 .  

landscape and provide the setting to elements in other sub-areas. Broad changes could have quite a high 

L impact on the significance of component parts and on the visual relationships between them 

LU 

	

4.80 	Much of agricultural and forestry land Use and activity in thecountryside is beyond the control Of the 

L planning system, and there are extensive permitted development (PD) rights under the General . 
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Permitted Development Order-.1995’(GPDO). The effect:this might have-on sigifiancethroughchanging RISKS A ND 
ISSUES 

farming operations has not been assessed in detail; but there could well be risks With acharlge,for 

example, from arable to more forestry, or to intensive livestock, market farming, horticulture or 

horsiculture. The introduction of poly-tunflels, for example, in the South or’North Park (Sub-Areas 5 and 

6) would be very damaging to character and appearance, whilst an extension of habitats suitable fÔr:the 

shoot nyl.e at odis with the restortj 	p4 ajagementof the designed�land$càpe. LL  

a4k4’  
4.81 	Agricultural I’D rights could therefore harm.cnaracter and appearance through incremental change, and 	g 

CL 

this ri 	flhcreÆsefl 	soO’Ł 	 forriioEe 
3 	 * 	 -’’ 

Should therefore be 

~ r~ 

I 

avlàb 	h6d’hiIitaconsider making an Article 4 direction 

under the GPDO to remove harmful PD rights. For agricultural rights, this would require an Article 4(1) 

direction . and therefore the approval of the Secretary of Sate,and$Q shpuld. not be cqnsidered lightly. 

Agricultural PD. rights cannqberernovedby.conditioping .a p!ai)ning consent in the same way that 

householder PD rights can. 

4.82 ... Horsiculture that is not clearlypartofa business is. more contrpllable as it does not, benefit from PD rights. 

There is e’idnceof  agiiçutual Iand&sewhere in th qiçygh being sjbdivide.d intp paddocksto, keep 

horses,with .sll.stale5,ot1e! bWidngs.an enc(ose igadde, thus alter i ng the app.erance of 

the !andscape. Hors!cult re only , 	 efltsftom agçtiltural.PD riglfls if there is a der and  dEteqsi!e  case 

ofbusinessuse (someother categories of keeping horses might also beneflt) nd so.çculd be.controlled 

throughpJannjng consents...  

483 	Overall, changes to the Estate’s farming operations should form part of discussions about its future Some 

protection are offered by the various designations which cover the agricultural and forestry land, and PPS 

7 guides planning authorities to give greate priority to the restraint of potentially damaging 

development in such areas.  

UJ 	 - 

LL- 
0 

L) 

5 
I.- 

LU 

0 
0 
-J 
LU 

LU 
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L) 

4# 
IJIVCI)IIIW Elul I 	

LU 

4.84 	It is pôssthle that diversification âfOri agriculture will become more of an issue inthØ future. The 	? 
irnpacbfdaAges of Use away from Æri1thre and forestry in the wider Estate wId depend on the 

extentof the change and the nture of the new use, but there is the risk that harm duld be caused to the 

intrinsiigrificnce of IiØ id E’statearid to the setting of the Cast COmplex Unless  a balance is 

reached between the viabilityof the Estate and protection of the countryside. 	. ,.. 
	 Uj 

C 
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4.85 � Large country estates are frequently the subject ofapplications todeveIop golfcourseswith associated 	RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

P 	
. club’ancj service. buildings. This has! led English Heritage to: prepare a draft policy statement and guidance 

on Go!finI-!istoricParks andLandscapes [consultationdraft, 2005]:which identifiesthe risks to historic 

Iandscapes,particularly those,mainly, fromtheeighteenth and ,  nineteenth centuries, designed with 

P . 	. subtle eahworks;arriagedriVesandfootpaths plus controlled afldframedviews.and glimpses. The 

draft guidance states that ’golf courses canimpacton thishierarchy oflandscape experiencesand impose 

a new orientation and pattern of access and circulation which destroys the carefully composed 
LU 

eia CGtes; 	in’qt warns 	 ago 

fl 	V Mrs"t tiW 	anPr’pt8ihe 	rTfiicter and a 	 si5a4ks, including 

pÆr iaiÆV%*raras 6 f kland. 
w 

The 19805 golf cours and leisure hotel applications at Ravensworth were withdrawn (see 239 above) 

Tlatining policy 	xt4Ri 	frhthr’iŁdfvóü’r ofie £d Ønvironnient since that 

tiitie4üdh G/ 	 ulity, SNCI,’wildlife corri 	, d 	ation arand t IocaI ’ist 

I? 	 ldi dmaiŁ Øe 	rtWrgi 	g term, 
., 	

.LU 

and bearin in mind its significance, the development of a golf course might put at rlk its special 
LU 

character and the relationship of buildings to gardens and landscape features Such develop merits 
Ca 
LU 

should be controllable through the planning system. 	 . 	 :. 

4.86 	Use of the wider Estate which had a public element to it would bring with it the risk of conflict between 

conservation and enjoyment. This tension is often felt in areas of high landscape value, such as National 	, 
LU 

Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Heritage Coast and Historic Parks & Gardens, where a desire 

for people to understand and explore the place automatically brings with it the threat of harm from over-

use, such as damage to vegetation, path erosion, litter and noise. These fears underpin the Estate’s 

residents’ worries over greater public use. However, such issues are managed on a day today basis by 

landsapesacross the country; notleast by the National Trust at its hunreds of destinations (eg. Gibside 

further.up the Tyne valley), and this.shouldnot prevent perse..a usefoithewider Estatewhichhad.a 	LU 

L 	 public element to it (see from 4.96 below)......................... 	.. . 	. 	. 	. 

Li 	 LU 

4.87 	Forestry is discussed in more detail from 4.124 below, and the shoot is also mentioned at 4.103 below. 

The issue of enabling development as a funding source is discussed from 4.189 below.. 

- 	

Demolition 

4.88 	Although there are one or two elements within the wider Estate which have confused an understanding 	Ca 

of its historical layout, and have little intrinsic significance (mainly late twentieth century residential 

buildings), there is no case for seeking to demolish them in order to enhance the  historic environment - 

Lr 	 they are generally sited away from the most significant parts of the designed landscape and their removal 
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would addlittleto anunderstanding ofthe:place.As in Sub-Area 1, theconditionof some elements in the RtSKSAND - 	
ISSUES 

wider landscape maywell be very, p9or,: incluthh asyet unresolved structuralremains1n SUbArea2, 3 

and5, but.thls isnot initseif -justification 
 

for theirdemolition. They should be-protectdand until their 
Arlif  

shOUldbe con bIidatedand managed as part 

of the wider his-toriciaridscape Anythreatto demolition of unlisted or unscheduled positive elements 

Would be controlled throughthe on-servation area consent process. 

489 	Insuijty, l9 	9ciatfrlancJjç arid devepJnent in the wider Estate (Sub-Areas 2-7) relate 

f içctics pjjble qr4itjon away froiagriculture ando forestry
ol&E

Thes.e oyIdJe )best proteçeçi by euf gja inqeaions are a pa gf ç1,ussions bQtplace’s 

fuqr, Thks posed bfthe precedfiiöf recent pl inhistory are as yet n-quantifiºhh W1 o 
pressure for ciolf 	propos&s.nd the like sbouidasjlycontyolled through tile planning system. 

New build in the Estate would be strongly copt  rolled, hrHgJe various designations which affect  it, and 

demolition through conservation area consent. There .is nptqglj historic  environment benefit to be 

hadfrorn s,eking to demolish the one or two intrusive late twritieth  century, elements in the wider 

Estate. 	 . 	. 	 . 

Setting of the Estate  

4.90 	The Estate is on the urbanfring hard against the uraii p?d of southern 	hid Ahhough it is 
r. 

next to one of the large tiadihg estates in Europe and one of the cóunt&’s bts1esthekhØs of trunk 
.. ,., i . 	 - 	................................ 	- i 	-.. .....................-’. ... 	- 	-. 
t - 	 , - 

road, it retains a ctearfy rural character. If compromised this could seriously harm to its .. heritage and 

environmental significance Most of the Estate’s wider setting currently poses little risk to significance 

4.91 	Theôen landscapetharacter of this western flank ofth Team valley, - overlooking the-Al and Team 

Valley’TradingEstÆte TVTE; is tôa larqetent prótectedby araftof UDP.. policies; particUlarly the Green 

Belt*ith itseheral presumption aainst’inappropriatedevelopment’. TilisisreinforcØdbyother. 

designations, eg. much of the hinterland being high landscape qUälity(see2;193 above) SCeFigs41-43. 

ITthrhtVallpv.ffEhlndthe,East .. ............  

-- ....................... . 
4.92 	Recent develoment at the north end of the lylE is hötablytÆllerthaui its neighbóürs and, if repeated, 

might begin to intrude into designed views out of the Estate to Gateshead and Newcastle. This might  be 

exacerbated by landscape restoration or felling which opens glimpses of the contemporary urban setting. 

In addition, grounds that became SaItwell Park on the east bank of the valley were designed with long 

views out backed by Ravensworth, especially at the lake A clearer understanding the visual relationship 

between the two sides of the valley is needed to protect the Estate from changes to its setting (see p4) 
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and light pollution disruptive. Its future (see 2.235 above) could present several threats. An on-line 

widening would threaten the South Lodge (2$,2C) and the Carriage Driye 2A and therefore  its re-use as 

part .f the re-use of the Castle Con p!ex (see 4.97 below). An off-line re-roug tJlrQu.gh tjie Estate would 
NMI 	 .’. f... .,..’ 	. 	. �.. 	 � 	 ,. 	�. 	��, 	. 	. 	..� 

pose a catastrophic !ist rLcdchracter1 ptentially irreversibly destrgin !andsçpp, .ts çsigned 
� 	 . J 	.....t,., 	 - 

relationshiD withthe Castle comp’ex, and the state’s fundamental intecirty virtually intact for hundreds
09’c’ 	 .’. l 04M .41 ’: 	 U 	 � 	�� fl�4y. 

of years. EtWould alsQ increase development pressure on the remaind,er of thç E,tte. Dspite the 
... 

shelving of widening and re-routing proposals,’ roposals (see Context Info 12), the  issue ç
�
the Al’s future is not 

I 	 .. 	 �.� 	 . .. 	 .�. 	 I  

going to go away until It is resolved. Consequently, re-use proposals must be fully informed by the latest LL  

data and insight into he future of the Al, and may benefit from high level lobbying of decision-makers. 

The West, South and NoŁth 
’UI 	:’.: 	 . 	 . �’ lj 	 . 	 . 	 . 	

(� 	 ji 

	

4.94 	To the west, new development on the hilltop outside the.state could arqi si.9nificance if it introyced 
F. S . 	10 . 	 �I:f 

significant new features on the largely clear horizon. The main risk is frpqi hilltop masts or wind turbines.
Of vir .., 	..’F 	 . 	. 	. 	. 	� F 	 . 

The latter could pose a lo term threat arenewable energy targets increase. lt,is recoqnised Gateshead 
in" I . 	 ! JI Fl 	 . 	’t 	: 	FU 	:’ 	.g’54 	� ’ �’ F 

1l9t%.potential; 
TV 

wouldreqie landscape and visual impact assessments. Desicinations in the west ofhe Estate.sucjgest 
’ 	fi:".j 	I 	 . 	. 	 l ’�i� 	. 

urbes . iitiin tsyJ.sua! envelope are unlikely, bitt this rniqht change in the future. A ænd farm 

either in or just oL1tsi1e  the Estate would place its historic and landscape significance at considerable risk. 

	

4.95 	To the south, g hkdÆl land continues south from South Park (Sub-Area 5) to Kibblesworth, Lamesley 

and beyond. Erosioriof this create an edge to the Estate which has never existed, beginning to hem the 

Estate in to the south. The same is true along the north boundary although here topography and the 

w W Pp ��4 oded character of the A692 
4 1 	 UR 

1 projects such as Watergate Forest Ppd 
J-I IT 

Access 

	

4.96 	Access issues relate to vehicular and pedestrian access, parking, public access, disabled access and 

intelIedtÜal access. *i 	 . 	 .. 

	

1 Vehicu!ar&Pedestnan.çcess - 	 - 	- - 	-- -- - 

	

4.97 	The financial Viabilityofany. rescue, ye-useandmanagement proposals for the Castle Complex will rest in 

part onsethring reasonable vehicular access to.thecastle complex in perpetuity. SuthaccesswOuld 

need to be appropriate to the proposed uses. This would be the case whether rescue was achieved by the 

H 	: 
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owners or by another party, as access relates to the use of the place not necessarily the owner or RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

developer. 

I- 

498 	Currently there is no general vehictilar or pedestrian access to the Estate although Coach Road, along the 

H 

eastern edge of the Estate fTbiwLdyPark -to Lobley Hill; is a public highway. Allther roacis are private 
It 

and unadoted. As the private æÆtUeóf the Estate is part of its landscape afld sócial/comnuæity 

n;uHn aic gmn fhIswas cofrofled would bimportant The known pre fernce of 

ØjiØ?s andifÔ 	 pIda+s 

C6 	ino th’ Mfeto i kepftóa ioky 4ihthium, tn 5art lno?ni’ed by the knwi use ofoach 
; 	 ’) 

Road as a rat run paraliei to The Al. i nis would best be achieved by seiecting aioute to the Castle 

ColitØmporary 

access is via the road lhtofhC E’Sfatefrom the north, off the A692, past a handful of residences including 

Trench Hall (0). This was also an historic access; other historic accesses to the-Estate have variecito 

include from the south (5A, from Banesley Lane Farm across the South Park), the west through the 

Woodland, the east via the Butter Cross (3F) and, most intact, from the south east along the Carriage Drive 

(2A) from Coach Road and the SÆuth Lodge (2B, 20.  In gthirig access to the Castle Complex, theCarriage 

Drive (2A) seems the least likely to pose a risk to the significance of the place, but might present a conflict 

with ownØrsof the 

 
South Lódge(6A). Coundi hi d hways of1icers have no objection in principle to tis 

� 	 :’ 

option provided safe use of the highway is protected, particularly with respect to Coach Road An 

alternative would be frbn the east - via-  the stonewall and pith off Coach Road (6E) and tIe Butter Cross 

(3F, also a private road and potentially presenting conflict wfth residenfs atthe ModeiViilage Houses 

(3Q. , A with vehicu!ar access, itwould beiecearytq secure rights of pedestrianaccess  to the Castle 

Compex,,Routes could coincide with the agreed, vehicu!ar routes but alternatives could also be agreed, 

perhaps in conjunction with restoredhistoric rides. 

499 	There is no parking in the vicinity of the Castle Complex Depending on the uses in any rescue scheme, it 

WOiJkI b heŁssarytO de1arking prb’iisiori to provide uffkientspaces (including disabled bays) 

to sustain the long-term viability of the re-used buildings, and designed in sympathy with the iaji4scpe 

settinq. This would best involve ’off-site’ Darkinq to ensure the intearitv of the Main Courtyard (1D). the 

Stable-Yard Q); and the setting of thothr standing remains in-Sub-AYea1. Woodland andopen sp :1 	 ace. 

north of the Stable Block in Sub-Area 3 could be manipulated to include car parking. or parkingcould be 

inserted to the south east of the Castle Complex alongside the Carriage Drive (2A), although both areas 

0 

L) 

M 

.JJ 

.LJ 

In

-)  
.1 

D 

-) JJ 

H 

1 

H 
have designed landscape elements (eg. Significant Trees, 26) and nature 	 The 

LL 

-----in-sertidn-ofcar-parking-wouldrequire careful-sitingand-design 1but-its provisionrWillbeanessentialpart_---~ LL  

of a successful rescue, re-use and management scheme, even one at the very modest end of the 
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spectrum..Vehicularand pedestrian access and parking will have to takesafety..and.security issuesinto 	SAND 

consideration, including thepotential for CCIV. 	 . . 	... 	. .. . 

DisabledAccess 	 . 	 . 	................ 

4.109 The .resci .apdr&use of tli.ecast!e.Compx,plus re-.creationofwalksand rides. thro..igh the pleasure 

groLnds 1  parkiand and w9odlandwaujdneedto...ahieed wjthipthe reqijiienients..oftheDisabJlity 

Discrmina.tio,nAct 1995. 

with1isoricfabr1c 	 their stgnifkance risk jIowever;the Act 

re 	 s9nab 	 le made,. 	thtjs..b 	ter.rninedinthe  cQntextofsclieduling 

and listing, both of which would take precedence over the,-  

4.101 lit is highly unlikely thamQdification.s couldbe:made to.tlepphrand SoqthTowersUA, 1B)andthe .. 

.OctagqnaITower(iF)to proye. pliysicai disblec access aqye (or3vna) ground QxIevel.Similarly, 

ewLs.ti Rg spil&irca. QtM NasQus.e eLrs 	 .accss. 
LU 

Accesstoarpundtheground floor Stable BlQck rapge (1f1) couldbe:rnuchimore easily  achieved  but 
UJ 

hereton.t.hefirsandecQndflQnr&UQ 

historiclabric. Phyical access-arrangements couidJemu(hm,re- asHyaccornmQdated in anyextension Ca 

kn 

to the Octagonal Tower or Stable Block,as discussed fr 7om 1 68 above -Similar issues  would apply to the 

cQqtderpd om?spetf aiL5çapeJsigpific  ante , s.ułi::asu neven 

grassed rides in the Woodland (Sub-Area 7)or changes in level in the Pleasure Grounds (Sub-Area 3) 

4.102 It woujcj be important to remember, that DDA relates to more than just  level access for wheelchair users, 
w 

and covers.a range of access issues for a raogq.ouerreqtirements.  For exarnple, improving cçess for 
J 	J’7.7 ,j7 	 " C) 

the visually impaired would also require careful thought to ensure colour changes and signage did not 

harm ch raGter 	 rescue, re-useandmanagemet proposalswere 

being pepard,afuJ! access 	 - ,be the 

w.ayof redu.c1g risk andprtectingign ificaflcedt woqldbe- imp,ortj.t to ben flebleaspossible 

in .termsof modifications tofacilitatedisa bled, access: English Heritage supp:ortssyrnpathetic.design 

so[ utions:that are directed towards overcomingobstaclesthat denyordeter access; It iscontributing 

research into best practice inthi m eerging specialism. . 	. . 	. 	. 	. 	. 

PublicAccess 	 . 	 . 

4.103 This has the potential to become one of the greatest risks to the successful rescue, re-use and 

management of the Castle Complex because of the potential conflict between a requirement or desire by 

some for public access and the currently private and secluded nature of the .wider Estate The principle of 

L 	wider public pedestrian access to experience ,andr enjoy the Castle and Estate is desirable but would not 
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� 	 t1sIu: uxuIrIL4uJ1l 

-be essential unless publicfunding.formed partôf rescue,re-use and managemeritproposals,:When it 	SAND  

would inevitably become a requirement (see from 4.180 belOw). Historically, the-greatestlnteæsity of 	 r 
public access is likely to have been as a result of the early twentieth century military tattoos and the 

place’s use as a girls’ school. In recent decades, the owners have allowed various walks and vis’its into the 

Estate by building, landscape-and natUre onserätion special-interest groups.- Public accesis currently 

deniedtothewoodlandleasedto the Forestry Commission, as set but in its lease. Th&health and safety 

implications of the shoot whith operates over part of the Estate have been another driving force behind a 
LU 

lack of public acces~ -There isalsda fundamental conflict between pUblicàcces andthe significance of 	- 

the SNCI �some of-its-habitats will havdeveloped directly as a resultóf itsundisturbednatUre and low 

levels of human activity in recent decades;: � 	 ��- 

4.104 	HoWeVei wider-public accessremains - agoal of the Council as--it-is such a 	survivalnd b significant suval aEcause 
0 . 

there isagapin  the chain-of public rights of Way in the-area. -This principle isset out in UDP Polky ENV1 6 

(see 2.212 above), lt’is also an aspiration of others including� .th 	Trust, and - GrŁàt NOrth Forest’s Forest 
LU 

Plan Iseeftoth 2230 - aboVe).’This would increase-public- enjoyment - an-d enrichment, could radically 

enhance social/community-signcan - ificeby recognising and nurtUringcommunity support and public 
LU 
ill 

interest in thplace,and-could provide ignificant-opportunities for education and conservàtion  Uj 
Ln 

- 	 :Volunteerjng. It WoUld,hOever,-be :njUth  mOre easiIyachieed  if itwere-strictly cOntrolled and 

- 	managed. Thiswould protect-the privacyandsedusion  which alsofOrms part-of the - place’ssignifiance, 
LU  

would proted thtSNCIfrOm hafm, and -woüld prevent the risks assOciated with casual or illkitaccEss, ;, 

demonstrated by the harm caused over the years to the standing remains in Sub-Area 1 by vandalism, 
LU 

arson and fly-tipp ing. Even if the Castle Complex were restored and in use, the risks from wide, casual 

----------------------------------------------- publicaccess across the Estate could well outweigh the benefits in terms of public enjoyment. 
LU 
0 

4.105 Consequently, securin gagreeme iit on the issueof public access With the owners,-thePorestry 

- Comission and other freeholde:rs, tenants-d le-s?ee-s shouId:onI ,-  be devEIbed as-partiofa restoration m  

- �- and-re-üe scheme for theCastle  Complex; and should be proportionate-to it. Th’ebàsis for-limited-public 

acce ss discussed with theowners and th Forestry Corn iissibnaVtheiime of-GreatNrth Forestis 

- -- invOlvement ( -2002-) -was for a-single circUitoUsroute frOm -Sub’Are LthrdItSiibAreas3,7;-5 aæd’2, ie. 

in the southern part of the Estate rather than - the north, andlargely restricted to a-fenced route. In terms 

of time, the standard requirement for public funding from English Heritage is that the place being funded 

be open to managed public access for a total of 28 days a year. 

- - 	 - 	 - 	 - - 	 - 

	 I 
4.106 Intellectual access is the notion thatpeople can come to understand the place and have their questions 

about it answered. It would be-important to the future of the Castle and Estate because of the breadth 

1] 
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currently no on-site intellectual access, and little off-site. This in itself presents a risk because a lack of 

publicly accessible information can lead to misunderstanding, misinformation, rumour and myth. 

Accuracy in the information provided, and honesty about the information that cannot be provided, is 

thetefore crucial to protecting heritage significance. 

4.107 Intellectual access is associated with public a ccess, but because the former can be achieved to some 

degree without people being on-site, it could be particularly,.important to securing rescue, re-use and 

management proposals. Off-site interpretation, for example in the form of printed and web-based media, 

could help enhance social/community significance without putting further pressure on on-site public 	LU 

access. 	 w However, on-site intellectUal accessould ihevitÆb hÆ’J ly 	e 	 site ’fo accompany any on- 	public 

access and so this would have to form a strand of any rescue, re-use and management proposals. 

Social/community significance could be significantly enhanced by guided on sit 1e activiis such as visits, 

lectures and an educational pro 	iiØ 
LU 

ài, plus on-site media such a modest infortAÆtln æels and trails. 
LU 

The educational potential of the p- lace is pàrticuiiy under-used as a reô e.’Thera1er the 

dissemination of information about the place Ændits significance, the greate’ the opportunity of 

committing public support for the long-term conservation. 

takehoIdeExŁctations 
LU 

4.108 This section sets out the risks posed by the expectations of those with an influence over the Castle 

Complex and Estate. It is based on the list of stakeholders given at 2.15 above but is not exhaustive: 

LU 

� Ouston Farms Ltd 	para4.109 	� North of England Civic Trust para4.133 

� .OtherFreeholders&Tenants para4.118 	 Great North Forest� 	para4.137 

� Forestry Commission� 	W814,.1 24’’ 	tWWiderPublic Interest 	para 4.139 Lu 

� Gateshead Council 	para 4.126 	� Other Stakeholders 	para 4.141 
� 	� .r 	 .:... 
� English Heritage 	 para4:132 	� Conclusions 	 para4.142 

Ouston Farms Ltd 	
Uj 

L l 	4.109 The owners, Ouston Farms Ltd, have been in discussion with various stakeholders for several decades 

about the future of the place. A letter of 19 March 1998 to the Trust, during completion of its Feasibility 

Study, best clarifies the owners’ expectations of the Castle Complex and Estate: 

LU 

"We all want to seethe castle restored, but the problem of what it is used for must be considered 

alongside what happens on the rest of the estate. As the estate is private /have looked at 

converting the stable block to houses, but I appreciate this will not be without its problems. I 
Ln 
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n 

NORI  [I of NUI \ND CIVIC I RUST 

now believe the-best-way-forward -is for use to work.together... / want to work with them 
	

RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

[English Heritage and the Council] and:theTrustto findtherightaiswer, and-soon." 

4.110 Thrugftout the eailedthscussions between the Trust and the owners since thattirne, it has always 

ecLear that their pdncipal expecttion was for the Castle Complex to be d,eveloped as housing, 

preferably a small number of executive units, and for it to remain in their,  ownership. The 1986 feasibility 

study by Tyne & Wear BPT (see 2.55 above) was for such a scheme and mentioned it had been based on 

an earlier-similar assessment by the owners This-vision ha-salways.been firmly based on a-foutidation 

thatthe privacy and seclusion oftheiEstate’ should nótbe:coæipromised by the rescUe and re-use-of the 

Castle Complex. 	-� 	
- 	

4:i 	 ...-- 

iii But discussions have alsoconsisten;ly dem.pnstrated that Snowdon Oates, the key player in Ouston Farms 

Ltd, is not uncaring toads  the fate of the Castle Complex, clearly demonstrating an interest in its history 

and in that of the wider Estate. There has not, however, been sufficient pfoactive management of the 

Castle Complex other than by enteling into short term management agreernentswith English Hritage in 

the late 	5 and I, 9~psjes oncling to COS for~yqmq~~ on 	rance at other times, and putting in place 

JUMIU MVuct LcIIIpuIauy 	vaLcI)IuuuuuIy LV vvatlIIçau 	on pal  UI LiI)LdUI  
�L.� 	 -. 	 . LU- 

4.112 	The owners have constructively discussed 	the Trt prelImthÆr) isueSrbund dispo  Sal änd 	. 

valuation, saw through the detailed legal issues around the Restoration TV programme, and in 2003 

entered into an exclusivity agreement with the Trust to allow it tO 	955 	interest it’hif. In 

November 2002, the owners instructed 	n’agent to at on heir behalf,-George F White Property . 

� 	
Profes  ’sip nals and,-around that time, the owners began mo re . detailed, lopg term cpnsiderationof their 

position. i I - 	 - 	

- 

4.113- - ln2004, the owner p.ulihed - theaven.sworth Estate-Stra eg;cAppra isa!, completed by,eorgeF White 
LU 

.. 	 . 	 . 	 .,. 	 - � 	 -- and ratural CapitaL-Thisset out the owners’ strategicaim fr the Estate: LU . 

"To provide a framework for the sustainable management of the historic core within the context 
Ca U,W 	) 

of the whole estate (including owner aspirations and the long term financial viability Of the  
LU 

estate" [P231  

J 4.114 	lt also set out their objective s: 

 

To "- 	 provide a cleOrmanaQØi ent framework fOr theEstate; - 	 - 	 . 	 . . 	 - 

Ca 

LU 

TOhdirthe dº hJiOn&fhº his torkªl assets of the estatºOhd manage these in a LU 

sustainable way including an appropriate long term use of the stable block; 
cc 

- To conserve and enhance the natural heritage interests of the whole estate; - 
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........... 	.... 	. 	.. 

- Torestoreeleoentsof the historic lqndscap where this is feasi1lein thecontext of the working 	RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

farm; 	 z 

P -  To ensure that any development has a minimum impact on the working farm; 

- To respect the làndo Wners’ and Other riidents’ wishes regardirigpr/vOcyandsØcürity; 

- To be economically viable." [p231 	
r 

p 4.115 The document concluded with the following actions to be progressedz . 	: 

MQ 
"- Promotethe eczrlypub!icatioa f the NECTConseryation�Plan 

P1 	 ! W� kttfI 1U 	’ P I hł 
- EpIore with NECT.a pqrtners hip apprQac/ltoaccess i-/jF fund stht wQulcjdeiiverilmited 

resppns,,le access, whilst retaining control o.f the site and its surroundings;, 
D LLI 

	

t 	 i’yç) 	 . 

- Mq!ntain a watching brief on commercial market opportunities for demand over a range of 
$ 	.. 
uses; 

	

QJ 	 Jd 	 . , 
- Revievv. the economic v!abiity.of.converting the castle stable block for cornmerda!use 

q 

	

OitD1 	 ;ni 	 i: 	:; 	flhif,I 

- lsfg4ateçeuIarçonsultation with Enghishi Heritage anç Gteshad 

	

vt’ 
 Bprugh quqcil to keep 	LU 

strategic authorities informed of progress; 

LU 

!-; all 

4.116 Thisi d 	 .dkàtkn of the 

expectations that the owners have for the CastleComplex and Estate, and .reniesent a souqd basis.tor 	E 

	

�t: 	 ’1 	r1 � 	* j 	 ’lk 	’ 	. 
progress. 

 LLJ 

P In summary, the ôWnrs hv?ØcehtIydrified ermanyyears .41itteevi denof a 

commitment to -planned remedial work or a development solutjo.n. There should therefore now be a 

lower threat to the place from the owners’ expectations povidec there is decisive, timely action to care 

for the heritage and a cçmmitment to working in partnership with others to aqme their solution. 
ftE11! ’kI 	i t4&. 	 fl 

Other Freeholders, Tenants and Lessees 	 . 

The expectationsof the other freeholders, tenants and lessees within the Estate have not been researched 

for this PlaA Łinsight iritbloli hº 	&’th" is ’füuid inThØ oWners’ 2004 

StrategkAppiti!sàl (see 1.Æbbve), fOr *hich 	xttØhsive conslOr ŁØrde 	orrleted including 

two stakehoIdeiworkshopswith invitees ltôn residentsbftheEstatØ, C 	cihrieiii&Ørs àid officers, and 

4.117 

4.118 

D 

U 
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H 

� a small hotel at the Stable Block - seen as economically viable but with concerns over capital cost 

and access; 

� a major tourism-led development - not seen as a favoured option due to access implications 

despite economic benefits; 
LL 

� a small private office development at the Stable Block - seen as the most likely in planning terms, 

but with concerns over acss, parking and a change in nature away from reidential; 

� offkes f the Stable Bl6clxcupied by a public body - seen as similar to private offices but with 

access to public funding, althoih próbäbly grØatØr concerns over access and parking; 

� private housing at the Stabl Block - favoured by most residents and some agencies at the 

workshop due to minimum intrusion and a suitable end use, but problems recognised included 

planning, capital and revenue funding, and potentially harmful domestic additions; 

� private housing elsewhere on the Estate - similar to housing at the Stable Block but with possible 

added concerns over nature conservation, visual amenity and landscape setting; 

� an "eco or landmark building", eg. a sustainability or excellence centre - similar to private office 

development, with more availability of public funds but also greater access implications. 

4.120 Expectations over public access appeared to vary the most in the workshops with some seeing 

maintaining the status quo as the way forward, whilst others saw controlled public access as an integral 

k. 	...... ...f.h. 	I-,- 	I., 	 i.h... ..-d. ...kL..i. 	 .4 .....l....I..4 r...1A1. Ijal1�c�uLu�c1u,C IJIa..C.  uuIUIIiIiiaiy,.uieiItaiI! UIiuiC v’lIJ!UI tIiiyUuIILIUUU LiJLUJ... 

� preventing further deterioration of the Castle Complex and carrying out restoration, 

� ensuring the economic viability of an’ y new development, LL 

� being sensitive to the privacy, security and peace of existing residents. 

4.121 The document concluded that: 

	

there is no oby,os any 	to the appraisal of options at the estate since business 

development best meçts planning policy and the asp irations of the Council and residential 

better meets the aspirations of those living at the estate and in proximity to it." [p37] 

4.122 	There is unlikely to be a single viewpoint from the freeholders, tenants and lessees on the Estate but this 
Ca 

probably summarises the general thrust of their expectations; key amongst them is the issue of greater LLI 

access to the Estate generated by new development, whether private or publicly-accessible. This would 

represent a significant threat to the significance of the place if it hampered agreement of a repair and 

rescue scheme, or reduced the economic viability of any re-use in providing for the heritage’s future care. 
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NO PTI  I of I 	 I ANAND C IVIC T RUS I 

This would most Jikely be managedthrotfghthepIanning processbutou!daIso have an irnpact-on 	RISKS AND
ISSUES 

n 	. 

accesstocapitaLorreyenue funciingfrompublicsources (see 4.185 below). .. 	 . 	 : 

4.123 The views of the wider local C ommuniTy(ie. beyond the Estate), including those of ward councillors, have 

ri
not been researchforthisPlan. 

 

ISSIO  .1 	 I 	 . .. � . 	 . 	 . 	
: ’ 	 � 	 !1 	’ 	 . 

P1 	
qytWUi’ 	 C41 	 YI3 

4 124 The Forestly CommisslonLa lessee on the Estate, has written to the Trust since 2001 in suDpojt of the 
cv 	c’r’ 2iI 	 D 	’ 	 ’ 	 U 	 ibtt 

- 	 place’s conservation, recoanisinci the impact its holdings and their management have on the Castle 
ft 	’Ip;urfl 	- 	 Piif 	tt 	 iI 

Complexanci its setting, and sugqestinq cOoperation in investigating he hertae1nte.fe5t.Ofhe wider 
V) ØØfl tJ1LPC4 	O ¶(13iW’ 4 W sqi 	 i dJjfl$S1S11 nfl11n wfill 

In 	 . .. 	 Est 	(Thj CpmrnJsion was also aware and supportjve of 	1 9g8 $asIM1Itytu . ) The lease held by 
btp .0 3 ri0 �i3’Ii d1 fl 	 Ltfl6 	 ’ 	 1Q’fft 	iiuiT 

the ForestryCommisSion overSub-Area 7andwooded parts of Sub-Area s 2ajdSlsdueforfelling and re - 
to 

 
iui% P,  v V , I I , 

stocking, and the Commission’s expectations on this are set out in a Design PIanS eptemher 2006 draft] 
1 	 1 	 I ) 	 ’ 1D 	 c PROW 

(ee Context Info 13). The desjgn pJarxpe~ts  to clear-fell twd reas tolljng 1 1 .Shand selectively fell 
04 	 4 	 - 

the remainder with the iptention Qf gradually removing all conifers other than those that are of historic
io  a. 	flfl3q 	I’ 	 -. 	 . 

significance. The intention is to allow felled areas to be re-stocked naturally by regeneration from 

reNtstin 

H 	.taKemanyyears.tJikely  lea scarring 

;ioThthç1)il5idUring 	 is 

H .  native specis) 1 theood!andbackdroptQ4the Es ,tat.e pverfth sc,rp.ottheyalley would resonate with its 

historic character and appearance. There would also be the opportunity to retrieve and restore lost 

histôaIkad?fti 	d 4 rØsthre eIehiŁhtof the open parklànd ththav 	 as The 

Peak (7B 

H 4.12 1neffe to graduallyres prebewgodlandEJernent of 

it 	_qfth_js-tqrI;a 1anscap fljitspti$paer  slbe:maQageØv.i,thint cQfls.trqiflts of 

H c 	Wst jshfPQnd7G 	 (for 

eapIeof.suwiving.rernains:fovnd i. thewoodand - see 2.10 above);then itrepresents; no risk to - and 

H . 	

indeed a. majoropportunityxoenh.ance thesigniflcance�ofthe statecs heritage in thlong tern, 

H
Gateshead council  

4.126 The Council’s expectations for the place will flow from two sources. The rnainone.will be through its role 

as planning authority and therefore including the involvement of building and nature conservation roles, 

Li 	 and tiieiyne& Wear Specialist CöriservatiO h Team. Secondly,the Coundl might also be expected to have 

anoveräll’cOrpórate’viŁw ôæthe future of such a làrgº and prominent part of the borbugh. The to will 

L 	be connected. 
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4.127 	This corporate view onthe placeis illustrated inaseries of Iettrs tO thØTrustàndtheôWes siflce 1 996. RISKSAND 
ISSUES 

The Director of P Ian ningwrote tOthilrust on21 ’NOv ember 1996 xpssiflgsup’jdrvfOrits preparation 

of the Feasibility Study (see 2.56 above) on the Castle Complex, saying any such move "which may 

uItimÆteIy lead t 	the restôratión and salvation o t esebUil Rigs is something w ic 	isentirayin line 
I 	(fr 

with Council policy " . The director wrote again on 25 March 1998 to discuss 	ie planning implications of fl 
the three options for the Stable Block tested in the Feasibility Study, concluding that th 	CoincilwpulØ be 

prepared to show its commitment to the future of the place by considering the use of statutory powers, fl 
- 	 c 	 ) l cp LU 

including compulsory purchase, if all other options had been exhausted. This commitment was 

AH"strengthened in a l etter o?i 	July Ot3’ 1to fI 	oer 	agent frdm he Iead of Planning & Eiroiiental fl rr"  

Strategy, making itclear that the 	bnclI would be prepared to us(statutory powers should negotiations 
r ’ 	 - ’ 	 c 

With the Trust fail 	Although essentially reactive to particular situations at the time, the Council has 
LU 

consistently made officers available for discussions and, more recently, a proactive corporate approach to 

secu ring he place’s future has emerg’e’d[ The C6tnc1I has recently committed additional in terna l  
- 

resource, and in June 2006 it commissioned architects Purcell Miller Tritton to carry out a survey of LU AH  
essential works to parts of the  Castle ’Complex (see 4.4 abóve),using planning delivery grant. 

LU 

4.128 	Ofkrs reortthat members;aresupportive ofct ion ’ .tbbringabouttheplace’s rescUe,- but that a degree cz 

� 	Of UblicacssWbuldbØa kØàim. M partOf the OO4’StratØiA p?OisdI cOnUltatioythe COUcil said 

� 	that Ravensworth wasa key priOrity that it had nopreferØnefbi the method (public 1  private, Æharitable) 

by which rescue and re use was achieved, but that it would seek to secure some form of public access 

4.129,1- 	a planningpp!icy point of view,the Counci Vs expecttions are set out in. UDP Pplicy ENV1 6 (see 

2.212 above) and discussed from 4.50 above. This clearly identifies the intention to seek conservation of LD 

the Castle Complex and the wider Estate by linking consents for the Stable Block to conservation of the LU 
.... 	 ..- 	 .. 

otherhistoriG buildings’through aplannin 	obligationorconditions. The planning policy
- 
 sees’a degree 

CL 

bfpublic access 	thhecaStleCorhplex adºsirable, a;pthitivetern&nt of th 	UhiI’ 	Oitibff. This LU 

Was augmented in the StrÆtgicApptU!a1cOnsulthtións: Ofi9cers:from bUilinlaldscapandnathre 

conservatibfl;functiohs’haveledon this, using dicuss’iGn~andofresponde’ne:-to ºflOuragØa positive 

particular there has been a healthy collaborative approach between the owners and nature conservation 

officers regarding land management in some parts of the Estate (eg. where grazing or hay croppin 

affects land in the SNCI designation) 
IL 

4 .1 30 The StrcgicAppraisa/ao.report.Council vLews,.from an economic deyelopmnt.point if view, icluding_ 

that flexible mixed useeveloprnents were thenmqst popular inthe rarket, ap.d .tjiat key1marketareas LL  

included culture, leisure and arts. 	 �. ., 
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4.131. ln1ummary 1  the expectationsof the Councilpose little.threat.tothe significanceof the place and  should, 	ND 
ISSUES 

in general,support it. There is healthy evidence of positioning and: growing signs:of proactive action and 

resource allocation. The biggestrisk would be if concerted statutory action were not taken;if a negotiated 

solutionto the place’s future fails ............ .. . . .. . . . . :. .,. .. S 

C 

English Heritage 
LL 

.. .. 

4132 Although no specifically recorded, English INffl:age’s expectations will be to secure as comprehensive a 

conseW?b 0"6 4o theastle Compi 	d1 aP 	’as 6ossib1e English Heritage’ have 

s&aRtnt co 1rporte and 	 fmtciIW(ttie future of the 	la,ased both 

ohit i(dlWàrd d 	Øindui 	 Risk 

RØIthiätthe hiçhst 	 haiiedns pricrty 

as well as ’with the Trust It entred into 	 the owners over the short-term 

protection of the Castle Complexduringthe latel 90s and earlyl 990s, as wellas providing grantsupport - 

to. pparç its _IA 	 rçgplarly 

involvedi the detail of discussions with ffie owners, Trustand tle ColWcil .and thejr replains a 
1-)13’ 	 t? 	1 ’It’ ) 	1f 	, Dttt t 	-O ’ t ’) UO 

commitment to this. Inclusion on the Buildings at Risk Register also implies it would consider capital 

grant support for the place’s rescue. English Heritage’s expectations pose no risktotheplacŁ’s 

significance and  its dtailed, i Me 

9f: r9e rather,than anypartyoit. 	. 	 . . 	. j .  To 

J ’Al 	6 Ehj1d dOW tht f 	. . 	 .. 

4.133 North of Enciland Civic Trust, the author of this Plan, has made its expectations over the future of the place 

clear since publishing its 1q98 Feasibility Study. Since the first visit to the Estate by the Trust’s Director in 

be 

to gejq 	?wnerrIrivate deeJper. It.setot then 	tç j,iId take to take and has, 

since thatimetaken the  lead on securing a conservation-led future Th1 had variously included 

negotiations with the owners and their agent towards acqtipn of the, tie Complex an access to it, 

pursuing capital funding for a rescue, re-use and management scheme, securing its own revenue funding 

to support its continued involvement, developing a rescue, re-use and management scheme with Great 

North Forest, taking the StableBlock into the Restoration TVprogramme, and delivering regular talks on 

theplace for Heritage Open Days, Local History Month andthe like. As a BPT,it has the potential to enter 

into a back-to-back deal with the Council should it decide to pursue a CPO (see 4.170 below); 

z 

U- 
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NORTI lot INGI AND CIVIC J RUSt 

4.134 As part of the 2004 StrategicAppraisal consultations, the Trust confirmedthat Ravensworth remained a SAND  
ISSUE 

priority, that it would stillbe willing to negotiate a purchase based on a market pricewhich reflected its 

condition and constraints; and thatin developing a scheme for its.future, the Trust would want to work 

with the owners and be sensitive to the interests of residents on the Estate; ThisWas in -spite of slOWer 

negotiations since 2003. 

4.135 However, Whilst the Trust’ expectations fQjr ..the place are lçeyto its conservation, it could also be accused 

of creating  fa,lse hope. The Trust has no revenue funding  and so an occasionaJLaçpfr.eso.urces  fpr the 

project has often lowered its priority Qverotherwork,whilst the Restoration TV programme (an unknown 

quantity even for theprqgramrne’s.producers at the time) may have raised expectations  about the 

ilbiliOfpitl resources A~tiiWmoves onithüfän agreedölütion on thŁhoiizôiiit ciild be 

argued that, if the Trust (or any other BPT) had not l ed a splution, a private developer might have 

eventually.won consent by be.ing perceived itself as the only way forward. Thisis, ofcourse,speculation. 

H 

4.136 Nonetheless, the Trust’s expectations remain healthy and pose no risk to the place’s significance provided 

it can resource its continued detailed involvement, and even if it just remains an interested amenity body. 

Great North Forest

illi 4.137 The Trust led exploratOry discussiOns withGreat North Fbrst (GNF) arôund2002with a view to them 

becoming closely involved in the conservation and re-use & -66 Stable Block (see 156a b6ve). GNF 

initially discussed parallel working arrangements with the Trust, leading to quite detailed discussion of 

how GNF might use the site, considering whether relocation from their base at Whickham Thorns Farm 

Would help develop àutreach work. For political arid logistical reason, they preferred a GÆteshead 

location and, at the time, Ravensworth seemed a logkal progression. GNF àlsentØØd intodiscussions 

with the owners over managed public and trainee access into parts of the Estate, including the Woodland 

(Sub Area 7) A workable soltitidn appeared to have been agreed by the time of the Restoration Tv series 

in 2003 but; subsequently t 1110’6 W n 0 t’9§ a - e n t  diŒ*bàck t 0 t I ie extent tht ton sideratión of æy acc ess into 

the W6ô&and was ssentiIl ruled oft -  No fdrther exploratory negotiations took plac. Asà publicly 

fud1dy run btia cOnsortium of FOdâI authorfties,4F has snc had reoraäniätion Issues to deal 

with, and this has meant it has not been able to take as much of a lead as it had previously. It remains an 

interested stÆkehOldØr but with a much lower profllØ. Depending On the future use of the Castle Complex 

and access irto the EsÆte, may stillfeatüre ir bme form ma solution. 

4.138 In terms of their policy position, GNF’sForest Plan suggeststhe Estate be conserved,enhanced and 

managed.asi modellandscape, and this offersnorisk to the place’s significance. The principles of rural 

employment, training provision ;  volunteer and education opportunities, enhanced management and 

controlled public access remain appropriate for the site, and would support the ambitions of others along 
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:::...:. 

those lines, including the Council. Suggested new tree cover across ,  pqts of the, North Park(SUb-Area 6) RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

conflict with its openness if that was a designed part of the landscape. 

P
might 

WiderPubhc Interest I ( 

L The expectations of the wider commity  havenotbeen researchedfor this Pianandrernainsagp in 

understanding. Nonetheless, there is pherevideice of 	growinci interest in the place...  from.the 	jder 
L 	 U 

general public In thp)mmedlate aftermath of Restoration being broadcast in 2003, the Trust received a 
1f 	w, Weir )L 

wide range pf cqrrespopdnce from people all over the world telling of their family connections with 
Oy Q!.)b 	1i) 	 , 

Ravensworth,.ancl by people making  modest donation toheTrust’s efforts expiessed in the programme. 
’ i’ 	 i 

A summary of most of these is set out in Context Info 18. 	many expressedtheir cocern about 
2
lthough 

k.J 	1Th 	 L :flq 
the plight of the place, it was clear that expectations over public access formed a theme running through 

LU 

comments, received. This wasoften relatedclosely to childhood memoriesofbeing there, living there, 

througha relative whoworked there, orperhapsthroughA 	isit,th&tattoos, or studyingat thegirls’ 

school. Although not further researched, it is likely thatthewidergeneralpublic would havesimilar 

expectations. This will be at odds with the expectations of others, potentially putting social/community 

significance at risk if people do not understand the reasons Oil" 6 LU 

Ca 
LU 

access in the future. 

4.140 	Meanwhile1  the renownednws correpondentand broac 	 and 
kD 

was Ravensworth’s appointed ’ce!ebritych.a.mpion’ for the es 	 fasked 

:tovisit the site in2OQ3 and was enthralledby what she saw. She expressed MeretQ;Peept:up. to date 

� 	with progress and offer her support where she  could. Around  the same time, aexploratorymeeting was 

held betweenthe editor of local newspaper The Journal, theTrustand  the Council to discuss the 

possibility of apublic campaigntoraise theprofile of the place and tç generatefunds towardsitsfuture. 

This wasnot progressed but cçuldbe reinvigorated inthe future. lt.islikeiythat.suchnuturing of public - 

� 	goodwill woulØ asoperonthe prcipJeof pubJcacesosome degree andthat1  viithquvi,such 

goodwill, andthefinancialand mpral support it could bring tQdetalledrescue 1 reuseand management 

proposals, would be put at risk. 	. 	 �. 
Ca  

L � 	 � 	 �� 
Other Stakeholders - 0 

4.141 	The expectations of EnglishNature, Durham Wildlife Trust and others such as QneNorthEast have not 

been researched for this Plan. None of the regional strategies identified in 2,238 above have been 

L research in detail but they should notp resent a risk to the significance of the  site. One of the Tourism 
ca 

Strategy’s key objectives is the enhancement and conservation of the region’s historic assets, whilst the LU 

Regional Economic Strategy encoüragŁs their use to crŁàte jobs and business opportunities wherever 	� 

possible. 	 � 	 � 
Ln 

Ll 
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: 	 - 

. Condüsiöns on StUkeholderExpectations 	. 	 . . 	 . 	 RISKS AND 

ISSUES 

4.142 There is notable divergence 	- en thŁexpectàtions ofwhat might be termØdinternal stakØholders, ie. 	 fl the owners and others inside the Estate, and the external ones, mainly the CouciI,English . Heritage,and 

others including the-Trust. This-revolves-around the type-and scope-of use that would be acceptable at 
.- - 	 .- 	 .-:-��.---��1 ZE 

 fd 	
. 

the Stable Block and the impact in terms of access thiswou have on the Estate’s privacy and seclusion 

There is in amenity. There i atsó Ægap between 

the owners’ stated intentions (anfacit affection)’for the Castle Complex and demonstratiOn otis - t’ s LU 

i’�’ 	 , 

through sufficient active consevatJón, although they have recently clearly stated the’objective of halting 
i’ .,’  

deterióratro,I iæ’?tt’iding’â new use for the Stable BlociC In additibn there ls a notable gap letween the 

� expectation sófà 
LU 

4.143 This divŁrgencº:has rhanifesteditself in lông term; haltingdiscussions between alimain partiesabout the 

place’s future,and inalackofdecisive action to rescue, reuse andnianagethe most at-risk elements by 

the owners (and, to a lesser extent, the Council) Uj 

Uj 

�Qwnership& Management 
Ca 
LU 

Ownership 	 ’ 

4.144 ’ThatTheCastle Complex and Estate survive virtually in one single ownershipisenôrmously important to 

theIr signiflcaflºe (see COntext lfo 14). Pä’it Of Räveiisworth’ssighificance comes from thŁUnty of its 
LU 

variousarts, forØkamlØthedesigned relationships between thC3Ub-Area 1andthe other subareas, 

the lihks’ betWeen the variOusbuildings revolvin’gÆround the Main Courtyard (1D) in the Castle Complex, 

the designed linkbetweeA the MOdel ’Village HoLises(3G and thelost Eorth’ftoht of the Nash HOUse, the 
LU 

histOrkal’relªtionship betweenthe mining lŁgacy.on the Estate (eg.5E1 6B,6c and theNâh House 

rØthaihiæ SU bAea1 Łft. Sigle O*hershioer mafl CØfltUrie hÆsprotected that:ufliEndUring, 
LU 

Uddividedowhership of such a’large area’oflaWd’än hŁlpgeatly ih’LJnIer~täiiding the’ laº’and how it LU 

has changed over timeparticiilarlyif that ihleovvflership has, as at Rav iswOrth,’æitly bØCnin,the 	 J 
hands of only a few families, handing it down through the generations. Avidiflgfraqii1ehtati’Oivof Co 

ownership helps greatly-to protectthe ii t4dtf the place, preventing ad hocdecisions over different 

parts of the whole which have the potential to break down unity and harm overall signicae. Divided 	° 
Oers’hipdantrolwill nerlyaways le’dtó’adiergØntffitur’efo differeiitfrÆftsof th’e’amºsitŁ, 

resultiægiri changeswhidh thken ccOuntof the comØlete heritage asset and which candimiæishthe 

harmony and cornpkteness a possesses  

Uj 

4. 145 Jhisis already evident in p!acesatRayepswort orxmJIj1the Foresty co nmission and its 

predecessors have brought significant change to the woodland and parts of the designed landscape in 
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	�; 

Sub-Areas 2,3,5 and 7without reference toethe integrity o the whole landscape, particularlyharmful to 	RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

the Arboretum Rernains3A); Althoughtheir locationis not fundamentally harmful (see 4.35 above), the 

creation of private domesticpockets’ within-the rural wholewill also have eroded.thequalityand 

integrity0-the, place 1  simply throughachange in ownershipand the divergent future which that pocket 

would -see s�a result. rhis is1 howevernot always the case,astheModelYillage Houses (3G) tend to 

demonstratehere,:their materiaJs-(stone fromthe demolished NashHouse), layout.andmodest LL 

domestic Iandscaping�have not Qyerrifl poed on Sub4rea The friskod.iveIgent changesover,time is 

inreasedas;aresultofachan9ein:oWnershipi but- here it 	 w- 

4.146 The long term risksasciaed with divided ownership of large country estates are real, as evidenced  by 
- 	 k. r 	u 	, 

many examples The nearby estate of Gibside is particulrly relevant Here, the National Trust has held 
b’- 	9 	fl 	 fl 	 - 	 i-t-n i 	 2 

ownership of the Strathrrrore MajJsoleiimand Chapel, Column to Liberty and Lime WalJc4  aI?rtaslcte private LL 

ownership of the Hall and agricultural land, plus thta 	4Tr4s1’s Rwn%%if of the 	.il Hall. 

Along term aim of the National Trust has been consolidation of its ownership to protect that which it 
LL  

alreadyhad, 	 access ofthekey estatedesigned landcape elements 	CL 

LL 

riversidewalkandeastdrive.:Thrisks ardearly 
Ce � evident: the Hall shows pockrnarkwhereithadbeenused as targetpractice;and the-stbleblock was LL 

deeriorating i 

� have, 	r throughnegdtiatipnfor;asin the 

�c-assof its:stableblOck 1 followiPg compuls ypurchaseibycthe Council-on ab k4obac-k --agrement with 
LL 

� 	the National -Trust H.ete,divided ownership-was- not intitself  theprirnarycause ofrisktotheheritage, it 

wasthe ability of all owners concerned.toestablish andrnaintain overtheiOngtetm:a consensus on 

complementary conseryation, use and developmetoverandabOvethenormal. planning process. 

4.147 However, the risks associated with fragmented ownership must be weighed against the risks associated 

with t 	 a 

commitment toconcettedtimºlyconservationantioWin Subrea-1iandkthishs ledtaflircreasing rate 
� 0 f-deterioration-of -theplace overat-ieast the last-2O-years(see-frdm 4.3 - above). For-asitewhichrequires 

sustained management-to protect its signiflcace;-the risks.posed by anownerwith:otherpriorities are 

high Only inrecent years- have theitrestorative 	 m ambitions-becoe clearer (see 4.1 16above), and whilst 

the reasonsfor this -lack of action could be many (eg.lack of-understanding, lack of funds, seeing it as a 

L non-core business low priority, benign neglect, deliberate abandonment, corporate inertia, etc:), the 

damaging consequences are apparent on the ground. With ownership comes responsibility and, even if 

L owrºrsdf listed buildings (as a sample of the heritage here) are not required by legislation to keep them 

L 
in go’od order, there are other reasons for do - ing so, Inc lUding financIal asset mänÆ emØnt and a sense of 

� moral duty. It was both of these, it was reported, that led the 7th Lord Ravensworth tobuld the Model 
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Village Houses (3G) bothtO protect the ’value of hisestate (it was apparently onlythe Second World War RISKSA ND 
ISSUES 

thatLprevented another 3OfrombØing bUilt) and to counter public accusations of vandalism forpulling 

downthØ Nash House, levelled athim’despite its reported structuralfàilures (see frorn2.52 above). 	P, 
Perhaps at the start of tIwurret owne 	utody;anddespite:bein1i~td1n 1967, tITebUiltreThains 

may have been considerØdas’ little more than a rump, not requiring decisive conservative action But as 

time progresses1 soperceptións of igæificance change� the MedievalToer (1A1C) and the Stable 

Blbck CIocktower(1P wØifl the130s, plänhed merelyas an incidental landscape:featurefor th new 

executive housing estate, butnow; society(stake. on their architectural and historic qualities haschanged 

to rightly recognise them, and the rest of the Estate, for their own intrinsic merits - scheduling took place 

in 1976, the SNCI was de signated in 1985, the conservation area in 	buildings at risk in 1998, and 

local listing in 2004 (see from 2 192 above) As the importance of the place has increased, the owners’ 

lack of decisive conservation action has allowed what might have been a financial asset and a moral 

victory to become a financial and moral dilemma 

4.148 	Consequently, although singleownership is ostensibly the bestrouteto protecting the place’s 

significance, this may ’not currently bedesirablØ.. The risks to significance associated with the owners may 
LU 

outweighthebefleflts of , un-fragmented ownership However, this.will be reduced as the ownerssignal a 

’shift intheir airnsandobjettive, makingheritäge andbiodiversity coriservationa higher priÆrity and 

declaringtheirintentiontO retainownership in Orderto deliver this(see 4.113 onwÆrds) Withoutsuch a 

shift in management di?ection, the risksOfownership willremain �this assumption is the foundation on 

�whichdisussionsbetweentheownŁr and the Trusthave been based, aimed atchanging ownership to a 

body which; onthefaceofit, was better placed to. lead cons ervation-led rescue, reuseand management. 

Italsoforms the basisfor compulsory purchase’powers undel listed building legislation.(see from 4;1 26 

above). This is discussed more from 4.160 below. 

4 . 149 A similar situation could be argued for the woodland (mainly Sub-Area 7) Here the Forestry
kD  LU 

Commission!sämbitions,assetout from4.1 24above;areconservation;min1ed and resourced, soa 

changein Ownership to them couldiead to asignificantpositive change indirection forthe future of the 

woodland includina areater 0000rtunitv for controlled Dublic access (see 4 103 above) Eauallv if the 
LL 

FOrestry Commission relinqui,~hed theirlease tO the owners,thiscould  bring benefitsin consolidating 

ownership of the Estate, -  provided appropriate conservation regimes were in place to continue to the 

Commissions work there.  

U. 

4 .150 If a
, 
 change in ownership was brought about, either by negotiated disposal or compulsory purchase, then LL 

there would be risks of fragmenting the Estate’s ownership. These could, however, be reduced by a 

numberof devices. These include ensuring the part is being detached for good conservation-led reasons 
- 	 � 	 . 5 

rather than for commercial gain (echoing English Heritage guidance discussed at 4.153 below), by 

’I, 

0 

LU 

w 
0 

= 
U- 
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owners of the rest of the Estate, by putting in place an Estate-wide conservation-led management regime 

notwithstanding.the rescue and re-use of the Castle complex, and by. the use of covenants or planning 

conditions where applicable. Such measures would allow firm, holistic control over management to 

ensure the long term character and significance of the various parts of the whole are equally protected. 

ol  

Managment 	 . 

4.151 	But, even if ownership is kept as complete s possible, this doe,s.not prevent�harrnful change. The CL  

changes with the greatest impact at Ravensworth did not take place with a change in:ownership - the 

decision to build, then extend the Palladian Villa, the decision to demolish it in favour of the Nash House, 
LE 

and the subsequent1Łcision to demolish that, all happened following inheritance or discussions within 

the family. It is, of course, those various layers of historical decisions which ha’e 1Ioid the place with 

such time-deep heriaenificance. Consequen,rship  is  n  T19pIflJ$ involved; control and 

management are also important. Some control is obviously wrested fro m ipn,çr thrugh the 

planning process, but because of the place’s significance, control is also witjd,wp.th.rough  the heritage 
l 	’�’ 

and biodiversity protection systems brought into play as a result of the designations which cover it. 
U- 

4.152 Different built environment assets reqUire diffºreæt nanag th tteg1es. Since the 1950s, Ravensworth 

has essentially been mange as aworkinganqcQmmJ .wQo.iand, with land praqkuned to
LL 

il 

those needs. Ths inevit ly .çsq 	rm tQ!.p!,ace.(se.frqm 4.3 and 4.30 above 	nye wi � 	stment 

LL  in non-productive parts IeirgaIow ri9pty,4qjaJteration  tade to the landscape without reference to 

its earlier designs. This is not uncommon - it would have been rare for a working farm to haXe  actively 
C 

managed its landscape as an historic asset in the 1950s and 605, and the significance of the wider Estate 

as a whole has only become clearer in the last coupleof decades. But the Oates family who have farmed 

the Estate since the 1950s and owned it since the 1970s,.were, until recently, farmers first and land 
LL 

owners second:� it is-thereforeunderstandable that there has been noholistic management regime 

during the second half of the twentieth century for the wider Estate Wits historic context. But now its 

significance is recognised and protected a change in direction is emerging away from farming which can 

reduce further risk from practices harmful to the heritage. Such a change in direction might be married U. 

with wider evolution in land management in recent decades, such as rural diversification, environmental ic 

sustainability and countryside stewardship. 

LL 

4.153 In recognising the whole Estate as a heritage asset, different priorities come to the fore. English 

LL  Heritage’s Managing Local Authority Heritage Assets. [English Heritage, 20031 sets out key principles, many 

which can be applied to privately owned assets as wellas publicly owned 

L
of 

� 	to make the most of heritage assets by keeping them in productive use, 
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� to have fuIlup-todate information on their extent, nature andcondition to-plan-.manaement and RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

investment decisions,  

. to develop a heritage asset managmentregimein parallel with overall strategic - aims; sO the two - 
V 	

-cn-upportØchothe-- 	... 	V 	 V 	
V 

V" V �  .... V 	
V--V 	 8 

-- � .tOtake a.so indundertandingVof.significan ce an d potentialas-tkeVbÆsisford.ecisiofl.s,- . 

� to carry out planned maintenance and repair as an essential part of protecting the asset in heritage 

and financial terms, basing them on regular detailed inspections and condition report, 	V 

LL 

- 	 V totake a.rpositiveattitlidetc:disposªl of some heritage-assets, pursUing disposal if this would - 
	g 

prOVide:thebet 	 - 	 . - 	 V 	
- 	 -V 

 V 	
�. 	 V 	 V 	 V 	 -- 

n 

V 	 V 	 V VVV V 	 - V 	 V 	 V 	 VV VVVVVVV 	 VVV 

- 	V 	 V 	 -- 	 - 	..........................................................V 	
V 	 -, 	- 	V 

4.154 PUUThtfiOther princi!iIn the guidanc would reinforce heritage protection Vbut rnÆifÆccord so LU 

well 	tI the private interests of the  owners: 	

V 	

V V 
	

V 	 V 	

V 	 V 

ZD 

� 	to seta good -example as a credible steward of the historic environment, demonstrating the 

ffinclards 	of others, 	
V 	

V 	 - 	V 	 VV 	
V  V 	 V 	 V 	

.VV 	 V - 	VVV 

LU 

- 	
� 	to provide physical andintellectual access to the heritage asset for the public,  

CL 

Lul 

� - to aim on dlspOsal to seek the optftnumvaiUØ hot the highØstV Price, ret6ghising that Pursuing 

V 	 VVV � 	
pontial 	 valus mght:putt risk th 	asset which j,s being disppd. 	. Vveopmt  

Wi 

4.155 	WithObttrüctured 
 

management regkiiØ in place, the ri 	to theritÆgewillremain. These 
V 	

prhciples wbuldneŁd tO be deveidpedinto a detailed management strategy for the mOst signflcant and 
LU 

atrik Parts, mainly Sbb-Area Vi: In 	a maintenance and repair strategy 	be iportant. particular, 	 would 
V 

V 	 V 
V 	

This would: 	
V 	 V 

V 
V 	 V V 	 V 

V 	 V 	 � - set outa conservation philosophy for-repairs and maintenance,  

- - .... set out a specific, ti meta bled schedule of inspections and maintenance, 	 - 

identithecausedfVfailureVor decay and, address those;rather-than the-symptoms, 	- C--- -. 

LU 

LU 

- 	.- - clarifythe-place’s -needs and:identify appropriate professionals -cOntratOr’s:and sources:ofadvice 

andguidancetomeetthoseneeds, 

. � indude costs.----  

-- 	 --:- 	
V--V - -V 	 - 	 V.  

C 

4.156 A potential way forward is the use of a Heritage Partnership Agreement, currently proposed under the 

Heritage Protection White Paper [Heritage Protection for the 2lst Century, DCMS, 20071. The proposals 

suggest such agreements, which would last 5to 10-years, for large, complex sites Wherethere is a strong - 
LL 

-- ------commitment-to-consevation-led-mariagement---They could 	 such-as-decision- 

making, consents, works, and would be aimed at streamlining.heritage protectio1. A previous form of 

- 	- 	- Conservation Plan 
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F,  

has been used here in the past. 
0 
I- 

4.157 	Including Sub-Areas 2 and 3 in this in the short term would significantly enhance theprotection of the OZ  

most significant sub-areas. The risks to Sub-Area 7 from short-term felling (see 4.124 above) would also 

be reduced by such a detailed management strategy. 
LU 

. 

t 	 . 	. 	 . 	 r Ih. 	�. 

4.158 	Putting such management regimes in place in Ravensorhw 1ill be -a challenge. Favepsworch’s current 
OR  

management regime does not take enough account of heritage significance and is not sufficiently 

It will take bold steps from the owners to change their priorities and pra�tices. Implementing proactive. 

the�aims and objectives they have recently set out will requiredifficult deciions and generous external 
LU 

support and guidance. But it is needed if.the long term significance of the place is to be protected from 

long-term  

L; 	k-.’ 	 . 

4.159 	In summary, the principle  of, not disposing of separate parts of tp14&e should remain, to ensure the 
I 	f. 	C. 	 o . 	 . 	 uj 

significance of different parts of the same heritage asset are equallyprotected and to avoid future 
I, . L.0 

conflicts over maintenance, appearance and access. In the s,hort term, a change in ownership may be one LU 
I fl4 , ,�. 

bringing about concerted conservation-l.ed rescue, re-use and management in Sub-Area 1, but means of 	 i LU 

.......................................... 
the existing owners could equally meet that challenge provided they set in train their recently stated 

objectives with renewedvigour Whatever the.ownership arrangement, managementregimes which 

have been out of tune with the needs of the historic environment should be re-directed towards stronger 

conservation-led management of the whole Estate, including a more detailed management strategy for 

Sub-Area I and, if possible, Sub-Areas i, 3 and 7 as well. 

Project Delivery& Funding 	� 	 . 

I- 

4.160 	Not recognising that Ravensworth’s historic environment is crying out for an active conservation project is 

perhaps the biggestthreat to itssignificahce, alongside the state of its physical condition (see from 4.3 

above). All now recognisethat ’something must be done now’ to prevent the unstoppable slide towards 

irrevocable destruction of at least part of the Castle Complex. Consequently, there must be short term, 
Ui  

decisive action in the form of a conservation-led project to rescue, re-use and manage the place in order 

to protect its significance. 

4.161 	This issupported by guidance relating to Buildings At Risk, both at a national level from English Heritage Ca 

English Heritage] 	by 	Council’s 	local 	(see from [Buildings At Risk:A New Strategy,], 998, 	 and 	the 	own 	register 

2.209 above). The guidance suggests all Buildings At Risk should be treated as live cases which require 
LU 

some kind of action. The level of action should be commensurate with the rate of deterioration, the 

degree of significance, and any opportunities to make a visible demonstration of progress on a Buildings 
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AtRiskagenda. 	 ld imply that the CastleCornpIe.xshouldbe the highest priority at Ravensworth 

as it has the greatest significance and the highest rate of deteriorationOn the basis of cUrrent 

understanding (although the immediate threat of felling in the Woodland, Sub-Area 7, is also of concern if 

not well guided in detail �sŁe4.l24äbove). 

RISKS AND 	H 
ISSUES 

H 
- 	 - 

z 

4.162 	To achieve this action, the process set out in English Heritage’s-BuildingsAt Risk guidance-should be the 
LU 

starting point. This sequence of actions, discussed below from the following paragraphs, would best 
-_-! 	 ii 	 - -�. 	, 

protect the place s sifliticance from Tuttfler harm: all
L-,t 

�para 4;i 65: 	Regularly 	~pectThehistoricassetstoidenti 	the fläture aædscope of�theirrisJc LI 
-� 	 � risk LU  

based On1 rescue,reuse and Iong termmariagerneht, 

� 	para 4.177: 	Identify viable end uses or, for those which cannot be used, a long term steward, 

� 	para 4.180: 	Secure capital funding for necessary works, using financial assistance where possible, 

� 	para 4 196 	Identifr the most appropriate delivery vehicle for the project, using partners such as 

building preservation trusts where necessary, LU 

� 	para 4204: 	Gain consents, implement and monitor the capital works to completion, then 

continue to manage and maintain following the capital works 
LU 
Ln 

4.163 	in this discussion, - it should be borne in mind thattherŒ aretvo types of Buildings At Risk in Sub-Area 1 

(see 2 209 above) 
LU 

� 	a building capable of beneficial use,but probbIy with a. negative market value, ie. the Stable Block 

(IN- IS), 

� 	buildings incapable of beneficial use, ie the Medieval Towers (lA - iC),,the, ,Towered Gateway (I T) 
the Icehouse (1U) and all elements without accommodation such as the terrace ornaments. 

LU 

LU 

4.164 	The Octagonal Tower ( -1F and-the 	Hou$eTCeJlrs (JH) coijld be:qf -either. type depending on whether J 
newwork there could allow them to become 	 on habitable accommodati 	(see from 4 57 above) 

LJ 
- 

4.165 	Regular inspections of Sub-Area 1 have been carried out on the place, as detailed-from 43:above, These 

H have demonstrated deterioration over at least the last 20 years, and an increased rate of deterioration in 

W618 	Itfwyearto some parts: Thi has enabled the thmäins tObe 	i 	h-hihpriOtity1n bath the - 

national and local Buildings At Risk registers (see-from 1209 above)�  

LU 

LU 

Ln 
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.......... 	- 

NO 

RISKS AND 4.166 	Regular inspections of the remainder of the Estate have not been carried out and, even ifconservation 
: ISSUES 

1� 
action is not to be taken there, it would help protect their significance if inspections were implemented 

now, ensuring the conditionofthe other sub-areas and elements is monitored in the long term, � 

r Rescue andRe-Use Strategy 

. 	 Encouragement,  r 4.167 The scope of a.rescue and re-use strategy should be determined by the nature ofthniainsin Sub-Area 

1 and the urgency of their needs. The guidance makes clear that stopping problems getting worse is the 
1 

first priority, but securing the long term 	iiand e 	Ł1Iià 	 l\bJid also be 

I
- ØVfIskfth 	sW 	ed 	( 	 iheoners to carry 

out the conrvation 	 is requited, 	thrdUgh  collabVktve partnership with *orking 

others and with appropriate’specialist advice. TheCouncil, the Trust and English Heritage have, over the 

r last couple of decades, prompted and encouraged the o’rers f6 coiiserve Sub Area 1, yielding modest 

action, but insufficient to make the remains wind 	 or t and weather tight A8 ring aboutTheir productive 
-- 	j i4 	r- 

’" 	 ’ 

0 
UJ  

3j 

LU 
4.168 	ApplyngtheameprocesstØthe wider 	 designed reJationsliips between it and 

.tiietEe 	 protecuhe 

significance of the wider Estate if a similar level ofencouragernent were, applied there alsq. However, 

L accepting that the rate of deterioration and degr eof 	grificancea rtowertbishouId.not prevent 
LU  

prqgresswith Sub-Area-i. Nonetheless, inclng  sorne.paft;of-thewiderEstate inthe Strategy to allow 

- 

access-to-the Castle cQrnplewiIl be  essential tomking heProJect work (see 47 ahoye); agreeing the 

. 	 extent Qfthis access-will be -äky partofthe. way forwardv:Th;ere. mayalso-besome economies of scale in 

carrying ovtconservatjQn  werk�,Qnother partsof the E-stateat the same -time astotecst!e Complex, 

.U-AreaHoer, 
LU  

L :c.onsrvtigp -acttqn 9-n -,allet 	 tn’thetder Estate in akw LU 

� 	 goalhouldthere ore-be1to incJude thelargestareaof the designed 

LI 
landscape possible in the conservation project, bearing in mind constraints over access, pJanning, 

funding, and subsequent management (for example maintaining newly restored-areas of historic planting 

is intensive and requires specialist skills-to ensure new treesand shrubs, etc, become established early). ? 

4.169 	The risks to the place will be high if encouragement continues to fail to bring about the rescue of Sub- 

Area l, meaning a more comprehensive approach would be needed. 
LU 

Ld  

tA 
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ri 
Uk ii 

NOM II n/I NI AND CIVIC TRUST 

RISKS AND Statutory Powers 	 :.. 

ISSUES 

4 .170 	The guidance suggests that, if informal approaches to owners to make scheduled monuments, listed fl buildingsarid UnistØd buildings in conservation areas Wind- andweather-tight are unsuccessfUl, then 

applying relevant statutory powers-can-be-an-effective-means-of bringing about action, (Such powers are 

not available to designated landscapes.) English Heritage’s Stopping the Rot, A Step By Step Guide To 
LL Serving Urgent Works & Repairs Notices [May 19981 sets out detailed guidance on the use of statutory 

powers A ’S 	 ...,... 	 � . . LL 

,ç/nMop 	chaoIpgicqrea5A 	J9 	 .,�. ..... 

For,those elements which a! scheduled,whetherthey.are also listed or not, there are no pp.wers 

about conservation action. .u1,the Secretary of State can, 
LU  
In 

under5 Qfhe Aicient Monuments & Arceoipgical Areas Act, undertake works urgently. 

necessary for a scheduied rnpnument’s p.reservatipn, 	. 	 . 

LU 

Under s54 of the Planning (Listed Buildings & Conservation Areas). Act 1999, an Urgent Works 

Notice enables the Council, after not less than seven day’s notice, to undertake urgent works 	Di  
Ca 

� necessary forthe pservàtiOæfa’listd building or (iththØScretary ofState’s concurrence) an 

�unlisted building’whkhi~ importantto the charactØrofa conservationarea. .Anexampleof those 

works might bea temporaryroofcovering. 	., 	 . 	 . ..�
LIn 
LU 

� � 
. Repair.Notices andCOinpulsory Purchase Orders. 	. . . 	 � 	 , 

LU 

Con~ervatiOnAa) Act 1996, the COUndlcaflserve 

a Repairs Notice.on a listedbuildin td.spedfy the wOrk n&ŁSsary for its proper pres&vatioh in the 
� 

 

long term,in.effettothe condition:itwas.inat. thØdate of listing, Oibasicsdundness if itwas 

listed in poortcondition. If the ôWnerdOesnottak reasonable;stepstb secUre theproper 

preservation of 	 of not less than twomohths, the Council 
LU 

may serve a Con’  ulS-6ry-Pa-rchas-e~ Orde’r (�PO)agaiætwhich the Owner hasiht of appeal. If 

th1CPOTis confirmed, the compenstionpayable wouldreflectthecbstof thework necessary for 

pYoperpreservation: 	. 	 � � . 	 . �1. . . 	 � 	 .� .. 

LU 
� �. Anenity.Ndtkes 	. 	 . 	 . 	 . . 	 .. 	 . 	 . 

� 	 . Unders2l5oftheTown &Country Planning Act 19.90, the Council can serve a notice on any land or 

building which is showing clear signs of neglect. It can be served in parallel with other notices. 

The main limitations are that remedial works effectively control appearance only, and that appeal Ca 

Suspends the notice until determination, meaning works may not be carried out urgently 

� Dangerous Structures Notices 
LU 

Under s77 of the Building Act, the Council could apply to a magistrates court for a Dangerous 

Structures Notice requiring the owner of a building to make it safe or to demolish it. The Council 
Ln 
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NORITI of I NLI AN I) CIVIL TRUST 

would have to consider whether it should instead use powers under s47 and 48, or 04 of the Act 	RISKS AND 
ISSUES 

before issuing a notice. If the owner fails to comply with a notice, the Council may carryout the 

works and reclaim the expenses which can then be registered as a local land charge. 

4.171 (NB, The Council also has the ability to acquire the place byagreement under s524 the Planning (Listed 

Buildings & Conservation Areas) Act 1990.) Some of these notices and the costs they entail can be entered 

as charges on the land, complicating any plans to sell in order to evade the notice. Theue of the first 

three powers in relation to SubArea us analysed in TabIe28. The table shàhô the status f the 

ariÔs elements would decide which statutory  powers could be used; &ased an thetdlIóing 

assumptions 

LU 

� a Repairs Notice can only be served onalisted building, 

� an Urgent Works Notice can be served on a listed building or an unlisted building which makes a 

positive contribution to a conservt(on area (NB. all elements are within acpnservation area), 
� C 	 -C. 	-.0 

� neither an Urgent Works Notice nor ’a Repairs Notice can be served on a scheduled monument, 	LU 

even if it is also listed 

Ca 

4.172 The analysis in Table 28 raises three questióih which would need to be answerediA order to cIaify which 

statutory power, if any, were relevant to which element. There would be a need to conflrm: 

LU 

� where the scheduled area covers only part of a listed building, whether a notice could still be 

served on that part of the listed building outside the scheduled area, 

� which elements are listed (see 2.204 above) in order to clarify whether a Repairs Notice could be 

served or not, 

+ whether, if unlisted, the element makes a positive contribution to the character and appearance of 

the conservation area in order to clarify whether an Urgent Works Notice could be served or not. 	. 

LU 

LU 

4.173 For example, clarification of the last question would be important to decidingwhether a notice could be 

served on the Octagonal Tower (IF) even if one could not be served on parts of the crosswall attached to 
Ca 

it by virtue of them being expressly included in the scheduling (see 1196 above); Advice from English 
LU 

Heritage will be needed to answer the first two questions. The last question can be answered by using 
� 	

0 

standard Criteria published by English Heritage in.Guidanceon CbnservationAreaAppraisals [English 

Heritage, April 20061. It is likely that those criteria would establish that all unlisted elements in Sub-Area I 

would make a positive contribution to the character and appearance of the conservation area, meaning 
LU 

Urgent Works Notices would be relevant. 
LU 

Ln 
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_=IA___ _uiurtii_uuwer___________ __________ ___________  

IB 	South Tower 	 S2 
-: 	-: 	:_::La_tr;. 

-; 
ic 

-------- 

v: 	-’ _:-:; - 

Curtain Wall 
---- 	 _)- 	- 

- -- _y 	--- - 
V 

-- 

; 	-;: 
/ 

: 	-- 	---- 	- C--  

__�i ? ? ::. ;  

V 
-- 	:.., 

-- ;A;-: 	 C 

C 

!__ MpinCotrtyard-  Ll 

i::_ Nash House Footprint  possibly v’  V. if listed 

--- Octagonal Tower etc. Vpart V Vpart Vpart . v(part 

12i -Nash -Kitchen Tower V possibly V LL 

_iH_ Nash House Cellars V part
. 

possibly V prt / part Vpart, if listed 

11 TØrrace p ossibly V v’iflisted 

1:L Terrace Wall  possibly v’ " if listed 

_lf__ Site of Conservatory possibly / 
LL 

V if listed 

1L Garden Ornaments, etc.  possibly V Vif listed 

1M FountainandPool  possibly Vif listed 	 LL 

IN Stable Block V V 
L 

10 Stable Block Gatehouse V V V 

1P Stable BlockClocktower V V V 
LL  

1Q Stable Yard  possibly V V if listed 

1R Well V V V 

IS Stable Block Gardens V part possibly V part V part  V  part, if listed 

IT Towered Gateway V V V 

iii Icehouse’ Vpart possibly v/  part Vpart Vpart, iflisted 	LL 

LL 

1V AncillaryBuildings  possibly V Viflisted 

1W Workshops V part possibly V part V part  V  part, if listed 

See Table 4 Table 11 and Table 14 Note Significant Trees (IX) not included 

LL 

4174 	Stopping The Rot states valuation of the place would have to take into account the following in order to 

come to a conclusion on the estimated open market value in its current and repaired states [ppl9-20] 

�the planning context and constraints, 

LL 

� 	scope for new development, 

� 	estimated cost of repair, 
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Figure 4 Figure 4. Element Identification Diagram - Estate (from Appendix B) 
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Figures. Element Identification Diagram - Castle Complex (Sub-Area 1) (from Appendix B) 
	

Figure 5 

Positions are approximate. For some recurrent elements, not every occurrence is currently known, eg. 
Significant Trees, Garden Ornaments. Omission does not imply irrelevance. 

Not to scale. Some annotations are diagrammatic and may not show the full extent or exact location of the 

element. Based on January 1989 topographic survey of the Castle Complex and surrounding environs 

undertaken by the RCHME Newcastle Office at the request of the Council [Bowden and Mackay/07-FEB- 

1 9891RCHME: Ravensworth Castle]. 
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P Figure 47 Overall Significance - Estate (from Appendix B) 
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Figure 48. Overall Significance - Castle Complex (from Appendix B) 	 Figure 48 
01 IM" 

Not to scale. See Figure 5. 	 - 
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Gazetteer: Sub-Area 1 
	

Castle Complex 

T 

7 

Ic 

z;. � 
4’  

Brief Description 

(from page 22) 

Designations 

(from page 64) 

Significance 

(from page 85; Table 22) 

Key Risks & Issues 

(from page 1 19) 

Main 

Policy 

Figures 

(App’x B) 

Hist Images 

(App’x C) 

Three storey medieval tower which � scheduled Archaelog’I � physical condition x 1,5,7-14, 7, 8, 9, 10, 

stands, largely complete, atthe � listed 
Architectural ___________ 

� lack of u’standing p196 29,30,48 11, 28, 30, 

centre of the Complex. The � national BAR � use/development 37, 41,42, 

structure is connected to the South � CA Historical � access 48, 54, 63, 

Tower by an interrupted length of � local list park Landscape � s’holder expectations 65, 66,69, 

Curtain Wall (IC) � green belt Ecol/Ornithol � ownership /mngmnt 71,72 
� SNCI 

Social/Com’y ZERO lMI 
� project delivery 

� wildlife c’dor  
uverail 

South Tower Four storey medieval tower which � scheduled Archaelog’l � physical condition x ’i, 5 	15-2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 

stands, largely complete, at the � listed 11* 
Architectural ___________ � 

lack of u’standing p196 29,30,48 11, 12,28, 

Centre of the Castle Complex. The � national BAR use/development 30, 37, 39, 
. 

structure is connected to the North e ’-" 
Historical 	

___________ 

access 42, 48, 54, 

Tower by an interrupted length of � local list park Landscape � s’holder expectations 63, 65, 66, 

Curtain Wall (1C) � green belt Ecol/Ornithol � ownership I mngmnt 68, 69, 70, 

I  SNCI 
Social/Com’y lYIC1lI � 

project delivery 71, 72, 77 
� wildlifec’dor 

Curtain Wall Fragment of Curtain Wall running � scheduled Archaelog’l � physical condition x 1,5,9,16, 7,8,9, 10, 

between the North and South � liStedll* 
Architectural __________ 

� lack of u’standing p196 18,29,48 11, 12, 28, 

Towers and extending west of the � national BAR s’holder expectations 30, 37, 39, 

South Tower � CA Historical � ownership / mngmnt 48, 54, 63, 

� local list park Landscape � project delivery 65, 66,68, 
� green belt Ecol/Ornithol 69, 70, 71, 

�SNCI 
SociaI/Com’y lttC1liU / 

� wildlife c’dor  

No. Element 

(Fig 5, TbIe 4) 

North Tower 

Photographs 

(Fig 34, see also all Plates in Appendix B) 
: 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 1 
Castle Complex 

 

ID 

17 

Main This lies immediately west of the � scheduled Archaelog’l � physical condition y 1,5,29,48 7,9,11,19, 

Courtyard two medieval Towers, at the � national BAR 
Architectural K’Y[C1lMI � lack of u’standing p197 26,27,28, L 

presumed Centre of the earlier e CA � 	� use/development 30,38,40, - 

medieval castle. Also forecourt to’ � local list park Historical � access 41,48,54, 
’1 

Palladian Villa and functional yard � green belt Landscape � s’holder expectations 63, 66, 68, 

of Nash House. Overgrown with no e SNCI Ecol/Ornithol ownership/mngmnt 69,70,71, 1’ 	� 

visible features � wildlifec’dor 
Social/Com’ylMIC1IMI � 

project delivery 72,76,77,  

OVeraJI: 
78,  

Nash House The remains of the nineteenth e (poss listed 11*) Archaelog’l � physical condition z 1,5,26-28, 13-18,72, �-. 

Footprint century country house which � (possnatBAR) 
Architectural � 

lack of u’standing p198 29,48 23-25,28, , 

extends out to the west of the Main � CA access 30,31-37, 

Courtyard. These largely comprise � local list park Historical � s’holder expectations 48, 49, 50, 

buried wall footings although some 9 green belt Landscape 	Will � ownership / mngmnt 52,54,56- ’ 

larger elements still remain extant � SNCI Ecol/Ornithol project delivery 

� wildlifec’dor 
Social/Com’yli1A1tTC1IMl 

61,63,65:   

70,71,72  
L 	- 79,80-85  
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Hist Images 
(App’xC) 

Main Figures 

Policy (App’x B) 

Key Risks & Issues 
(from page 119) 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 1 
Castle Complex 

Photographs 
(Fig 34, see also all Plates in Appendix B) 

Vmd 
28, 30, 33, 

37, 48,54, 

63, 66, 68, 

69,79 

1,5,29,31, 

32,34,44- 

46,48 

� physical condition 

� lack of u’standing 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership/ mngrnnt 

� project delivery 

Castle Complex 

Designations 	Significance 

(from page 64) 	(from page 85; Table 22) 

� (poss listed 11*) Archaelog’l 
� (poss nat BAR) 

Architectural 
� CA 

� local list park Historical - ________  

� green belt Landscape 	ltC1II 

� SNCI Ecol/Ornithol 
� wildlife c’dor 

Social/Com’y l[C1liI 

� (poss listed 11*) Archaelog’l 	_____ 
� (poss nat BAR) 

Architectural MEMM 
� local list park Historical 

� green belt Landscape 

� SNCI Ecol/Ornithol 
� wildlife c’dor 

Social/Corn y 11kCIIMI 

OvŁrall 

� (poss listed 11*) Archaelog’l 
� (poss nat BAR) 

Architectural 

� local list park Historical 

� green belt Landscape 	Nmasonamemwm 

� SNCI Ecol/Ornithol 
� wildlife c’dor 

Social/Corn 	 MJW  

IN Stable Block Nineteenth century Stable Block � listed 11 Archaelog’l  gnaw � physicalcondition EE 1,5,25,29, 19,21,22, 

with four ranges set around a � local BAR 
Architectural ___________ rIca. 

 
� previous alterations p202 32,34,44- 26,28,30, 

rectangularcourtyard (1Q). On east � CA . 
Historical 

 use/development 46,48 37,40,41, 
i  14 

side of Castle Complex � local list park � access 42, 43, 48, !1 	�. 	ti 

;, � greenbelt Landscape  � s’holderexpectations 51,54,63, 

v L � SNCI Ecol/Ornithol1 .., 	. ,. ownership/mngmnt 65-70,71, - 

b: 	-J � wildlifec’dor 
Social/Corn’ylMtC1IMI 

Overall  

� project delivery 72,73,74, 

77, : - 
10 Stable Block Two storey Gatehouse being part of � listed II Archaelog’l � physical condition EE 1, 5, 25, 29, 21, 22, 26, 

Gatehouse the east range of the Stable Block � local BAR 
Architectural ____________ 

lE!i 
 use / development p202 32,34,44- 28, 30, 37, 

(IN) with staircase turrets; main � CA . 	. access 46,48 43, 48, 54, 

entrance to the Complex from the � local list park Historical � s’holder expectations 63, 66, 69, 

\ east � green belt Landscape  � ownership/mngmnt 70, 71,72, 
h: 	I 
: L � 

SNCI Ecol/Omithol=Allllllllllllllll � project delivery 73,74 

I 
� wildlifec’dor 

Social/Corny! 	ttcIlI.I 

Conservation Plan 
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- 	
No. 

1K 

Element 
(Fig 5, Tble 4) 

Site of 

Conservatory 

/ 

r 1L Remains of 

railings and 

J4 coping;  

Grassed 

terraces; 

Fragments of 

terrace 

ornaments 

1M Fountain and 

Pool 

Y 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 1 

Brief Descripth 

(from page 221 

Overgrown, disturbed ground west 

of the Nash House Footprint (1E) 

with bricks and stones as remains of 

a glass conservatory described in 

Gardeners Magazine in 1834 

Surviving fragments of features 

associated with the nineteenth 

century terrace surrounding the 

Nash House Footprint (1E), 
including grassed terraces cut into 

slope; stone coping remains to west 

marking edge of terrace; plinth 

remains possibly for urn or statue 

Remains of octagonal ornamental 

pool west of Nash House Footprint 

(1E). Pool largely intact but in poor 

condition, with central stone base, 

probably of fountain 

DD 	1,5,29,31, 

p201 32,34,44- 

46,48 

DD 

p201 

1, 5, 29, 31, 

32,34,44- 

46,48 

� physical condition 

� lack of u’standing 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership/ mngrnnt 

� project delivery 

� physical condition 

� lack of u’standing 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership/ mngmnt 

� project delivery 

13, 23, 25, 

28, 30, 31, 

33, 37, 48, 

54, 56, 57, 

59, 63, 66, 

67, 68, 69 

70, 79, 82, 

85 

28, 30, 32, 

33, 37, 48, 

54, 58, 63, 

66, 67, 68, 

69,70,71, 

79 



Gazetteer: Sub-Area 1 

Element 

(Fig 5, Tble 4) 

Stable Block 

Clock Tower 

No. 

ip 
a 

p 

hkbc  

vU ..  
I 

Brief Descripth 

(from page 22: 

Part of the west range of Stable 

Block, acting as a second gateway 

controlling access into the Main 

Courtyard (1D) 

Stable Block Area of domestic gardens to the � sched’ld (part) Archaelog’l � physical condition EF 1, 5, 25, 29, 19, 28, 30, 
Gardens west of the Stable Block (IN) and � (poss listed II) 

Architectural _____ � lack of u’standing p203 31, 32, 34, 37, 38, 40, 

immediately east of the two � CA * access 44-46,48 41,48 54 
medieval Towers (1A-1C), edged � local list park Historical � s’holder expectations 63, 66, 68, 

with rusticated stone columns and � green belt Landscape � ownership/ mngmnt 69, 70, 71, 

copings. Very overgrown � SNCI Ecol/Ornithol project delivery 73, 77,78 
S wildlife c’dor 

Social/Com’y lMtc1IMI 

OieraII 

Towered Nineteenth century Picturesque � scheduled Archaelog’l � physical condition GG i, 5, 29, 31, 19, 25, 28, 
Gateway Gothic gateway and entrance into � listed II 

Architectural ____________ 
access p203 32,34,44- 30, 36, 48, 

the Main Courtyard (1D) from the � local BAR � 	. s’holder expectations 46,48 54, 63, 66, 
north � CA Historical � ownership /mngmnt 68, 69, 70, 

� local list park Landscape � project delivery 76 
� green belt Ecol/Ornithol 
� SNCI 

Social/Com’yItC1IMI 
� wildlife c’dor 

is 

IT 

Castle Complex 

Designations 

(from page 64) 

Significance 

(from page 85; Table 22) 

Key Risks & Issues 

(from page 119) 

Main 

Policy 

Figures 

(App’x B) 

Hist Images 

(App’x C) 

� listed II Archaelog’l � physical condition EE 1,5, 25, 29, 19, 21,28, 
� local BAR 

Architectural 
____________ � use / development p202 32,34,44- 30, 37, 40, 

� CA � access 46,48 41, 42,43, 
� local list park Historical � s’holder expectations 48, 54, 63, 
� green belt Landscape � ownership /mngmnt 65, 66, 69, 
� SNCI Ecol/Ornithol � project delivery 70, 71,72, 
� wildlife c’dor 

Social/Com’y 11[C1IAiI 73, 77, 

Photographs 

(Fig 34, see also all Plates in Appendix B) 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 1 
Castle Complex 

 

IR 

en 

Stable Yard Cobbled courtyard at the Centre of � (poslisted II) Archaelog’l � physical condition FF 1,5,25,29, 21, 26, 28, 

the Stable Block (IN), overgrown � CA 
Architectural _____ 

use / development p203 32,34,44- 30, 37, 42, 

with bitmac added through the � local list park � access 46,48 43, 48, 54, 

centre � green belt Historical � s’holder expectations 63, 65, 66, 
S SNCI Landscape � ownership/mngmnt 69, 70, 71, 
� wildlife c’dor Ecol/OrnithollillM � project delivery 72, 73, 74, 

Social/Com’y 

Well Low, octagonal well in the middle of � listed 11 Archaelog’l � physical condition FE 1,5, 25, 29, 21, 26,28, 

Stable Block (1Q), appearing in � local BAR 
Architectural Mom � s’holder expectations p203 32,34,44- 30, 40,42, 

reasonable condition � CA � ownership / mrgmnt 46,48 43, 48, 54, 
� local list park Historical � project delivery 69, 71, 73, 
� green belt Landscape 74,77 
� SNCI Ecol/Ornithol 
� wildlife c’dor 

Social/Com’y k1!tC1I.MI 
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Main Figures 

Policy (App’x B) 

GG 1,5,29,32, 

p203 34,44-46, 

48 

AIR 
, W"W! 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 1 
Castle Complex 

No. Element 
(Fig 5, TbIe 4) 

1U Icehouse 

4\ 	
q-1 

/ 

1V 	Ancillary 

Buildings 

1W Workshops  

Brief Description 	 Designations 

(from page 22) 	 (from page 64) 

A brick vaulted structure built onto 	� sched’ld (part) 

the north side of North Tower (1A) 	� (poss listed 11*) 

� CA 

� local list park 

� green belt 

� SNCI 

� wildlife c’dor 

Two small stone buildings to the 	� (poss listed II) 

south of the Stable Block (IN), 	� CA 

possibly a pump-house and a gas 	� local list park 

house 	 � green belt 

� SNCI 

� wildlife c’dor 

Range of Workshops north of the 	� sched’ld (part) 

Stable Block gardens (15) adjoining 	� (poss listed II) 

the North Tower (1A) 	 � local BAR 

� CA 

� local list park 

� green belt 

� SNCI 

� wildlife c’dor 

Landscape 	tC1IH 

Ecol/Ornithol 

Social/Com’y ltC1IiI 

Archaelog’l 

Key Risks & Issues 

(from page 119) 

� physical condition 

� lack of u’standing 

� use/development 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership / mngmnt 

� project delivery 

� physical condition 

� lack of u’standing 

� use / development 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership / mngmnt 

� project delivery 

� physical condition 

� lack of u’standing 

� use/development 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership / mngmnt 

� project delivery 

Hist Images Photographs 
(App’x C) 	(Fig 34, see also all Plates in Appendix B) 

28,30,40, 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 1 
	

Castle Complex 

GG 	1,5, 29, 32, 	28, 30, 48, 

p203 34,44-46, 	54, 69, 70, 

48 	71,73 

GG 	1,5,29,32, 	28,30,37, 

p203 34,44-46, 	41, 48,54, 

48 	63,71,72, 

73 

� 	4 
4’  

Significant 	Number of mature trees, including 	� CA 

Trees 	Wellingtonia and giant redwood on 	� local list park 

Terrace, plus cedar of Lebanon 	� green belt 

adjacent to the Towered Gateway. 	� SNCI 

Planted at various dates, probably 	� wildlife c’dor 

early nineteenth century 

� physical condition 

� lack of u’standing 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership/ mngmnt 

� project delivery 

HH 	1,5,29,31, 

p204 32,34,44- 

46,48 

9,23-25, 

28,30,31- 

37, 48, 54, 

56, 57, 60, 

63,65-70, 

71, 72, 76, 

79-85 
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II 	1,4,3,33, 	27,29,47, 

p205 35,41-43, 	53,64 

47 

II 	1,4,31,33, 	8,27,29, 

p205 35,41-43, 	47, 53, 64 

47 

(see also 

Plate 96) 

II 	1,4,31,33, 	8,27,29, 

p205 35,41-43, 	47, 53, 64, 

47 	68 

P 	Gazetteer: Sub-Area 2 	 Carriage Drive & Greenhouse Walks 

No. 	Element 	Brief Description 	 Designations 	Significance 	 Key Risks & Issues 

(Fig 4, Tble 5) 	(from page 51 ) 	 (from page 64) 	(from page 85; Table 22) 	(from page 119) - 
- 	2A Carriage A linear clearing now divided by � CA Archaelog’l physical condition 

Drive ownership. Good tree screening to � local list park 
Architectural � lack of u’standing 

its historic extent but with modern � green belt setting 
-- 

trees. Breaks south give glimpses 
1t1 C 

iLi (part) .parti 
Historical � access 

over the park. As it turns north and � wildlife c’dor Landscape � s’holder expectations 

emerges from the wood, the Stable (part) Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) � ownership I mngmnt 

Block Gatehouse comes SociaI/Com’yIT1:tC1liI � project delivery 

dramatically into view.Overall 

2B South Lodge South Lodge is a privately owned e listed II Archaelog’I  � previous alterations 

residence. Land immediately round � CA 
Architectural MEOW use/development 

it is a domestic garden; no local list park � setting 

i boundary demarcates its extent 
L � green belt Historical 

S access 

Landscape � s’holder expectations 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) � ownership / mngmnt 

Social/Com’y f1tCIIiI 

gnaw 
2C Arched Adjacent to the South Lodge is the � listed II Archaelog’l 	_____ � physical condition 

Gateway Arched Gateway over the Carriage � local BAR (vuln) 
Architectural � setting 

Drive (both Lodge and Gateway are CA . 	. 
Historical 

access 

listed Grade II) � local list park � s’holder expectations 

� green belt Landscape � ownership /mngmnt 

Ecol/Ornithol(notsurveyed) � project delivery 

Social/Com’y 

2D Greenhouse Almost entirely replanted � CA Archaelog’l � physical condition 

Walks commercially and largely � local list park 
Architectural ltC1IiI � lack of u’standing 

inaccessible due to loss of footpaths � green belt .. � access 

and a post-and-wire fence around � wildlife c’dor His � s’holder expectations 

the edge (part) Landscape � ownership /mngmnt 
- Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) � project delivery 

Social/Com’yl1tC1liI 

H Overall Ilia 

2E Greenhouse Remnant landscape features in � CA Archaelog’l � physical condition 

-- 
Walks Greenhouse Walks including a ha- � local list park 

Architectural _____ � lack of u’standing 

Remnant ha, stone stream outlet arch, and � green belt .  access 

Features dry bed. The stream’s present line � wildlife c’dor Historical � s’holder expectations 

L differs from that on Fryer’s 1785 (part) Landscape � ownership /mngmnt 

map - the gravel bed and stone Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) � project delivery 

L edges suggest it was developed as Social/Com’y P! ERTMI 
part of an ornamental  garden 

 

L Conservation Plan 

April2008 

Main Figures 	Hist Images Photographs 

Policy (App’x B) 	(App’x C) 	(Figure 35) 

II 	1,4,31,33, 	8,27,28, 

p205 35,41-43, 	29,30,47, 

44-46,47 	48,53,54, 

64, 65, 66 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 2 
Carriage Dr & G’hse Walks 

II 	1,4,31,33, 	27,29,47, 

p205 35,41-43, 	53,64 

47 
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1 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 2 
Carriage Dr & G’hse Walks 

No. Element 	Brief Description 	 Designations 

(Fig 4, Tble 5) (from page 51) 	 (from page 64) 

2F Shanks Wood Large wood shrouding the Carriage � CA 

Drive (2A) and the South Lodge (2B) � local list park 

at the east end of the sub-area 	� green belt 

Archaelog’I 

Architectural IYtIC1l1I 

Historical 

Landscape 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) 

Social/Com’y 

Key Risks & Issues 

(from page 119) 

� physical condition 

� access 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership/mngmnt 

� project delivery 

Main I Figures 	I Hist Images I Photographs 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 2 
	

Carriage Drive & Greenhouse Walks 

2G Significant 	Including the dense canopy of a 	� CA 

Trees 	yew plantation and avenue along 	� local list park 

the Carriage Drive, and ancient 	� green belt 

trees including a c.300 year old lime � SNCI 
� wildlife c’dor 

(part) 

Archaelog’l 	ItC1lii � physical condition 

Architectural 
� lack of u’standirig 

use /development 
Historical � access 
Landscape � s’holder expectations 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) � ownership / mrlgrnnt 

____ 
Social/Corn y _____ 

project delivery 

Ovell 

1,4,31, 33, 8,23,24, 

p205 35,41-43, 26,27,28, 

44-46,47 29, 30, 31, 

(see also 32, 37, 41, 

Plate 96) 47, 48,53, 

54, 63, 64, 

65, 66, 69, 

70,71,72, 

82, 83, 85 
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No. Element 

(Fig 4, TbIe 6) 

3A Remains of 

Arboretum 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 3 

Brief Descripti 

(from page 55 

A Picturesque feature added to the 

nineteenth century designed 

landscape. Still called so on modern 

maps most original trees replaced 

by commercial planting, although 

some specimen trees have survived 

(eg. Lawson cypress and some 

deciduous trees) 

38 Remains of 	A Picturesque feature added to the 

Pleasure 	nineteenth century designed 

Grounds 	landscape with specimen trees, 

ornamental planting, ponds, paths 

and other features. They flowed 

north and west from Nash House. 

Some specimen trees and features 

have survived 

3C Gate Piers 	The stone gate-piers surviving 

and Ditch 	between the two Ponds may relate 

to an earlier landscape layout, as 

the 1795 shows a path crossing the 

ditch at this point which is not 

present on the 1861 OS map 

Photographs 

(Figure 36) 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 3 
Arboretum & Pleas. Grnds 

Arboretum & Pleasure Grounds 

Designations Significance Key Risks & Issues Main Figures Hist Images 

(from page 64) (from page 85; Table 22) (from page 1 1 9) Policy (App’x B) (App’x C) 

� CA Archaelog’l � physical condition jj 1,4,31,32, 27,29,47, 
� local list park Architectural 1YIC1lI � previous alterations p206 36,41-43, 53, 64, 65, 

� green belt � lack of u’standing 44,47 72 
� SNCI Historical � access 

� wildlife c’dor Landscape � s’holder expectations 

� ancient w’land Ecol/Ornithol � ownership I mngmnt 

(part) 
Social/Com’y � project delivery 

Archaelog’I � physical condition jj 1,4,31,32, 25,27,28, � CA 

� local list park 
Architectural � previous alterations p206 36,41-43, 29, 30, 34, 

� green belt 
� 

lack of u’standing 44-46,47 35, 36, 47, 
� SNCI (most) Historical S  access 48, 53, 54, 
� wildlife c’dor Landscape � s’holder expectations 63, 64, 65, 

Ecol/Ornithol � ownership I mngmnt 66,72 

Social/Comy 
� project delivery 

� CA Archaelog’l � physical condition jj 1,4,31,32, 8, 27, 29, 
� local list park 

Architectural _____ � lack of u’standing p206 36, 44, 47 47, 53, 64 
� green belt � access 

� SNCI Historical � s’holder expectations 

� wildlifec’dor Landscape MONONA- � ownership/mngmnt 

Ecol/Ornithol project delivery 

Social/Com’y lM1:tC1lMI 

� CA Archaelog’l 	YtC1lI � physical condition jj 1,4,31,32, 25, 27, 28, 
� local list park Architectural k’FtC1lMI � previous alterations p206 36, 44, 47 29, 30, 34, 

� greenbelt � lack of u’standing 35,47,48, 
� SNCI Historical S  use/development 53, 54, 63, 
� wildlifec’dor Landscape � access 64, 65, 72, 

Ecol/OrnitholØm s’holder expectations 80,81 

Social/Comy lkWIC1lI � ownership /mngmnt 

� 
project delivery 

jj � CA Archaelog’l � physical condition 1,4,31,32, 27, 29, 47, 
� local list park Architectural hMiItIC1IMI � previous alterations p206 36, 44, 47 53, 64, 72 
� green belt � lack of u’standing 

� SNCI Historical � use/development 

� wildlife c’dor Landscape � access 

Ecol/Ornithol � s’holder expectations 

Social/Corny= 
� ownership /mngmnt . 

- � pr oject delivery r 

3D East Fish 	Created as part of the Pleasure 

Pond 	Grounds, it still holds water but 

encroaching woodland and weeds 

block historic views to the Castle 

Complex which was once much 

more open. The East Pond is a 

rough c.20m circle with 3 small 

islands 

3E West Fish 	Created as part of the Pleasure 

Pond 	Grounds, it still holds water but 

encroaching woodland and weeds 

block historic views to the Castle 

Complex which was once much 

more open. The West Pond is 

smaller, some 35-40m long and 

c.1 5m wide 
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Gazetteer: Sub-Area 3 Arboretum & Pleasure Grounds 

No. Element 
(Fig 4, Tble 6) 

3F 	Butter Cross 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 3 
Arboretum & Pleas. Grnds 

Brief Description 	( 	zi- Designations 

(from page 55) 	cç (from page 64) 

The Butter (aka Butler) Cross was . other archaeol. 

sketched by Grimm c.1 780s and also � listed Grade II 

described by Hutchinson who � local BAR (vuln) 

provided a number of suggestions � CA 

as to its provenance and age. This is � local list park 

not its original site � green belt 

� wildlife c’dor 

Archaelog’l 

Architectural 

Historical 

Landscape 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) 

Social/Com’y I U[C1lMI 

Key Risks & Issues 

(from page 119) 

� physical condition 

� previous alterations 

� lack of u’standing 

� use / development 

� access 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership/mngmnt 

� project delivery 

� lack of u’standing 

� use/ development 

� access 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership/ mngmnt 

Main Figures 

Policy F  (App’x B) 

ii 	1,4,31,32, 

p206 36,44-46, 

47 

ii 	1,4,31,32, 

p206 36,41-43, 

44-46,47 

(also see 

Plates 2-4) 

Hist Images Photographs 
(App’x C) (Figure 36) 

27, 29, 47, 

53, 63, 64, 

72 

27, 29,47, 

53, 63, 64, 

72 

3G Model Village Three houses built in the 1930s as 	� CA 

Houses 	part of the 7th Lord Ravensworth’s 	� local list park 

scheme for a new model village, 	� green belt 

using materials salvaged from the 	� wildlife c’dor 

Nash House. In private ownership 

3H Significant 	Including ornamental trees around 	� CA 

Trees 	the Fish Ponds including cedar of 	� local list park 

Lebanon and hornbeam. Remnant 	� green belt 

ancient lime trees and others at the 	� SNCI 

Model Village Houses (3G) including � wildlife c’dor 

Wellingtonia, lime and oak 

� physical condition 

� lack of u’standing 

� use/development 

� access 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership / mngmnt 

� project delivery 

ii 	1,4,31, 32, 

p206 36,41-43, 

44-46,47 

8, 27, 28, 

29, 30, 34, 

35, 36, 37, 

47, 48, 53, 

54, 63, 64, 

65, 66, 69, 

70, 71,72, 

75, 76, 80, 

81 

F77 .!PII11II1I 
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Main I Figures 	I Hist Images I Photographs 
Pi (App’x B) (App’x C) (Figure 37) 

KK 1,4,31,32, 26,27,29, 

p207 37, 44, 47 47, 53, 63, 

64,72 

Key Risks & Issues 
(from page 119) 

� physical condition 

� previous alterations 

� lack of u’standing 

� use / development 

� access 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership / mngmnt 

Qi 

wMallnum 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 4 
Walled Gardens 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 4 

Element 
	

Brief Descripti 

(Fig 4, Tble 7) (from page 5 

4A 
	

Kitchen 
	

Large Victorian walled kitchen 

Gardens 
	gardens. Now rough grass for 

grazing. Some overgrown shrubs 

and fruit trees still grow against the 

central wall. North edge seems in 

worse condition with collapsed 

outbuildings and other rubble piled 

in heaps at the foot of the Walls 

Walled Gardens 

Designations 

(from page 64) 

Significance 

(from page 85; Table 22) 

� CA Archaelog’l 
� local list park 

Architectural 
� green belt 

� wildlife c’dor Historical 

Landscape 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) 

1L1IMARGINAL 

4B Garden Walls Red brick Walls around the Gardens � CA Archaelog’l 	_____ � physical condition KK i , 4, 3 1 , 32, 26, 27, 29, 

and Entrance are mostly intact, the most evident � local list park 
Architectural 

previous alterations p207 37, 44, 47 47, 53, 63, 

areas of damage being along the � green belt access 64,72 

tops in places where access has � wildlife c’dor Historical � s’holder expectations 

been broken through. The Walls are Landscape � ownership / mngmnt 

in need of pointing and repair; their Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) 
structural integrity is unknown 

Overall 	CONSIDERABLE  

4C Head Picturesque Victorian cottage at � CA Archaelog’l use/ development KK 1,4,31,32, 26,27,29, 

Gardener’s Walled Garden’s In a good state of � local list park 
Architectural ______________ 

access p207 37, 44, 47 44, 47, 53, 

Cottage repair and in private residential use e green belt holder expectations 63, 64,72 

and ownership � wildlifec’dor Historical � ownership/mngmnt 

Landscape 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) 

Social/Com’y 11tC1lI 

4D Ha-Ha and A Ha-ha separating the Out-Garden � CA Archaelog’l physical condition KK i, 4, 31, 32, 26, 27, 29, 

Bridge to the south has a bridge over it � local list park 
Architectural 

use I development p207 37, 44, 47 47, 53, 63, 

from the Head Gardener’s Cottage. � green belt � access 64,72 

The stone Ha-ha appears to be � wildlife c’dor His � s’holder expectations 

mostly in good repair; the bridge is Landscape � ownership/mngmnt 

evident but disused Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) 

Social/Com’y 11tc1IMI 
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H 	Gazetteer: Sub-Area 5 

No. Element 	Brief Descripti 

(Fig 4, TbIe 8) (from page 59 

Crop marks south of the Terrace � other archaeol 

Wall visible on aerial photographs, � CA 

possibly part of a garden design, � local list park 

possibly much earlier settlement of � green belt 

the place � wildlife c’dor 

The Wood is to its original extent. � other archaeol 

The wagonway through it indicates � CA 

South Park was crossed to transport � local list park 

coal. Fryer’s 1785 plan probably � green belt 

does not show it, suggesting it was � SNCI 

built after this date, but it was 

already marked as OLD on the 1861 

OS map 

Archaelog’l � physical condition 

Architectural 
� previous alterations 

� 

 

lack of u’standing  
____________ Historical � use/development 

Landscape 	l[CIli � access 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) � s’holder expectations 

Social/Com’y IFA1Ic1l1I 
� ownership / mngmnt 

byerall 
� project delivery 

Archaelog’l physical condition 

Architectural RXERTM � previous alterations 

� 
lack of u’standing 

____________ Historical � setting 

Landscape � access 

Ecol/Ornithol � s’holder expectations 

Social/Com’y. 
� ownership /mngmnt 

SE 	Robin’s 

Wood and 

Old 

Wagonway 

SD Crop marks 

south of 

Castle 

Complex 

Significance Key Risks & Issues 

(from page 85; Table 22) (from page 119) 

Archaelog’l � physical condition 

Architectural 	I1I � previous alterations 

� lack of u’standing _____ 
Historical  � access 

Landscape � s’holder expectations 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) 1 � ownership/ mngmnt 

Social/Com’y lttc1Ii_iI 

Main Figures Hist Images Photographs 

Policy (App’x B) (App’x C) (Figure 38) 

LL 1,4,31,33, 8,10,23, 

p208 38,47 24, 27, 28, 

29, 30, 47, 

48

’

53,54,  

641  65, 66, 

72,82 . .. 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 5 
South Park 

South Park 

Designations 

(from page 64) 

� CA 

� local list park 

� green belt 

� wildlife c’dor 

SB I Ditch 

SC Remains of a 

Building 

The remains of an unusually deep 	� CA 

ditch in the north west corner 	. local list park 

suggests South Park may have been � green belt 

part of the medieval park 	 � wildlife c’dor 

The remains of a small building (not � CA 

documented on maps or plans) on 	. local list park 

the edge of Hill Head Wood could 	� green belt 

be a garden building placed as an 	� wildlife c’dor 

eye-catcher, or maybe part of circuit 

tour. Or it might be linked to deer 

husbandry, agriculture or industry 

Archaelog’l � physical condition 

Architectural 	i’,1I � previous alterations 

lack of u’standing 
Historical � access 

Landscape � s’holder expectations 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) � ownership/ mngmnt 

Social/Com’y k’FtC1lI 

Archaelog’l � physical condition 

Architectural 
� previous alterations 

� lack of u’standing 
Historical � access 

Landscape 	k’1[C1li1I � s’holder expectations 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) � ownership/ mngmnt 

Social/Com’y 	tC1lI 

LL 	1,4,31,33, 	10,27,29, 

	

p208  38,47 	47, 53, 64, 

65,72 

LL 	1,4,31,33, 	27,29,47, 

	

p208  38,47 	53,64,65 
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Gazetteer: Sub-Area 5 

No. Element Brief Description 	K - (Fig 4,Tble8) (from page 59) 	c- 

 SF Ravensworth Ravensworth Park Farm lies in the 

Park Farm south-west corner of the sub-area, a 

country club and a mixture of 

agricultural buildings 

51 	Significant 	Including park trees, and the oaks 

Trees 	along the Former Carriage Drive 

� physical condition 

� previous alterations 

� lack of u’standing 

� access 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership! mrgmnt 

� project delivery 

� CA I Archaelog’l 	lkJ[C1lI 
� local list park 

Architectural 11tCtlI 
� green belt 

� SNCI (some) Historical 	MIAMI 
� wildlife c’dor Landscape 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) 

Social/Com’y 

LL 1,4,31,33, 8,23,24, 

p208 38,41-43, 27,28,29, 

44,47 30, 33, 47, 

(see also 48, 53, 54, 

Plate 96) 56, 57, 64, 

65,66,68, 

70, 72, 75, 

79, 82, 83 

South Park 

Designations 

(from page 64) 

Significance 

(from page 85; Table 22) 

Key Risks & Issues 

(from page 119) 

� listed Grade II Archaelog’l = � lack of u’standing 

� CA 
Architectural 	 j � use /development 

� local list park � setting 

� green belt Historical 	ltC1I1I � access 

� wildlife c’dor Landscape 	k?AttdII11i � s’holder expectations 

EcoI!Ornithol (not surveyed) 1 � ownership!mngmnt 

Social!Com’y 

Main Figures 	Hist Images 

Pol icy (App’x B) 	(App’x C) 

LL 	1,4,31,33, 	8,27,29, 

p208 38,47 	47, 53, 64 

Photographs 

(Figure 38) 

 Ole 
ai’ 

S]tIlIr7IM)UkgLIL4IL1. 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 5 
South Park 

5G 	Lady Park 	A small residential settlement in the � local list park 

south east corner of the Estate 	� green belt 

� previous alterations 

� use! development 

� setting 

� access 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership!mngmnt 

LL 	1,4,31,33, 	27,29,47, 

p208 38,47 	53,64 

5H 	Lady Park 	I Former Estate lodge with adjoining 	� local list bldgs 

Lodge 	railings and stone gate piers at the 	� CA 

	

entrance to Lady Park, with typical 	� local list park 

	

detailing (eg, octagonal gate piers) 	� green belt 

Archaelog’l 

Architectural 

Historical 

Landscape 

Ecol!Ornithol (not surveyed) 

Social!Com’y 

� previous alterations 

� lack of u’standing 

� use / development 

� setting 

� access 

� s’holder expectations 

� ownership! mngmnt 

LL 	1,4,31, 33, 	27, 29, 45, 

p208 38,47 	47, 53, 64 
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Gazetteer: Sub-Area 6 

No. Element 	Brief Descripti 

(Fig 4, TbIe 9) (from page 61 

6A Trench Hall 	A nineteenth century house and 

farm, in good repair, with 

associated historic agricultural 

buildings, some converted to 

residential use 

WW 

I 

Main Figures 	Hist Images Photographs 

Policy (App’x B) 	(App’x C) 	(Figure 39) 

MM 	1,4,31, 33, 	27, 29, 47, 

p209 39,41-43, 	53,64 

47 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 6 
North Park 

North Park 

Designations 

(from page 64) 
Significance 
(from page 85; Table 22) 

Key Risks & Issues 
(from page 119) � local list bldg Archaelog’l = � previous alterations � CA ___________ 

Architectural ______________ 
� lack of u’standing � local list park � use / development � green belt Historical 	_____ � setting � wildlife c’dor Landscape  � access 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) � s’holder expectations 

Social/Com’y 11[C1lMI 
ownership / mngmnt 

68 The Trench Remnants of 	leat across fields in � other archaeol Archaelog’l. 	. 	. T � physical condition MM 1, 4, 31, 33, 8, 27, 29, 

the east of the sub-area, marked by � CA 
Architectural li’1tC1IMI � previous alterations p209 39,47 47, 53, 64  

a hedgerow and trees � local list park lack of u’standing 

S green belt Historical � access � wildlife c’dor Landscape � s’holder expectations  

(part) Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) � ownership /mngmnt - 
Social/Com’y l,[c1II 

_ 
Overall  

Coal Mill Now survives as an earthwork and o scheduled Archaelog’l 	____________ � previous alterations MM 1, 4, 31, 33, 27, 29, 47,  
Remains below-ground remains � other archaeol 

Architectural k’FtC1lMI � lack of u’standing p209 39,47 53,64 
�CA ’access � local list park Historical  � s’holder expectations ’ green belt Landscape � ownership I mngmnt . 

Ecol/Ornithol (notsurveyed) y 

Social/Com’ylMt:tC1lMI . 	. 
6D Sawmill In good repair, held in separate � other archaeol Archaelog’l ’ lack of u’standing MM i, 4, 31, 33, 27, 29, 47, 

Cottage freehold � CA 
Architectural 

� use/ development p209 39,47 53,64 , � local list park ’ setting ’ � green belt His 	ltc1IMI , access ’ 
Landscape � s’holderexpectations 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) � ownership/ mngmnt ’ 
Social/Com’yIYtC1iti 

6E 	Stone Wall 	At the entrance to Cross Lane 	� CA 	 Archaelog’l 	 � physical condition 

and piers 	 ’ local list park 	
Architectural 	

’ setting 

� green belt 	 � access 
Historical 	 � s’holder expectations 

Landscape 	 � ownership/mngmnt 

Ecol/Ornithol (not surveyed) 

Social/Com’y IA1[C11!I 

MM 	1,4,31,33, 	27,29,47, 

p209 39,47 	53,64 
lor"Ad 
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No. Element 

(Fig 4, Tbl 10) 

7A Remnants of 

Ancient 

Woodland 

Brief Descripti 

(from page 62 

Scattered remnants of older tree 

plantings survive throughout the 

sub-area, including planted 

avenues 

Gazetteer: Sub-Area 7 
lULIlIm1I(IIIXUk[ILUL1U 

Photographs 
	 Gazetteer: Sub-Area 7 

(Figure 40) 
	

Woodland 

lB The Peak 	Group of mature sycamore trees in 

the south west which acts as a 

striking focal point for views from 

the Castle Complex 

Woodland 

Designations 	Significance 	 Key Risks & Issues 	Main 	Figures 	Hist Images 

(from page 64) 	(from page 85; Table 22) 	(from page 1 1 9) 	Policy 	(App’x B) 	(App’x C) 

� CA 	 Archaelog’l 	 � physical condition 	NN 	1, 4, 31, 33, 	7, 8, 1 0, 27, 
� local list park 	

Architectural k’1tC1liI 	
� previous alterations 	p2l0 	40,41-43, 	29, 47, 53, 

� green belt 	 . 	 � lack of u’standing 	 47 	64,65 
� SNCI 	 Historical 	 � setting 

� wildlife c’dor 	Landscape 	 � access 

� ancientw’land 	Ecol/Ornithol 	 � s’holderexpectations 

(part) 	
Social/Com’y - 
	 � ownership /mngmnt 

� 

c 	
� project delivery 

� CA 	 Archaelog’l 	 physical condition 	NN 	1,4,31,33, 	8, 10, 27, 
� local list park 	Architectural lFtC1lI 	

� previous alterations 	p210 	40,41-43, 	29, 47, 53, 
� greenbelt 	 � lack of u’standing 	 47 	64 
� SNCI 	 Historical 	 � setting 

� wildlife c’dor 	Landscape 	 � access 

� ancientw’land 	Ecol/Ornithol 	 os’holder expectations. 

(part) 	
Social/Com’y= 	

� ownership I mngmnt 

. 	� project delivery 
Overall  

� CA 	 Archaelog’l 	 . 	� physical condition 	NN 	1,4,31,33, 	8,10,23, 
� local list park 	Architectural 	llI 	� previous alterations 	p210 	40,47 	24, 27, 29, 
� green belt 	 � lack of u’standing 	 47, 53, 64, 
� SNCI 	 Historical 	 � access 	 65,82 
� wildlife c’dor 	Landscape 	 � s’holder expectations 

Ecol/Ornithol 	 � ownership/ mngmnt 

Social/Com’y 

7C Remnants of Areas of more diverse ground cover 

Rides 	survive as remnants of the former 

woodland rides 
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